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In recent years there have been efforts to assess associations between 
personality, longevity and well-being in nonhuman primates. Currently, findings 
indicate that, as in humans, personality traits such as extraversion are associated 
with both higher well-being (in monkeys and apes) and longevity (in gorillas). 
Why certain traits seem to have a protective effect is not yet well understood. 
One hypothesis is that more extraverted individuals rely on the company of 
others to alleviate stress, and thus mediate physiological stressors, increasing 
potential life span. Individual differences in social behaviour are therefore an 
important consideration for increasing our understanding of the protective effects 
of personality traits. The role of personality in social interactions and well-being 
is the main focus of this thesis. In Chapter 2, I assess personality and well-being 
in two species of New World monkey - common (Saimiri sciureus) and Bolivian 
squirrel monkeys (Saimiri boliviensis) - for which these associations have not 
previously been studied. I assess differences in personality trait structure between 
the two species, and compare them to a close relative, Sapajus apella (brown 
capuchins). I also correlate personality with well-being. Results show that both 
squirrel monkey species are similar in personality structure, but Bolivian squirrel 
monkeys share more similar traits with brown capuchins than common squirrel 
monkeys do. Well-being is associated with low Neuroticism and high Openness. 
These comparisons inform our understanding of the phylogeny of personality 
traits, as well as the ancestral links between personality and well-being. In 
Chapter 3 I focus on examining individual differences in chimpanzee (Pan 
troglodytes) traits, through the use of previously collected personality data, 
which may reflect something akin to autism in nonhuman primates. In Chapter 4 
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I examine behavioural correlates of these traits, and assess personality in relation 
to behaviour. Results indicate that personality is a stronger predictor of 
individual differences in social behaviour than the scale measuring autism-like 
traits. Continuing with a focus in chimpanzees, in Chapter 5 I examine whether 
personality predicts how individual chimpanzees perceive emotion in 
conspecifics, using both behavioural and experimental data. Findings show that 
individuals differ in their attention and arousal in response to emotions in others, 
and that personality plays a role in these responses. I also report different ‘levels’ 
of response indicative of separate arousal and attention based processes. This is 
an understudied but important area of research that might help to elucidate 
differences in coping with stressful situations in a group environment. In Chapter 
6 I shift from a focus of personality as a predictor of response, to potential 
signals of personality, by examining personality correlates of facial morphology 
in brown capuchins, Sapajus apella. Results indicate that face width is associated 
with higher Assertiveness, whilst lower face height is associated with higher 
Neuroticism/lower Attentiveness. To assess the theory that these associations 
may act as social cues, such as signals of status or mate quality, in Chapter 7 I 
assess whether capuchins perceive differences in face width of conspecifics by 
measuring response to facial images. Results suggest that capuchins do not differ 
between wide and narrow faces. I discuss the possibility that perception of these 
associations may be dependent on other variables such as age or knowledge of 
the signal receiver. Overall, this thesis takes a broad approach to understanding 
personality, by examining its role in social interactions, perception of others and 
well-being. These findings are discussed in light of both evolutionary theory and 
potential benefits to welfare. 
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“In my present thinking there is no question about the reality of chimpanzee mind, 
individuality, personality….  I ask only that you acquaint yourself with the essential 
features of anthropoid behaviour before pronouncing my assumption unpragmatic 
or illogical.” 





The concept of intra-specific differences began to come to light with Darwin, 
who observed the variability of traits that occurred within a species. He referred to 
them as individual differences, and noted the importance of such variation under the 
process of natural selection (Darwin, 1872). Yet the study of personality only began 
to develop in earnest from the 1920s, with Allport’s focus on the descriptive trait 
approach; this work followed the concept of scoring used in IQ tests, except it did so 
with the collation of adjectives that could be used as personality trait descriptors 
(Allport & Odbert, 1936; Barenbaum & Winter, 2008). This work was soon 
followed by that of Catell and Eysenck, who were among the first to use a factor 
analytic approach to determine the covariance of personality adjectives (Barenbaum 
& Winter, 2008; Catell, 1945; Eysenck, 1977). This approach has been maintained 
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in current day assessments of personality, and involves the grouping of items into 
factors or components which represent groups of correlated traits. 
 The idea behind this is that personality is made up of multiple, separate 
dimensions, but each of these dimensions plays a role in our behaviour; as defined 
by McCrae and John (1992), personality describes how individuals vary in emotions, 
attitudes and motivations. In humans there has been much effort to produce a single 
model of personality that is representative of human traits, and is replicable across 
samples (Digman, 1990). The currently accepted structure consists of five factors of 
personality, a result reached separately by both the Five Factor Model (FFM) and the 
Big Five (Goldberg, 1990; McCrae & Costa, 1987). Goldberg (1990) focused on a 
purely lexical approach, assessing personality using single trait adjectives. McCrae 
and Costa (1987) took an alternative approach with the NEO Personality Inventory, 
which used behavioural descriptions to assess personality.  Both approaches agreed 
on the finding of five general trait groupings, although they differed in their factor 
labels: Whilst the FFM consists of Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, 
Agreeableness and Neuroticism, the Big Five refers to these as Intellect, 
Conscientiousness, Surgency, Agreeableness and Emotional Stability; notably, the 
item loadings on this last factor are inverse to those found on Neuroticism. An 
additional difference between the two approaches is that, whilst the FFM divides 
each component into six facets of personality (see Table 1.1), the Big Five divides 
its components into a total of 75 scales with descriptors, for example, one scale is 








































Agreement on which labels to use to represent each dimension is wrought 
with debate – a label should be neither too broad, nor too narrow to describe the 
traits it encompasses. In current research, the original FFM labels have taken 
preference in describing these five factors (John, Naumann, & Soto, 2008). Items 
loading on Openness include conventional, creative and curious; Conscientiousness 
is described by item loadings such as careful, reliable and organised; Extraversion 
includes item loadings of sociable, affectionate and spontaneous; Agreeableness 
includes good-natured, sympathetic and forgiving; and Neuroticism is described by 
item loadings such as worrying, nervous and emotional (McCrae & Costa, 1987). 
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This structure has been repeatedly validated in the human population and become 
the primary model for use in human personality assessment (John et al., 2008). 
In contrast, personality assessment in other species is still relatively in its 
infancy. Despite the fact that personality was recognised in nonhuman primates 
around the same time that Allport’s work began in earnest (Crawford, 1938; Yerkes, 
1939), only in the last decade has this field truly begun to expand. In the 2000s, 
there were almost 100 studies published on primate personality alone, which 
comprises almost half of the 210 primate studies conducted between the 1930s and 
2000s (Freeman & Gosling, 2010). In this expanding field, it is becoming clear that 
personality is an important predictor of fitness, that is, the propensity of an organism 
to survive and reproduce1 (Mills & Beatty, 1979; Sober, 2000); personality is 
implicated in coping with every day stressors, as well as long term survival. In the 
following section I address personality assessment in nonhuman animals (from here 
on referred to as animals), and why it is becoming an increasingly important 
consideration in behavioural research. 
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Why study personality? This is a recurrent question I have encountered from 
both primatologists and lay people. In considering an answer to this question, one 
must consider what personality means across contexts. For humans, it affects our 
political values, who we choose as social partners and mates, and how committed we 
are to our choices (Erdheim, Wang, & Zickar, 2006; McCrae & Sutin, 2009). 
Personality is also a predictor of health and mortality risk (Deary, Weiss, & Batty, 
                                                
)!But this is debated amongst evolutionary psychologists. How far should fitness extend – to 
offspring? Grandoffspring? If so then how do we measure it?!
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2010; Shipley, Weiss, Der, Taylor, & Deary, 2007), and is related to well-being 
(DeNeve & Cooper, 1998; Steel, Schmidt, & Shultz, 2008). In short, personality 
influences how we approach, and succeed, at life. It plays a crucial role in survival. 
Given these findings, it is important to address whether similar associations 
exist in other species. People who work closely with animals, or who keep them as 
companions, can recognise and accurately rate individuals on personality descriptors 
(Freeman & Gosling, 2010; Gartner, 2015). These ratings tend to show interrater 
reliability, internal consistency and test-retest reliability (Freeman & Gosling, 2010), 
indicating that animal personality can be rated just as human personality can. In fact, 
a review of 12 studies that assessed primate personality in eight species, reported 
dimension-level interrater reliabilities of between 0.15 and 0.94, with an average of 
0.75 (Freeman & Gosling, 2010). This is higher than interrater reliabilities reported 
in human research, which at the component level are no higher than 0.50 when 
people are rated by friends, family and acquaintances (Funder, Kolar, & Blackman, 
1995). Internal consistencies are also high for animal ratings, with a mean alpha of 
0.87 across 12 primate studies; furthermore, test-retest reliability, although reported 
in only five studies, ranged between 0.02 for Friendliness to humans and 0.98 for 
dimensions of Dominance and Physical Activity, with a mean of 0.66 (Freeman & 
Gosling, 2010). 
Personality ratings have also been validated using behavioural observations 
(Capitanio, 1999; Kone$ná et al., 2008; Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013; 
Pederson, King, & Landau, 2005). For example, in brown capuchins, subjects rated 
as high on Openness are observed to spend more time playing with others, and those 
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with higher Sociability ratings spend more time within social cliques (Morton, Lee, 
Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013). Furthermore, similarities in personality predict higher 
quality relationships in capuchins (Morton, Weiss, Buchanan-Smith, & Lee, 2015) 
and in chimpanzees (Massen & Koski, 2014). One of the criticisms of using the 
‘subjective’ rating method is that it is anthropomorphic to describe animals as 
having personalities, and we are simply projecting anthropocentric characteristics 
onto other species (Vazire, Gosling, Dickey, & Schapiro, 2009; Watters & Powell, 
2012). However the fact that rated traits correlate significantly with observed 
behaviours suggests that humans are not simply projecting their own personalities 
onto the animals they rate, but are in fact able to accurately identify consistent 
differences between individuals based on their own experience with each animal. 
The evidence of high inter-rater agreement on trait ratings backs this up, as does 
evidence from several studies that have assessed the possibility of ‘projection’ in 
questionnaire ratings, (Gosling & Vazire, 2002; Kwan Gosling, & John, 2008; 
Weiss, Inoue-Murayama, King, Adams, & Matsuzawa, 2012). In fact, humans are no 
more likely to project their personality onto a dog than they are onto another human 
(Kwan, et al., 2008).  
It is somewhat unfortunate that despite this evidence, some researchers still 
take the view that the ethological approach to assessing individual differences is 
preferable to using questionnaire ratings. These critics generally have two problems 
with personality assessment: firstly, they prefer to refer to personality in nonhuman 
animals as temperament or behavioural types (Watters & Powell, 2012), suggesting 
that the word ‘personality’ is a purely human definition. However, we should 
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consider that temperament is a term that has also been applied to studies in human 
children (Rothbart, 2012). Furthermore, it would seem more anthropocentric of us to 
consider ourselves completely distinct from other species, than it would be to 
suggest that we might share ancestral traits and thus, find personality traits in other 
species that are similar to those found in humans (Dethier, 1964; Gosling, 2001). 
The second critique of personality assessments is the use of questionnaires to 
assess personality (Gosling, 2001). Already I have pointed out that questionnaire 
ratings correlate with behavioural observations. When it comes to choosing the most 
appropriate method to assess personality, we should consider what the benefits are 
of choosing one method over the other. Whilst behavioural observations are useful 
for assessing very specific behaviours, such as response to a stressor or novel object, 
the use of questionnaire ratings allows collection from a larger sample (i.e. across 
multiple zoos) and for behavioural assessment across-contexts (Watters & Powell, 
2012). Taken together, the findings described above strongly indicate that 
questionnaire ratings are a valid method of personality assessment in nonhuman 
animals that can benefit our understanding of species-specific traits. 
Given the above findings – that personality can be rated as accurately in 
animals as in humans - we can return to the question: why study personality? There 
are a number of answers to this. Here I will describe three of them. 
The first answer is that by studying personality traits in other species, we can 
understand more about the origins of similar traits in humans, and what selection 
pressures may have contributed to their evolution. For example, comparing trait 
structures across the apes has revealed that humans (McCrae & Costa, 1985), 
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chimpanzees (King & Figueredo, 1997; Weiss et al., 2009) and orangutans (Weiss, 
King, & Perkins, 2006) have a Neuroticism dimension, but bonobos (Weiss et al., 
2015) and mountain gorillas (Eckardt et al., 2015) do not. In chimpanzees, the 
Neuroticism dimension is defined by four items – (+)excitable, (+)autistic, (-)stable 
and (-)cool (Weiss et al., 2009). In orangutans these items also cluster onto 
Neuroticism (Weiss et al., 2006) and in bonobos and gorillas they also cluster 
together, albeit onto different dimensions – Assertiveness and Openness, 
respectively (Eckardt et al., 2015; Weiss et al., 2015). This pattern is suggestive of 
different selection pressures acting on the prominence of these traits in relation to 
other traits. For example, perhaps the formation of these traits into a Neuroticism 
dimension is the result of an unstable social environment where becoming easily 
aroused allows an individual to react quickly to others. Such that, in groups of 
relative social stability (such as gorillas) or where conflict is often resolved without 
aggression (such as bonobos) neurotic traits are less prominent than in species of 
changing group composition and high intersexual aggression (chimpanzees and 
orangutans). Examining differences in social structure and habitat of each species 
thus allows us to build hypotheses as to what selection pressures may drive 
particular trait structures.  
The second answer considers the role of personality in experimental 
research, which has been studied in nonhuman primates. There are two points to 
consider here. The first is that of research participation. In chimpanzees and 
capuchins, individuals higher in Openness tend to have higher participation in 
cognitive training tasks (Herrelko, Vick, & Buchanan-Smith, 2012; Morton, Lee, & 
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Buchanan-Smith, Brosnan, et al., 2013). Given that experimental studies in captive 
primates often tend to rely on those willing to participate (an important welfare 
consideration in captive research (Schapiro & Lambeth, 2007)), then there is a 
strong chance that the data is biased from the outset by excluding those who are not 
willing to participate, for example, individuals lower in Openness. Thus, the 
resulting data does not reflect the full variation of individual differences within the 
sample, and thus is unlikely to reflect population level variation. This is particularly 
important, in light of the second point: that individuals differ in their performance on 
cognitive tasks. In several species of ape, some individuals consistently perform 
better than others (Herrmann, Hernandez-Lloreda, Call, Hare, & Tomasello, 2009; 
Vonk & Povinelli, 2011), an aspect of primate cognition that has largely been 
ignored up until recently (Herrmann & Call, 2012). In one study, performance on 
physical cognition tasks in chimpanzees and orangutans – assessing spatial 
knowledge, quantity discrimination and causal reasoning - was higher for bold rather 
than shy individuals (Herrmann, Call, Hernandez-Lloreda, Hare, & Tomasello, 
2007). Furthermore, recent findings indicate that ratings of personality, including 
higher Openness, predict better cognitive performance amongst rhesus macaques 
and brown capuchins (Altschul, Terrace, & Weiss, 2016; Morton, Lee, & Buchanan-
Smith, et al., 2013). These findings suggest that there may be similar mechanisms 
underlying certain aspects of cognition and personality traits (DeYoung, Quilty, 
Peterson, & Gray, 2014). Thus, addressing the role of specific traits in both 
participation and performance on such tasks should be made a priority of future 
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studies. The first step towards doing this, of course, is to expand personality 
assessment to species for whom such data is currently lacking. 
The third and final answer that I shall address here – as to why we should 
study personality in animals – relates to what we know about personality in humans. 
That is, we know that personality is an important predictor of health, well-being and 
mortality in people. Thus, assuming these relationships have a biological basis, we 
would expect similar findings in other species. Yet, research is only just beginning 
to broach the ways that personality traits influence important life variables in 
nonhuman animals (Mehta & Gosling, 2008). Below I outline these influences and 






In humans, personality traits are associated with a number of health 
outcomes, such as the link between high Neuroticism and risk of respiratory disease; 
however the exact nature of such relationships is unclear (Deary et al., 2010; 
Roberts, Kuncel, Shiner, Caspi, & Goldberg, 2007). That is, it is possible that 
personality could influence health outcomes by, for example, mediating chronic 
stress responses, or through health behaviours and coping mechanisms (Deary et al., 
2010). Personality is also linked to subjective well-being ratings, a self-report 
measure of happiness; people with higher scores on Extraversion and 
Conscientiousness, and lower scores on Neuroticism tend to report higher well-being 
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(DeNeve & Cooper, 1998; Hayes & Joseph, 2003; Schimmack, Oishi, Furr, & 
Funder, 2004; Steel, Schmidt, & Shultz, 2008b). Given these tentative links between 
personality, health and well-being, assessment in other species could be beneficial to 
understanding how such relationships evolved.  
Subjective well-being can be assessed in nonhuman primates just as 
personality can, using keeper ratings on a Subjective Well-being Questionnaire 
(King & Landau, 2003). Research has found that in ape species, low Neuroticism 
and high Agreeableness and Extraversion are associated with higher subjective well-
being (King & Landau, 2003; Schaefer & Steklis, 2014; Weiss et al., 2009; Weiss et 
al., 2006). Similar results can be seen in rhesus macaques, with high scores on 
Confidence and Friendliness and low scores on Anxiety predicting higher well-being 
(Weiss, Adams, Widdig, & Gerald, 2011). These reflect findings in humans, 
suggesting that links between personality and well-being are not specific to just 
humans and may be ancestral amongst primates. Further exploration has revealed 
that both personality and well-being are linked to longevity in apes: gorillas rated 
higher on Extraversion, and orang-utans higher on well-being, live longer (Weiss, 
Adams, & King, 2011; Weiss, Gartner, Gold, & Stoinski, 2013b). It could be that 
more extraverted individuals rely on the company of others to alleviate stress, and 
thus mediate physiological stressors, increasing potential life span; alternatively it is 
possible that extraversion is an indicator of immune function or cardiovascular risk 




 To date, only a few studies have examined the biological correlates of 
personality. In clouded leopards, fearfulness has been associated with higher faecal 
corticoid concentrations, which is an indication of chronic stress (Wielebnowski, 
Fletchall, Carlstead, Busso, & Brown, 2002). Similarly in wild baboons, females 
who frequently spent time alone tended to have higher glucocorticoid levels, even 
when accounting for dominance rank (Seyfarth, Silk, & Cheney, 2012). Personality 
has also been associated with autonomic nervous system reactivity in goats (Briefer, 
Oxley, & McElligott, 2015): individuals with higher sociability measures showed 
significantly less variation in heart rate across behavioural contexts, than individuals 
with low sociability scores. Moreover, personality traits in rhesus macaques have 
been linked to immune system function: in macaques infected with SIV (simian 
immunodeficiency virus), frequency of aggression displays six weeks post-infection 
were associated with reduced production of CXCL9, (a measure of immune 
response), which is associated with an increase in viral RNA (Capitanio et al., 2008). 
This suggests that, similar to research in humans, personality in nonhuman primates 
is associated with health outcomes. 
To understand why there is such variance in personality traits, and how these 
traits are linked to health and well-being outcomes, evolutionary psychologists tend 
to consider the ancestral environment. One suggestion is that optimal personality 
traits varied with environment (Nettle, 2006). For example, neurotic traits that evoke 
vigilant and wary behaviours may be of benefit in a dangerous environment, where 
caution aids survival; but the same traits could be maladaptive in an environment 
where there are few risks (Nettle, 2006). This theory posits that differences in 
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localised selection pressures have ultimately maintained heterogeneity across 
personality traits in the human population. Other theories account for environmental 
variation differently. For example, selective migration and settler effects may result 
in localised population differences in trait expression (Rentfrow, Gosling, & Potter, 
2008). Within-trait variation could also simply be frequency-dependent, that is, the 
frequency and benefit of a phenotype is relative to the frequency and benefit of other 
phenotypes in the population (Bouchard & Loehlin, 2001). Alternatively, within-trait 
variation could result from cost-benefit trade-offs: for example, an extravert who has 
multiple sexual partners could increase the genetic variety and number of their 
offspring, but with potential cost to offspring survival (Nettle, 2005). Understanding 
the costs and benefits of particular traits could improve our understanding of how 
personality seems to be so intrinsically linked to health and well-being. 
Research in nonhuman animals could thus benefit our understanding not only 
of the origins of these traits, but also of their role in individual fitness. Such research 
not only informs evolutionary theory, but also has real-world applications. If we 
consider the relevance of these findings to captive management, we can begin to 
understand the importance of personality assessments in captive animals. One of the 
aims of The British and Irish Association for Zoos and Aquariums is “to achieve the 
highest standards of animal care and welfare in zoos, aquariums and in the wild” 
(BIAZA, 2016), a mission that is only possible with increasing knowledge of what 
good welfare is. A suitable enclosure, with enough space, the right substrate and 
food provided in a manner that encourages natural behaviours and enrichment, are 
all key components of welfare (Morgan & Tromborg, 2007). However, individuals 
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may differ in their needs, and it as yet unclear to what extent personality plays a role 
in welfare (Gartner & Weiss, 2013). For example, fearful individuals may fare better 
with more hiding places in an enclosure (Gartner & Weiss, 2013). It has also been 
suggested that naturally semi-solitary animals such as wild cats may fare better in 
social housing in captivity, if they are of an agreeable nature (Gartner & Weiss, 
2013), given that pair housing can increase natural behaviours even in semi-solitary 
species (De Rouck, Kitchener, Law, & Nelissen, 2005). Group housed individuals 
also respond differentially to visitor density: in Diana monkeys, individuals that 
exhibited aggressive, irritable or solitary traits had increased levels of abnormal 
behaviour during high visitor density, whereas those that were active and playful 
showed an increase in species-typical behaviours, such as play (Barlow, Caldwell, & 
Lee, 2006). Given that well-being is a key consideration in welfare assessment, the 
associations of personality with well-being have important implications for 
improving captive welfare conditions. 
The current welfare approach tends towards the needs of the group rather 
than the needs of the individual. Whilst this is of course necessary when caring for a 
population, it means that individual needs may get neglected, and individuals may 
suffer as a result. Thus, understanding the differential needs of individuals in a group 
is important to maintaining wild-type behaviours in captive populations and 
maximizing breeding programs (Watters & Powell, 2012), two things that are both 
key to the BIAZA mission (2016), “to participate in effective co-operative 





Research to date indicates that personality traits are diverse across species, 
that ‘optimal’ personality traits may depend on both the social and physical 
environment, and that personality has links to physiological processes and health and 
well-being outcomes. One approach to understanding these concepts in more detail 
is to examine the genetic basis of personality traits. Since personality traits are partly 
heritable (van Oers, de Jong, van Noordwijk, Kempenaers, & Drent, 2005) it is 
important to understand to what extent genes contribute to behaviour.  
In nonhuman animals, these studies typically focus on assessing the links 
between particular traits and polymorphism of target gene regions that play a role in 
neurotransmission and receptor activity (Inoue-Murayama, 2009). Study of the 
pathways between gene and protein can determine where changes to the gene results 
in changes to the protein (Kroslak et al., 2007; Lesch et al., 1996; Vallone, Picetti, & 
Borrelli, 2000; Van Tol et al., 1992). The building blocks of proteins – amino acids 
– are made up of codons, consisting of three base pair nucleotides. A non-
synonymous Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) results in a change to the 
amino acid, which can cause functional differences in the proteins. For example, the 
codon CTT codes for amino acid leucine. If the Cytosine nucleotide is exchanged for 
a Guanine nucleotide, the resulting amino acid – GTT – is valine. Thus target gene 
studies focus on examining minute changes at the genetic level, but these changes 
have potentially large consequences at the structural and functional level. Target 
gene research also examines changes to the gene function resulting from variable 
number tandem repeats (VNTRs), a short nucleotide sequence that is repeated in 
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tandem, the length of which may vary between individuals, resulting in alleles of 
differing lengths. Many behavioural studies examine whether possessing different 
combinations of these alleles, such as being a homozygote for the long allele versus 
being a heterozygote (having one long and one short allele), is associated with 
differences in behavioural trait expression. By understanding the role of a 
neuropeptide in neural and physiological processes, theory driven research can build 
a priori predictions to assess whether changes to the gene and resulting protein 
produce changes at an observable behavioural level (Tabor, Risch, & Myers, 2002). 
The neuropeptide vasopressin is a good example of this. Arginine 
vasopressin is involved in the regulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal 
(HPA) axis, part of the endocrine system that, amongst other functions, is involved 
in the regulation of mood and emotion. Changes in reactivity to the HPA axis have 
been implicated in changes to levels of agonism and group cohesion. Such changes 
have been observed under domestication. For example, compared to their wild 
ancestors (Cavia aperea), domesticated guinea pigs (Cavia aperea f. porcellus), 
which are bred for decreased aggression and increased social tolerance, have 
reduced reactivity of their pituitary-adrenocortical system (Künzl & Sachser, 1999). 
The self-domestication hypothesis proposes that processes similar to domestication 
have taken place in wild animals too (Hare, Wobber, & Wrangham, 2012). For 
example, when bonobos and chimpanzees diverged, bonobos experienced less 
competition for resources compared to chimpanzees, leading to reduced aggression. 
This theory proposes reduced reactivity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis in 
association with changing selection pressures on behaviour. Compared to 
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chimpanzees, bonobos exhibit morphological differences, such as reductions in 
canine size (reduced need for weaponary in combat) and other behavioural changes 
observed in bonobos such as increased adult play and sexual behavior (Enomoto, 
1990; Hare et al., 2012). Thus, comparing the chimpanzee and bonobos one million 
years after they first diverged, the physical and behavioural differences between the 
two species are apparent. 
Understanding of the pathways in which vasopressin is involved has led to an 
abundance of research examining associations with behaviour. There are three 
vasopressin receptors, however only two of these have been implicated in social 
behaviour (Bielsky, Hu, Szegda, Westphal, & Young, 2004; Caldwell, Lee, 
Macbeth, & Young Ill, 2008; Wersinger, Ginns, O'Carroll, Lolait, & Young, 2002). 
Primarily, research has focused on behavioural links to the AVPR1a receptor. In 
Syrian hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus) scent marking is higher in high ranking 
individuals. Vasopressin injections into the medial preoptic area led to increases in 
scent marking up to forty times that of scent marking following control injections 
(Ferris, Albers, Wesolowski, Goldman, & Luman, 1984), suggesting that 
vasopressin is involved in regulating dominance-associated behaviours. 
Furthermore, oral administration of AVPR1a antagonists inhibited male aggression, 
showing a thirteen-fold decrease in number of bites and a nine-fold increase in 
latency to bite for a 2mg dose compared to control (Ferris et al., 2006a). Similar 
studies have examined the role of vasopressin in modulating behavioural pathways 
in humans. For example, intranasal administration of vasopressin increased salivary 
cortisol 1.26 times more than placebo during social stress (Ebstein et al., 2009), and 
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was associated with a 10% increase in reciprocity of cooperation in men compared 
with placebo trials (Rilling et al., 2012). Similarly, participants receiving intranasal 
administration of vasopressin exhibited enhanced encoding of negatively valenced 
facial expressions 1.2 times that of encoding during placebo trials (Guastella, 
Kenyon, Alvares, Carson, & Hickie, 2010).  
Building on this, several studies have addressed links between AVPR1a 
polymorphism and social behaviour. Men who are carriers of the RS3 334 bp allele 
of AVPR1a scored lower on a scale that assessed affiliation towards and time spent 
with their partner (Walum et al., 2008). The RS3 region has also been linked to traits 
of social appropriateness and sibling conflict (Bachner-Melman et al., 2005), and 
long forms of the RS3 region (i.e. 327-343 bp) have been associated with higher 
levels of AVPR1a mRNA in the hippocampus (Knafo et al., 2008). The RS3 
microsatellite occurs within the Dup B region of the vasopressin receptor gene in 
humans (Thibonnier et al., 2000), and as in other great ape species is accompanied 
by the Dup A region (Donaldson et al., 2008; Hammock & Young, 2005). 
Chimpanzees however are polymorphic for an RS3 deletion at the Dup B site 
(Donaldson et al., 2008; Hammock & Young, 2005), that is, some individuals 
possess an allele in which the RS3 microsatellite is absent. This makes them, as a 
nonhuman primate species, a suitable candidate for assessment of AVPR1a links to 
behaviour. By assessing the links between specific polymorphic regions and 
behavioural traits, we can determine to what extent changes in the gene result in 
functional differences in the associated pathways. 
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Hopkins, Donaldson, and Young (2012) found that among chimpanzees who 
possessed the long form of the Dup B allele, males scored higher than females on the 
personality domain Dominance and lower on the personality domain 
Conscientiousness. Male chimpanzees who lacked the Dup B deletion also 
demonstrated stronger social responsiveness than males homozygous for this 
deletion (Hopkins et al., 2014). Further research by Anestis et al. (2014) found that 
chimpanzees with a copy of the L allele (lacking the RS3 deletion) had higher scores 
on “smart” (“uses coalitions”, “receives grooming often”, “frequently initiates play”) 
and in males, higher scores on “friendly” (“directs affiliative behaviour to others”) 
(see their Table II). Similarly, Staes et al. (2015) reported that male chimpanzees 
homozygous for the long allele, and female heterozygotes, groomed and were 
groomed by others more frequently. Most recently, colleagues and I examined the 
relationship between personality and the Dup B polymorphism in a study that 
controlled for both subspecies and relatedness of subjects. We found evidence for an 
association between higher Conscientiousness and the long form of the AVPR1a 
gene (Wilson et al., in press)2 (see Appendix D). Conscientiousness has been 
associated with lower aggression in captive chimpanzees (Pederson et al., 2005), 
suggesting that our results, consistent with earlier findings, indicate an association 
between the long allele and prosocial behaviour (Anestis et al., 2014; Staes et al., 
2015). 
Although results from four different studies all associated AVPR1a 
polymorphism with variation in social behaviour, the variability in these findings 
                                                
2 The data in this paper were provided by M. Inoue-Murayama and A. Weiss. I conducted the 
analyses with the help of A. Weiss and wrote the majority of the paper, with suggestions and edits 
from A. Weiss and other co-authors. 
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only highlights the problem of heterogenous methods and the need for further 
replication. In humans, research into specific gene-behaviour relationships has 
formed a large enough body of work to warrant meta-analysis. Where a single study 
may be limited in what it can tell us about links between genes and behaviour, meta-
analysis allows a more rigorous assessment of these associations.  
The gene for the dopamine receptor (DRD4), a protein that is involved in the 
neural transmission of the neuropeptide dopamine, has been repeatedly associated 
with novelty seeking in humans. Two meta-analyses have examined these 
associations in detail, assessing several gene regions. Schinka, Letsch, and Crawford 
(2002) examined a sample of 2720 subjects from 22 studies. For each study, effect 
size (d) is calculated as the mean difference in novelty seeking score between groups 
with different genotypes, divided by the standard deviation of both groups. Mean d 
is then calculated across all studies. For the -521 C/T promoter polymorphism, a 
mean effect size of 0.32 (SD = 0.14) was reported. Although the link between this 
polymorphism and novelty seeking was only assessed in four studies, these results 
were the most promising of a relationship between DRD4 polymorphism and 
novelty seeking. Munafo, Yalcin, Willis-Owen, and Flint (2008) found similar 
evidence in a meta-analysis of 48 studies. In a subset of 11 studies, the effect size 
was 0.25 for an association of novelty seeking with the -521 C/T promoter 
polymorphism. Results indicated that possession of the T allele was associated with 
lower scores on novelty seeking. 
These findings encourage further research into target gene-behaviour 
associations. However, the validity of target gene studies has become a hotly 
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debated area, with the suggestion that genome wide association studies (GWAS) are 
a more suitable alternative, because they account for the fact that behavioural traits 
may be influenced by small effects of multiple genes (Chabris et al., 2012; Munafo 
& Flint, 2011). Particular criticism is given to the lack of power many studies have. 
One review found that, to get an effect size of 0.2, they needed at least 390 subjects 
in their sample (Munafo et al., 2003). However, it is argued that careful a priori 
predictions in target gene studies should decrease the potential for false positives and 
low replicability, one of the primary concerns of this field (Tabor et al., 2002). 
Furthermore, the application of meta-analyses to this field helps to boost limited 
power and account for heterogeneity of methods across studies. Thus research 
should continue to address how these functional differences implemented at the 
genetic level link to differences in behaviour and physiology, especially in 
nonhuman species where the challenges of large sampled GWAS are impractical.  
An additional and important consideration when addressing the genetics of 
personality is the role that the environment plays in the link between gene and 
behaviour. Epigenetics is the assessment of changes in gene expression, which can 
be influenced by the environment (Holliday, 2006; Feinberg & Fallin, 2015). In 
human research, twin studies have revealed that personality and behavioural traits 
appear to be partly heritable (Johnson & Krueger, 2004; Knafo-Noam, Uzefovsky, 
Israel, Davidov & Zahn-Waxler, 2015; Polderman et al., 2015), indicating that 
variation in personality results in part from environmental effects too.  A review of 
heritability estimates for the five dimensions of human personality found them to 
vary between 0.33 and 0.61 (Bouchard & Loehlin, 2001). Similar effects are found 
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in assessment of nonhuman primates. For example, chimpanzee Dominance was 
estimated to have a heritability of 0.63 (Weiss et al., 2000). Nonhuman research has 
been important in understanding environmental effects on behaviour. For example, 
assessment of response to SIV infection in rhesus macaques found that individuals 
heterozygous for the serotonin transporter promoter region exhibited more 
aggression under an unstable social environment compared with a stable social 
environment, six weeks post-inoculation (Capitanio et al., 2008). Early life rearing 
condition can have a significant effect on neurobehavioural development (Bard, 
Brent, Lester, Worobey, & Suomi, 2011). Suomi (2006) found that early social 
rearing influenced later behavioural outcomes in rhesus macaques with a short copy 
of the serotonin transporter gene, but had no effect for those with the long allele. 
Those with the short allele which were peer-raised showed delayed neurobiologoical 
development, impaired serotonergic function and excessive aggression compared to 
their mother-reered peers with the same allele. These findings highlight the 
importance of accounting for the environment in the consideration of associations 
between genotype and behaviour. 
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Given the links of personality to hormonal expression (e.g. links between 
fearfulness and higher corticoid production; associations between dopamine 
expression and novelty seeking (Munafo et al., 2008; Schinka et al., 2002; 
Wielebnowski et al., 2002)) it is appropriate to consider that certain traits also have 
morphological markers. Recent work in humans has examined the face as a signal of 
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dominance and aggression. To understand the theory behind this approach, I will 
first address the more general role of the cranio-facial region in behaviour. 
Cephalisation is the process that refers to the concentration of neural cells at 
one end of the body of multicellular organisms, leading to the formation of ganglia 
and furthermore, brains (Striedter, Avise, & Ayala, 2013; Weinstein, 1995). This is 
an evolutionary ancient trait that has occurred throughout invertebrate and vertebrate 
species, and varies morphologically from simple nerve nets in cnidarians up to the 
complexity of functionally varied brain regions seen in mammals (Weinstein, 1995). 
In conjunction, sensory organs evolved cephalically, allowing features of 
mechanoreception, light detection, olfaction, chemoreception and sound perception 
to be detected by nearby neural cells. In vertebrates, the head has become a 
particularly specialised region, with distinct morphological and functional features, 
including facial musculature and neural structures (Gans & Northcutt, 1983; 
Sambasivan, Kuratani, & Tajbakhsh, 2011). How the craniofacial region became so 
specialised remains unclear (Sambasivan et al., 2011). Yet the opportunities of 
niche-exploitation provided by advanced craniofacial features, such as 
communication and cognition, were likely a driving force for its selection. 
 Indeed, the face has been a much studied region in understanding vertebrate 
social behaviour and communication. In humans the face communicates emotional 
expression, which can be measured using the Facial Action Coding System, a system 
that discerns individual facial movements and their associated musculature (Ekman 
& Friesen, 1971; Ekman & Friesen, 1978). Comparative assessment has found that 
homologous facial expressions (Parr, Waller, & Fugate, 2005; Waller & Dunbar, 
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2005) and underlying musculature (Parr, Waller, Vick, & Bard, 2007; Vick, Waller, 
Parr, Pasqualini, & Bard, 2007) exist in chimpanzees. Similar expressions are also 
seen across both Old World and New World primates, some of which exhibit 
behavioural similarities between species. For example, the relaxed open mouth 
display appears to be most associated with play behaviour in chimpanzees (Pan 
troglodytes) (Waller & Dunbar, 2005), Barbary macaques (Macaca sylvanus) 
(Preuschoft, 1992) and brown capuchins (Sapajus apella) (Visalberghi, Valenzano, 
& Preuschoft, 2006). In contrast, the behavioural context of some facial displays 
varies between species. The silent bared teeth display, in rhesus (Macaca mulatta) 
and Barbary macaques (Preuschoft, 1992; Van Hooff, 1976) is primarily seen in 
lower ranking individuals as a response to aggression from dominants. However in 
more egalitarian species such as chimpanzees3 (Waller & Dunbar, 2005) and 
capuchins (Visalberghi et al., 2006) it may be seen in multiple contexts such as 
submission, affiliation and play, suggesting benign intent and perhaps being used to 
create appeasement and affiliation (Parr & Waller, 2006). 
The fact that the face plays such a strong and complex role in the 
communication of emotions is an important consideration for addressing both 
species and individual differences in social interactions. Indeed, this role may go 
beyond the communication of just emotions, to act as a signal of personality. Of 
course, personality does not occur independently of emotion, but the consideration 
that we may still read certain traits from a neutral expression is an intriguing one. 
Research in humans has become extensive in assessing the links between facial 
                                                
3 The evidence that chimpanzees are egalitarian is mixed 
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morphology and personality. A ratio of face width to height – the facial Width to 
Height Ratio (fWHR) – has been associated with aggression (Carré & McCormick, 
2008) and achievement striving (Lewis, Lefevre, & Bates, 2012) in males, with 
wider faces scoring higher on these behaviours. Although associations between 
facial morphology and dominance-related behaviour have been questioned (Deaner, 
Goetz, Shattuck, & Schnotala, 2012), recent studies continue to support earlier 
findings (Haselhuhn, Ormiston, & Wong, 2015; Trebicky et al., 2015; Zilioli et al., 
2015). Furthermore, the relationship between face width and dominant-associated 
traits appears to be mediated by testosterone, with both baseline and reactive 
testosterone levels during potential mate exposure being highest for those in the top 
quartile of fWHR (Lefevre et al. 2013).  
In humans, aggression can be predicted from the face (Lefevre & Lewis, 
2013), as can trust and cooperation (Stirrat & Perrett, 2010), dominance (Alrajih & 
Ward, 2014) and success (Alrajih & Ward, 2014; Mileva, Cowan, Cobey, Knowles, 
& Little, 2014). For example, fWHR of facial images accounted for 16% of the 
variation in rated trust of those images, with wider faces percieved as less 
trustworthy (Stirrat & Perrett, 2010). Wider male faces (width adjusted by +50%) 
were also more than twice as likely to be rated as dominant then comparable images 
of narrower faces (width adjusted by -50%) (Lefevre & Lewis, 2013).  And of male 
facial images, those that depicted CEOs were percieved as 1.16 times more 
dominant, and 1.3 times more successful, than a control group depicting non-CEOS, 
who had a lower average fWHR than the CEO group. Taken together, these finding 
suggest that the face acts as a signal of traits associated with dominance. 
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The reasons for this remain elusive. Signals4 may act as ‘honest’ indicators of 
fitness; it has been suggested that masculinity in the human face is a signal of 
immune function (Thornhill & Gangestad, 2006). However face width may 
alternatively be a useful signal for recipients to avoid direct conflict with someone 
they perceive as more aggressive. Such avoidance behaviour can be seen in other 
species, for example the increased use of the bared-teeth displays in macaques living 
in crowded conditions (Judge & de Waal, 1993), and the use of ritualistic fighting 
behaviour to avoid serious injury (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1961).  
It is possible that in nonhuman primates, canine size acts as a signal of 
fitness. Weston, Friday, Johnstone, and Schrenk (2004) proposed that canine size 
and fWHR are sexually dimorphic traits that are inversely related to each other at the 
species-level; for example, capuchins Sapajus apella are highly dimorphic on fWHR 
but show low dimorphism on canine height (Weston et al., 2004). These differences 
likely occurred through sexual selection, although the reasons for such interspecific 
variation are not clear; it is proposed that exploring behavioural associations of these 
features may prove valuable to understanding these traits further (Weston et al., 
2004). This could help to establish whether the associations of personality with a 
facial metric are unique to humans. It could also tell us, more generally, about the 
role of the primate face in social communication and interaction, which in turn could 
benefit our understanding of personality in relation to social interactions. 
 
                                                





To conclude an earlier question – why study personality? – I would like to 
draw upon the examples here as evidence for both the breadth of variables in which 
personality plays a role, and for the need for applied work that takes the individual 
into account. We now know that personality is associated with social behaviour, is 
related to well-being, has a genetic and physiological basis as well as morphological 
correlates, and has been studied in numerous species, both primate and non-primate. 
Despite this growing wealth of knowledge, there are a number of holes in the current 
research literature that I aim to address in this thesis. The first is to build on 
comparative work assessing personality and well-being in apes and Old World 
monkeys, by extending assessment to South American squirrel monkeys. The second 
aim is to expand our understanding of how personality relates to social interactions 
and socio-emotional perception in our closest relatives, chimpanzees. The third aim 
is to extend assessment of personality and facial morphology from humans to 
nonhuman primates, by examining these associations, and perceived associations, in 
brown capuchins.  By taking a multi-species approach, I hope to highlight new 
directions for understanding the role of personality in socio-emotional behaviour. 
I have discussed above the associations of personality with behaviour, well-
being and morphology. As the literature on emotional perception is somewhat 
disparate, the second half of this chapter will introduce the study and definition of 
emotional perception, focusing on chimpanzees. In addition to clarifying definitions 
and discussing the reasons for this research, I will argue that taking a differential 







“The ability to understand emotion in others is one of the most important 
factors involved in regulating social interactions in primates.” 




Lisa Parr puts in succinctly. Emotional perception is a key part of social 
interaction, with potential welfare implications for captive animals (Edgar, Nicol, 
Clark, & Paul, 2012). This makes it an important consideration for understanding 
social interactions, and moreover, for the study of personality in relation to social 
behaviour. Yet, it is an area that lacks thorough understanding and furthermore, is 
under researched. 
In order to test emotional perception, we first need a solid and consistent 
definition of this term. However the definition of emotional perception shows vast 
variation throughout the literature. The difficulty here is that emotional perception 
can refer to multiple layers of perception, and envelopes a rather broad range of 
abilities. Thus it is more of an umbrella term for empathy and related behaviours. de 
Waal (2008) did a thorough job at addressing inconsistencies and honing definitions, 
yet the research on emotional perception is still disparate and often lacks clarity. 
Here I try to address these definitions, and outline my own definitions drawn from 
the literature, using de Waal (2008) as a guide. 
The perception of emotions in conspecifics starts from very early on in 
human infants, but as with other socio-cognitive skills, changes and develops with 
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age (see Table 1.2). Perhaps the most basic form of emotional perception is 
emotional contagion. Contagion is a process of emotional transfer, whereby 
expression in one individual can invoke expression of the same emotion in another 
(Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson, 1994). Contagion is primarily reflexive and can 
result in emotional arousal and physiological changes, such as changes in skin 
temperature (de Waal, 2008; Parr, 2001). It is thus an automatic and unconscious 
process. Examples of emotional contagion have been observed in newborn infants, 
who will cry in response to the cry of another infant (Simner, 1971). In infant 
chimpanzees too (from 11 weeks old), physiological responses are observed in 
response to conspecific vocalisations, including deceleration of heart rate upon 
hearing screams, and acceleration of heart rate upon hearing laughter (Berntson, 
Boysen, Bauer, & Torello, 1989). In fitness terms, adopting the emotional and 
behavioural state of a conspecific is likely advantageous in many instances; for 
example, a flock of birds taking flight or monkeys repeating the alarm call of a 
conspecific. Relying on cues of conspecifics to flee predation aids survival (de Waal, 
2008). 
A lot of emotional processing can take place outside of conscious awareness 
(Hatfield et al., 1994). Whilst emotional contagion is our most basic response to 
emotional contexts (de Waal, 2008) it is not the only unconscious process happening 
in emotional perception. From only four days old, human infants are able to 
recognise their mother’s face (Pascalis, de Schonen, Morton, Deruelle, & Fabre-
Grenet, 1995). Face to face interaction is a critical part of the mother-infant bond 
(although mother-infant interactions vary across cultures; see for example Tronick, 
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Morelli and Winn (1987)), and mutual gaze plays a strong role in this (Emery, 
2000). Chimpanzee infants also show recognition for their mother’s face, between 
four and eight weeks old (Myowa-Yamakoshi, Yamaguchi, Tomonaga, Tanaka, & 
Matsuzawa, 2005) and infants use emotional expression to interact with care givers 
(Bard, 1998). From the age of three months, human infants can discriminate gaze 
direction and by six months will follow another’s gaze (Butterworth & Jarrett, 1991; 
Farroni, Johnson, & Csibra, 2004). Infant chimpanzees are able to discriminate 
direct from averted gaze from 10 weeks old (Myowa-Yamakoshi, Tomonaga, 
Tanaka, & Matsuzawa, 2003), although gaze following seems to develop later than 
in humans, between 11 and 13 months old (Okamoto et al., 2002). Trevarthen (1979) 
describes this development period as ‘emotional intersubjectivity’ - the ability to 
attune to another using eye gaze and facial expression. ‘Subjectivity’ refers to how 
we perceive the world around us, that is, our own subjective experience; thus 
intersubjectivity describes our ability to perceive the subjectivity of others (Gomez, 
1998). Emotional intersubjectivity is a two-way process, such as the exchange of 
emotions between an infant and its carer; it is thought to be present in infants as 
young as three months old, and allows emotional perception to take place without 






































































































Whilst it would be parsimonious to assume that emotionally contagious and 
intersubjective behaviours explain much of emotional perception, in some cases of 
social interaction, more complex perception processes are required. From six months 
old, infants develop joint attention (Butterworth & Jarrett, 1991), where they will 
follow another’s gaze to a particular object. This is the pre-requisite for triadic 
interactions, beginning with shared attention occurring around nine months old 
(Carpenter, Nagell, Tomasello, Butterworth, & Moore, 1998; Emery, 2000). 
Although not all researchers make the distinction between shared and joint attention, 
shared attention is considered to be a more advanced form of joint attention in that it 
requires mutual knowledge between two people that they are both looking at the 
same object (Emery, 2000). At this stage, infants will begin to interact with their 
carers by showing or requesting objects (Carpenter et al., 1998). Joint attention does 
appear to occur in infant chimpanzees (Bard & Leavens, 2009). For example, one 
year old infants have been observed to jointly engage with a novel object alongside 
their mothers (Tomonaga et al., 2004). However, evidence for shared attention in 
chimpanzees is mixed. Chimpanzee infants have been observed to glance back 
towards human carers when interacting with a novel object (Russell, Bard, & 
Adamson, 1997) but other research has found that infants tend not to show or give 
objects to their mothers when interacting with them, a crucial part of triadic 
interactions in humans (Tomonaga et al., 2004). 
The development of triadic interactions leads to more complex perspective 
taking abilities. From the age of four children learn to assess the intent, knowledge, 
beliefs, desires and feelings of others, and to understand false belief, a set of abilities 
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termed Theory of Mind (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin, & Clubley, 
2001; Premack & Woodruff, 1978; Wimmer & Perner, 1983). Another term for this 
developmental period, starting from the development of triadic interactions at nine 
months, is ‘Intellectual intersubjectivity’ (Trevarthen, 1979). From this age, children 
begin to partake in team-work and understand perspective taking (Baron-Cohen et 
al., 2001; Emery, 2000b; Trevarthen, 1979), and social responses are considered to 
be learned and are generally conscious (Trevarthen, 1979). 
There has been much debate as to whether Theory of Mind is specific to 
humans; current evidence suggests that chimpanzees can understand the knowledge 
and intent of others, but fail to grasp false belief, suggesting that they share some but 
not all elements of human perspective taking (Call & Tomasello, 2008). Importantly, 
most research assessing Theory of Mind in nonhuman primates has focused 
primarily on knowledge understanding, i.e. assessing what others know (Call & 
Tomasello, 2008; Crockford, Wittig, Mundry, & Zuberbuhler, 2012; Drayton & 
Santos, 2016; Hirata, 2009). It is still not clear as to what extent chimpanzees 
perceive, and empathise with, emotions in others.  
Work by Parr and colleagues (Parr, 2003) explored how chimpanzees 
respond to emotional expressions in the facial images of conspecifics. They found 
that chimpanzees recognise conspecifics from photos (Parr & Hopkins, 2000), can 
identify different facial expressions from images (Parr, Hopkins, & de Waal, 1998) 
and can correctly associate specific expressions with scenes of positive or negative 
valence (Parr, 2001). This demonstrates that chimpanzees can recognise and 
understand the context of emotion, which suggests that they may also have the 
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ability to understand emotional perspectives. However, to perceive an emotion of a 
conspecific is not necessarily to show empathy for that conspecific, even when 
interest is shown (Edgar et al., 2012). 
The term empathy has been defined in a number of ways, so at this stage it is 
important to be clear what I mean by empathy. Here I take de Waal’s definition, that 
empathy involves not only the recognition of an emotional state in a conspecific, but 
also a change in one’s own bodily state to match that of the conspecific (de Waal, 
2008). Although the two terms are often confused, empathy is differentiated from 
sympathy, in that sympathetic concern is a response to a conspecific’s emotional 
state that involves reassurance behaviour, but not necessarily a change in one’s own 
emotional state (de Waal, 2008; Wispé, 1986). For example in humans, we can be 
sympathetic towards someone’s feelings, without feeling what they feel. 
In humans, empathy is generally considered to include perspective taking 
(Decety & Jackson, 2004). However this is not necessarily always the case; patients 
with lesions in the inferior frontal gyrus can understand the perspective of another, 
but lack feeling for them (Shamay-Tsoory, Aharon-Peretz, & Perry, 2009). Similarly, 
in nonhuman species, empathetic behaviours may occur without perspective taking 
(although not all researchers make this differentiation, such as Morimoto and Fujita 
(2011)). For example, offering reassurance to a conspecific could demonstrate 
empathy, but this behaviour could just as easily be the result of an emotionally 
contagious response, for example, consoling another may also provide self-
reassurance (Koski & Sterck, 2007). 
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Recent evidence points to the suggestion that there are separate neural 
systems in humans for emotional empathy and perspective taking (Shamay-Tsoory, 
2011; Shamay-Tsoory et al., 2009) which could explain why there is such 
behavioural variation associated with emotional perception. Thus, it is all the more 
important that we define what we mean by empathy. If we view empathy as a 
perspective taking process – that is, the ability to understand the emotional state of 
another and the reasons and context for these emotions – then we should refer to it as 
‘cognitive’ empathy (de Waal, 1996), an ability akin to Theory of Mind. This differs 
from ‘emotional’ or affective empathy, because theoretically, empathy – emotion 
recognition, change in body state – can occur without taking any perspective into 
account. These segregations and differences in types of emotional perception 
suggest a layered process, whereby more complex socio-cognitive processes (e.g. 
perspective taking) build on lower level, reflexive responses (e.g. emotional 
contagion). This onion-like layering system is presented as a Russian doll model of 
empathy and imitation (de Waal, 2008). At its core, the ‘inner’ doll features 
emotional contagion and motor mimicry. The next layer contains sympathetic 
concern, consolation, coordination and shared goals. The final, outer layer includes 
perspective taking, targeted helping, imitation and emulation. 
 Based on this layering system, and the definitions outlined above, I refer to 
emotional perception as an umbrella term for all forms of emotional recognition and 
response, from automatic, non-conscious processes to those possibly involving 
perspective taking (Shamay-Tsoory, 2011). Within this umbrella term I define five 





























These definitions should not imply that each level is a singular, detached 
response with no relation to its neighbouring level; on the contrary, these different 
aspects of emotional perception likely come together as a package of responses in 
any given combination. For example, a chimpanzee witnesses a conflict in two 
conspecifics: they may show awareness of the conflict by looking towards it or 
moving towards or away from it, depending on whether they want to join in, or 
avoid the conflict. They will likely experience emotional arousal as a contagious, 
automatic response – a change in heart rate, skin temperature, piloerection (hair 
standing on end); a contagious response may pass through the group, with other 
conspecifics experiencing similar arousal behaviours. Behaviourally, this response 
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may predominate, however consolation behaviour may also result following the 
conflict.  
These three levels of perception are observable and therefore relatively 
straight forward to collect data on. However, determining the fourth and fifth levels 
of emotional perception – emotional empathy, and cognitive empathy – is more 
difficult. In a group setting, how can we tell if a chimpanzee can understand a 
conspecific’s perspective, or whether they experience emotional empathy? Thus 
assessing this level of perception is reliant on some form of test that can determine 
whether an individual is able to take a certain perspective.  
Given the ready body of knowledge available on chimpanzees’ Theory of 
Mind, empathetic abilities and socio-emotional development (Call & Tomasello, 
2008; Hirata, 2009; Bard et al., 2014), chimpanzees are an ideal study species in 
which to extend the study of emotional perception. So what is the evidence for these 
different levels of emotional perception in chimpanzees? There are numerous 
anecdotes describing empathetic behaviours (O’Connell, 1995), but empirical 
assessments of empathetic behaviour are few. Emotional contagion is evident in 
chimpanzee social groups during conflict, feeding and displays. Chimpanzees show 
arousal through changes in heart rate in response to vocalisations (Berntson et al., 
1989) and conflict footage (Kano, Hirata, Deschner, Behringer, & Call, 2016), and 
in brain, skin and face temperature changes in response to emotional stimuli (Parr & 
Hopkins, 2000; Parr, 2001; Kano et al., 2016). Evidence from touch screen tasks 
also shows that chimpanzees are able to discriminate between different emotions 
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(Morimura & Matsuzawa, 2001) and can recognise emotional expressions and 
contexts (Parr, Hopkins & de Waal, 1998; Parr, 2001).  
Studies examining post-conflict behaviour have helped our understanding of 
empathetic behaviours, showing that chimpanzees engage in consolation behaviour, 
which is thought to reflect sympathetic concern (Romero, Castellanos & de Waal, 
2010). Consolation may act to alleviate stress (de Waal & van Roosmalen, 1979; 
Fraser et al. 2008), although others refute this argument (Koski & Sterck, 2007). 
Research has shown that a third party member is more likely to show consolation 
towards the victim of a fight than the attacker (de Waal & Aureli, 1996), suggesting 
that not only do chimpanzees display emotional empathy, but that they are capable 
of taking perspective through the use of targeted consolation. However consolation 
is more likely to occur between kin or individuals with valuable relationships 
(Fraser, Stahl & Aureli, 2008; Romero et al., 2010), suggesting that consolation may 
benefit the giver as much as the receiver, for example through strengthening social 
bonds. Thus if consolation behaviour is related to giver benefits, it may not function 
as a result of perspective taking, thus we should be cautious about interpreting 
consolation behaviour to indicate cognitive empathy. 
Further evidence on emotional perspective taking comes from studies of 
helping behaviour. de Waal (2008) describes a situation where a mother chimpanzee 
responds to the cries of her infant by offering it assistance, suggesting this is 
evidence for empathetic perspective taking, as the mother is responding not only to 
the emotional situation of the infant, but also to the difficulty, by providing a 
solution. Hirata (2009) points out that such a response could be due primarily to an 
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emotional reaction, that is, emotional contagion (the mother also feels distressed) 
and sympathetic concern (wants to reassure her offspring) thus result in helping 
behaviour. In contrast, a situation where a mother offers her infant assistance in the 
absence of an emotional response (such as choosing to carry the infant before a 
lengthy journey) suggests that she can consider the perspective of her offspring even 
when emotional expression is not involved.  
Helping behaviour has been studied in chimpanzees under some 
experimental conditions, producing mixed results. When chimpanzees can 
preferentially choose to give food to non-kin at no cost to themselves, they fail to 
show a significant difference in behaviour on the task between conditions when a 
conspecific is present and absent (Silk et al., 2005). This study suggested that 
chimpanzees are only willing to cooperate with kin. However, other research has 
found that chimpanzees will share food with non-kin if those conspecifics request 
food (Melis et al., 2010), and also tend to respond to a conspecific’s request for a 
tool when they themselves do not need it (Yamamoto, Humle & Tanaka, 2009). 
Thus far, results suggest that chimpanzees can help others, but do not necessarily 
choose to. This proposes the idea that chimpanzees do understand conspecifics’ 
perspectives, but do not necessarily empathize with them, supporting the notion of 
separate systems for emotional empathy and cognitive empathy (Shamay-Tsoory et 
al., 2009; Shamay-Tsoory, 2011). Alternatively, it is possible that, as with Theory of 
Mind studies (Call & Tomasello, 2008), chimpanzees’ abilities to understand the 
emotional perspectives of others are limited. This leaves open the question as to 





The ability to recognise, empathise with, and understand the emotions of 
others is a key part of human social behaviour. We know that very similar 
behaviours occur in chimpanzees, yet based on the literature discussed above, we 
still do not know the full extent of these behaviours. One way to examine emotional 
perception in more detail is to examine how individuals differ in their ability to 
perceive the emotions of others. Recent research into chimpanzee post-conflict 
behaviour indicates that individuals consistently differ in the extent to which they 
reconcile with others (Webb, Franks, Romero, Higgins & de Waal, 2014). A 
personality framework provides a novel approach through which to understand such 
individual differences in chimpanzees, and should prove useful when applied to 
assessing emotional perception.  
 Personality is an important predictor of responses across contexts, and predicts 
differences in social behaviours: in captive brown capuchins, those high in 
Neuroticism spend less time grooming with conspecifics (Morton, Lee & Buchanan-
Smith, 2013). Findings in wild primates suggest that these are not just products of 
captivity, and that personality influences social interactions in the wild too. Female 
chacma baboons most frequently approach other females who are friendly (i.e. how 
often they touched or embraced others) and are less likely to approach conspecifics 
who are frequently aggressive or tend to spend time alone (Seyfarth et al., 2012). In 
mountain gorillas, Sociability is associated with a higher rate of approaches to 
others, and Dominance and Proto-Agreeableness are positively and negatively 
associated, respectively, with rate of conflict intervention (Eckardt et al., 2015). 
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 We know that humans show a wide degree of variation in their ability to 
perceive the emotions of others (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004; Davis, 1980). 
We would expect to find similar variation in nonhuman primates. Furthermore, 
empathetic traits in humans have been associated with personality. Jolliffe & 
Farrington (2006) report positive correlations between cognitive empathy and 
measures of Extraversion, Agreeableness and Openness for both males and females, 
as well as a positive correlation of affective empathy and Agreeableness. 
 Personality is therefore an important consideration for future research 
assessing individual differences in social interactions and socio-emotional 
perception. This is particularly important in captivity, where individuals are limited 
in who they choose to socialise with. Differences in empathetic response may thus 
determine how individuals are affected by their conspecifics in a social environment 
(Edgar et al., 2012). By establishing whether personality relates to how individuals 
perceive each other, we may begin to understand more about links between 
personality, well-being and longevity, particularly if these are variables influenced 
by social environment (King & Landau, 2003; Weiss et al., 2009; Weiss et al., 
2013). 
In assessing emotional perception, individual differences can play an 
important role in aiding our understanding of this complex field. It will provide 
detail on how individuals cope and respond within a social group; and will benefit an 
understanding of emotional perception as a whole, by considering that displays of 
different levels of emotional perception – from contagion to perspective taking – 
may vary across individuals. This approach, which will assess behaviours displayed 
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at different levels, allows us to examine (1) to what extent individuals differ in how 
they respond to emotions, and whether personality predicts differences in response. 
(2) Given the uncertainty of whether chimpanzees display cognitive empathy, we 
can explore whether chimpanzees demonstrate emotional perspective taking, and 
whether personality is associated with individual differences in perspective taking. 
(3) Finally, we can also examine to what extent different levels of emotional 





Taking a multi-species approach, in this thesis I integrate personality 
assessment with behavioural and experimental methods that assess the role of 
individual differences in three key areas: (1) well-being (2) social interactions and 
emotional perception, (3) facial morphology and face perception. 
I start by examining personality at the species level, by comparing 
personality structure in two species of squirrel monkey, and its relation to subjective 
well-being (Chapter 2). This study is important for two reasons. Firstly, it 
contributes to the growing body of comparative primate personality research, in 
particular, expanding research for New World monkeys which to date, has remained 
somewhat limited compared to their Old World counterparts. Secondly, assessing 
well-being in these species helps not only to inform our understanding of why 
personality relates to well-being, but can put well-being in the context of social 
behaviour. Given the potential applications of differential research to improving 
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well-being for captive animals, it is important to explore the inter-relation of well-
being with personality and social behaviours. 
Following on from this I introduce a study in which we used personality 
measures in captive chimpanzees to assess individual differences in autistic-like 
traits (Chapter 3), and their relation to social interactions (Chapter 4). Expanding 
from the discussion of well-being, this approach focuses on the need to better 
understand differential behaviour in captivity for the purposes of improving 
individual welfare.  
The next study (Chapter 5) introduces the experimental work of this thesis 
with the assessment of emotional perception in chimpanzees. Whilst understanding 
empathetic behaviours also has consequences for welfare applications, this section 
leans towards a more methodological focus by examining the role of personality in 
predicting responses to emotions in conspecifics – both in a group setting, and using 
experimental video stimuli.  
Whilst Chapter 5 considers personality as a predictor of response to others, in 
the next section I examine how individuals respond to others’ personality traits. 
Considering the face as a potential signal of dominance-related traits, here I first 
explore the associations between personality and facial morphology (Chapter 6), and 
then assess whether individuals can perceive differences in facial morphology 
associated with variation in Assertiveness (Chapter 7).  
Finally, I summarise these findings in Chapter 8 and discuss the goals and 










“A very small proportion of primate species are represented in the primate 
personality literature… [only 7%] have been studied in relation to personality.” 





Research into the personalities of nonhuman primates has expanded rapidly 
in the last two decades (Freeman & Gosling, 2010). One development that has 
benefitted personality research has been the use of standardised measurement 
instruments for assessing personality structure across members of taxonomic groups.  
One such tool is the Hominoid Personality Questionnaire, widely used for 
assessing personality structure across primate taxa. Initially developed as the 
Chimpanzee Personality Questionnaire5 (King & Figueredo, 1997) it has since been 
validated in multiple chimpanzee populations, and expanded into the current 54 item 
Hominoid Personality Questionnaire (HPQ) (King, Weiss & Farmer, 2005; Weiss et 
al., 2007; Weiss et al., 2009). It has further been used and validated in all nonhuman 
great ape species (Eckardt et al., 2015; Schaefer & Steklis, 2014; Weiss et al., 2006; 
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Weiss et al., 2015), as well as Old World monkeys, including hanuman langurs and 
six species of macaque (see Table 2.1) (Adams et al., 2015; Kone!ná et al., 2008; 
Kone!ná, Weiss, Lhota, & Wallner, 2012; Weiss et al., 2011). Recently, assessment 
using the HPQ was expanded to New World monkeys, with a study assessing 
personality in brown capuchins (Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013). 
Research using the HPQ and similar questionnaires (Eckardt et al., 2015; 
King & Figueredo, 1997; Weiss et al., 2006; Weiss et al., 2009) has shown that like 
humans (McCrae & Costa, 1985), chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) (King & 
Figueredo, 1997; Weiss et al., 2009), and orangutans (Pongo spp.) (Weiss et al., 
2006), possess a Neuroticism dimension, but bonobos (Pan paniscus) (Weiss et al., 
2015) and mountain gorillas (Gorilla beringei beringei; Eckardt et al., 2015) do not. 
Evidence for a Neuroticism dimension in western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla 
gorilla) is mixed. One study of eight males found no evidence (Schaefer & Steklis, 
2014) but an earlier, larger study using a different questionnaire found evidence of a 
































































































































































Recently, these measures enabled researchers to compare sex and age differences 
in personality across nonhuman primates. For example, age-related declines in 
Extraversion have been found both in social species, including humans (Donnellan & 
Lucas, 2008; Terracciano, McCrae, Brant, & Costa, 2005), chimpanzees (King, Weiss, 
& Sisco, 2008), and in semi-solitary orangutans (Weiss & King, 2015), suggesting that 
age-related declines in Extraversion have a long evolutionary history. In contrast, 
Agreeableness increases with age in chimpanzees (King et al., 2008) and humans 
(Donnellan & Lucas, 2008; Terracciano et al., 2005), but not in orangutans (Weiss & 
King, 2015), suggesting that stronger selection pressures for developmental increases in 
Agreeableness are present in social species (Weiss & King, 2015). Similar differences 
have been found when comparing sex differences in Agreeableness. Like humans (Soto, 
John, Gosling, & Potter, 2011) female chimpanzees are higher in Agreeableness than 
males, but there is no evidence for sex differences in this dimension among orangutans 
(Weiss & King, 2015). This again points to the possibility of group living as a selective 
pressure that influences personality. 
Comparing the personality structures of Catarrhines, the taxonomic group that 
includes Old World monkeys and great apes, and Platyrrhines, the New World monkeys, 
as well as comparing Platyrrhine species would help further our knowledge about 
personality phylogeny. Currently, personality studies in New World monkeys are 
outnumbered almost 3 to 1 by assessments in Old World species (Freeman & Gosling, 
2010). Specifically, these comparisons will enable us to explore the evolutionary origins 
of personality dimensions in Old World monkeys, great apes, and humans (Gosling & 
Graybeal, 2007). Finding similar personality dimensions in Catarrhines and Platyrrhines 
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would suggest that those dimensions are ancestral and originated at some point prior to 
the divergence of these species approximately 43 million years ago (Steiper & Young, 
2006) or that they evolved independently in both species. Finding different personality 
dimensions would indicate that, sometime after Catarrhines and Platyrrhines diverged, 
different selective pressures led to different sets of personality dimensions. In addition, 
comparing personality among Platyrrhines that differ in habitat or social structure 
enables us to determine what selective pressures might have contributed to the evolution 
of personality. For example, level of social tolerance - which is related to species 
differences in rank hierarchy - amongst macaque species is associated with species 
differences in traits relating to dominance and aggression (Adams et al., 2015). 
Following this, we expect that similar associations between socioecology and 
personality structure in Platyrrhines and Catarrhines would be strong evidence for 
similar selection pressures acting on personality structure. 
To date, personality has been assessed in six New World monkey species, 
including cotton-top tamarins (Franks et al., 2013), common marmosets (Iwanicki & 
Lehmann, 2015; Koski & Burkart, 2015), white-faced capuchins (Manson & Perry, 
2013), brown capuchins (Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013; Uher, Addessi, & 
Visalberghi, 2013) and common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys (Martau, Caine, & 
Candland, 1985). 
Although different methods were used to study personality in these species, 
patterns nevertheless emerge. For example, openness/exploratory behaviour has been 
observed in marmosets, capuchins and squirrel monkeys, as have behaviours relating to 
neurotic and sociable traits (Iwanicki & Lehmann, 2015; Koski & Burkart, 2015; 
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Manson & Perry, 2013; Martau et al., 1985; Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013; 
Uher et al., 2013). Similarly, boldness has been observed in tamarins and marmosets 
(Franks et al., 2013; Koski & Burkart, 2015). These studies also found that these traits 
can be reliably measured (Manson & Perry, 2013; Martau et al., 1985; Morton, Lee, 
Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013), are temporally stable (Manson & Perry, 2013a; Uher et 
al., 2013) and in the case of trait ratings, are associated with behaviours (Iwanicki & 
Lehmann, 2015; Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013), social relationships 
(Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013) and morphological measures (Lefevre et 
al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2014). 
The use of similar and standardised measures allows us to directly compare 
species’ personality. For example, assessment of brown capuchins using the HPQ found 
five dimensions (Morton, Lee, & Buchanan-Smith, 2013), four of which resembled the 
chimpanzee Dominance, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness dimensions. A 
fifth dimension, Sociability, was made up of traits related to chimpanzee (and human) 
Extraversion and Agreeableness (Digman, 1990; King & Figueredo, 1997), which 
therefore resembled the rhesus macaque Friendliness dimension (Weiss et al., 2011). A 
study of common marmosets used a similar questionnaire, with traits derived from five 
questionnaires including the HPQ’s precursor (Capitanio & Widaman, 2005; Freeman, 
2010; King & Figueredo, 1997; Stevenson-Hinde & Zunz, 1978; Weiss, King, & 
Hopkins, 2007). Marmoset personality dimensions labelled Extraversion, 
Agreeableness, Openness and Conscientiousness were identified (Iwanicki & Lehmann, 
2015). Dimensions resembling Conscientiousness (McCrae & Costa, 1985) have been 
found in chimpanzees (King & Figueredo, 1997), bonobos (Weiss et al., 2015), gorillas 
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(Schaefer & Steklis, 2014), and brown capuchins (Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 
2013), but not in macaques (Adams et al., 2015). These findings suggest that 
Conscientiousness evolved in New World monkeys via convergent evolution, and 




Expanding on previous work using the HPQ, in the first part of this study we 
compared two New World monkey species of the genus Saimiri, namely common (S. 
sciureus) and Bolivian (S. boliviensis) squirrel monkeys (see Figure 2.1). We also 
compared personality in these species to the previously assessed brown capuchin 
monkeys (Sapajus apella). As capuchins and squirrel monkeys are both of the Cebidae 
family (Harada et al., 1995), personality assessment of other species of Cebidae is a 
suitable next step for understanding the phylogeny of personality in New World 
monkeys. 
Common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys diverged approximately 1.5 million 
years ago (Chiou, Pozzi, Lynch Alfaro, & Di Fiore, 2011), and Saimiri diverged from 
Sapajus between 16 and 19 million years ago (Opazo, Wildman, Prychitko, Johnson, & 
Goodman, 2006; Schneider & Sampaio, 2015). Common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys 
have different social structures (Boinski & Cropp, 1999; Boinski et al., 2002) and 
occupy different habitats (Boinski & Cropp, 1999; IUCN, 2015). Common squirrel 
monkeys are found in North-East Brazil, Colombia, French Guiana, Guyana, Suriname 
and Venezuela, while Bolivian squirrel monkeys’ habitat covers a smaller range 
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primarily to the west side of the amazon basin, including Bolivia, North-West Brazil and 
Peru. 
Common squirrel monkeys live in small, male-dominated groups of 15-50 
individuals and exhibit high levels of inter-male aggression. Due to patchy distribution 
of food resources in their habitat they also have high levels of within-group competition 
(Boinski & Cropp, 1999; Boinski et al., 2002). In addition, both males and females 
disperse from the natal group (Boinski, Kauffman, Ehmke, Schet, & Vreedzaam, 2005). 
Bolivian squirrel monkeys, on the other hand, live in groups of 45-75 individuals. These 
groups are female dominated and there are high levels of inter-female aggression, but 
less within-group competition for food resources than is found in common squirrel 
monkey groups (Boinski & Cropp, 1999; Boinski et al., 2002). Bolivian squirrel 
monkey females are philopatric and males disperse from their natal group at maturity 
(Boinski et al., 2005).  
In addition to these differences, common squirrel monkeys share their habitat 
and form mixed species groups with brown capuchin monkeys (Fleagle, Mittermeier, & 
Skopec, 1981). This allows for further cross-species comparisons of personality. Brown 
capuchin monkeys live in groups of 10 to 40 individuals (Janson, Baldovino, & Di 
Bitetti, 2012). Females are philopatric and tend to form strong alliances, although alpha 
males are dominant over females (Di Bitetti, 1997). Brown capuchins and common 
squirrel monkeys thus share not just their habitat, but also have similar group sizes and 
male-dominated societies. On the other hand, unlike common squirrel monkeys, brown 
capuchins are socially tolerant and exhibit low levels of conflict (Izawa, 1980). 
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Moreover, like Bolivian squirrel monkeys, female capuchins are philopatric (Di Bitetti, 
1997). 
These species differences enable us to test several hypotheses. First, common 
squirrel monkeys and brown capuchins monkeys have overlapping habitats, similar 
group sizes, and male-dominated societies. Thus, if any of these factors influence 
personality, we would expect that brown capuchin personality should be more similar to 
common squirrel monkey personality than it is to Bolivian squirrel monkey personality. 
Second, Bolivian squirrel monkeys resemble brown capuchin monkeys but not common 
squirrel monkeys in that their societies are characterised by male dispersal and low in-
group competition. If any of these factors influence personality evolution then we would 
expect that Bolivian squirrel monkeys should more closely resemble brown capuchin 
monkeys than they do common squirrel monkeys. 
 
 
Figure 2.1  
Common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys. Left: Common squirrel monkey, Saimiri 
sciureus, and right: Bolivian squirrel monkey, Saimiri boliviensis. Bolivian squirrel 
monkeys are distinguishable by the black cap on their heads, as well as more rounded 
arch of white hair above the eyes. Common squirrel monkeys tend to have a distinctly v-
shaped arch above their eyes. Adult females also have short black sideburns, which are 




Thirdly, given that common squirrel monkeys experience higher resource 
competition than brown capuchins or Bolivian squirrel monkeys, we expect that traits 
related to aggression/competition will be higher in common squirrel monkeys than in 
Bolivian squirrel monkeys, and fourthly, that Bolivian squirrel monkeys and capuchins 
should be more similar in traits related to aggression/competition than Bolivian and 
common squirrel monkeys, or common squirrel monkeys and capuchins. Finally, if the 
personalities of both species of squirrel monkeys diverged little from that of the 
common ancestor of Saimiri then we expect that the two species of squirrel monkeys 




 In addition to understanding how personality traits diverged, personality 
assessment can be beneficial for captive management and welfare purposes (Gartner & 
Powell, 2012; Watters & Powell, 2012). In particular, personality is associated with 
individual differences in the ability to cope with physical and social environments. 
Understanding these associations can therefore enable people to better cater to the needs 
of individual animals. Meta-analyses of personality and subjective well-being in humans 
have found that high Neuroticism and low Extraversion are strong correlates of low 
well-being (DeNeve & Cooper, 1998; Steel et al., 2008). Similar associations have been 
found in chimpanzees and orang-utans, with well-being ratings correlating positively 
with Extraversion and Agreeableness, and negatively with Neuroticism, in both species 
(King & Landau, 2003a Weiss et al., 2009; Weiss et al., 2006). Well-being has also been 
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associated with longevity in orang-utans, indicating that happier apes live longer (Weiss 
et al., 2011).  
In great apes, as in humans, well-being shows a U-shaped curve across the 
lifespan (Weiss et al., 2012). Reflecting interspecific similarities in personality changes 
with age, these results suggest that well-being is not just found in humans but is 
ancestral, at least amongst the apes. Further evidence from rhesus macaques indicates 
similar links between personality and well-being - higher Confidence and Friendliness 
and lower Anxiety are associated with higher well-being ratings (Weiss, Adams, et al., 
2011). Associations between similar personality dimensions and well-being have also 
been found in non-primate species, for example, in Scottish wild cats (Gartner & Weiss, 
2013). From these findings, it is likely that we will find a similar construct of well-being 
in squirrel monkeys. 
Both squirrel monkey species are abundant in captivity, and both are often used 
in behavioural research, making them a priority for well-being assessment from a 
welfare perspective. Thus, in addition to addressing personality, in the second part of 
this study we assessed well-being and its association with personality traits. The 
repeated observation that sociality and anxiety/fearfulness are associated with higher 
and lower well-being, respectively, suggests that the origins of these associations are 
deeply rooted within mammalian species. Finding similar associations in squirrel 










Personality ratings were collected for 63 monkeys from nine international zoos, 
primarily through email (see Table 2.2). All data were provided by zoo staff. All 
personality ratings for six monkeys from one location were excluded because all 
monkeys were scored as seven for the items sociable and solitary, indicating that care 
was not taken to provide accurate ratings. English language questionnaires were used to 
rate all of the samples except for a Czech sample, for which each item was verbally 
translated into Czech. The total sample included 33 males, 21 females, and nine 
monkeys for which sex was not provided. Age data were available for 44 monkeys, 
between 1 and 21 years old (mean age = 10.30 years, SD = 5.69 years). Where data were 
not provided, zoos were re-contacted and requested to provide missing information, but 
not all were able. Each monkey was rated by between one and four raters (mode = 3).  
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Personality data were collected for 40 monkeys from six international zoos, 
primarily through email (see Table 2.2). All data were provided by zoo staff. English 
language questionnaires were used to rate all of the samples except a Japanese sample, 
which was rated using a Japanese translation of the HPQ (Weiss et al., 2009). The total 
sample included 14 males, 17 females, and nine monkeys for which sex was not 
provided. Age was available for 31 monkeys, between 1 and 17 years old (mean age = 
8.32, SD = 5.21 years). Where data were not provided, zoos were re-contacted and 
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requested to provide missing information, but not all were able. Each monkey was rated 
by between one and six raters (mode = 2). 
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Personality ratings for 127 brown capuchins were collected previously as part of 
a study by Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., (2013). Data were collected from five 
different sites in the US, UK and France (see Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 
(2013) for full details), and included 60 males and 67 females, with mean age of 11 
years (SD = 8.9). Each monkey was rated  by between one and seven raters.   
Component extraction revealed five personality dimensions, which were labelled 
Assertiveness, Openness, Neuroticism, Sociability and Attentiveness (see Morton, Lee, 
Buchanan-Smith, et al., (2013) for full details).   For the present study we used item 
loadings of brown capuchins described by Morton and colleagues for comparisons with 
the squirrel monkey trait structures. 
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The HPQ consists of 54 items, each made up of an adjective followed by one to 
three sentences defining that adjective in the context of monkey behaviour (see 
Appendix B). For example, “FEARFUL: Subject reacts excessively to real or imagined 
threats by displaying behaviours such as screaming, grimacing, running away or other 
signs of anxiety or distress.” Keepers were asked to rate each animal on each item using 
a 7-point Likert scale where 1 indicates “Displays either total absence or negligible 
amounts of the trait” and 7 indicates “Displays extremely large amounts of the trait”. 
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All analyses were run in R version 3.0.2 (R Core Team, 2013).  
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For squirrel monkeys rated more than once, we examined the interrater reliability 
of items using intraclass correlation coefficients (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). The reliability 
of individual ratings were estimated using ICC(3,1) and the reliability of mean ratings 
across k raters we estimated using ICC(3,k). We estimated interrater reliabilities for 
common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys, separately, and for the combined sample. Items 
with an ICC(3,1) less than or equal to zero were excluded from further analyses. 
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For each species separately and for the combined sample – forming a genus-level 
analysis - we performed a principal components analysis (PCA) on the mean item 
ratings per monkey for all reliable items. We determined the number of components to 
extract using a parallel analysis and by inspecting the scree plot. We applied an oblique 
(promax) and orthogonal (varimax) rotation to the solution. If the promax rotation 
revealed high inter-factor correlations and a noticeably different structure, we 
interpreted the obliquely rotated components. If the inter-factor correlations were 
modest and the structures were similar, we interpreted the orthogonally rotated 
components.  
We then, for each species and for the genus-level structure, created unit-
weighted factor scores by summing items according to their highest, salient loading on 
each component. Any item with a negative loading was reversed. Salient loadings were 
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defined as those that exceeded |0.4|. The unit-weighted scores were then standardised 
(mean = 0, SD = 1). 
For zoos that housed a greater number of monkeys (two per species), we tested 
for between-zoo differences using an independent Welch two sample t-test in each 
species. As data were not normally distributed, we generated 95% confidence intervals 
using bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrapping for 500 samples.  
To test for sex and age differences in the personality components of each 
species, we used linear models. One personality component was the dependent variable 
in each model. Sex, age and the sex x age interaction were the predictor variables. Due 
to skewness of the personality data, we determined the 95% confidence intervals for 
each model using bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrapping, for 500 samples. 
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We used three approaches to compare the component structures of the squirrel 
monkeys and the brown capuchin monkeys (see Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 
(2013) for full details of brown capuchin personality). First, for the PCA of the common 
squirrel monkey ratings and the PCA of the Bolivian squirrel monkey ratings, we 
indicated where each item loaded on the other squirrel monkey species and on brown 
capuchin monkeys. To determine whether common or Bolivian squirrel monkeys were 
more similar to capuchin monkeys we counted the number of items that squirrel monkey 
components shared with capuchin monkey components. Second, as in other studies 
(Weiss, Adams, et al., 2011), we computed unit-weighted component scores for each 
squirrel monkey species based on the trait structure of brown capuchins (for personality 
structure of brown capuchins, see Table A3 in Appendix A) and the trait structure of the 
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other squirrel monkey species. We then ran bootstrapped Pearson’s correlations between 
these scores and each species’ own component scores. Third, we compared the 
component structures using three targeted orthogonal Procrustes rotations (McCrae, 
Zonderman, Costa, Bond, & Paunonen, 1996). The first targeted rotation compared the 
species-specific personality structures for Bolivian and common squirrel monkeys. For 
this analysis, we rotated the Bolivian squirrel monkey loadings (the smaller sample) 
toward the common squirrel monkeys loadings (the larger sample). We took the 
common squirrel monkey loadings as the target sample in this case due to their larger 
sample size, as a larger sample size is likely to give a more accurate estimate of the 
population component structure (McCrae et al., 1996). For the second rotation, we 
rotated the loadings of the common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys towards the genus-
level loadings. For this analysis, we dropped 17 randomly selected subjects from the 
common squirrel monkeys so that both of the species-level structures were based on the 
same number of individuals. Finally, we tested for sex differences between the two 
species in the genus-level component scores using bootstrapped linear models, with 
personality component as the dependent variable and independent variables of species, 






 Of the full sample, subjective well-being ratings were collected for 17 monkeys 
from five of the participating zoos (see Table 2.2). English language questionnaires were 
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used to rate all of the samples. The total sample included five males, three females, and 
nine monkeys for which sex was not provided. Age data were available for five 
monkeys, between 3 and 15 years old (mean age = 9.4, SD = 4.93 years). Each monkey 
was rated by between one and three raters (mode = 2).  
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Of the full sample, subjective well-being ratings were collected for 37 monkeys 
from five of the participating zoos (see Table 2.2). English language questionnaires were 
used to rate all of the samples except a Japanese sample, which was rated using a 
Japanese translation of the SWB questionnaire (Weiss et al., 2009). The total sample 
included 12 males, 16 females, and nine monkeys for which sex was not provided. Age 
data were available for 28 monkeys, between 1 and 17 years old (mean age = 8.39, SD = 
5.45 years). Each monkey was rated by between one and six raters (mode = 2).  
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The Subjective Well-being Questionnaire (SWB) was designed based on human 
measures of well-being such as the Satisfaction With Life Scale (Pavot & Diener, 1993), 
to assess chimpanzee well-being (King & Landau, 2003) (see Appendix B). It consists 
of four items with a description of two to three sentences, for example, “Estimate the 
amount of time the monkey is happy, contented, enjoying itself, or otherwise in a 
positive mood. Assume that at other times the monkey is unhappy, bored, frightened, or 
otherwise in a negative mood”. Each item is rated on a 7-point Likert scale, where 1 
indicates “Displays either total absence or negligible amounts of the trait” and 7 
indicates “Displays extremely large amounts of the trait”. The first three items ask the 
rater to estimate the extent to which the monkey has positive mood, enjoys social 
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interactions, and is successful in achieving its goals. The last item asks the rater how 
happy they would be if they were that monkey for a week. Raters were again asked not 
discuss their ratings with each other. 
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For squirrel monkeys rated more than once, we examined the interrater reliability 
of items using intraclass correlation coefficients (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). The reliability 
of individual ratings were estimated using ICC(3,1) and the reliability of mean ratings 
across k raters we estimated using ICC(3,k). We estimated interrater reliabilities for 
common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys, separately. Items with an ICC(3,1) less than or 
equal to zero were excluded from further analyses. 
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For Bolivian squirrel monkeys6 we performed a principal components analysis 
(PCA) on the mean item ratings per monkey for all reliable SWB items. We determined 
the number of components to extract using a parallel analysis and by inspecting the 
scree plot. We applied an orthogonal (varimax) rotation to the solution.  
We then created unit-weighted factor scores by summing items. Salient loadings 
were defined as those that exceeded |0.4|. The unit-weighted scores were then 
standardised (mean = 0, SD = 1). 
For zoos that housed a greater number of monkeys, we tested for between-zoo 
differences using independent Welch two sample t-tests. As data were not normally 
distributed, we generated 95% confidence intervals using bias-corrected and accelerated 
bootstrapping for 500 samples.  
                                                
6 See Results for why we only did this for Bolivians and not commons 
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To test for a relationship with personality, we ran pearson’s correlations, and 
calculated 95% confidence intervals for each correlation coefficient using bias-corrected 






We estimated interrater reliabilities for personality in 29 common squirrel 
monkeys. Items with an ICC(3,1) less than or equal to 0 included irritable, inquisitive 
and unperceptive. Reliable items for individual ratings ranged from < .01 for 
conventional to .58 for autistic. Reliable items for mean ratings ranged from .01 for 
conventional to .79 for autistic (see Table A1 in Appendix). 
We estimated interrater reliabilities for personality items in 31 Bolivian squirrel 
monkeys. The only item with an ICC(3,1) less than or equal to 0 was unperceptive. The 
reliabilities of individual ratings ranged from .01 for quitting to .53 for active. The 
reliabilities of mean ratings ranged from .04 for quitting to .78 for active (see Table A1). 
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We extracted components based on ratings of 57 common squirrel monkeys. The 
scree plot and parallel analysis indicated five components. However the fifth 
component, which contained loadings for six items---manipulative, protective, not 
individualistic---made little sense, so we extracted four components, which accounted 
for 58% of the variance. Promax rotation revealed that correlations between components 
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In the instance where items loaded on two components (for example active, 
thoughtless) we took the item to belong to the component on which it loaded the highest.  
Three items, intelligent, dependent-follower and individualistic did not have a salient 
loading on any component, suggesting they are weak items. Components were labelled 
based on the highest loading items on that component and its similarity with 
components found in other species. Labels included: Openness (not predictable, 
excitable, impulsive), Neuroticism (anxious, depressed, solitary), Assertiveness7 
(dominant, not fearful, not timid) and Agreeableness (gentle, helpful, friendly).   
                                                
7 We labelled this component Assertiveness, rather than Dominance, following Morton, Lee, Buchanan-
Smith, et al. (2013). 
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We extracted components based on ratings for 40 Bolivian squirrel monkeys. 
The scree plot and the parallel analysis indicated that there were four components. 
Promax rotation revealed that correlation of components did not exceed |.23|, and so we 
again interpreted the results of a varimax rotation (see Table 2.4). Due to there being 
fewer subjects than items, the matrix eigenvalues were negative. To address this, 
eigenvalues were smoothed using the cor.smooth function (Revelle, 2015): this replaces 
each negative eigenvalue with 100*.Machine$double.eps (a numerical characteristic to 
the value of 2.220446e-16) , rescales them to sum to the number of items, then 
recomputes the matrix so that it is positive-definite. The components accounted for 63% 
of the variance. Two items, defiant and individualistic did not have a salient loading on 
any component. Components were labelled based on the highest loadings. We thus 
labelled the components Neuroticism (not stable, timid, thoughtless), Openness 
(innovative, curious, not conventional), Assertiveness (not submissive, dominant, 
persistent), and Agreeableness (sympathetic, helpful, sensitive).  
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We compared personality component scores between common squirrel monkeys 
at Edinburgh Zoo (n = 21) to common squirrel monkeys at San Francisco Zoo (n = 18). 
Neuroticism was significantly lower in the Edinburgh group (mean = -0.79) than in the 
San Francisco group (mean = 0.85), t(36.13) = -9.58, p < .001, 95% CI = [-13.13, -5.30]. 
There were no significant differences between zoos in Openness, t(21.17) = -1.67, p = 
.11, 95% CI = [-4.14, 0.47], Assertiveness, t(26.27) = 0.92, p = .37, 95 % CI = [-1.21, 
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 We compared personality scores between Bolivian squirrel monkeys living in the 
Japan Monkey Center (n = 21) and Peaugres Zoo (n = 9). Neuroticism was significantly 
higher in the Japan group (mean = 0.57) than in the Peaugres group (mean = -1.53), 
t(28) = 15.71, p < .001, 95% CI = [10.31, 20.38]. Agreeableness was also significantly 
higher in the Japan group (mean = 0.31) than in the Peaugres group (mean = -1.08), 
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t(13.75) = 4.95, p < .001, 95% CI = [2.04, 7.77]. There were no significant differences 
between zoos in Openness, t(13.67) = -20.01, p = .06, 95% CI [-4.56, 0.17] or 
Assertiveness, t(19.57) = 1.76, p = .09, 95% CI [-0.55, 4.48].  
!"#$%&'$(#)$'*++#,#&-#(.$
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For common squirrel monkeys the linear models revealed a main effect of sex 
for Assertiveness, with males scoring higher than females (see Table 2.5). We found no 
age effect for Assertiveness, but we did find an age x sex interaction, with male 
Assertiveness increasing with age and female Assertiveness decreasing with age. As 
there was only one older female (> 20 years) but multiple older males, we excluded the 
older female and re-ran the analysis. The sex effects, b = 1.89, p = .009, 95% CI = [1.02, 
3.17] and the age x sex interaction, b = -0.19, p = .02, 95% CI = [-0.31, -0.08] were still 
significant. No other effects of sex, age, or sex x age were significant. 
For Bolivian squirrel monkeys, linear models revealed that Openness showed a 
marginally significant decrease with age. We also found a marginally significant sex 
effect for Agreeableness, with females scoring higher than males. No other effects of 
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Comparisons of the common squirrel monkey trait structure with the structures 
of brown capuchin and Bolivian squirrel monkeys revealed that Openness and 
Assertiveness shared the most trait loadings with capuchin Openness and Assertiveness, 
respectively. Common squirrel monkey Neuroticism and Agreeableness shared the most 




Comparisons of the Bolivian squirrel monkey trait structure with the structures 
of brown capuchin and common squirrel monkeys revealed that Neuroticism shared 
traits equally with capuchin Assertiveness and common squirrel monkey Neuroticism. 
Bolivian squirrel monkey Openness and Assertiveness shared the most traits with 
capuchin Openness and Assertiveness, while Agreeableness shared the most traits with 
common squirrel monkey Agreeableness (Table 2.4, grey panels). 
Table 2.6 displays the correlations between components defined by each squirrel 
monkey species’ own component structure and those of the two other species. For 
comparisons between the two squirrel monkey species and brown capuchin monkeys, 
common squirrel monkey Neuroticism was most strongly, negatively correlated with 
brown capuchin Sociability and Attentiveness; Bolivian squirrel monkey Neuroticism 
showed the strongest, negative, relationship with brown capuchin Attentiveness, and a 
smaller positive correlation with Neuroticism. Openness for both squirrel monkey 
species was most strongly, positively correlated with brown capuchin Openness. Both 
common and Bolivian squirrel monkey Assertiveness was strongly positively correlated 
with brown capuchin monkey Assertiveness. Agreeableness showed the least similarity 
to brown capuchin monkey components; in common squirrel monkeys it correlated 
positively with Sociability and in Bolivian squirrel monkeys it correlated negatively 
with Assertiveness. 
For comparisons between squirrel monkey components, common squirrel 
monkey Neuroticism was positively correlated with Bolivian squirrel monkey 
Neuroticism, and negatively correlated with Bolivian squirrel monkey Openness. 
Bolivian squirrel monkey Neuroticism correlated positively with common squirrel 
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monkey Neuroticism, and negatively with Assertiveness. Common and Bolivian squirrel 
monkey Openness and Agreeableness, respectively, both showed the strongest, positive 
correlations with each other.  
Common squirrel monkey Assertiveness correlated negatively with Bolivian 
squirrel monkey Neuroticism and positively with Bolivian Assertiveness. Bolivian 
squirrel monkey Assertiveness correlated positively with common squirrel monkey 
Openness and Assertiveness.  
These correlations suggest that common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys are most 
similar in Neuroticism and Agreeableness, but that each squirrel monkey species are 
more similar to capuchins than to each other in Openness and Assertiveness. For 
Openness and Assertiveness, Bolivian squirrel monkeys share stronger correlations with 
brown capuchins than common squirrel monkeys do, suggesting that brown capuchin 
trait structure is more similar to that of Bolivian rather than common squirrel monkeys. 
For our targeted orthogonal Procrustes rotations we first rotated the Bolivian 
squirrel monkey structure towards the common squirrel monkey structure. Congruence 
coefficients indicate similarity between items and components. Coefficients exceeding 
.85 are considered to indicate fair replicability, and coefficients exceeding .95 indicate 
good replicability (Lorenzo-Seva & Ten Berge, 2006). Eight items had congruence 
coefficients greater than .95, 19 items had congruence coefficients greater than .85, and 
24 items had congruence coefficients less than or equal to .85 (see Table 2.7). All 
component level congruence coefficients were greater than .78. Congruence was highest 
for Assertiveness (.879). The overall congruence was .82 suggesting that the Bolivian 
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To compare species-level structures with the genus-level structure, we first 
obtained the interrater reliabilities of the personality items in a combined sample of 60 
common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys. The only item with an interrater reliability less 
than 0 was unperceptive. The reliabilities of individual ratings ranged from < .01 for 
conventional to .49 for active; the reliabilities of mean ratings ranged from < .01 for 
conventional to .74 for active (see Table A1). Next we conducted a PCA on the reliable 
items in a combined sample of 97 common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys. The scree 
plot and the parallel analysis indicated that there were five components. Promax rotation 
revealed that correlation of components did not exceed |.30|, and was similar in structure 
to the varimax rotation. Following Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al. (2013), we 
interprated the correlations between these components as sufficiently low (< .45); we 
therefore interpreted the varimax rotation of these components, which accounted for 
62% of the variance.  
One item, individualistic, did not have a salient loading on any component, 
consistent with the independent personality structures in both species. We labelled the 
components Neuroticism (depressed, anxious, clumsy), Openness (innovative, active, 
inquisitive), Assertiveness (aggressive, dominant, jealous), Agreeableness (sympathetic, 
friendly, affectionate) and Decisiveness (intelligent, decisive, independent), again based 
on the highest loading items (see Table 2.8). Our next step was to extract five 
components for the common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys, separately, and to rotate 
these structures towards the genus-level structure. Rotation of the common squirrel 
monkey structure onto the genus-level structure revealed that four out of five 
components had congruence coefficients that exceeded .85 (see Table 2.9). Of the items, 
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23 had congruence greater than .95, 20 had congruence greater than .85, and 7 had 
congruence that were less than or equal to .85. The overall congruence was .914. 
Rotation of the Bolivian squirrel monkey structure towards the genus-level structure 
revealed that two out of five components had congruence coefficients exceeding .85 (see 
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Of the items, 13 had congruence greater than .95, 25 had congruence greater than .85, 
and 15 had congruence that were less than or equal to .85. The overall congruence was .86. 
Based on these findings we concluded that common squirrel monkey personality was most 
similar to the genus-level. 
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Common squirrel monkeys scored significantly lower than Bolivian squirrel monkeys 
on Agreeableness (see Table 2.11 and Table 2.13). There were no other significant species 
differences in mean component scores. There were also no main effects of sex. However, we 
did find several interaction effects (see Table 2.12 and Table 2.13). Common squirrel 
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We estimated interrater reliabilities for well-being in 13 common squirrel 
monkeys which were rated by more than one rater. Items with an ICC(3,1) less than or 
equal to 0 included goals and be monkey.  
We examined interrater reliabilities for well-being items in 26 Bolivian squirrel 
monkeys which were rated more than once. All items were reliable. ICCs for all well-
being items are displayed in Table A1. 
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We had well-being ratings for a total of 17 common squirrel monkeys (including 
four rated only once). As only two items were reliable, we did not attempt component 
extraction for these two items. In the absence of a component structure, we summed 
mean ratings for the reliable well-being items (mood and be social) per monkey, and 
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For the Bolivian squirrel monkeys we ran component extraction for all four 
items based on ratings for a total of 37 monkeys (including eight monkeys rated only 
once). Examination of the scree plot and the parallel analysis indicated there was one 
component that accounted for 72% of the variance (see Table A2).  
We examined between-zoo differences for Bolivian squirrel monkeys only, 
due to the larger sample size. Well-being was significantly lower in Japan (mean = -




We examined correlations between personality and well-being scores for a 
subset of 11 common squirrel monkeys with complete data. Due to the small sample 
size there were no p values < .05. However well-being was most strongly, positively, 
associated with Assertiveness (see Table 2.14).  
For Bolivian squirrel monkeys (n = 37), we found that well-being was 
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We examined personality structure in common and Bolivian squirrel 
monkeys. Personality traits in both species defined components labelled 
Agreeableness, Assertiveness, Neuroticism and Openness. Between-zoo 
comparisons revealed location differences in Neuroticism for common squirrel 
monkeys, and in Neuroticism and Agreeableness for Bolivian squirrel monkeys.  
Male common squirrel monkeys scored higher than females on 
Assertiveness. Male Assertiveness scores increased with age, whilst the opposite 
was true for females. These findings support reports that males are dominant over 
females, in both captivity and the wild (Boinski et al., 2002). In Bolivian squirrel 
monkeys Openness decreased with age. As similar patterns have been found across 
multiple species (Donnellan & Lucas, 2008; King et al., 2008; Manson & Perry, 
2013; Terracciano et al., 2005) this suggests that age-related declines in Openness 
are not specific to particular social systems. Female Bolivian squirrel monkeys were 
more agreeable than males, as has been found in humans (Soto, et al., 2011), 
chimpanzees (Weiss & King, 2015), and white-faced capuchins (Manson & Perry, 
2013); there were no sex differences found in orangutan Agreeableness (Weiss & 
King, 2015). Sex differences in Agreeableness may therefore be an adaptation for 
living in large social groups. In Bolivian squirrel monkeys, the fact that females are 
philopatric and form female coalitions (Boinski & Cropp, 1999; Boinski et al., 2005; 
Boinski et al., 2002), may have provided selection for higher Agreeableness 
compared with males.  
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Of the two squirrel monkey species, Bolivian squirrel monkey components 
are more similar to those of brown capuchin monkeys. These results suggest that 
habitat differences may not influence personality structure. Instead, these similarities 
can probably be attributed to similarities in the social structures of brown capuchin 
monkeys and Bolivian squirrel monkeys, including the fact that both species have 
matrilineal societies (Boinski & Cropp, 1999; Boinski et al., 2005; Boinski et al., 
2002), compete less for food resources than common squirrel monkeys do (Boinski 
et al., 2002), and exhibit male-only dispersal (Boinski et al., 2005). Previous 
findings in macaques have indicated that social structure may explain species 
differences in aggressive and dominant traits (Adams et al., 2015). Another 
possibility is that, as Bolivian squirrel monkeys were the first clade to diverge from 
the Saimiri genus (Chiou et al., 2011), they share more ancestral traits with species 
in related genera than do common squirrel monkeys. 
At the level of single components, common and Bolivian squirrel monkeys 
had Neuroticism and Agreeableness components that were more similar to one 
another than either was to components in brown capuchin monkeys. On the other 
hand, for both squirrel monkey species, Openness and Assertiveness were more 
similar to their brown capuchin monkey counterparts than they were to their 
counterparts in the other squirrel monkey species. These results suggest that 
Assertiveness and Openness may be ancestral to all three species, whereas 
Agreeableness and Neuroticism are derived in Saimiri. Comparisons with other 
closely related species, such as the Aotus genus, as well as with more distantly 
related Neoptropical monkeys, such as Alouatta, Saguinus and Callicebus genera 
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(Opazo et al., 2006; Schneider & Sampaio, 2015), would be useful to corroborate 
this finding. 
We predicted more similarity in aggressive traits between Bolivian squirrel 
monkeys and capuchins than between Bolivian and common squirrel monkeys, or 
capuchins and common squirrel monkeys. Whilst both squirrel monkey species 
appear to share assertive traits with capuchins, capuchin Assertiveness correlates 
more highly with Assertiveness in Bolivian squirrel monkeys than common squirrel 
monkeys. It is also notable that traits such as aggressive and bullying load on 
Assertiveness for both Bolivians and capuchins, whilst for common squirrel 
monkeys they load on Openness. This lends some support to our prediction that 
Bolivians are more similar to capuchins for traits relating to aggression and 
competition.  
Five components---Neuroticism, Openness, Assertiveness, Agreeableness 
and Decisiveness---described personality structure at the genus-level. Decisiveness 
was comprised of items related to Assertiveness and Neuroticism items in Bolivian 
squirrel monkeys, and items related to Assertiveness and Openness in common 
squirrel monkeys. Of the two squirrel monkey species, the personality structure of 
common squirrel monkeys more closely resembled the genus-level structure. This 
suggests that as Bolivian squirrel monkeys diverged earlier from the Saimiri genus 
(Chiou et al., 2011), they have fewer traits in common with the other Saimiri clades 
than common squirrel monkeys do. Furthermore, congruence in item loadings 
between common squirrel monkeys and Bolivian squirrel monkeys was even lower 
than between each species and the genus-level structure. These results indicate that 
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the personalities of Bolivian and common squirrel monkeys have diverged since 
they shared a common ancestor, although it appears that Bolivian squirrel monkeys 
retain more ancestral traits. As there are four main clades with varying social 
structures in the Saimiri genus (Boinski et al., 2002; Chiou et al., 2011), it would be 
useful to compare trait differences between them all to examine to what extent each 
species has retained ancestral traits. 
For the genus-level components, common squirrel monkeys were lower in 
Agreeableness than Bolivian squirrel monkeys, which could reflect higher levels of 
in-group competition in common squirrel monkeys (Boinski et al., 2002). However, 
contrary to our prediction, the two species did not differ in Assertiveness. We found 
no sex difference in Assertiveness for either species, even though observations in the 
wild and captivity report sex differences in dominance for both common and 
Bolivian squirrel monkeys (Boinski et al., 2002). This result contrasts with findings 
in other species such as chimpanzees (King et al., 2008) and orangutans (Weiss & 
King, 2015), where males are higher in dominance. We did find species-specific sex 
differences for two components: common squirrel monkey males were higher in 
Neuroticism and Decisiveness than females, whereas in Bolivian squirrel monkeys, 
females were higher on these components. Male chimpanzees, and male white-faced 
capuchins, are higher in Neuroticism than females (King et al., 2008; Manson & 
Perry, 2013), although this trend is the opposite in humans (Soto et al., 2011). These 
findings may reflect the rank-related roles of males and females within different 
social structures.  High dominance rank can be associated with higher stress levels, 
especially during periods of group change when social hierarchies are unstable 
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(Sapolsky, 2005). Thus it is possible that in squirrel monkeys, the more dominant 
sex exhibits more tendencies related to stress, negative affect, and anxiety; to 
determine whether this is the case would require examination of rank-related 




For common squirrel monkeys, we excluded two items, goals and be 
monkey, from further analysis due to low inter-rater reliability. The fact that only 
two of the well-being items were reliable is inconsistent with previous research, 
which has shown all four items to be reliable and to load on one component (Weiss 
et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 2016). This is likely a result of our small sample size, 
given that these items were reliable for Bolivian squirrel monkeys for which we had 
more than double the sample size. Consistent with our predictions, well-being in 
Bolivian squirrel monkeys was negatively correlated with Neuroticism and 
positively correlated with Openness. Although not significant, we also found a 
positive correlation between Assertiveness and well-being in common squirrel 
monkeys. Similar associations have been found between Neuroticism and well-being 
in humans (DeNeve & Cooper, 1998; Steel et al., 2008), chimpanzees (Weiss et al., 
2009), orang-utans (Weiss et al., 2006), and macaques (Weiss, Adams, et al., 2011). 
Well-being has also been positively associated with Dominance and Openness in 
chimpanzees (King & Landau, 2003; Weiss et al., 2009) and with Assertiveness in 
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brown capuchins (Robinson et al., (2016); see Appendix D)8. These data also help to 
put well-being assessment into a broader context. The structure of well-being 
appears to be similar across primate taxa, and shows similar associations to 
personality in both Old World and New World simians. This suggests that 
associations between personality traits and well-being may be ancestral to the split 
of the Platyrrhines and Catarrhines, around 43.5 mya (Perelman et al., 2011).  
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Personality traits are correlated with response to both the social and physical 
environment, for example, how individuals respond to enclosure enrichment 
(Gartner & Powell, 2012) or interact with group members (Schel et al., 2013). In 
turn, well-being ratings have been found to correlate with ratings of welfare in 
brown capuchins (Sapajus apella), a measure that assessed social interactions, 
physical health and ability to cope with stress (Robinson et al., 2016). Thus, both 
well-being and personality assessment should be of interest to welfare management. 
The well-being questionnaire could be a quick and useful way to assess how 
individuals are coping in captive environments, and could be used to monitor 
changes over time and in response to new enclosures or changes in group 
composition.  
An additional, important consideration for many zoos is the use of captive 
breeding programmes for conservation, which rely on good survival rates to 
succeed. As stress is known to increase mortality rates in captivity (Carlstead, 
                                                
8 I was involved in the conceptual planning and discussion of this study and provided the idea to 
include well-being assessment alongside welfare assessment, as well as assisting with statistical 
issues and manuscript edits.  
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Fraser, Bennet, & Leiman, 1999), addressing the role of personality and well-being 
on stress and longevity (Weiss, Adams, et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2013) could benefit 
individual welfare and help to maintain healthy, breeding populations. 
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This study is not without its limitations. Our sample size was smaller than we 
would have hoped. Because keeper time is limited, many zoos struggled to provide 
ratings, as it takes time to learn to distinguish between individual squirrel monkeys, 
and to provide ratings on them. Thus many zoos were unable to participate, or could 
only provide ratings on a few easily identifiable individuals. Although we were 
careful to provide bootstrapped confidence intervals for our regression analyses 
examining age and sex effects on personality, we should be cautious of our 
interpretation of the interaction effects given their low power. 
An additional point of consideration is the extent to which we interpret these 
data to be representative of squirrel monkey species as a whole. Whilst we make the 
assumption that the differences between our captive samples of common and 
Bolivian squirrel monkeys reflect differences found at the species level, we should 
be cautious about the interpretation of such data without expansion of our sample. 
For example, to ensure that our findings accurately represent species-level 
differences, examination of these traits would be beneficial not only in more captive 
individuals but also in wild populations, particularly drawing direct behavioural 
comparisons of key traits, such as dominance or activity, between species groups. 
Despite these limitations, the assessment of personality in captive primates 
continues to expand, and this study contributes data from two species of New World 
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monkey not previously assessed using the HPQ. Whilst this study helps to further 
our knowledge about trait phylogeny, we recommend further exploration of what 
might determine species differences in personality in squirrel monkeys, such as 
through examining rank data and aggression frequency in relation to component 
scores. Expanding personality assessment to other species of New World monkeys 
would also help to establish whether these traits have diverged from a common 
ancestor with Catarrhines, or whether similar traits have occurred amongst 
Platyrrhines and Catarrhines through convergent evolution. 
We particularly encourage further research in New World monkeys. As the 
assessment of personality in primates expands, it is becoming clear that these data 
further our understanding of how selection played a role in personality development. 
As demonstrated here, these data can help determine the extent to which traits are 
ancestral, and identify selection pressures that may have resulted in species 
differences. Expanding this approach further will no doubt help to increase 









“One cannot escape the conclusion that every chimpanzee must possess a distinct 
personality.” 
 





The study of chimpanzee personality dates back to the 1930s, when researchers 
including Meredith Crawford and Robert Yerkes acknowledged the differential 
behaviour of chimpanzees (Crawford, 1938; Yerkes, 1939). Despite this early interest, 
the number of studies on primate personality published in the 2000s comprises 
approximately the same number of studies published between the 1930s and 1990s 
(Freeman & Gosling, 2010). The expansion of this field followed the seminal research 
by Stevenson-Hinde and colleagues, which assessed personality traits in rhesus 
macaques (Stevenson-Hinde & Zunz, 1978). Rhesus macaques remain the most studied 
primate species in personality research, likely because they are the most commonly kept 
captive primate. The second most studied species is the chimpanzee, making up 21% of 




alongside bonobos, are our closest extant relatives, diverging from humans less than 6.3 
million years ago (Patterson, Richter, Gnerre, Lander & Reich, 2006). They have been 
the subjects of a large body of research examining in what ways they are similar to, and 
differ from, humans (Call & Tomasello, 2008; Goodall, 2000; Kawai & Matsuzawa, 
2000; Matsuzawa, Tomonaga & Tanaka, 2006; Tomonaga et al., 2004; Whiten, 
McGuigan, Marshall-Pescini & Hopper, 1999). From this research we know that 
chimpanzees use tools, can learn to use symbols and tokens, and have highly developed 
socio-cognitive abilities, including the ability to understand intent in others, and using 
gaze and gestures to communicate with others (see Figure 3.1). Given the similarities 
between chimpanzee and human cognition, it makes sense that efforts to assess 
















The expansion of personality assessment using the top down approach – i.e., 
deriving items from humans and applying them to other species – allows comparison of 
component structures across species. Differences in structure allow us to determine 
species-specific components, as well as traits that appear to be ancestral to multiple taxa. 
This not only helps us to put human personality into context, in considering how and 
why certain traits occur, and which traits we share with other species, it also allows us to 
address potential species-specific selection pressures, such as differences in social 
structure, that could help us to understand the evolution and diversity of personality. 
In 1997, King and Figueredo published an assessment of personality in 100 
captive chimpanzees. They measured personality using a 43 item questionnaire, with all 
but three items derived from Goldberg’s Big Five (Goldberg, 1990) (see Chapter 1, and 
Table 2.1). The aim of this paper was two-fold: to (1) examine whether chimpanzee 
personality could be rated reliably, and (2) to examine how closely personality structure 
in chimpanzees resembled the five factors found in humans. Results revealed a six-
factor structure, bearing similarities to the five factor structure seen in humans. 
Chimpanzees, similar to humans, have factors of Extraversion, Conscientiousness, 
Agreeableness, Neuroticism and Openness. In addition, they have a sixth factor, 
Dominance. The component structures, and similarities to humans, are described in 
Table 3.1. This structure has since been replicated in two independent samples (King et 
al., 2005; Weiss et al., 2009). The former study collected data from 117 chimpanzees at 
nine zoos in the US and Australia, and from 43 chimpanzees at a sanctuary in the 




Although this study also found six factors, a later attempt to replicate this structure in 
chimpanzees resulted in only four factors, suggesting that Neuroticism and Openness 
were under-represented by items in the questionnaire (Weiss et al., 2007). Thus a more 
expansive questionnaire, consisting of 54 items, was developed, labelled the Hominoid 
Personality Questionnaire (HPQ) (Weiss et al., 2009). This was validated in a sample of 
146 chimpanzees at ten facilities in Japan, and was consistent with earlier studies in 
revealing the same six personality domains. 
This structure has been further validated against behaviour observations 
(Pederson et al., 2005) and traits have been found to show similar age and sex effects to 
humans, as well as showing similar associations with subjective well-being (King et al., 
2008; King & Landau, 2003; Weiss et al., 2009). These findings present strong evidence 
that chimpanzees share with humans a similar life history of personality traits, making 




Maintaining species typical behaviours is a paramount consideration when 
keeping animals in captivity (Davenport & Menzel, 1963; Mason, Clubb, Latham & 
Vickery, 2007). As demonstrated by Harlow, the developmental environment can have 
important influences on behaviours (e.g., Harlow, 1958). Animals that lack basic needs 
such as a suitable physical and social environment or lack of stimulation can develop 




























































In captivity, chimpanzees that were deprived of social contact early in life have been 
observed to exhibit impaired social behaviour, excessive caution to novel objects, and 
peculiar, atypical behaviours that are often repetitive (Davenport & Menzel, 1963; 
Kalcher, Franz, Crailsheim & Preuschoft, 2008; Reimers, Schwarzenberger & 
Preuschoft, 2007; van Ijzendoorn, Bard, Bakermans-Kranenburg & Ivan, 2009).  
Similar behaviours have been observed in the wild in orphaned infant 
chimpanzees (Goodall, 2000). Whilst it is clear that in apes, atypical behaviours can 
occur as a result of the environment, there has been little assessment of what other 
variables may cause atypical behaviours. For example in humans, neurodevelopmental 
disorders, such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD), can lead to deficits in social 
behaviour and communication, atypical idiosyncracies and trait extremes, such as 
Savantism (DSM-IV-TR: APA, 2000). To understand potential parallels between these 
extremes in humans and chimpanzees, we used personality ratings of chimpanzees to try 
to identify within-trait variation that could indicate potential underlying deficits. The 
following publication uses personality ratings to develop a new measure for identifying 
‘autistic-like’ traits in chimpanzees9. In Chapter 4, we then examine behavioural 
correlations of this measure, to determine to what extent it represents frequency of 
observed behaviours, which may reflect trait extremes. 
The following content has been published in: 
Springer Science+Business Media New York / Organism Models of Autism Spectrum 
Disorders, Neuromethods vol. 100, 2014, p283 - 302, Social Relationships in 
Nonhuman Primates: Potential Models of Pervasive Disorders, Vanessa A. D. Wilson 
and Alexander Weiss; with kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media. 
                                                








This chapter describes a holistic approach for studying neuro-developmental 
disorders related to autism in nonhuman primates. To understand the role of social 
behaviour in neurodevelopment, it is necessary to start with a basic understanding of the 
traits that define human autism. This gives us a basis for building the case for autistic 
traits in other primates. To establish how these traits might manifest in other species, we 
will consider the role of social structure and social knowledge on species’ behaviour. 
We will also discuss rearing environment as a means of understanding behavioural 
differences in traits related to autism. Using chimpanzees as a preliminary model, we 
will assess personality traits that possibly reflect an autism spectrum, and discuss the 
implications of these findings for a non-invasive approach to model pervasive 
developmental disorders. 
 
Why study social behaviour? 
Behavioural observations complement neurodevelopmental studies. Studying 
neurodevelopment may advance our knowledge of brain structure and development, but 
is hard to apply to ape species for which invasive research is restricted for ethical 
reasons. Primates have been proposed as an ideal study species for invasive studies of 
neurodevelopment (Watson & Platt, 2012). However, we suggest that researchers must 




neurodevelopmental models within a behavioural context will help define the term 
‘neurodevelopmental deficit’ and thus enable such deficits to be addressed from the 
outside, in.  
In this discussion we focus on primate models of autism. If autistic traits were 
only studied neurologically, this would not improve our understanding of autistic 
behaviours. On the other hand, by simply labelling behaviours as autistic, we do not 
gain an understanding of the neurology underlying the condition. We hope to resolve 
this by addressing behavioural deficits in respect of neurodevelopmental models. Brain 
stimulation studies have shown links between neural loci and emotive circuits in other 
mammals, resulting in consistent behavioural patterns (LeDoux, 2000; Panksepp, 1982). 
This work provides reliable indicators of internal emotive circuits based on behavioural 
recordings, from which we can try to interpret what an animal feels in specific situations 
(Panksepp, 2011). Using a similar approach, autism can be understood in more depth by 
building on neurodevelopmental studies, to assess how it may manifest itself as traits in 
other species.  
 To examine autism in nonhuman animals, we must first establish what we mean 
by 'autism'. The diagnosis of autism in humans is currently based purely on behavioural 
criteria (Baron-Cohen & Belmonte, 2005). Autism is classified as a pervasive 
developmental disorder (PVD), as defined by the DSM-IV-TR (The Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: APA, 2000)10. A PVD is identified as ‘severe 
and pervasive impairment in several areas of development’ ((The Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: APA, 2000): 69). Under this heading, autism is 
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then, this definition has been reduced to a dyad of impairments (DSM-5, 2013), however, the behaviours 




defined in the presence of a triad of impairments: social behaviour, communicative 
skills and stereotypic behaviour (see Table 1). In addition to these diagnostic criteria, 
symptoms may include a number of other behaviours, such as oversensitivity to sensory 
stimuli (The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: APA, 2000), and 
cognitive development is often impaired. However some individuals, although they 
struggle with day to day tasks, are exceedingly skilled in a specific area, and have been 
described as savants (Grandin & Johnson, 2005). 
Crucially, a large degree of variation is seen in symptoms of autism; in one 
extreme, individuals may be very able but lack good social skills; at the other extreme, 
symptoms may be severe to the point that an individual does not learn to speak, dress 
themselves or use the toilet. In addition, individuals who are not classified as autistic 
often display criteria on the threshold to diagnosis (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001) 
suggesting autism is the extreme manifestation of typical human behaviour. Thus the 
variety of diagnoses in between has designated autism as a spectrum disorder (The 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: APA, 2000). This must be kept 
in mind when assessing what traits might be defined as autistic. 
With these definitions in mind, we aim to identify traits that would characterise 
autism in nonhuman species. This is problematic, given that autism is considered a 
human disorder. Autism is associated with deficits in social cognition, such as a failure 
to demonstrate empathy and Theory of Mind (Baron-Cohen, 2000; Baron-Cohen, Leslie, 
& Frith, 1985). Theory of Mind refers to being able to infer the thoughts, feelings, 
beliefs, desires and knowledge of another (Baron-Cohen, 2000), and has been identified 




ravens and dogs, demonstrate aspects of Theory of Mind, including tactical deception 
and knowledge/intent attribution (Bugnyar & Kotrschal, 2004; Crockford et al., 2012; 
Schmelz, Call, & Tomasello, 2011; Viranyi, Topal, Miklosi, & Csanyi, 2006). Yet there 
is presently no evidence that they can understand the concept of false belief, as humans 
can, thus current definitions favour ‘true’ Theory of Mind as distinctly human (Call & 
Tomasello, 2008). 
 Autism is also implicated in abnormal brain growth in the neocortex (Pardo & 
Eberhart, 2007), an area strongly associated with human-specific cognitive abilities 
(Gibson, 2002). But what about evidence of neurodevelopmental deficits in other 
species? Mirror neurons are believed to play a role in human perception of others’ 
actions, and have been implicated in structural deficits that determine perception of 
facial emotion in autistic children (Dapretto et al., 2006), although others have 
questioned this (Southgate & Hamilton, 2008). Given that mirror neurons have been 
found in macaques (Ferrari, Gallese, Rizzolatti, & Fogassi, 2003), it is logical to suggest 
that deficits in these regions may inhibit perception and species-typical behaviour. 
Recent work in mice has established behavioural assays for testing target genes 
for autism (Silverman, Yang, Lord, & Crawley, 2010). These assays identified specific 
social interactions, communicative behaviour and stereotypies, believed to be 
developmental parallels with those seen in humans. Parallel evolution predicts that we 
would expect to find many behavioural and cognitive similarities between humans and 
other species, especially primates; developments in personality and cognition would 
support this (King & Figueredo, 1997; Tomonaga et al., 2004). It thus follows that we 




Social deficits observed on the autistic spectrum are central to its diagnosis in 
humans. Given that a variety of complex social structures exist in nonhuman primates 
(Kappeler & van Schaik, 2002), our close nonhuman relatives may act as a model for 
understanding how or why these social deficits develop. To address these deficits, we 
must ask how autism would manifest itself in other species. That is to say, if we looked 
for autistic traits in chimpanzees, what would we look for?  
 
The importance of social relationships, communication and group knowledge 
To examine autistic traits in chimpanzees, we must consider the idea of social 
structure in detail. Something that humans share with many primate species is group 
living, and the social interactions that come with it. The structures and organisations of 
primate social systems are complex and vary widely (Smuts, Cheney, Seyfarth, 
Wrangham, & Struhsaker, 1987): The fission-fusion groups of chimpanzees and 
capuchins; the semi-solitary lifestyle of orang-utans; the gorilla harem and pair-bonded 
douroucoulis; gelada and baboon troops made up of multiple sub-units. These are just a 
few examples of broad variation in social structure. All social groups form a web of 
interlinked components, including group size, male-to-female ratio, mate choice, mating 
system, sexual dimorphism, male-female dispersal, and social hierarchy.  
Ecological and behavioural constraints determine individual interactions that 
form a group, but the group, in turn, constrains individual behaviour (Kappeler & van 
Schaik, 2002). For example the costs of social living increase with group size as larger 
groups experience higher levels of competition and aggression (van Schaik, 1983). 




American squirrel monkeys (Saimiri spp.) for example, are distinct in their social 
structure: S. boliviensis live in larger, female dominated groups, where females form 
coalitions and show more aggression to each other than in S. sciureus (Boinski et al., 
2002). However in S. sciureus, males, instead of females, form coalitions, and show 
more aggression to each other than in S. boliviensis (Mitchell, Boinski, & van Schaik, 
1991). 
Social interactions are thus dependent on social structure. Recent research 
addressed the benefits to individuals of cooperative behaviour. Sussman and Garber 
(Sussman & Garber, 2011) showed that across 51 species, affiliative behaviour 
contributed up to 91.7% of social interactions. By comparison, antagonistic behaviour 
contributed to less than 1%. Where spatial foraging allows for lower feeding 
competition, the benefits of social interaction are higher to the individual, and become a 
focal consideration of group structure (Sussman & Garber, 2011). Understanding what 
drives group social structure and cohesion is key to establishing species and population 
differences in social behaviour (Kappeler & van Schaik, 2002). Only by defining 
species-typical behaviour can we then address individual and species differences in 
atypical behaviour. 
One requirement of group living is information sharing. This is beneficial for 
communication about predators and food location, but can also lead to kleptoparasitic 
behaviour, a form of information ‘eavesdropping’. Spider monkeys, for example, use 
calls when foraging to manipulate group size. Individuals were more likely to emit food 
calls when there was an abundant resource, and groups of subordinate males called less 




that individuals used their knowledge not only of food availability but also of social rank 
to determine how to respond to resource availability. Since subordinate ranks experience 
higher interference competition (Chapman & Lefebvre, 1990; Murray, Eberly, & Pusey, 
2006) if food is scarce, subordinates will try to minimise group competition by keeping 
this information to themselves.  
Social rank is integral to group communication, and has formed the basis for 
studies of primate social knowledge. If getting along in a group means knowing your 
neighbours, then knowledge of “who’s who” is beneficial to individual success in a 
group. This is especially true in a hierarchy, where dominance rank determines resource 
gain (Chapman & Lefebvre, 1990; Murray et al., 2006). Dominance rank in a female 
baboon hierarchy is determined by data on number of supplants, aggressive, and 
submissive behaviour (Silk, Seyfarth, & Cheney, 1999). Hierarchical structure therefore 
predicts not only resource use but also social behaviour. For example, higher ranking 
female baboons groomed significantly more with maternal kin than lower ranking 
females (Silk et al., 1999). Social knowledge is a useful tool by which individuals 
mediate their ‘privilege’ of resource use through monitoring others.  
 So what does ‘knowledge’ refer to? Knowledge of a conspecific’s whereabouts 
should rely on relevant sensory information. In many primate species, vocalisations play 
a role in social interactions. Researchers can take advantage of this to test individual 
knowledge. Playback experiments in vervets and baboons that live in large troops 
consisting of smaller family units have shown that females understand and respond to 
vocalisations of conspecifics as social cues. Seyfarth and Cheney, who studied these 




individual: “to achieve a complete understanding of her society… she must be able to 
step outside her own sphere of interactions and recognize the relations that exist among 
others…” ((Seyfarth & Cheney, 2005): 209). This ‘sphere’ refers to the female’s 
immediate matrilineal family, thus suggesting that females must become familiar with 
all other individuals in their troop. For the female, this involves observing the 
interactions of other individuals and inferring the appropriate associations. Thus, when 
she hears an anomalous call sequence, such as a subordinate individual threatening a 
dominant individual, this call sequence does not fit with the information that female 
retains on group social rank. Subjects will respond to an anomalous call sequence by 
looking toward the source for a longer time than when an expected call sequence is 
played (Cheney, Seyfarth, & Silk, 1995). 
Other experiments suggest that baboons are able to interpret the direction of 
threat-grunts from a dominant female as context specific (a threatened versus friendly 
interaction). They adjust their behaviour as to whether they interpret these threats to be 
directed toward them (Engh, Hoffmeier, Cheney, & Seyfarth, 2006). These experiments 
demonstrate the role of social knowledge for group living. They also suggest the role of 
social inference in these interactions. As in other species however, there is little 
evidence that baboons can differentiate between what they know and what others know. 
This suggests they do not develop a Theory of Mind as humans do. It does, however, 
suggest that they have a rudimentary ability of perspective taking, that is, a basic level 
of intersubjectivity.  
These findings suggest that social knowledge is an evolutionary precursor to 




development. Emotional intersubjectivity (Gomez, 1998) is present in infants from three 
months old, who attune to others’ emotions using eye contact. Emotional 
intersubjectivity is the most basic human social interaction and is likely a precursor to 
cognitive intersubjectivity, or Theory of Mind. Cognitive perception begins its study in 
children from nine months old (Trevarthen, 1979).  At this stage, children develop 
triadic interactions with other people, and rely on shared visual attention for 
communicating with others (Emery, 2000).  By the age of four, children understand 
desires, and are able to attribute false-belief (Wimmer & Perner, 1983). It is during this 
stage of development that autism in humans may become apparent, with ToM deficits 
apparent in the diagnosis of autism in children (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985). 
Evidence in apes also suggests they demonstrate advanced perspective taking. 
Gomez (Gomez, 1998) offered evidence of emotional intersubjectivity in infant gorillas, 
such as the use of persistent eye contact and elaborate repertoires to gain the attention of 
a human playmate. Chimpanzees parallel early human development in gaze following 
and in distinguishing between directed and non-directed gaze (Tomonaga et al., 2004). 
Chimpanzees can also attribute differences in knowledge between individuals 
(Crockford et al., 2012). However findings suggest chimpanzees do not develop shared 
attention (Tomonaga et al., 2004) or attribute false belief (Call & Tomasello, 2008), as 
humans do. This suggests that, although other primates differ from humans in their 
ability to perceive the thoughts and actions of others, they also share some of these 
abilities. Theory of Mind should thus not be defined as a purely human attribute, but as 
part of a spectrum of social knowledge, understanding and perspective taking. Using this 




for understanding neurodevelopment. In using primate social relationships as a model 
for understanding neurodevelopment, we are trying to establish how autism would 
manifest itself in other species. We will consider examples of typical and atypical social 
behaviour in primates, and how these traits would fit within the current definition of 
autism. This definition is categorised into the triad of impairments, and in addition we 
will examine traits relating to three other aspects of behaviour: intersubjective and 
empathic behaviour, sensory sensitivity, and propensity for specific skill or focus in one 
area.  
 
Autism: manifests of social deficits 
We now return to our earlier question: If we looked for autistic traits in other 
primates, what would we look for? For ideas of how to approach such traits, we can 
draw on the observations of those who have studied great apes in the wild. Chimpanzees 
are an ideal study species: they are one of our closest relatives, have been studied 
extensively in both captivity and the wild (Bard et al., 2011; Mitani, McGrew, & 
Wrangham, 2006; Whiten, 2011) and much is known about their social behaviour and 
emotional expression (Goodall, 2000; Parr et al., 2007). Goodall (2000) describes 
chimpanzees’ broad repertoire of social behaviours, which help to maintain group 
cohesion, and to reassure and reconcile. These include physical contact, such as patting, 
kissing and embracing; allogrooming; sharing food; showing concern towards others; 
and helping and protecting kin or companions during fights (Goodall, 2000). They also 
exhibit context-dependent vocalisations, with call production determined by social 




 We can group these behaviours into categories that fit within the definition of 
autism. We have already identified social behaviour (social interaction with peers; use 
of facial expression; sharing) and communicative behaviours (vocalisations; physical 
contact). Examples of stereotypic behaviour are described in situations where 
individuals experience severe stress. In the wild these examples are specific to infants 
who have lost their mother, and display behaviours such as rocking, staring, hanging 
upside down for long periods of time, as well as inappropriate social behaviour toward 
peers and adults (Goodall, 2000). In captivity, long-term effects of social deprivation are 
exhibited in fewer social interactions and subordinate behaviour of deprived individuals 
(Reimers, Schwarzenberger, & Preuschoft, 2007). 
Based on these traits we can hypothesise what behaviours might highlight 
developmental deficits among chimpanzees. But species differences in social structure, 
as we have seen, are likely to influence how a trait of ‘autism’ manifests itself. Let us 
consider these traits in a less social ape. Orang-utans are mostly considered solitary 
except when mating and raising young, or when abundant resources may favour low 
levels of fission-fusion (van Schaik, 1999). Observations of social groupings led 
Galdikas (Galdikas, 1985) to describe them as semi-solitary apes. Solitary play is also 
observed much more in infant orang-utans (50% of observation time) compared to 
infant chimpanzees (15% of observation time) between aged ten and eleven months 
(Miller & Nadler, 1981). Allogrooming (grooming with another) is observed in orang-
utans, but rarely outside the natal unit (Galdikas, 1995). In captive groups, adult and 
juvenile orang-utans are observed to spend approximately 50% of their time in social 




10% of total time allogrooming (Edwards & Snowdon, 1980). Social behaviours 
amongst adults include hand fondling, touch, arm extension, grabbing and mouthing. 
Although social interactions are clearly a part of orang-utan behaviour, expected deficits 
in social behaviour may be less profound in these more solitary species.  
However communication is a still a key behaviour for individuals to interact with 
mates, young and rivals. Orang-utans have a broad repertoire of communication, 
including facial expressions, touch and visual signals for such interactions (Liebal, Pika, 
& Tomasello, 2006). Thus deficits of some aspects of social behaviour would still be 
expected in orang-utan neurodevelopmental disorders. The record of stereotypic 
behaviour in orang-utans is little documented in the literature, reflecting, perhaps, a 
difference in behavioural focus between species, rather than species-differences in 
behaviour. 
Gorillas represent another social species with an alternative social structure. 
Gorillas live in harems, with females often transferring between groups, resulting in 
weak social ranks (Stokes, Parnell, & Olejniczak, 2003; Watts, 1994). This may result in 
the loss of maternal kin bonds, and could explain why few social interactions are 
observed between unit females (Parnell, 2002). Allogrooming in western lowland 
gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) is observed notably less than in mountain gorillas (G. 
beringei beringei), and is mainly only between mothers and infants. This is not because 
of an observed difference in social structure. Rather it is considered an effect of resting 
time and adherence of plant species to hair in the mountain gorillas (Parnell, 2002), 
leading to an increased frequency of allogrooming. These species differences in social 




 Although social interactions do not seem as important to gorilla group life as 
they do for chimpanzees, as with orang-utans, communication is still a necessary part of 
these interactions. Gorillas are observed to use a variety of context-dependent close 
calls, and frequency of usage varies with dominance rank of both those giving and 
receiving the call (Harcourt & Stewart, 1996). Gestural communication has also been 
observed in captive gorillas (Genty, Breuer, Hobaiter, & Byrne, 2009), and is thought to 
be used to signal intent. Atypical behaviour has been documented in captive gorillas; 
infants that are hand reared by people show more solitary play and aggression than those 
reared by their mothers, however interacting with group members helped to mitigate 
these effects (Meder, 1989). Stereotypic behaviours observed in these infants include 
rhythmic body movements (such as rocking) and finger sucking; the frequencies of these 
behaviours increased when an individual was under stress, such as when introduced to 
conspecifics. 
We have now established species typical behaviours and how they differ as a 
function of social structure. From this, we have deduced atypical behaviour under the 
triad of impairments. What about other aspects of autism? Deficits in empathic 
behaviour are harder to address; empirical studies of empathy in primates are few 
(Anderson, Myowa-Yamakoshi, & Matsuzawa, 2004; O'Connell, 1995; Parr, 2001). 
However observations of concern towards others (Goodall, 2000) and perspective taking 
in chimpanzees (Call & Tomasello, 2008), would predict lower perceptual abilities with 
neurodevelopmental deficits. 
Savantism, the propensity for a focused skill or hobby, is also difficult to 




food or completing a problem-solving task in the lab. As with humans, some apes are 
smarter than others, referred to as ‘geniuses’ of the ape world (Herrmann & Call, 2012). 
In examining ‘savant’ like behaviours in apes, we may consider not just intelligence, but 
look for focused, skilled and repetitive behaviour typical to savantism. 
A final consideration is sensory sensitivity. Autistic children can be sensitive to a 
variety of sensory stimuli (Watling, Deitz, & White, 2001). In working with autistic 
children, the author has observed every day sensations, such as touch, loud noises and 
even wearing clothes, can be distressing for individuals. They can become highly 
stimulated by detailed movement, such as the movement of a lift or a bag blowing in the 
breeze. Response to sensory stimuli may be classified as stereotypic, with stimulation 
involving repetitive behaviours such as hand flapping, rocking, and jumping up and 
down. In primates, repetitive behaviour is seen in response to a lack of environmental 
stimuli (for a review see (Ridley & Baker, 1982)). We may consider sensory sensitivity 
in primates a type of stereotypic behaviour, predicting an increase in fearful behaviours 
as well as a withdrawn interest in the environment, as behavioural deficits. 
 From the evidence reviewed here, stereotypic behaviours appear to occur under 
situations of social stress or lack of appropriate social interaction (Meder, 1989; Reimers 
et al., 2007). They have also been mainly documented in ape infants. If we are to 
establish behavioural parallels between the triad of impairments found in autistic 
humans, and behavioural deficits in nonhuman primates, care must be taken in how to 
interpret this behaviour. This can be understood in more detail by examining the work of 




Harlow demonstrated in infant macaques that social deprivation from birth has 
severe behavioural consequences (Harlow, 1958; Suomi & Harlow, 1972). Monkeys 
raised alone exhibited inappropriate aggressive behaviour when housed with 
conspecifics (Mitchell, Raymond, Ruppenthal, & Harlow, 1966), and females raised 
without mothers specifically showed a lack of maternal behaviour. This included 
disinterest towards the infant, lack of maternal contact, and indifference to having 
infants removed from their cage, as well as aggressive behaviour to the point of 
infanticide (Ruppenthal, Arling, Harlow, Sackett, & Suomi, 1976). These studies were 
the first to address the role that social attachment plays in individual social behaviour, 
and demonstrate more drastically the atypical behaviours observed in wild and captive 
apes. 
Research into deprivation extends beyond behaviour observation. A study 
examining social deprivation in rhesus macaques found structural differences in the 
brains of socially deprived individuals compared to socialised monkeys (Martin, Spicer, 
Lewis, Gluck & Cork, 1991).  Differences were found in the basal ganglia; in the 
caudate nucleus, which is implemented in learning, especially feedback processes; in the 
putamen, which regulates movement; and in the nucleus accumbens, which is involved 
in reward, addiction, aggression and fear. These findings suggested that abnormal 
sensory input in developing infants permanently affected the neurochemical structure of 
brain regions affected by social and environmental stimuli. 
Interpreting atypical behaviours thus advocates caution (Ridley & Baker, 1982). 
Although stereotypic behaviours have been well observed, little is understood of the 




that may appear as a neurodevelopmental deficit, such as lack of social interaction or 
stereotypic behaviour, may in fact be the result of environmental deprivation, such as 
infant isolation or traumatic captive experience. In people it is clear that stereotypic and 
atypical social behaviour can develop from neglect, abuse or trauma during childhood 
(Perry, Pollard, Blakley, Baker, & Vigilante, 1995), or as a result of atypical 
neurodevelopment, as seen in children with autism (The Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders: APA, 2000). In primates, these atypical behaviours clearly 
develop during socially deprived circumstances. However it is possible that stereotypies 
also occur naturally, as a result of neurodevelopmental deficits. We outline the predicted 
associations between atypical behaviour and neurodevelopment in Figure 1.  
Given the potential similarities of behavioural deficits derived from different 
origins, it is crucial to take individual history into account when examining the 
manifestation of any such ‘autistic’ trait. Table 1 considers these behaviours in more 
detail, and documents examples of behavioural deficits in both wild and captive apes. 
Based upon these behaviours, we can hypothesise what behavioural deficits we might 
expect to find as a result of neurodevelopmental deficits (see Table 2). Predicted traits 
are taken from items on the Hominoid Personality Questionnaire (HPQ (Weiss et al., 









































































































































































































































Individual differences: An empirical approach to defining nonhuman autism 
In this preliminary assessment, we use chimpanzees as a model for assessing 
autism in primates. Personality research uses keeper-rated questionnaires to assess 
individual differences in primate personality. Ratings have found consistency across 
locations (King & Figueredo, 1997), have been behaviourally validated (Kone!ná et al., 
2008), and have been correlated with scores of well-being (Weiss et al., 2009; Weiss et 
al., 2006). This study aims to examine personality traits as manifests of potential 
neurodevelopmental deficits. The HPQ is therefore an ideal tool for assessing atypical 
behaviour in chimpanzees. 
 Six raters were asked to rate items of the HPQ on a scale classifying their 
relation to traits of autism. Raters had between three and ten years experience with 
autism in humans. Experience included positions of care, education and academia. Items 
were assigned 1, -1, or 0. A score of 1 indicated a positive association of the item with 
autism, -1 indicated a negative association, and 0 indicated no association. For each 
item, mean ratings were taken. Personality ratings were available for 176 chimpanzees 
from 13 locations, with 58 raters providing ratings. Mean ratings of autism items were 
multiplied with individual chimpanzee item ratings, for all raters. The sum of all ratings 
per individual formed their autism scores per rater. The inter-rater reliability of autism 
scores defined by intraclass correlations (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) was then assessed. The 
reliability of individual ratings or ICC(3,1) was 0.33. The reliability of mean ratings or 
ICC(3,k) was 0.61. A frequency plot determined that scores were normally distributed. 
An average score per individual provided us with individual ratings on an Autism Scale. 
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 These ratings thus provide a possible reliable measure for assessing traits related 
to autism in captive chimpanzees. For a preliminary analysis of this scale, we controlled 
for sex and location of chimpanzee in a linear regression model. In humans, autism 
prevalence in males is around four times that in females (Yeargin-Allsopp et al., 2003). 
This sex difference is thought to derive from natural sex differences in behaviour 
(Baron-Cohen, 2002), as well as physiology, such as how the brain processes emotional 
expression (Schulte-Ruther, Markowitsch, Shah, Fink, & Piefke, 2008), suggesting that 
males are more predisposed to display autistic traits. Based on this we expect that males 
would be higher on the Autism Scale than females. The sex ratios in the upper and lower 
quartiles are presented in Table 3. We found a trend towards sex differences, with males 
being higher than females; however this was not significant, (b (1,162) = 0.24, t = 164, p 
= .10).  
 We examined mean trait differences for individuals in the upper and lower 
quartiles of the Autism Scale. Using these scores we assessed the predictions we made 
in Table 2 of expected trait deficits in individuals high on the scale. Table 4 outlines our 
findings relative to our predictions. Out of traits predicted to increase in those with a 
high autism rating, 10 out of 15 predictions were supported by our findings. These traits 
loaded across five out of six diagnostic groupings of human autism. For a predicted 
decrease in traits, only 3 out of 11 predicted traits were found to decrease. This included 
playful, which was classed under Social Interactions, curious, which was classed under 
Atypical Behaviour, and quitting, classed under Savantism. No predicted decrease was 
found for Communicative Skills, Empathic Behaviour, or Sensory Sensitivity. 
 Our predictions were built on previous findings of stereotypic behaviour, such as 
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those induced by low environmental enrichment and social or emotional trauma. The 
low concurrence of our trait predictions with real trait loadings suggests that the traits 
exhibited are representative of an autism dimension, and not simply a result of trauma-
induced stereotypy. This is notable in the items aggressive and cautious, which show 
high prevalence in wild and captive instances of atypical behaviour (see Table 1). These 
item scores were found to be lower in individuals in the upper quartile of the Autism 
Scale. Similarly, there was no decrease in dominance, stability, or activity, items 
associated with social deprivation and trauma. Item weights to create the scale are 
presented in Table 5. We previously expressed the need for caution in interpreting 
stereotypic behaviours in chimpanzees as autistic. While we still advocate caution, our 
findings tentatively suggest that it may be possible for individuals familiar with 
chimpanzees to rate them on something akin to the autism spectrum. 
  Based on these findings, we can compare trait deficits in the chimpanzee Autism 
Scale to those found in humans. Autism is strongly defined in people by atypical social 
behaviour. In chimpanzees, the findings suggest that sociable behaviours generally do 
not decline.  
 Although solitary loads in the top half of the scale, sociable and friendly also load 
in the top half, whilst playful loads in the bottom half of the scale (Table 5). Findings for 
Communicative deficits also differ from humans, in that traits did not differ in high-end 
individuals as predicted. This suggests that social and communicative interactions are 
not affected in the same way for chimpanzees as in humans. 
However, high-end individuals do demonstrate atypical behaviour, with higher 




Table 4  
 
Findings of predicted trait differences on the Autism Scale 
 
Diagnostic Grouping Predicted increase Upper quartile increase Predicted decrease Upper quartile decrease 






























Empathic Behaviour Unperceptive Unperceptive Sensitive  










Note. Changes in predicted traits were assessed as the difference between scorings on the upper and lower quartiles of the Autism Scale. Traits that 





Table 5  
 
Trait loadings defined as the difference between trait means of upper and lower 



























































Note. Scores that equal 0 are items that raters weighted 0. 
 
  
Empathic behaviours also show a decrease at the high end, with high loadings of 
unperceptive and thoughtless. Sensory sensitivity found high loadings for active and 
anxious as predicted. And Savantism found high loadings for individualistic and 
persistent, as well as a decrease in quitting for high-end individuals. This suggests 
that in chimpanzees, traits manifest more strongly in the latter four groupings of 
behaviour than for Social and Communicative behaviours. 
The next step for expanding on these results would be to examine what 
factors might cause these species-differences in trait manifestations. The influence of 
social structure and social interactions should be a key consideration in why 
chimpanzees and humans differ in the severity of certain trait deficits. Assessing 
these traits in other ape species with different social structure would also contribute 
to knowledge of autism differences between species. These differences make clear 
that it is crucial to understand species-specific information on social behaviour and 
cognitive skill before assessment.  
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In addition there are many factors not considered here which cannot be ruled 
out. This is especially important given that autism is a spectrum disorder defined by 
varying degrees of deficits. Assessment should address individual captive 
background, such as what environment an individual was born and raised in, and 
whether they have experienced any social trauma. One would expect these to have 
little impact on autism scores if these scores are a result of neurodevelopmental 
deficits. By using the Autism Scale presented here, we can address these traits in 
more detail and examine their influence on neurodevelopment. 
 
Conclusion 
Here we presented potential behavioural deficits in neurodevelopment for 
chimpanzees, and described the scores of these traits on a Chimpanzee Autism Scale. 
Far from arbitrary, these traits show similarities with deficits found in humans with 
autism, including higher autism scores in males. We suggest these traits are not 
simply deficits of environmental or social deprivation. This preliminary analysis 
advocates caution until further studies assess species and individual variation in 
these scores. Species social structure, cognition and individual background all must 
be taken into account when using this scale.  
 From these initial findings, we propose that the Chimpanzee Autism Scale 
may be a useful tool to assess atypical behaviours in chimpanzees. This will allow us 
to understand the neural basis of autism using non-invasive methods. Not only is this 
applicable to chimpanzee welfare, but it will help address the evolutionary proximity 





In this chapter, we explored the use of personality ratings in chimpanzees 
to develop a scale by which to identify traits potentially indicative of atypical 
development. Our findings tentatively suggest that this scale could be applied to 
understanding behavioural deficits in chimpanzees. We argue in the above 
chapter that these ratings could be used to understand deficits that have resulted 
from atypical neural development, rather than environmental influences such as 
trauma or social isolation. However, it is important to consider that the two are 
often difficult to separate. For example, early social deprivation can cause long 
term structural differences in the brains of rhesus macaques (Martin et al., 1991). 
Maternal care can also alter gene expression and thus affect the regulation of 
endocrine and behavioural pathways (Meaney, 2001). Furthermore, the 
interaction of genes and environment means that the effect of an environment is 
sometimes dependent on which copies of a gene an individual carries (Suomi, 
2006). In this case, it can be hard to treat neural development as an entity 
completely independent of environmental influence, without prior knowledge of 
genetic or environmental backgrounds. Thus, for this scale to be used to 
understand potential differences in neural development amongst individuals, 
would require careful consideration of each chimpanzee’s background and 
rearing history. 
Cautiously, these results suggest that there may be parallels in socio-
behavioural deficits between humans and chimpanzees. These results reveal 
potential sex differences in behavioural deficits which reflect findings in 
humans: ASD is diagnosed more frequently amongst males than females 
(Yeargin-Allsopp et al., 2003). Although Lai et al. (2011) have suggested that 
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this male-bias could be due to an under-diagnosis of autism in females, others 
have found that in a sample of non-autistic adults, males still score higher than 
females on traits associated with ASD (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001), supporting the 
theory that males are more predisposed to traits associated with autism (Baron-
Cohen 2002). The similar pattern we found of sex differences for autistic-like 
traits in chimpanzees, suggests that underlying biological differences between 
the sexes may be to some extent ancestral, and are worth exploring in more 
depth. Ideally such research would examine how chimpanzee males and females 
differ in perspective taking and empathy tasks, parallel to work in humans 
(Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004; Frank, Baron-Cohen, & Ganzel, 2015; 
Schiffer, Pawliczek, Müller, Gizewski, & Walter, 2013). 
 It would be also be worth examining certain traits in more detail. We 
predicted differences in trait scores for chimpanzees at either end of the Autism 
Scale, based on atypical behaviour that results from early life trauma. We 
hypothesised that if our predictions about trait scores were not consistent with 
our findings, this could be indicative of atypical development resulting from non-
environmental effects, rather than from environmental effects. Indeed, for many 
traits this was the case. For example, the trait cautious did not load highly on the 
Autism Scale. Chimpanzees who have experienced early social deprivation tend 
to exhibit more caution to novelty than their socialised counterparts (Reimers et 
al., 2007). The fact that cautious does not load highly suggests that a high score 
on this scale may be more likely to represent atypical development resulting 
from non-environmental effects. Similarly, other items, such as sociable and 
affectionate, did not load as one would expect as a result of early environmental 
trauma, with both these items showing high loadings on the Autism Scale. These 
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findings suggest that the scale may be getting at something underlying 
behavioural deficits that is homologous to ASD in humans. 
 The problem with this interpretation is that the scale used in chimpanzees 
was designed with humans in mind. That is, each rater with experience of human 
autism, provided their item weights as to whether or not they believed each item 
to be associated with autism in humans. Thus, this limits the application of this 
scale to chimpanzees without providing validation of these scores. Examining 
behaviours associated with these traits – such as levels of agonism towards 
others, frequency of stereotypies and time spent with others – would provide a 
more detailed picture of whether these trait loadings accurately reflect underlying 
behavioural deficits. Assessing whether Autism Scale scores are good predictors 
of behavioural frequency would be a first step towards validating this scale. 
Additionally, it would be of benefit to examine whether other variables – such as 
age, sex, or personality measures – are stronger predictors of these behaviours 
than scores on the Autism Scale. 
 One question that we did not discuss in the above chapter is whether it 
would be possible to assess autistic-like traits in wild chimpanzees. Atypical 
behaviour has been observed in wild chimpanzees (Goodall, 2000; Ferdowsian et 
al., 2011), however, although we tend to assume such behaviours to be 
uncommon in the wild, the extent of their prevalence is essentially unknown 
(Brüene, Brüene-Cohrs, McGrew & Preuschoft, 2006). Observations indicate 
that, in relation to sanctuary-housed chimpanzees, the presence of atypical 
behaviours that parallel depressive/post-traumatic disorders in humans, are 
relatively low in wild chimpanzees (Ferdowsian et al., 2011). Yet a systematic 
assessment of such traits, and their origin, would be practically difficult in wild 
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populations. For example, how can we assess the cause of an atypical behaviour 
without full knowledge of an individual’s emotional and environmental 
experiences? We know that wild chimpanzees that suffer trauma, such as an 
infant losing their mother, can experience depressive-like behaviour (Goodall, 
2000), but can such behaviour result in the absence of a trauma? Understanding 
the determinants of such traits in wild chimpanzees could help to place into 
perspective our knowledge of atypical behaviour in captivity. Yet, such an 
understanding, in contrast to captivity, is a challenging task, making such a 
question hard to answer.  
We were fortunate to have access to both personality and behavioural 
data from a sample of 19 chimpanzees housed at Edinburgh Zoo. In the 
following chapter we explore whether scores on the Autism Scale are associated 
with behaviour, i.e. whether they might be indicative of behavioural ‘extremes’, 








“He had become a pathetic wreck of a chimpanzee, emaciated, lethargic, 
and morose….  Hunched up with his arms around his knees, he sat often 
rocking from side to side… he pulled out hair after hair, chewing at their 
roots, then dropping them.” 





Differential research has recently begun to explore the ways in which 
personality predicts responses to the environment – be it physical or social. In 
apes for example, higher Extraversion and Agreeableness predict higher well-
being (chimpanzees: King & Landau, 2003; Weiss et al., 2009; orangutans: 
Weiss, King, & Perkins, 2006). In turn, well-being, and Extraversion, both have 
been associated with longevity (happier orangutans/more Extraverted gorillas, 
live longer) (Weiss et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2013). Given that longevity is an 
important consideration for maintaining and breeding from captive populations, 
these findings should be of practical use for both welfare and breeding purposes 
within zoos. However, as yet we know little about the mechanisms that mediate 
the relationship between personality, longevity and well-being. Like personality 
(van Oers et al., 2005), well-being in humans appears to be heritable (Bartels, 
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2015; Lykken & Tellegen, 1996) and to share additive genetic variance with 
Neuroticism, Extraversion and Conscientiousness (Weiss, Bates, & Luciano, 
2008). Similarly, well-being measures in chimpanzees share genetic variance 
with Dominance (Weiss, King, & Enns, 2002). If the same genes underlie both 
particular traits and happiness, then perhaps the functional mechanism that 
affects one also affects the others. 
One possibility is that personality traits influence individual responses to 
social or environmental stressors. For example, social support received by 
extraverts could be protective against the effects of stress (Weiss et al., 2013). A 
recent study in goats lends support to this hypothesis: individuals with higher 
sociability measures showed significantly less variation in heart rate across 
behavioural contexts than individuals with low sociability scores (Briefer et al., 
2015). Similarly in wild baboons, females who frequently spent time alone 
tended to have higher glucocorticoid levels, even when accounting for 
dominance rank (Seyfarth, Silk & Cheney, 2012). 
Studies have also found that individuals differ in their response to the 
physical environment. For example in captive snow leopards, scores on ratings of 
Active/Vigilant and Curious/Playful were both associated with approaches and 
exploration of novel objects within their enclosure (Gartner & Powell, 2011). 
And in zoo-housed Diana monkeys, individuals that exhibited aggressive, 
irritable or solitary traits had increased levels of abnormal behaviour during high 
visitor density, whereas those monkeys that were active and playful showed an 
increase in species-typical behaviours, such as play (Barlow et al., 2006). 
Differences in response may indicate stress, as has been found in clouded 
leopards; fearfulness in this species has been associated with higher faecal 
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corticoid concentrations, a marker of chronic stress (Wielebnowski et al., 2002). 
Such findings indicate the importance of accounting for individual differences 
when addressing how individuals respond to the environment.  
Measuring how animals cope with a captive environment is the aim of animal 
welfare assessment (Broom, 1991; Hill & Broom, 2009), with attention paid to 
the animals’ environmental, physiological and behavioural needs. In captivity, 
the social and physical environment of an animal may differ greatly from their 
species-typical environment. This can lead to stereotypical behaviour – 
repetitive, and often abnormal behaviours that may appear to have little function 
(Davenport & Menzel, 1963; Mason et al., 2007). Stereotypic behaviours range 
from repetitive motion (rocking, pacing) to self-directed behaviours (self-
plucking, self-harming, regurgitation, faeces eating, urine drinking) to other-
directed behaviours (over-grooming conspecifics, allo-plucking, excessive 
aggression) (e.g. Birkett & Newton-Fisher, 2011). Prevention and reduction of 
such behaviours are a priority for zoo welfare, which is why understanding risk 
factors that could lead to atypical behaviour is important. 
Abnormal behaviour is influenced by both physical and social aspects of 
captive environments. For instance, agitated behaviour in captive black rhinos 
has been associated with number of enclosure walls (Carlstead et al., 1999) 
whilst single-housed female macaques show higher levels of stereotypy than 
females housed in social pairs (Eaton, Kelley, Axthelm, Lliff-Sizemore, & 
Shiigi, 1994). Social deprivation, particularly if experienced early in life, can 
cause long-term deficits in social behaviour and susceptibility to stress (Harlow, 
1958). For example, during a re-socialisation period, chimpanzees who 
experienced early life social deprivation exhibited stereotypies included eating 
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disorders (regurgitation, coprophagy), self-injury, dissociative and repetitive 
behaviours (Kalcher-Sommersguter, Franz-Schaider, Preuschoft, & Crailsheim, 
2013). They also have higher glucocorticoid levels than their counterparts who 
experienced later life social deprivation (Reimers et al., 2007). It has also been 
observed that abnormal behaviour increases amongst chimpanzees transferred 
from a laboratory to a sanctuary environment, possibly as a mechanism of coping 
with the change (Kranendonk & Schippers, 2014). However, a longitudinal study 
suggests that rehabilitated chimpanzees do over time engage more in positive 
social behaviours with counterparts, a change which is more apparent in younger 
chimpanzees (Llorente, Riba, Ballesta, Feliu, & Rostán, 2015). 
Whilst this research highlights the importance of environmental effects 
on behaviour, little is known about the degree to which susceptibility to 
stereotypic behaviours, which may occur in response to environmental triggers, 
depends on other variables, such as personality and coping mechanisms. Indeed, 
the diversity and frequency of abnormal behaviours exhibited by different 
individuals cannot be explained by their background, rearing history, age or sex 
(Birkett & Newton-Fisher, 2011), suggesting that other, differential factors are at 
work. The interaction between social and environmental influences, and 
behavioural and physiological outcomes, is an important consideration for 
maintaining happy and healthy captive populations. It is therefore of great 
relevance to welfare science to explore the ways in which personality predicts 
responses to the environment – be it physical or social.   
Although previous work in primates has revealed associations between 
personality ratings and behavioural observations (Capitanio, 1999; Eckardt et al., 
2015; Kone!ná et al., 2008; Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013; 
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Pederson et al., 2005), the extent to which negative welfare indicators (such as 
stereotypies) and positive welfare indicators (such as social interactions, activity 
budgets) are influenced by personality is largely unknown. For example, are 
certain personality traits associated with higher levels of stereotypies, and if so, 
why might this be? Does this indicate a coping mechanism for higher stress 
levels that may be associated with certain traits? Personality assessment may also 
help us to clarify what ‘positive’ welfare means. For example, more introverted 
chimpanzees may naturally be less sociable, but this does not necessarily mean 
that they have negative welfare. Thus, understanding how personality relates to 
these behaviours could help to mediate the effectiveness of enrichment 
interventions which are used to increase positive welfare in captivity.  
In the previous chapter I discussed the idea of using personality traits in 
chimpanzees as a tool for assessing behavioural deficits that are often seen in 
human neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism spectrum disorder (ASD) 
(Wilson & Weiss, 2015). The theory behind this was to take a comparative 
approach to understanding how and why disorders such as ASD occur, and 
whether they really are specific to humans, or whether similar behavioural 
deficits may also be seen in nonhuman primates. Given the similarities in social 
behaviour, such as affiliative behaviour, communication, maternal care and 
social cognition (Call & Tomasello, 2008; Matsuzawa, 2006; Pollick & de Waal, 
2007; Romero, et al., 2010) that we share with chimpanzees, they may be an 
ideal species for understanding how deficits in social behaviour reflect 
personality or something akin to a neurodevelopmental disorder.  
We proposed the use of personality items as indicators of ‘autistic-like’ traits 
in chimpanzees (Wilson & Weiss, 2015). This in no way means that we advocate 
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that chimpanzees have autism or can be autistic, but simply that they may also 
exhibit deficits in social behaviour that are perhaps better explained in terms of 
internal rather than external factors. Here it is important to make a clarification: 
when we use the term ‘internal’ we refer to processes underlying behaviour, such 
as the genetic and neural basis of behaviour. By using the term ‘external’ we 
refer to processes existing outside of the body, such as social and physical 
environment, which can influence behaviour. It is evident that internal and 
external processes do not exist entirely independent of one another, for example, 
gene x environment interactions can produce differences in behavioural 
outcomes (Suomi, 2006; Capitanio et al., 2008). However, the typical assessment 
in welfare studies tends to address primarily external influences on behaviour 
without accounting for internal processes (Kalcher-Sommersguter et al., 2013; 
Kranendonk & Schippers, 2014). Here, we attempt to address this through the 
use of two measures that we take to represent internal processes, by examining 
whether these are perhaps a better explanation of certain behaviours than the 
immediate external environment.  
In the following study we examined chimpanzees’ scores on a composite of 
traits judged, in humans, to characterise autistic individuals, and chimpanzees’ 
personality scores on the Hominoid Personality Questionnaire, in relation to 
behaviours exhibited within a captive group setting. We predicted that (1) if 
behaviours were exhibited as a result of neurodevelopmental deficits, we would 
expect to find the autism scores stronger predictors of specific behaviours than 
personality scores. (2) If behaviours were not exhibited as a result of 
neurodevelopmental deficits, but instead as a result of other internal processes, 
then we would expect personality to be a stronger predictor of these behaviours 
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than autism scores. (3) If the immediate environment plays a stronger role in 
determining behaviour than internal variables, then we should find that neither 





Subjects consisted of 19 adult chimpanzees including 11 females and 8 
males, between 13 and 48 years old when data collection started (mean age = 
26.53, SD = 10.20), housed at the Budongo Trail Exhibit, Edinburgh Zoo. The 
group was originally two separate groups, one from Edinburgh Zoo and one from 
Beekse Bergen Safari Park in the Netherlands. Prior to 2007, the latter group had 
been housed at the Biomedical Primate Research Centre in the Netherlands 
(Herrelko, 2011). The two groups were merged successfully during 2010 (Schel 
et al., 2012). The Budongo Trail facility consists of three connected indoor 
enclosures, each 12 x 12 x 14m, an outdoor enclosure covering 1832m2, two 
conjoined research rooms totalling 26.5m2, and off-show bedding area of 
21.45m2. Chimpanzees are free to access the indoor and outdoor areas as they 
choose, but access to the research rooms is restricted to research hours to 
increase the novelty of accessing this space. 
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 Personality ratings were collected for all 19 chimpanzees in 2010 
(Herrelko et al., 2012). Data were collected using the HPQ, which is described in 
Chapters 2 and 3. Each chimpanzee was rated by between two and four raters 
(mean = 3.0, SD = 1.03). We assessed interrater reliability using the same 
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method described in Chapter 2. We found three items to be unreliable (less than 
or equal to 0) – these included impulsive, predictable and clumsy. Components 
were scored using the structure in Weiss et al. (2009), the only difference being 
that we excluded the unreliable items (see Table 4.3). This produced six 
components, labelled Dominance, Extraversion, Conscientiousness, 
Agreeableness, Neuroticism and Openness. We calculated mean score per 
individual and scaled all six variables for analysis. 
We used the weighted scores developed in Chapter 3 to calculate an 
individual ‘autism score’ for each chimpanzee from the personality ratings. 
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For this study we utilised behavioural data collected for the long term data set 
on the Budongo chimpanzees. Behavioural observations were taken of the 
chimpanzees between July 2012 and March 2013 for a total of 67 observation 
days. Each observation period lasted between 10 and 30 minutes with up to eight 
observations per day. Observations took place at one location in the enclosure 
(e.g. pod 1) for no more than 30 minutes and observers could not return to the 
same location within 30 minutes after the end of the last observation period. 
Each observation period began with an instantaneous group scan, for which the 
behaviour of each individual present was recorded at that time point. Behaviours 
recorded included rest, self-groom, forage, eat, travel, climb, play, give 
grooming, receive grooming, mutual grooming, fight and other. This was 
followed immediately by a 10 minute focal observation period during which we 
noted proximity to nearest neighbour, eating, stereotypies, grooming and 
displacements (see Ethogram in Table 4.1). Focal individuals were chosen based 
on a record of who had not been recently observed, and based on who was 
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available at each location. The end of each focal was followed by a group scan. 
Within this observation period, detailed records of grooming and aggression 
behaviours were also recorded (see Ethogram in Table 4.2 for grooming 
behaviours) on an all occurrence basis (Altmann, 1974) for all individuals 
present in that area. Data were jointly collected by eight researchers who were 
trained in the data collection process, and were required to pass a chimpanzee ID 
test prior to commencing data collection. Following training, in initial data 
collection, a new researcher would observe the chimpanzees alongside an 
experienced researcher, and both would simultaneously record the same 
behaviours. Data were compared between researchers to ensure consistency 
before the new researcher started to collect data alone.  
For this study we chose to focus on social and stereoptypic behaviours – both 
important considerations in assessing atypical behaviour in captivity (Birkett & 
Newton-Fisher, 2011; Kalcher-Sommersguter et al., 2013). The behaviours we 
focused on included regurgitation and faeces eating, both available from the 
focal data. To examine social behaviour, we examined neighbour proximity 
(focal data), instances of social vs. self grooming (scan data), direction of 
grooming (scan data) and duration of grooming (grooming data). We chose these 
measures as proximity and grooming are good indicators of friendships amongst 
chimpanzees (Crockford et al., 2013; Fraser et al., 2008; Massen & Koski, 2014; 
Massen, Sterck, & De Vos, 2010), and therefore indicate to what extent 






4.2.4 Behavioural data compilation. 
Data were compiled separately for focal observations, scans and all-
occurrence grooming records. Compilation was done using R. All data were 
arranged with each observation as a separate data point. 
There were a total of 6557 scan data points, for a total of 706 scans (i.e. for 
each scan, every individual in the scan was included on a separate row in the 
dataset). Each observation for each individual was labelled with date, number of 
observation periods for that date and scan number for each observation period.  
Number of scan observations per individual ranged between 184 and 459 
(mean = 345.10, SD = 73.83). There were 216 instances of grooming another 
chimpanzee, 184 instances of receiving grooming, and 90 instances of mutual 
grooming. 
There were 731 focals for all chimpanzees, with between 33 and 45 focal 
observations per chimpanzee (mean = 38.47, SD = 2.84). Mean focal length was 
7.92 minutes (SD = 3.10 minutes). For neighbour proximity (in meters), we 
removed 31 data points for which the cell was mislabelled or the distance was 
not clear, resulting in 700 cases of neighbour proximity. There were between 32 
and 43 observations of proximity for all 19 chimpanzees (mean instances = 

















































































































Nearest neighbour proximity varied between 0 and 21 meters (mean = 2.28, 
SD = 0.6). For regurgitation (did the focal regurgitate? Y/N) there were 3 missing 
cases, and 27 instances of regurgitation for 7 of the chimpanzees (12 individuals 
were not observed to regurgitate). Between 1 and 9 instances of regurgitation 
were observed per individual (mean = 3.86, SD = 2.48). As there were only 6 
cases of eating faeces, these data were excluded from further analyses. 
A total of 591 instances of grooming were recorded for all chimpanzees. 
We removed 63 cases where duration was not clearly recorded, resulting in 528 
data points of grooming duration. There were 587 data points for actor, with four 
missing cases. Instances of giving grooming ranged from 8 to 84 per chimpanzee 
(mean = 26.30, SD = 19.20). There were 589 data points for recipient, with only 
2 missing cases. Instances of receiving grooming ranged from 4 to 69 per 
chimpanzee (mean = 26.40, SD = 20.22). Duration of each bout was recorded in 
minutes, with each bout lasting between 1 and 31 minutes (mean bout duration = 
4.72, SD = 5.16). Sixteen bouts of grooming continued after the focal ended. 
4.2.5 Analyses. 
All analyses were run in R version 3.0.2 (R Core Team, 2013). 
Personality scores and autism scores were converted in to z-scores for analysis 
(mean = 0, SD = 1).  
For numeric variables, including neighbour proximity and grooming 
duration, we ran linear mixed models using the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, 
Bolker, & Walker, 2015). For grooming duration we ran separate analyses for 
the actor and the recipient.  
For the grooming variables, social groom instances and direction of 
grooming, we ran generalised linear mixed models with family set to binomial, 
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treating each behaviour as a binary category. For observations of grooming, we 
scored each instance of social grooming as 1, including give, receive or mutual 
grooming, and compared this with self-groom, scored as 0, dropping all non-
grooming observations. To calculate frequency of grooming direction, we split 
the social grooming data into a variable where we compared give grooming, 
scored as 1, with receive grooming, scored as 0, and dropped all non-social 
groom data.  
For regurgitation data, we calculated total number of instances per 
chimpanzee and ran a poisson regression using generalised linear models. Only 
seven individuals in the group showed regurgitation behaviour, and amongst 
them, instances varied between 1 and 9 observations. For this reason, we re-ran 
the model 19 times to account for the 19 subjects, in each case excluding one 
subject. We then took the mean of the coefficients, standard error and confidence 
intervals for these models. 
We analysed each behaviour as a dependent variable in its own model. 
For the mixed models, we included all six personality components, autism 
scores, age and sex as fixed effects, and chimpanzee ID as a random effect. For 
the poisson models, we included independent variables of all six personality 
components, autism scores, age and sex. To avoid issues of collinearity between 
personality scores and autism scores, we examined personality and autism scores 
in separate models. For each behavioural variable, we thus ran four models. The 
first included autism score as a predictor. The second model included predictors 
of autism score, sex and age. We then compared these two models for the best 
model fit. The third model for each behaviour included predictors of all six 
personality components. The fourth and final model included personality, sex 
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and age. We then compared the third and the fourth models for the best model fit. 
In each set of models for each behaviour (i.e. for the personality models and for 
the autism score models) we report the model with the best fit. Where we found 
significant effects of both autism score and personality, we use Akaike 
information criteria to compare model fit. We report confidence intervals 
calculated using the Wald method. 






 For the full sample, we found a significant effect of autism score on 
regurgitation, and a significant effect of Neuroticism and Dominance (Table 4.4). 
The AIC for the autism scores model was 80.42, and the AIC for the personality 
model was 52.24; comparison of fit between the two models revealed that the 
personality model is a better fit for the data (p < .001). When we re-ran the 
model, removing each subject at a time, and then calculated the mean values of 
all 19 models, we found the same significant effects (Table 4.5), suggesting that 
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 We found no significant effects of either autism score or personality on 
distance to nearest neighbour, but we did find a sex effect: males tended to be 
further away from their nearest neighbour than females (see Table 4.6). 
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There was no effect of autism score or personality on grooming duration, for 
either actors or recipients (see Table 4.7). 
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There was a significant positive association between autism score and 
instances of social grooming compared with self-grooming. That is, individuals 
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with higher autism scores groomed with others significantly more than they 
groomed themselves. There were no significant associations between personality 
and grooming (Table 4.8). 
When we examined the direction of grooming, we again found a significant 
effect of autism score – individuals with higher scores were more likely to 
receive grooming. For the personality model, Extraversion showed a significant 
association with giving grooming, whilst Neuroticism was significantly 
associated with receiving grooming (see Table 4.9). Model comparison between 
the models for personality and autism score revealed that personality was a 
significantly better fit of the data, AIC personality = 458.54, AIC autism scores = 




We found that chimpanzees with higher autism scores had a higher 
number of regurgitation instances, spent more time grooming with others than 
self-grooming, and received grooming more than they gave grooming. For the 
personality data, we found that chimpanzees higher in Neuroticism and 
Dominance had a higher number of regurgitation instances, whilst extraverted 
chimpanzees groomed others more, and chimpanzees high in Neuroticism 
received grooming more. For both the regurgitation data and direction of 
grooming data, the personality model was a better fit than the autism scores 
model. These results suggest that personality is a stronger predictor of social and 
stereotypic behaviours than the autism scale measure, supporting our second but 
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Autism score, Neuroticism and Dominance all predicted regurgitation 
behaviour. The finding for Dominance is somewhat surprising, particularly as 
negatively loading items on this component include fearful, vulnerable and 
anxious. It would be useful to explore this relationship further, examining 
whether higher ranking chimpanzees experience more stress or differences in 
coping mechanisms that could lead to stereotypy. Regurgitation was most 
strongly related with Neuroticism, which includes negatively loading items cool 
and stable. Notably, the HPQ item autistic loads positively on the Neuroticism 
component. This item is defined by the description ‘Subject often displays 
repeated, continuous, and stereotyped behaviours such as rocking or self 
clasping’. Thus individuals who score high on this item are likely to have been 
observed exhibiting stereotypic behaviours. It is possible that there are separate 
underlying mechanisms – one for Neuroticism and one for Dominance - that both 
contribute to the production of stereotypic behaviours such as regurgitation. 
More behavioural data are needed to explore this possibility, in particular 
examining a wider range of stereotypic behaviours. 
Our third prediction was that, should neither personality nor autism 
scores predict behaviours, then the immediate environment was likely a stronger 
influence of these behaviours than any internal variable. As we found that 
personality was associated with stereotypic behaviour, this suggests that to some 
extent the production of stereotypies are a result of internal individual differences 
in neurotic or dominant traits. Stereotypies are considered a means of coping 
with a stressful environment (Davenport & Menzel, 1963; Harlow, 1958; 
Kalcher-Sommersguter et al., 2013; Mason et al., 2007), suggesting that our 
findings reflect individual differences in coping with the environment. But we 
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cannot rule out environment altogether as an influence on stereotypy. It is 
important to consider that all of the chimpanzees that were observed to 
regurgitate came from the Beekse Bergen group, who originated from a 
laboratory. This suggests that environment has played a role in the occurrence of 
stereotypy in our sample. However, not all of the Beekse Bergen chimpanzees 
were observed to regurgitate. This points us back to the idea that individual 
coping mechanisms in response to the environment may vary. In this study we 
did not measure environmental effects directly, nor did we account for the 
possibility that personality can be influenced by the environment during early 
life. That is, we tried to separate out internal effects as being independent of 
external effects on behaviour, but by taking this approach we were unable to 
account for the possible role of early-life environment in shaping personality or 
development (Bard et al., 2014; Suomi, 2006). 
We therefore conclude, in regards to stereotypies, that in examining 
occurrence of stereotypies within a group, it is important to account for 
individual differences and underlying causes in addition to considering both 
current and prior environmental effects. Such effects could include rearing 
history (Bard et al., 2011), experience of social housing or social deprivation 
(Kalcher-Sommersguter et al., 2013) as well as current housing (Carlstead et al., 
1999), and early life trauma, such as maternal separation (Bloomsmith, Baker, 
Ross & Lambeth, 2005).   
We found no association between personality or autism scores with either 
grooming duration or proximity to nearest neighbour. These findings indicate 
that other variables, such as who the neighbour or grooming partner is (Massen 
& Koski, 2014; Morton et al., 2015) might be more important in predicting these 
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behaviours. We did in fact find a sex effect for neighbour proximity, with 
females tending to be nearer to their closest neighbour than males. Although we 
found no personality effects for neighbour proximity, female chimpanzees are 
more agreeable than males (King et al., 2008), and according to the levels of 
agonism received are also lower ranking than males (Muller, 2002), suggesting 
that they may be more tolerant of conspecifics than their male counterparts. 
 Whilst there were no personality effects of social vs. self-grooming, we 
did find that autism score was a significant predictor of social grooming. This at 
first seems surprising, as we would expect chimpanzees with higher autism 
scores to groom with others less. However, when accounting for the direction of 
grooming, it is apparent that autism score is associated with receiving over 
giving grooming. Similarly, there were directional effects of grooming for 
personality. Extraverted chimpanzees groomed others more, whilst chimpanzees 
with high Neuroticism were groomed by others more. Again, comparing the 
models for personality and autism scores revealed that personality was a better fit 
of the data. Notably, Neuroticism and autism scores both share an association 
with regurgitation and with receiving rather than giving grooming. This suggests 
that autism scores may closely reflect neurotic traits, or share the same 
underlying mechanism in predicting these behaviours. 
So why do some chimpanzees groom others more, and some receive 
grooming more? Extraverted chimpanzees are social, friendly and affectionate, 
whilst chimpanzees with high scores on Neuroticism are excitable and unstable. 
Thus consistent with previous findings on grooming behaviour (e.g. Crockford et 
al., 2013), for extraverted individuals, grooming may provide a way to maintain 
good relationships and interact with others. Social bonds are an important part of 
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group life amongst primates, acting to reduce stress, provide support, and 
increase reproductive success and longevity (Seyfarth & Cheney, 2012). 
However it is possible that the individual mechanisms of such bonds vary. For 
neurotic individuals, grooming may serve a less social purpose and perhaps be 
protective against stress. One approach to understanding this could be to examine 
whether there are differences in grooming networks for chimpanzees with 
different personalities. For example, one would expect that more extraverted 
chimpanzees would groom with a larger network of conspecifics than introverted 
chimpanzees, particularly if this was their primary means of positive social 
interaction. On the other hand, it is more likely that neurotic chimpanzees would 
prefer a small, regular network of trusted individuals from whom they could seek 
reassurance from grooming, if indeed grooming did serve a reassuring function. 
Evidence in baboons indicates that it does: females decrease their grooming 
network during periods of stress (Wittig et al., 2008); and females with a smaller 
but more concentrated grooming network experience lower glucocorticoid levels 
than when they groom with a wider network of females (Crockford, Wittig, 
Whitten, Seyfarth, & Cheney, 2008).  
 Another possible avenue to explore in understanding personality and 
grooming behaviour would be to consider neuropeptide changes such as 
oxytocin. In chimpanzees, oxytocin levels increase following grooming with a 
bond partner compared to no grooming, but no such increase is found following 
grooming with non-bond partners (Crockford et al., 2013). It could be useful to 
examine to what extent changes to oxytocin following grooming differ for 
extraverts vs. introverts, and for neurotic vs. emotionally stable chimpanzees.  
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 Overall, these findings suggest that when considering stereotypic and 
grooming behaviours, personality is a better predictor than autism scores. The 
autism scores themselves did not tell us much about chimpanzee behaviour that 
could not be explained by personality. However, this is not to say that 
chimpanzees are not a good model by which to understand the origin of traits 
associated with autism. Chimpanzees, like humans, vary in their problem solving 
abilities (Herrmann & Call, 2012), cognitive performance (Hopkins, Russell, & 
Schaeffer, 2014), recognition of emotional stimuli (Kano, Tanaka, & Tomonaga, 
2008) and social interactions (Pederson et al., 2005). Furthermore, they vary in 
their social responsiveness, in the same way that humans do (Marrus et al., 
2011). Whilst autism remains very much a human condition, the parallels in 
social behaviour that can be drawn between humans and nonhuman primates 
(Watson & Platt, 2012) suggest that some of the behaviours associated with 
autism are likely ancestral and predate the occurrence of autism. The reasoning 
behind this is thus. One of the notable characteristics of autism is that it exists on 
a spectrum, with individuals exhibiting a great degree of variation in cognitive 
abilities, social skills and behaviours (DSM-V: APA, 2013). This variation is 
akin to that which is observed in chimpanzee stereotypies and coping 
mechanisms – every individual is different (Birkett & Newton-Fisher, 2011). 
There are also notable similarities in the types of human and nonhuman primate 
behaviours that are classed as atypical. For example, repetitive motion or 
posturing, self-injury and self-induced vomiting have been observed both in 
nonhuman primates (Clay et al., 2015; Suomi & Harlow, 1972) and humans 
(Emerson et al., 2001; Goldman et al., 2009). Stereotypies are thought to be a 
coping mechanism, perhaps acting as a substitute for a behaviour that cannot be 
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exhibited within the given environment, or providing a consequence such as 
relief, sensory stimulation or even pleasure (Mason, 1991; Mason & Latham, 
2004). Thus, the fact that there are inter-specific similarities in behavioural 
coping mechanisms, and that these behaviours show great inter-individual 
variation, suggests that they likely predate modern humans.  
The role of individual differences in assessing and understanding the 
variation in stereotypies and atypical social behaviours is clearly important. 
Personality data could therefore provide a useful approach to understanding why 
some chimpanzees exhibit some traits more than others. It has been suggested 
that the within-trait variation of personality evolved as a result of varying 
selection pressures in differing environments (Nettle, 2006), or as a result of 
frequency-dependent selection (Bouchard & Loehlin, 2001). Perhaps similar 
mechanisms played a role in the variation of atypical behaviours. Primates are 
highly social animals (Dunbar, 2013) who often live in large groups; they have 
knowledge of others’ relationships (Seyfarth, Cheney, & Bergman, 2005), learn 
from each other (Whiten, 2000), cooperate and share food (Melis et al. 2010; 
Stanford, Wallis, Mpongo, & Goodall, 1994; Yamamoto et al. 2009), and use 
facial expressions and gestures to communicate emotions (Parr, Hopkins & de 
Waal, 1998; Visalberghi, Valenzano & Preuschoft, 2006). Within this growing 
social complexity, it is possible that trait extremes and atypical behaviours 
emerged within a continuum of social behaviours and cognitive abilities. Indeed, 
several findings indicate that chimpanzees vary in their social cognition 
(Herrmann et al., 2009; Vonk & Povinelli, 2011) and that, in several primate 
species including humans, traits such as higher Openness (Altschul et al., 2016; 
DeYoung et al., 2014; Morton, Lee, & Buchanan-Smith, 2013) and lower 
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Assertiveness (Morton, Lee, & Buchanan-Smith, 2013) are associated with 
higher cognitive performance. To understand the origins and underlying causes 
of atypical behaviours, we might do well to consider the role of personality in 
social cognition in nonhuman primates. 
 Our findings indicate that it is important to account for personality when 
considering welfare. For example, if neurotic individuals are more prone to 
stereotypy, this may be used as a way to predict at-risk individuals who might 
struggle to cope in stressful situations. This could be useful in helping those 
individuals adapt to new situations, or to identify group members who would be 
likely to adapt well if transferred to another zoo, for example for breeding 
purposes. Further research would benefit from examining the combined role of 
personality and early-life environment in resulting behaviours. We know for 
example that chimpanzee infants raised either with standard care or responsive 
care exhibit differences in social behaviour at one year old (Bard et al., 2014). 
Individuals in the responsive care environment, who received five times as much 
interaction with caregivers as standard care chimpanzees, and also experienced 
species-typical interactions with their caregivers, exhibited higher levels of 
cooperative behaviour and joint attention success than their standard care 
counterparts (Bard et al., 2014). Furthermore, disorganised attachment in adult 
chimpanzees was significantly associated with rocking behaviour (Clay et al., 
2015). The same study in fact found no significant differences in personality 
between chimpanzees with different rearing backgrounds or different attachment 
types. However it did find that chimpanzees with organised attachment tended to 
have above-average well-being scores, which were negatively associated with 
abnormal (i.e. stereotypic) behaviour and stress behaviour (scratch, yawn). We 
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thus encourage further research that explores the relationship between 
personality, environment and resulting welfare indicators.  
Whilst these data suggest that that it is important to account for individual 
differences in understanding population-level behaviours, we should also be 
careful to note several limitations of this study. Firstly, our sample was limited to 
one location with a relatively small sample size. Given that differences between 
samples have been observed in cognition (for example in Bräuer, Call & 
Tomasello (2009)), it is important to examine whether similar relationships 
between personality and social/stereotypic behaviour occur in other chimpanzee 
populations too. An additional and perhaps primary concern of the current study 
is that we were unable to present inter-observer reliability of the behavioural data 
analysed. Although efforts were made in the training process to ensure that 
observers were accurate and consistent in their recordings of individuals and 
behaviours, without an inter-observer assessment we cannot conclude whether 
these data were quantitatively reliable between multiple observers. Finally, it is 
important to stress the need for more research examining the interaction of 
internal (genetic and neural) processes with external (physical, social) processes 
on behavioural outcomes. For these reasons we encourage study of behavioural 
individual differences in other samples. 
To summarise, whilst the autism scale measure was not very revealing in 
this study, we did find links between personality and social and atypical 
behaviours. The use of personality assessment, in conjunction with assessment of 
environmental factors, may help us to understand the origins and variability of 
atypical behaviour in chimpanzees, and which individuals are more prone to 
these behaviours.  Examining in particular traits of Dominance, Extraversion and 
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Neuroticism in relation to a wider group of stereotypic behaviours could help us 
to identify factors associated with the heterogeneous nature of stereotypies 
(Birkett & Newton-Fisher, 2011). For example, further exploration of the link 
between Neuroticism and stereotypic behaviour could be useful. It would also be 
interesting to examine whether similar associations exist in other species, or 
whether predictors of atypical behaviour patterns vary across species. The study 
of personality is becoming of increasing relevance to captive management, and 
thus personality assessments could be beneficial to improving individual welfare. 
Finally, understanding the links between personality and environment are key to 
providing social and physical environments that cater to the needs of all 
individuals in group-housed settings. We particularly encourage further research 












“Empathy allows one to quickly and automatically relate to the emotional 
states of others, which is essential for the regulation of social interactions, 
coordinated activity, and cooperation toward shared goals.” 





In the previous chapter, results indicated that personality was a good 
predictor of social behaviours. In particular, we observed personality differences 
in the direction of social grooming in chimpanzees, that is, whilst extraverted 
individuals were more likely to groom others, neurotic individuals were more 
likely to receive grooming. At present, we can only hypothesise as to why this 
might be. For example, neurotic individuals may use grooming as a way to seek 
reassurance from others and reduce anxiety (Crockford et al., 2008). What these 
data do tell us is the importance of accounting for social interactions and 
interactional direction (e.g. who approached who, who initiated contact, etc.). 
Examining behavioural states alone is not enough to understand the ways in 
which personality is associated with social behaviours. 
In this chapter, I examine emotional perception, by assessing how 
individuals differ in their response to emotions in others and whether personality 
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plays a role in these differences. We know from previous research into 
chimpanzee post-conflict behaviour that individuals consistently differ in the 
extent to which they reconcile with others (Webb et al., 2014).  
Furthermore, research in humans highlights the links between empathetic 
behaviour and personality. Studies that specifically examine the links between 
empathy11 and personality are few, which is likely due to the fact that empathetic 
items are often included in personality measurements (Jolliffe & Farrington, 
2006). For example, a measure of altruism, which can be empathy based (de 
Waal, 2008) is included in the assessment of Agreeableness (Costa & McCrae, 
1992). Empathy may also be treated as a personality trait in itself (Brown, 
Sautter, Littvay, Sautter, & Bearnes, 2010; Davis, 1980; Davis et al., 1999). Thus 
it is perhaps not so surprising that, when measured separately, empathy correlates 
with some personality traits. 
What is more noteworthy is that empathetic measures in humans correlate 
with varying personality domains, depending on what form of empathy is being 
measured. For example, an overall index of empathy correlates most strongly 
with Friendliness (Barrio, Aluja, & Garcia, 2004). Similarly, facets of affective 
empathy (experiencing another’s emotions) and empathic concern correlate with 
Agreeableness (Jolliffe & Farrington, 2006; Mooradian, Davis, & Matzler, 
2011). In contrast, facets of cognitive empathy and perspective taking were 
found to correlate with both Agreeableness and Openness (Jolliffe & Farrington, 
2006; Mooradian et al., 2011). Sex specific findings also reveal that cognitive 
empathy was positively correlated with Conscientiousness in males, whilst 
                                                
11 I use empathy here to refer to questionnaire based assessments of empathy, which 
primarily address emotional and cognitive empathy, as well as related facets such as 
personal distress and fantasy. 
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affective empathy was positively correlated with Conscientiousness and 
Openness among males but with Neuroticism among females (Jolliffe & 
Farrington, 2006). In addition to examining empathic concern and perspective 
taking, Mooradian et al. (2011) also examined relationships for two other facets 
of empathy. They found that personal distress (a facet of the Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index (IRI) (Davis, 1980) that describes dealing with emotionally 
difficult situations) and fantasy (a facet of the IRI that describes emotional 
involvement and imagination about fictional scenarios) were most strongly 
related to Neuroticism and Openness, respectively. The latter relationship is 
perhaps unsurprising given that fantasy is a facet of Openness (Costa & McCrae, 
1992). However such a finding highlights the importance of examining 
personality traits in relation to different aspects of empathetic behaviours, such 
as emotional contagion versus cognitive empathy. 
 One way to help understand individual differences in empathetic behaviour 
is to examine whether personality relates to emotional perception in nonhuman 
primates. This approach allows us to consider the evolutionary origins of 
personality traits that may play a role in empathy, particularly if we address this 
question in chimpanzees, with whom we share a very similar personality 




 In this chapter, I examine individual differences in response to 
conspecifics’ emotions in captive chimpanzees, thus using response as a way to 
measure perception. This chapter has three components. First, we observed 
chimpanzees in their group and recorded how individuals responded to emotion 
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in conspecifics. Second, we assessed chimpanzees’ response to video footage of 
emotional stimuli. Third, we examined associations between responses in these 





In the wild, chimpanzees live in large groups which form and divide by 
fission-fusion (Aureli et al., 2008; Lehmann & Boesch, 2004), a process whereby 
large groups break into smaller groups and smaller groups merge into larger 
groups. Such a dynamic may be beneficial to reducing resource competition 
(Lehmann & Boesch, 2004). Chimpanzees are prone to conflict, and it has been 
suggested that, due to the social instability that comes with their changing group 
dynamics, male chimpanzees must constantly reassert their dominance to 
maintain their social status (Muller, 2002).  
Chimpanzees use ‘display’ behaviour to intimidate others, which may 
result in aggression (Coe & Levin, 1980). Displays are usually a routine of loud 
behaviours which attract attention and cause disturbance amongst group 
members. Behaviours usually involve a combination of pant-hoot vocalisations, 
drumming hands and feet on loud surfaces, swaying the body from side to side, 
bipedal swaying, throwing objects, and charging at/chasing others (Nishida, 
Kano, Goodall, McGrew, & Nakamura, 1999). Goodall (2000: 112-114) 
described a situation at Gombe where a low ranking male chimpanzee, who was 
challenging for alpha position, used metal kerosene cans in his charging displays. 
The noise and motion of the cans, directed at a group of grooming males, caused 
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the other males to rush out of the way, achieving the displaying individual’s 
desired effect of getting everyone’s attention.  
 Although display behaviours are strongly linked to conflict, they are not 
necessarily directed at particular individuals (Coe & Levin, 1980) and may also 
occur as a result of excitement or arousal. At Edinburgh Zoo, feeding time or the 
opening of the outdoor enclosure often leads to displays as chimpanzees 
anticipate these events. As colleagues and I have observed, one low ranking male 
chimpanzee, in response to displays or conflict, often runs into an empty part of 
the enclosure and displays out of sight of his conspecifics, thus releasing his own 
arousal without attracting attention from other males. 
Because both conflict and displays involve the exhibition of emotion, I 
used these events as a way to measure response to emotion in conspecifics. 
During a period of pilot observations at Edinburgh Zoo, I noted that not all 
chimpanzees responded every time there was a display or fight, and those that 
responded did so in different ways. Thus, I decided to record whether, and how, 
chimpanzees responded to events of conflict and display. Returning to my 
discussion of emotional perception in Chapter 1, I defined five levels of 
emotional perception. These were: 1) emotional contagion/arousal, 2) emotional 
awareness/recognition, 3) sympathy, 4) emotional empathy and 5) cognitive 
empathy. Previous research indicates evidence of the first three of these in 
chimpanzees (see Chapter 1). I thus used behavioural observations to examine 
individual differences in these three12 levels of behaviours in chimpanzees. 
 I used response (do they respond?) as a measure of emotional awareness 
of each event. I should note here that I worked on two assumptions: firstly, that 
                                                
"%!Emotional and cognitive empathy will be addressed in the next section of the chapter!
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emotional awareness is necessary to recognise emotions, and secondly, that 
chimpanzees do recognise emotions (given previous findings, e.g. Morimura & 
Matsuzawa, 2001; Parr, 2001). Thus I did not directly measure emotional 
recognition, but instead focused on responsiveness to emotional states. In each 
case that a chimpanzee responded, I used type of response (e.g., Are they 
aroused? Do they show state matching?) as a measure of emotional contagion 
and arousal to each event, as well as an additional measure of awareness (e.g. do 
they direct attention towards the event?). By gathering information on different 
response types, I chose to examine whether these behaviours would group into 
the above levels as expected given the conceptual definitions, rather than 
defining response categories based on the conceptual levels. Finally, I measured 
sympathetic behaviour by observing instances of reassurance of individuals who 
had received aggression. The purpose of these observations was to examine if 
and how individuals differed in their responses to emotion, and whether 
differences could be explained by personality.  
 Given that people show individual differences in empathetic traits that are 
linked to personality (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004; Davis, 1980; Barrio et 
al., 2004; Jolliffe & Farrington, 2006; Mooradian et al., 2011), we expected to 
find similar results in chimpanzees. Based on these findings, we predicted that 
(1) individual chimpanzees will consistently differ in whether and how they 
respond to emotion in conspecifics; (2) chimpanzees that score higher on 
sociable factors - Agreeableness and Extraversion - are likely to be more 
responsive to emotions in others than chimpanzees with low scores; (3) 
extraverted chimpanzees are more likely to exhibit arousal and contagion in 
response to emotional events; and (4) chimpanzees that score highly on 
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Observational data were collected for 18 adult chimpanzees housed at the 
Budongo Trail facility in Edinburgh Zoo (see Chapter 4 for more details). When 
testing began, the group consisted of 10 females and 8 males, between 15 and 50 




Event types and types of response were determined through pilot 
observations at Edinburgh Zoo, which took place between 26 June and 12 July 
2013. I noted that occurrence of conflict and displays could occur independently, 
but could also overlap with each other, and with related behaviours. For example, 
a display from one chimpanzee could be met with a crescendo of hoots from 
another, or with submissive pant grunts towards the chimpanzee that displayed. I 
thus recorded responses to all of these events (see Ethogram in Table 5.2). 
Behavioural definitions were determined through pilot observation, with 
guidance from Bloomsmith, Lambeth, & Alford (1990), Coe and Levin (1980), 
Nishida et al. (1999), and Schel et al. (2013). 
Behavioural observations were conducted with a camcorder using focal 
sampling (Altmann, 1974). This required following and recording one focal 
animal for thirty minutes. All observations lasted for thirty minutes, with the 
exception of five cases where the focal was cut short due to technical problems 
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with the camera. Abbreviated observations were between 11 minutes 50 seconds 
and 26 minutes 49 seconds long. All chimpanzees were observed once a week 
for twelve weeks, with the exception of two chimpanzees: PE, who was observed 
in week 13 instead of week 12. And LU, who received an extra focal in week 13 
due to an error in the observations record. Between two and seven individuals 
were observed on any one day, over three or four days per week. The order of 
observation for each week was pre-determined through randomised selection, to 
ensure that each chimpanzee was observed at different times of day and on 
different days. In any case where a chimpanzee could not be found to be 
observed (for example if they were in the off-show area), they were observed at 
the next available opportunity.  
Data collection took place for an initial eight week period between 13 
January and 21 March 2014, and for a second four week period between 22 
September and 21 October 2014. The four week period of observation was timed 
to coincide with experimental data collection (see 5.7). Between these periods 
female HL gave birth to an infant. As much as possible, observations were 
counterbalanced across morning and afternoon sessions to ensure that there was 
minimum biased from time of day (such as feeding time, rest time). Dates and 
times of data collection are noted in Table C2, Appendix C.  
Events were recorded on all-occurrence basis. During each focal, when a 
conflict, display or related event occurred, the time and description of the event 
were noted. When events were sequential (e.g. LB displays; PA then displays; 
LB then chases PA) each of these would be recorded as a separate event. In the 
case where a chimpanzee displayed and then, mid display, chased or initiated 
conflict with another chimpanzee, this was recorded as one event. If more than 
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one individual was involved in the event, for example, KD and PA display at the 
same time or LI gives submissive pant grunts as PA hoots, this was treated as 
one event.  
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As each event occurred, response of the focal chimpanzee was recorded. 
First, it was noted whether the focal individual did respond. Then their type of 
response was recorded. As a range of behaviours could be exhibited in response 
to these events, I decided to record all types of response. The assembled 
ethogram thus resulted in 18 categories of response type which were determined 
during pilot observations (Table 5.2). There was an additional category, ‘other’ 
to record any other behaviours not listed. Behaviours were all categorical, 
namely, I recorded whether they did or did not take place. This with the 
exception of three categories, in which additional levels were indicated: ‘Move’ 
specified direction of movement; and both ‘Vocalisation’ and ‘Facial expression’ 
specified type of vocalisation/expression (see Table 5.2). If the focal chimpanzee 
was out of sight when an event took place, this was also noted. 
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In addition to recording immediate response to events, I recorded 
instances of sympathetic behaviour in the chimpanzees. There were four 
categories: the first was to record if the focal individual showed consolation 
behaviour to another chimpanzee after a fight between conspecifics.  
The second category recorded if consolation was offered to the focal if 
they were involved in a fight. The third and fourth category recorded if the focal 
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If any of these behaviours were observed, further information was 
recorded if observed for any of 12 other variables. These included names of 
individuals involved and details of behaviours such as embracing, kissing, 
grooming (see Table 5.2). 
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I conducted all behavioural observations. An independent coder who was 
blind to the predictions of this study coded all the videos for events and 
behaviours. This was done to reduce coding biased that could result from my 
own expectations about the chimpanzees’ behaviour. The independent coder 
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coded all videos as assessing interrater reliability using this method would be 
impractical due to the heavy time constraints of coding. The coder had previous 
experience observing both wild and captive chimpanzees, and was familiar with 
all of the Edinburgh chimpanzees. The second coder was provided with training 
on how to code the videos, and before beginning coding completed behavioural 
coding of four practice focals which I checked to ensure they were consistent 
with the ethogram and coding method. Video playback was run in VLC and all 
coding was done in Microsoft Excel. 
Coding consisted of noting when an event occurred, the nature and 
description of the event, who was involved (if it was known) and how the focal 
individual responded. Because the nature of the events meant a certain degree of 
variation in the exhibited behaviours, descriptions of the events were recorded 
during coding and later categorised. In some instances, poor lighting/visibility or 
noise from visitors meant that it was difficult to determine behaviours or 
vocalisations. The coder was instructed to only code behaviour that was clear. 
Where the nature of the event, individuals involved or response of the focal were 
unclear or unknown, this was noted.  
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 We had personality data for all 18 chimpanzees. Personality ratings were 
collected prior to this study, in 2010 (Herrelko et al., 2012). Although personality 
traits do vary with age, personality ratings tend to show good test-retest 
reliability (Freeman & Gosling, 2010). As such, we took the ratings for these 
chimpanzees to still be valid measures of individual variation. Data were 
collected using the HPQ (Weiss et al., 2009), which is described in Chapter 2. 
Each chimpanzee was rated by between two and four raters (mean = 3.0, SD = 
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1.03). We assessed interrater reliability using the same method described in 
Chapter 2. We found three items to be unreliable (less than or equal to 0) – these 
included impulsive, predictable and clumsy. Components were scored using the 
structure in Weiss et al. (2009) (see Chapter 4, Table 4.3), the only difference 
being that we excluding the unreliable items. This produced six components, 
labelled Dominance, Extraversion, Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, 
Neuroticism and Openness. We calculated mean score per individual and 
standardised all six variables using z-scores for analysis. 
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All analyses were run in R version 3.0.2 (R Core Team, 2013). Data from 
all focal observations were included in the analyses, with two exceptions: one 
focal from chimpanzee CI had in error not been coded, and a second focal from 
PA was removed due to errors in the time stamps. This resulted in a total of 215 
observations, for a total of 6,399 minutes and 47 seconds. 
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We used event descriptions from the video coding to determine event 
types. We separated descriptions of events into five categories, including 
Conflict, Displays, Display and Conflict together, Hoots, and Other (see Table 
5.2: responses listed in the middle two columns could occur in response to any of 
the five event types in the two left hand columns). The Other category included 
primarily submissive pant grunts, which can indicate dominance rank (who is 
being submissive to whom) (Nishida et al., 1999), and one instance of waa-barks, 
which have been observed in response to conflict (Slocombe & Zuberbühler, 
2005) but also in response to danger (Schel, Townsend, Machanda, Zuberbühler, 
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& Slocombe, 2013), suggesting that the meaning of these calls may be context-
dependent. Descriptions of categories are included in Table C1 in Appendix C. 
In instances where descriptions could fit into more than one category (for 
example ‘Hoots/submissive barks’) the description was included in the 
predominant category (see note in Table C1, Appendix C). We removed 5 data 
points from the events variable due to errors or unclear information. We removed 




We collected responses to a total of 208 instances of Conflict, 460 
instances of Displays, 59 instances of Display and Conflict together, 461 
instances of Hoots, and 61 instances of Other. All events were observed for all 
focal individuals, except in four cases: two chimpanzees (ED and Q) did not 
have any instances of Display and Conflict during their focal observations, and 
two chimpanzees (EM and LB) did not have any instances of Other events. 
We recorded 726 Yes responses (focal chimpanzee responds) and 278 No 
responses (focal chimpanzee does not respond) to all events. On 249 occasions, 
the focal individual was out of sight when the event occurred. We removed 46 
instances where it was not clear whether the focal responded.  
To examine differences in response, we first calculated each 
chimpanzee’s proportion of response, to (1) all events [frequency of responses 
per chimpanzee/total number of all events per chimpanzee], and (2) to each event 
[frequency of responses per chimpanzee per event type/total number of each 
event type per chimp]. This allowed us to examine whether any general patterns 
of responsiveness (i.e. to all events) were consistent with responsiveness at each 
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event level. As data were proportions and therefore not linear, in each model we 
used an arcsine transformation on both measures (Viechtbauer, 2010).  
We first examined proportions of responses to all events using linear 
models. With proportion response as the dependent variable, in the first model 
we included all six personality variables as predictors. In the second model we 
added predictors of age and sex. We then compared model fit, choosing the 
model with the smallest residual sum of squares, i.e., the model that best 
balanced fit and parsimony. 
We then examined proportion of response to each event type using linear 
mixed models to examine effects across event category per chimpanzee. We 
included proportion response as the dependent variable and chimpanzee as a 
random effect, to account for response per event type (i.e. for each chimpanzee, 
there was one data point per event type, so five data points per chimpanzee). In 
the first model we included all six personality variables as predictors. In the 
second model we added predictors of age and sex. We then chose the model with 
the smallest Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), i.e., the best model fit. 
Finally, we ran five pairs of linear models examining proportion of 
response to each event type, split into separate responses for Displays, Conflict, 
Display and Conflict, Hoots, and Other. For the first model in each pair, we 
included all six personality variables as predictors. For the second model in each 
pair, we added predictors of age and sex. We then compared model fit, choosing 
the model with the smallest residual sum of squares as the best fit model. 
For each pair of linear and linear mixed models, we report the model of 
best fit. For each reported model we also generated bootstrapped 95% confidence 





We collected data on a broad range of behaviours. This allowed us to 
examine which behaviours grouped together as particular response types, so we 
could assess which behaviours were most likely to fit each level of emotional 
perception.  
Response behaviours were all categorical. That is, whether each 
behaviour occurred in each case was noted, and where necessary, the direction of 
behaviour (e.g. Move: away or towards) or specifics (e.g. Vocalisation: screams) 
were noted. This allowed us to gather detailed response information. Of the 18 
response categories, we examined frequency of occurrence, and for analysis 
retained only the behaviours with a frequency that was higher than the number of 
subjects. We treated each response variable as a binary factor (1 = occurred, 0 = 
did not occur). Using generalised linear models with behaviour as the dependent 
variable and chimpanzee as the predictor variable, we extracted the residuals for 
each behaviour. Using the residuals we then determined the number of 
components to extract using a parallel analysis and by inspecting the scree plot. 
We ran a principal components analysis (PCA) using both oblique (promax) and 
orthogonal (varimax) rotation. If the promax rotation did not reveal high inter-
component correlations, we interpreted the components from the varimax 
rotation. 
We scored up behavioural categories into the components determined 
from the PCA. We treated each component as binary, that is, in each case that a 
chimpanzee exhibited a behaviour that loaded on that component, they received a 
score of 1. In each case that none of the behaviours on that component occurred, 
they received a score of 0. We made an exception for one variable, which instead 
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of having all positive or negatively loading behaviours, had one positive and one 
negatively loading behaviour. As one behaviour occurred in much higher 
frequency than the other, we retained only this behaviour, scoring this as 1 in all 
cases that it occurred. 
We did not aggregate data, thus we had one score for each individual for 
each event. To examine individual differences in response behaviours for all 
events, we ran generalised linear mixed models using the glmer function (Bates 
et al., 2015), treating each behavioural component as our binary dependent 
variable (family = binomial, link = ‘logit’), all six personality components as 
independent variables and chimpanzee as a random variable. For each behaviour, 
we ran two models – one with personality only as predictors and one including 
variables of age and sex. We compared model fit for each model pair (one with 
age and sex, one without), by choosing the model with the smallest residual sum 
of squares as the best fit model. We then ran variants of this model, with data 
subset by event type for Conflict, Display and Hoots. We excluded models for 
events Display and Conflict as well as Other, as the frequencies of behaviours for 
these events were very low. For each model we generated confidence intervals 
using the Wald method. 
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Due to the very low frequency of sympathetic behaviours, we did not 
analyse these data. There was one instance of the focal individual showing 
consolation behaviour to another chimpanzee after a fight, and one instance of 
consolation being offered to the focal after they were involved in a fight. There 
was one instance of the focal offering support, and one of them offering 
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On average there were 7.65 (SD = 6.40) emotional events per chimpanzee 
per observation day, with up to 210 minutes of observations per day. Across the 
group, chimpanzees responded to 62.61% of Displays; 59.32% of Displays and 
Conflict; 56.25% of Conflict; 49.2% of Other events; and 48.16% of Hoots.  
Proportion of response across all events, regardless of event type, showed no 
significant association with any of the personality variables, age or sex (Table 5.3).  
Proportion of response calculated per event type showed a negative 
association with Openness of borderline significance (Table 5.4). 
Proportion of response to Displays revealed a positive, borderline association 
with Conscientiousness. Proportion of response to Other events revealed a 
significant positive association with Extraversion and a negative association with 
Dominance, Agreeableness and Neuroticism. We found no significant results for 
proportion of response to Hoots, Conflict only, or to instances of Display and 
Conflict (Table 5.5).  
!"!"1#$%&.-0&%#2%345/-',&"##
We retained 9 behaviours with a frequency > 18 (see Table 5.6). A parallel 
analysis and scree plot suggested extraction of four components. The extracted 
components are in Table 5.7. The promax solution revealed that components 
correlations did not exceed .26 (Table 5.8), thus we interpreted the varimax solution. 
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The component Look had two loading variables - ‘look towards’ and ‘look 
around’ - which were inversely related. Whilst both behaviours could occur in 
response to one event (mean instances of occurring together = 3.37, SD = 2.14), the 
behavior ‘look towards’ occurred nearly four times as often as ‘look around’ (mean 
instances of look towards occurring independently of ‘look around’ = 24.47, SD = 
11.49) (see Table 5.6); thus we chose to include only the more frequent behavior, 
‘look toward’, to make a binary variable (look = 1, not look = 0). We chose not to 
analyse ‘look around’ separately due to the low occurrence of look around behavior 
occurring independently of ‘look toward’ (max instances per individual = 8, mean = 
3.63, SD = 2.11). 
For the overall models, we found that adding age and sex improved the 
model fit in all cases, so we report these results in the tables.  
Move. In the overall model, males were more likely than females to move in 
response to an event. In the Conflict model, Openness and Neuroticism were 
positively and negatively related to move behaviour, respectively. There were no 
significant effects for Displays or Hoots (Table 5.9). 
Look. We examined only effects of look towards behaviour. In the overall 
model Neuroticism was positively associated with looking towards the event, and 
females were more likely to look than males. In the Conflict model, we found the 
same sex effect. We also found that age was negatively associated with looking 
towards Conflict events. Contrastingly, in the Display model, age was positively 




associated with looking behaviour for Displays. There were no significant effects of 
personality, age or sex for the Hoots model (Table 5.10). 
Interact. There were no significant effects of personality, age or sex for the 
Interact variable in any of the models (Table 5.11). 
Arousal. In the overall model, Dominance, Agreeableness and Neuroticism 
were all positively associated with Arousal, and age was negatively associated with 
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The component Arousal included responses sway and hoot. In Chapter 1, I 
categorised arousal behaviour with emotional contagion, as contagion typically 
involves emotional arousal to match the emotional state of a conspecific. To 
examine whether Arousal indicated state matching in this case, we ran three 
additional models to test whether Arousal was significantly associated with event 
type. We created three new binary variables, specifying whether the event was (1) 




and Conflict as well as Other due to the low frequency of Arousal responses to these 
events. We ran three generalised linear models, with Arousal as the dependent 
variable and fixed effects of either Display, Conflict or Hoots. We included 
chimpanzee ID as a random effect, and generated 95% confidence intervals using 
the Wald method. Arousal was not significantly associated with Conflict, OR = 0.56, 
SE = 0.36, p = .11, 95% CIs [0.28, 1.13], or Display, OR = 1.11, SE = 0.23, p = .65, 
95% CIs [0.70, 1.74], or Hoots, OR = 1.54, SE = 0.24, p = .068, 95% CIs [0.97, 
2.43], indicating that arousal behaviours (sway, hoot) did not occur significantly 
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We found that personality is associated with responsiveness in chimpanzees, 
supporting our prediction that individual chimpanzees consistently differ in whether 
and how they respond to emotion in conspecifics. Chimpanzees who were low in 
Openness were the most responsive to emotional events in conspecifics, a finding 
that we did not predict. We found no significant relationship between Agreeableness 
or Extraversion and level of overall responsiveness. Openness in chimpanzees is 
defined by the traits inquisitive and curious. Whilst this finding suggests that an 
individual’s response to events in others is not related to their sociability, the 
negative correlation with Openness is curious as it suggests that overall 
responsiveness is not related to curiosity or interest in others. Pederson et al. (2005) 
found that Openness in chimpanzees was negatively associated with being idle. 
Openness has also been associated with research participation (Herrelko et al., 
2012). These findings suggest that chimpanzees high in Openness are active and 
engaged with their environment, but perhaps, they are less engaged with the social 




 For Displays, conscientious chimpanzees were the most responsive, 
although this effect was only close to significance. Conscientiousness is defined by 
negatively loading items such as reckless and erratic, thoughtless and unperceptive. 
This suggests that responsiveness to displays is not necessarily an automatic process 
but perhaps a considered response, such as monitoring and being aware of others’ 
action. This fits with our definition of responsiveness, that is, the awareness of 
emotions in others. The possibility of different levels of emotional processing in 
chimpanzees is also consistent with findings for different types of empathetic 
processes in humans (Kanske, Böckler, Trautwein, & Singer, 2015; Moore, Dev, 
Jeste, Dziobek, & Eyler, 2015).  
For events designated Other, we found that extraverted individuals and those 
low in Dominance, Neuroticism and Agreeableness responded the most. These 
events included primarily submissive pant grunts. Submissive pant grunts can 
indicate dominance rank (who is being submissive to whom) (Nishida et al., 1999). 
Previous research shows that group living primates know the social rank of their 
conspecifics (Seyfarth, Cheney & Bergman, 2005). It thus makes sense that 
chimpanzees should pay attention to submissive pant grunts to obtain knowledge of 
dominance hierarchy. Individuals low in Dominance were more likely to respond to 
these events, suggesting that knowledge of the dominance hierarchy is more 
important to low-ranking chimpanzees. This is consistent with findings in patas 
monkeys (Erythrocebus patas) where lower ranking individuals direct attention to 





For Other events, extraverted individuals were more responsive, in line with 
our predictions, yet contrastingly agreeable chimpanzees were less responsive. 
Agreeableness includes positive loadings of sensitive, gentle and sympathetic, traits 
that one would expect to be associated with an empathetic response. This suggests 
that a response to submissive pant grunts is not indicative of empathy. It is 
interesting that this is the only event for which Extraversion predicts responsiveness. 
That is, extraverted chimpanzees are only more responsive than introverted 
chimpanzees when the event contains information directly relevant to the dominance 
hierarchy (Nishida et al., 1999). This suggests that responsiveness is not dependent 
on sociability, unless an event has information of important social value. Finally, 
why would low Neuroticism be associated with responses to submissive pant grunts? 
Chimpanzees low in Neuroticism are described by traits cool, calm and unemotional. 
Perhaps, if responsiveness is an attention-based process rather than an automatic one 
indicating arousal or emotional contagion, then chimpanzees who are not easily 
aroused are more likely to monitor socially important events in conspecifics. 
Exploring our behavioural results should allow a better understanding of what 
behaviours constitute responsiveness, and if personality is strongly related to any 
particular behavioural responses. 
 Our behavioural findings indicated that, whilst personality was clearly a 
predictor of response to events, the relationship was not as straightforward as we 
expected. Counter to our prediction, we found no effect of Extraversion on response 




indicative of interest in or attention to others, rather than how sociable an individual 
is. There was also no association of Conscientiousness with response behaviours. 
Agreeableness was found to have a positive association with Arousal in 
response to all events, and a negative association with Look behaviour for display 
events. Similarly, Neuroticism was positively associated with Look behaviour 
towards all events, and negatively associated with Move behaviour in response to 
conflict. Examining the promax rotation for these components shows that Look is 
slightly, inversely related to both Move and Arousal, indicating that a chimpanzee 
can either become aroused (sway, vocalise) and move in response to an event, or 
look towards it, but is not likely to do both. Previous research has suggested that 
looking behaviour is a measure of social attention (Kano & Tomonaga 2010; 
McNelis & Boatright-Horowitz, 1998; Seyfarth, Cheney & Bergman, 2005; von 
Rohr, van Schaik, Kissling, & Burkart, 2015). Thus it seems likely that here, looking 
towards an event serves the same purpose, and is thus best considered as a measure 
of emotional awareness which, consistent with theoretical definitions (e.g. de Waal, 
2008) operates somewhat13 independently of emotional arousal.  
Move behaviour in response to Conflict was positively associated with 
Openness, suggesting that individuals move because they are curious about the 
conflict. Finally, Dominance and Neuroticism were positively associated with 
Arousal to all events, a component defined by behaviours sway and hoot. As display 
behaviour forms part of chimpanzees’ behavioural repertoire when trying to assert 
their dominance (Muller, 2002), it makes sense that Dominance predicts behaviours 
                                                
13 I use the word ‘somewhat’ here, as the reader will recall from Chapter 1, whilst different 
levels of emotional processing and response occur, these responses are still part of a layering 




often associated with display. Chimpanzees high in Neuroticism are excitable and 
emotional, which fits with them being more easily aroused. 
The fourth behavioural component that we explored was Interact – defined 
by approach behaviours and piloerection. This component was not significantly 
associated with any personality components. The fact that Interact behaviours occur 
in response to events independently of personality suggests that these behaviours 
may be related to other variables, such as the identity of conspecifics – i.e. the 
chimpanzees involved in a conflict or nearby neighbour. It would be worth 
examining this in future. 
 In addition to personality differences, we found several age and sex effects of 
responsiveness. Males were more likely than females to move in response to all 
events, whereas females were more likely than males to look towards all events. 
Females also looked more than males in response to conflict events. These responses 
fit with sex differences in the social hierarchy. Male chimpanzees are dominant to 
females and exhibit high aggression levels, meaning females are often the victims of 
male aggression (Muller, 2002). Thus as males rival for alpha position they should 
be more likely to show interest and involvement in conflict, whereas females should 
pay attention to where the conflict is and try to avoid it.  
The results suggest that response to events changes with age. Age was 
negatively associated with looking towards Conflict events, and positively 
associated with looking towards Display events. Such directional differences are 
surprising, given that conflict and display behaviours are closely connected (Coe & 




related agonism as it is likely of less relevance than to a younger chimpanzee who 
still has opportunity to climb the social ranks. It is possible that age-related changes 
in response to conflict reflect individual level of involvement in conflict in general. 
For example, in human females, age is negatively related to aggressive behaviour, 
which is mediated by decreasing testosterone levels (Dabbs & Hargrove, 1997). It is 
possible that similar mechanisms take place in chimpanzees, and it would be worth 
exploring individual agonism rate in relation to how individuals respond to conflict 
in conspecifics. It is however difficult to explain why older age would be associated 
with looking more towards Displays, but not Conflict. It is possible that age could 
mediate rank-related effects, which we did not assess. Age seems to play a role in 
chimpanzee rank, for example, female dominance rank increases with age (Pusey, 
Williams, & Goodall, 1997). Further exploration of age and rank in relation to 





The second part of this study used experimental stimuli to examine whether 
chimpanzees have ‘social expectations’. Previous work has found that chimpanzees 
respond to video footage in a similar way to humans. Chimpanzees have comparable 
vision and colour perception to humans (Jacobs, 1993; Matsuzawa, 1985) and share 
similar flicker-fusion thresholds, suggesting that they perceive moving images in a 
similar way that we do (D’eath, 1998). Evidence from responses to videos supports 




to digital images: when shown images of chimpanzees, humans and another 
mammal, chimpanzees and humans both look consistently longer at the face than 
any other body region, and longer at the body than any background information 
(Kano & Tomonaga, 2009). Chimpanzees can also learn a problem solving task by 
watching a video of a chimpanzee solving the task (Hopper, Lambeth, & Schapiro, 
2012). They are thus able to attend to and follow video footage of chimpanzees as 
they would live animals. They can also recognise emotional stimuli from video 
footage (Kano et al., 2008), which appears to be independent of the effects of 
luminance, colour and change between frames (Kano & Tomonaga, 2010). 
Furthermore, they can discriminate footage of different emotional valence 
(Morimura & Matsuzawa, 2001). Taken together, these findings suggest that video 
footage is a suitable stimulus for assessing chimpanzee social expectations. 
In the behavioural part of this study we assessed responses to conflict-related 
events within the group. We examined responses at the first two levels of perception, 
that is, emotional arousal and emotional awareness. For the experimental part of the 
study, I used footage of non-familiar chimpanzees involved in conflict. I aimed to 
use videos to test chimpanzees’ capacity for empathy (levels 4 and 5). As there has 
been much discussion as to whether chimpanzees can understand the emotional 
perspective of conspecifics (see Chapter 1) I focused on the assessment of cognitive 
empathy for this part of the study. By assessing social expectations using video 
footage, I aimed to examine in more detail whether chimpanzees understand 




To experimentally assess social expectations to emotions first requires a 
measure that can test response to video footage. Studies of emotional perception 
have varied from assessments of behavioural observations including consolation and 
helping behaviour (de Waal & Aureli, 1996; Fraser et al., 2008; Melis et al., 2010; 
Yamamoto et al., 2009), expression recognition and responses on video and touch 
screen tasks (Morimura & Matsuzawa, 2001; Parr, 2001; Parr, Hopkins, & de Waal, 
1998), to measures of gaze (Kano & Tomonaga 2010; von Rohr et al., 2015) and 
physiological measures such as temperature and heart rate changes (Berntson et al., 
1989; Parr & Hopkins, 2000). 
Explicit responses to social stimuli can be measured using forced choice 
tasks, such as the match-to-sample method (Overman & Doty, 1980), which allows 
us to test whether individuals can associate two separate stimuli above chance, such 
as matching emotional expressions of different individuals (Parr, Hopkins, & de 
Waal, 1998). The limitation of this approach is that it requires time to train animals 
to understand this task, and individuals must be willing to continue to participate on 
a regular basis. Physiological measures provide useful information about arousal 
(Berntson et al., 1989; Parr & Hopkins, 2000), but cannot tell us much about 
perceptions of emotional situations. An alternative approach to measuring responses 
to social stimuli is to use implicit measures such as looking time. Experiments using 
looking time usually require minimal or one-off participation, which is ideal for 
individuals that are cautious of participating. It is also a time and resource efficient 




Looking time is primarily a measure of attention (Peltola, Leppänen, 
Palokangas, & Hietanen, 2008) but it can also be used as an indicator of preference 
or interest, such as looking longer at novel over familiar faces (Gothard, Brooks, & 
Peterson, 2009). Chimpanzees appear to be particularly interested in agonistic video 
footage (Kano & Tomonaga, 2010). They also look longer at scenes of infanticide 
than scenes of hunting, aggression or neutral behaviours (von Rohr et al., 2015). von 
Rohr et al. (2015) suggest that this response is a result of their social expectations 
(i.e. how an adult chimpanzee behaves towards an infant) being violated. In this 
case, looking time provides a suitable measure of social expectations in response to 
social stimuli. For example, a scenario with an unexpected outcome should violate 
expectations and result in more attention being directed to such an outcome than a 
scenario with a predictable outcome. For this study, I chose looking time as my 
dependent variable. 
I assessed social expectations using a social scenario. Participants first saw a 
conflict scene, repeated three times, followed by either an ‘expected’ or 
‘unexpected’ outcome. The expected outcome showed an emotional response, the 
unexpected outcome showed an unemotional response. I predicted that (1) If 
participants engage with video content and recognise the scenario after first view, 
they should habituate to the footage and show decreased looking time in the second 
and third viewings. (2) If participants grasp the scenario, the surprise value of the 
“unexpected” outcome should make them look longer at the screen. If they do not, 
they should look longer at the “expected” outcome, as emotional stimuli elicit longer 




empathy and Openness in humans (Jolliffe & Farrington, 2006; Mooradian et al., 
2011), and associations of Openness with cognitive performance in primates 
(Altschul, Terrace, & Weiss, 2016; Lee, & Buchanan-Smith, Brosnan, et al., 2013), I 
expected that chimpanzees with high Openness scores (curious, inquisitive) would 





We used the same chimpanzees as in section 5.4. Sixteen of the chimpanzees 
participated in the experiments. Ten of these completed testing (see Table 5.1). 
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 All research complied with Home Office regulations and was approved by 
the University of Edinburgh Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body. 
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I collected video footage of chimpanzees from Chester Zoo. The collection 
of footage was approved by Chester Zoo’s Ethical Review Committee. All footage 
was collected from 1–14 August 2014. None of the participating chimpanzees were 
familiar with the Chester Zoo group. Clips of specific chimpanzees were edited 
together using iMovie to form each scenario. Care was taken to ensure that separate 
clips were continuous in their background features. Screen shots from the scenario 






I collected all experimental data, with the assistance of keepers. A pilot study 
took place on two separate days, three months prior to data collection. This involved 
showing the chimpanzees short clips of video footage of chimpanzees (this footage 
was different to the experimental clips). The pilot study allowed me to test the 
chimpanzees’ interest in, and responses to the video footage. From these sessions the 
keepers and I concluded that participants were interested in the footage and 
importantly, did not appear to be distressed or react aggressively towards footage of 
conflict. 
The experimental study took place between the 18 September and 17 
October 2014. Research was conducted daily in designated testing times between 
09:00 and 10:30 on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. The chimpanzees 
were tested between one and four days per week. Testing took place both in the 
indoor research rooms and at the outdoor research station. The indoor research 
rooms consisted of two conjoined rooms with four stations where chimpanzees 
could take part in experiments. The outdoor research station allowed chimpanzees to 
view and respond to stimuli through a Perspex screen between their outdoor 
enclosure and the outdoor research room. The set up is shown in Figure 5.1.  
A monitor and speakers were placed at one station in front of the Perspex 
window. The monitor was placed on a box so it was level with the window, and was 
connected to a computer from where I could select which videos the chimpanzees 




Chimpanzees could sit in front of the screen to participate. The chimpanzees 
were not trained to be separated, so most of the testing took place with other 
individuals present. As some chimpanzees were reluctant to participate in the 
presence of more dominant individuals, when necessary, a keeper would distract 
certain individuals with a juice reward to allow others to participate. Individuals that 
did not want to approach the screen were allowed to participate from further away, 













Participation was voluntary and the chimpanzees were free to leave at any 
time. In the indoor research rooms participation was rewarded with juice which 
could be poured through a tube in the wall. This tube was not available in the 




could be pushed through a slot in the window. Prior to testing, a food from the 
chimpanzees’ daily diet was scattered in the indoor research rooms. This encouraged 
individuals to come into the rooms and participate in testing.  
Testing at the outdoor research station began after testing indoors was 
completed. As the outdoor station offered research participation in an open space, it 




We presented participants with two scenarios, one shorter than the other (see 
Figure 5.2). The shorter scenario was 30 seconds long. The longer scenario was 56 
seconds long. Both scenarios depicted conflict, showing an alpha male chase a sub-
adult male. Participants watched each scenario on loop three times, which allowed 
them to get acquainted with the footage, and allowed us to test whether they showed 
recognition of the video content with repeated viewings. After viewing the loop 
three times, they then saw an outcome to the scenario. As the outcome footage was 
novel, we expected looking time to increase relative to looking time to the third 
scenario loop. We presented two outcomes, one emotional, one unemotional, both 
depicting the victim of the conflict. For the shorter scenario, the emotional outcome 
was 22 seconds long and the unemotional outcome was 13 seconds long. For the 
longer scenario, the emotional outcome was 13 seconds long and the unemotional 
outcome was 11 seconds long. The chimpanzees saw both outcomes, 




















We ordered the scenarios, so all chimpanzees first saw the shorter scenario 
and outcomes. If after viewing the shorter scenario they still wished to participate, 
we showed them the longer scenario. All responses were video recorded.  
In some instances individuals would leave half way through watching a loop. 
If this happened, the video was paused and the individual encouraged to return. If 




To control for the presence and brightness of the screen, we ran a control 
condition in which the chimpanzees were required to sit in front of the screen for 60 
seconds. The screen was lit but remained blank. We encouraged chimpanzees to stay 
for the full 60 seconds by giving them juice rewards. If they left before the 60 
seconds were up, we did not repeat the condition. 
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We used looking time as a measure of attention. We measured looking time 
by coding from video recordings how long each chimpanzee looked at the screen 
while the video was playing. We excluded looking time to the screen when each clip 
faded to black. I coded all videos, and to assess interrater reliability a second 
independent coder who was blind to the hypotheses of the study coded 50% of all 
the videos, selected at random. As length of scenarios and outcomes differed, we 







We first examined inter-coder reliabilities for raw looking time using 
Spearman’s rank correlations, as looking time was skewed towards 0. We examined 
correlations of looking time scores between coders for the blank condition, for each 
loop of the scenario, and for all outcomes grouped together.  We also examined 
whether there were mean differences in looking time between coders for each 
condition, using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. 
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To examine differences in looking time between the blank screen and video 
conditions, we calculated mean per chimpanzee of proportion looking time to loop 1 
for both scenarios. We then ran a paired t-test comparing mean proportion looking 
time to loop 1 with proportion looking time to the blank condition. We used an 
arcsine transformation on the proportion data to meet assumptions of linearity. 
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To compare differences in looking time between the outcomes, we ran a 
linear mixed model using the lmer function (Bates et al., 2015), with arcsine 
transformed proportion looking time as the dependent variable, chimpanzee ID as a 
random variable, and fixed effects of scenario type, outcome type, and scenario x 
outcome interaction. We generated 95% confidence intervals using bias-corrected 
and accelerated bootstrapping for 500 samples.  
To examine effects of personality on looking time to each outcome, we ran a 




dependent variable, chimpanzee as a random variable, and fixed effects of outcome 
type and all six personality variables. We then ran the same model, but included age 
and sex as fixed effects. We compared model fit using AIC and report the model 
with best fit. Finally, to determine whether the relationship between personality and 
looking time differed between the emotional and unemotional outcomes, we ran an 
additional model examining interaction of significant personality predictor variables 




 All 16 participants watched the blank screen condition. For the experimental 
conditions, 10 individuals watched both scenarios; five individuals watched only the 
first, shorter scenario, one of whom watched only one outcome of the longer 
scenario. One individual only watched one outcome of the shorter scenario. There 
were three instances where individuals watched only one out of the three loops. Two 
of these instances were due to a technical error. In the third instance, a female (PE) 
struggled to stay for all three loops. In this case, she had watched loops 1 and 2 
multiple times but would not stay for the third. We thus ended up showing her the 
outcome following only one loop. As she had seen the loop before on more than one 
occasion, we did not code her looking time to loops 1 and 2. There were three 
instances where chimpanzees watched only two out of the three loops. In one 
instance, a female (KL) missed the third loop but viewed the outcome. In the other 
two instances, we purposely played only two loops to one male (DA) as he did not 






 Inter-coder reliability for looking time was significant for all conditions, 
however when examining differences between coders in looking time, both the blank 
screen condition, rs = .75, p = .04; V = 0, p = .02, n = 8, and loop 2, rs = .75, p < 
.001; V = 47.5, p = .02, n = 25, were significantly different between raters. Loop 1, 
rs = .90, p < .001; V = 76.5, p = .06, n = 26, loop 3, rs = .73, p < .001; V = 88.5, p = 
.55, n = 24, and the outcome condition, rs = .95, p < .001; V = 46, p = .05, n = 26, all 
exhibited no significant difference in looking time between raters. 
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Looking time to the video was significantly higher than looking time to the 
blank screen, t(13) = -4.88, p < .001. Mean proportion looking time to the blank 
screen was 0.14 (SD = 0.09), and mean proportion looking time to loop 1 was 0.39 
(SD = 0.22). Thus chimpanzees appeared to engage with the screen significantly 
more when footage is playing than when footage is not playing. 
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 Looking time towards each scenario loop decreased on average across views. 
Proportion looking time loop 1, mean = 0.41, SD = 0.28, n = 51; proportion looking 
time loop 2, mean = 0.33, SD = 0.31, n = 49; proportion looking time loop 3, mean = 
0.32, SD = 0.27, n = 47. This supports our first prediction that if participants engage 
with video content and recognise the scenario after first view, they should show 







 Mean proportion looking time for all outcomes was 0.43 (SD = 0.37, n = 52). 
As predicted, looking time to the outcome increased relative to looking time to the 
third loop, demonstrating that chimpanzees look longer at novel content. Examining 
differences in looking time to outcomes, we found a significant effect of outcome, 
with longer looking time towards the ‘expected’ outcome than the ‘unexpected’ 
outcome, b = -0.31, SE = 0.13, 95% CI = [-0.59, -0.07]. There was no significant 
difference in looking time between scenario type, b = -0.17, SE = 0.14, 95% CI = [-
0.48, 0.11], or for the scenario x outcome interaction, b = 0.10, SE = 0.20, 95% CI = 
[-0.25, 0.51]. Participants looked longer at the emotional outcome scene, suggesting 
that they do not find the ‘unexpected’ outcome surprising. 
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Chimpanzees who were higher in Neuroticism looked significantly longer at 
the outcomes. When we added age and sex to the model, the effect of Neuroticism 
was still significant (see Table 5.13). In the interaction model, the effect of 
Neuroticism remained significant. There was a steeper linear relationship between 
Neuroticism and looking time for the emotional outcome (Figure 5.3), but the 
interaction was not significant. Counter to our predictions, Openness was not 
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Findings from the video study indicate that chimpanzees engage with video 
of conspecifics, as previous research has found (Hopper et al., 2012; Morimura & 
Matsuzawa, 2001; von Rohr et al., 2015), and that repeated viewing of the same 




and lose interest in familiar footage. However, due to mean differences in coders’ 
observations of chimpanzee looking time for both the blank screen condition and for 
the second repetition of the scenario, we should be cautious in interpreting this data. 
We found that chimpanzees looked significantly longer at the ‘expected’ 
emotional outcome, than at the ‘unexpected’ unemotional outcome. This suggests 
that they do not find the unexpected outcome surprising. Previous research has 
found that looking time can indicate violation of a social expectation. In addition to 
the use of videos to examine social expectations in chimpanzees (von Rohr et al., 
2015), playback experiments in baboons showed that females looked longer towards 
the sound when they heard a call sequence that was inconsistent with their 
knowledge of social hierarchy (Cheney, Seyfarth, & Silk, 1995; Seyfarth et al., 
2005). Thus, if chimpanzees had found the unexpected outcome surprising, they 
should have looked at it for longer. As we found that they directed more attention to 
footage of negative emotional valence, it seems likely that their response was based 
on interest in emotional valence, consistent with previous findings (Kano & 
Tomonaga, 2010; von Rohr et al., 2015), rather than expectation. However, the 
interpretation of looking time in this study is limited by the fact that, with only two 
outcome conditions, we cannot separate expectation from emotional valence. Thus 
we are unable to be conclusive in our understanding of why the chimpanzees looked 
longer at the emotional/expected outcome. For example, perhaps they looked longer 
at this condition because they experienced empathy for the subject.  
Whilst these findings provide no evidence for emotional causality in 




One possibility is that the chimpanzees failed to understand the scene continuity and 
thus were unable to interpret the outcome as a causal result of the prior conflict 
scenario. Another possibility is that they did grasp the scene continuity, but the 
outcomes were neither expected nor unexpected to them. Perhaps chimpanzees do 
not have social expectations about how conspecifics should respond when involved 
in conflict. As consolation and reconciliation play a strong role in post-conflict 
behaviour, a more relevant outcome might have been to show consolation or 
reconciliation responses following the conflict, rather than just differences in 
emotion. It is also possible that chimpanzees recognise that the footage is not real, a 
form of processing referred to as Equivalence (Fagot, Thompson, & Parron, 2010). 
The problem with this interpretation is that, even if they recognise that the footage is 
not real, this does not mean they will not form an emotional response or expectation 
to that footage, just as humans do when watching TV dramas or video clips (Kanske 
et al., 2015; Kim, 2012; Sood & Rogers, 2000). These findings call for further 
research that explores chimpanzees’ ability to understand emotional causality from 
video footage. 
 Possibly the most novel finding of this study is that neurotic individuals look 
longer at the scenario outcomes. In the observational part of this study we found that 
Neuroticism was positively associated with Look behaviour towards all emotional 
events within the group. It is interesting to observe that the relationship between 
Neuroticism and looking behaviour translates across these two contexts. Although 
we were unable to establish whether chimpanzees display a causal knowledge of 




perception allows us to address whether there are correlations between these 




It has been suggested that humans have separate neural systems for 
emotional empathy and perspective taking (Shamay-Tsoory, 2011; Shamay-Tsoory 
et al., 2009). Recent evidence supports this, indicating mostly separate regions of 
neural activation for cognitive and affective empathy (Kanske et al., 2015; Moore et 
al., 2015). To some extent, chimpanzees show similar patterns to humans of 
responses to emotions. Although we do not know if chimpanzees have separate 
neural systems for different response types, evidence from this study suggests that 
they do have different response types, supporting the idea of different levels of 
emotional perception (de Waal, 2008; Trevarthen, 1979), and consistent with 
previous research that demonstrates emotional arousal and emotional recognition in 
chimpanzees (Parr, 2001; Parr & Hopkins, 2000). In Chapter 1, I grouped these 
responses into five levels. The purpose of this was so I could assess responses at 
different levels, and examine whether there was co-variation in these different 
response types. 
In the behavioural part of this study, we examined individual differences in 
response to emotional events in others, and found that response type was predicted 
by personality. We first examined overall responsiveness as a measure of emotional 




assessing behaviours related to emotional contagion/arousal as well as emotional 
awareness.  
We were able to examine four types of behavioural response, including 
Look, Move, Arousal and Interact. Interact was not related to personality, but the 
former three behaviours were. I proposed that Look behaviour is a measure of 
emotional awareness (level 2), and that emotional awareness seems to occur 
independently of either Arousal or Move. Arousal contains the items sway and hoot, 
which indicates that it is a measure of a level 1 response, that is, an automatic, 
contagious response, where an individual’s emotional state may match the state of a 
conspecific (Hatfield et al., 1994). Where Move fits into these definitions of 
response types is less clear, although it may indicate curiosity in the event, 
suggesting that it could also fit as a measure of emotional awareness (level 2). We 
were unable to get enough data to examine sympathetic behaviours (level 3). We 
also did not attempt to measure emotional empathy (level 4), which is defined as 
emotional recognition accompanied by matching the emotional state of a 
conspecific. However, it is possible that behaviours such as Look and Move, which 
fit into emotional awareness, could also map onto emotional empathy if 
accompanied by a change in emotional state (de Waal, 2008).  
Evidence in humans suggests that, to some extent, emotional empathy and 
perspective taking are correlated (Jolliffe & Farrington, 2006; Sulpizio et al., 2015). 
The former study found a significant relationship between the affective and 
cognitive scales of the Basic Empathy Scale (BES), with a mean of r = .42 across 




scores on emotional empathy were correlated with quicker performance on a spatial 
perspective taking task (r = -0.30). To understand the relationship of behavioural 
responses at different levels in chimpanzees, we decided to examine if there was an 
association between, firstly, Move and Look behaviours, and secondly, between 
Arousal and Look/Move behaviours. I predicted that (1) if Move is a measure of 
emotional awareness, it should be correlated with Look in response to events, and 
(2) if arousal responses and emotional awareness do represent different levels of 
processing, then Arousal will not be correlated with Look or Move. 
This far, we have identified response types at two out of five levels of 
emotional perception. In the above experiment, we aimed to assess cognitive 
empathy (level 5). Although the results indicate that, at least under the method we 
used, chimpanzees do not demonstrate cognitive empathy, we observed individual 
differences in their attention towards the scenario outcomes. We found that some 
individuals looked longer than others, and chimpanzees with higher Neuroticism 
tended to look longer. Thus, we can examine whether there are associations in 
response types at different levels and whether there is any association between 
responses across group and experimental contexts. That is, does responsiveness in a 
group context predict responses in an experimental context? I predicted that (3) 
overall responsiveness in a group setting will be related to looking time to the 
experimental scenario outcomes, and (4) frequency of looking behaviour in a group 








To examine the relationship between behavioural frequencies in the group 
context, we ran three generalised linear mixed models. In the first two models, Look 
was the dependent variable, chimpanzee was a random effect and either Move or 
Arousal were fixed effects. In the third model, Arousal was the dependent variable, 
with Move as the fixed effect and chimpanzee as the random effect. We generated 
95% confidence intervals using the Wald method. 
To examine the relationship between looking time to scenario outcomes in 
the experiment and mean responsiveness to group emotional events, we ran a linear 
mixed model with proportion looking time to the scenario outcomes as the 
dependent variable. We calculated mean looking time for each chimpanzee for each 
outcome type, so each individual had a mean value for both the emotional and 
unemotional outcomes.  Proportion looking time was arcsine transformed. We 
included chimpanzee as a random effect in the model, and fixed effects of scenario 
outcome type, responsiveness to group events and an outcome x responsiveness 
interaction.  
Finally, we tested the relationship between looking behaviour within the 
social group and looking time to the video scenario outcomes. We calculated total 
instances of looking time to all events for each chimpanzee. We then split the data 
into mean looking time to the unemotional outcome and mean looking time to the 
emotional outcome. For each subset, we ran a linear model with arcsine transformed 




independent variable. We log transformed the looking instances as data were 
positively skewed. For the linear and linear mixed models we generated 




For our first prediction, we found that Look and Move were significantly, 
negatively associated, OR = 0.37, SE = 0.18, p < .001, 95% CIs [0.26, 0.52], 
supporting the suggestion that Move is a measure of emotional awareness. For our 
second prediction, there was no significant association between Arousal and Move, 
OR = 1.29, SE = 0.23, p = .26, 95% CI [0.83, 2.02] or between Arousal and Look, 
OR = 1.20, SE = 0.26, p = .48, 95% CI [0.72, 2.02], suggesting that Arousal occurs 
independently of behaviours associated with emotional awareness. 
Thirdly, for proportion looking time to outcome, we found no significant 
effect of outcome, b = 0.71, SE = 0.75, 95% CI [-0.80, 2.18], responsiveness, b = 
1.64, SE = 1.06, 95% CI [-5.01, 3.76], or outcome x responsiveness interaction, b = -
1.55, SE = 1.19, 95% CI [-3.97, 0.77]. Counter to our prediction, awareness-based 
responses to emotional events do not generalise across contexts. Finally, we found 
no relationship between looking behaviour in the group and looking time, to either 
the emotional outcome, b = 0.19, SE = 0.2, p = .40, 95% CI [-0.28, 0.67] or the 








 Our results suggest that Look and Move are both measures of emotional 
awareness, which occur independently of Arousal behaviour. This is consistent with 
the notion that chimpanzees experience different empathetic processes, which vary 
in both the behaviour they produce and the extent to which these processes are 
automatic or dependent on perspective taking (Berntson et al., 1989; de Waal, 2008; 
de Waal & Aureli, 1996). Notably, Arousal was comprised of behaviours sway and 
hoot, which, in conjunction with decrease in nasal temperature, have been observed 
in response to conflict footage (Kano et al., 2016). Kano’s results support the idea 
that behaviours such as swaying and vocalising are primarily a reflexive, 
unconscious response to emotional stimuli. There is not enough evidence here to 
support the notion of a ‘layering’ system of emotional perception (de Waal, 2008), 
but that is not to say that it does not exist. Rather, the evidence presented here 
simply suggests that behavioural responses to emotions can occur at different levels. 
To understand to what extent these different processes are linked, or whether upper-
level, perspective taking abilities are bound by lower-level, contagious responses, 
we would need to address responses more extensively, examining sympathetic and 
empathetic behaviours in relation to emotional contagion and emotional awareness. 
Whilst our study failed to get enough data points on sympathetic behaviour to 
analyse sympathetic responses, previous studies of post-conflict behaviour have 
observed behaviours such as consolation (de Waal & Aureli, 1996; Fraser et al., 
2008; Romero et al., 2010). Thus, the study of empathetic behaviours may require a 




example, focusing only on dyadic conflicts and examining third party responses to 
conflict outcomes. 
Whilst here I only identified two of the five levels of emotional perception 
that I outlined prior to this study, I believe these findings provide a good basis for 
further examination of the different ways that chimpanzees respond to emotions. In 
particular, it would be interesting to explore to what extent consolation behaviour in 
chimpanzees is dependent on emotional awareness or arousal, that is, is there some 
kind of emotional prerequisite for consolation to occur?  
The last aim of this study was to examine whether responses to group 
situations correlated with responses to similar emotional stimuli viewed on video in 
an experimental setting. We found no association between responsiveness within the 
social group and looking time to the video footage. It is possible that responsiveness 
is not a meaningful measure unless accounting for event type. We also found no 
relationship between looking in response to events and proportion looking time to 
emotional and unemotional outcomes for the video footage. This suggests that 
response in a group context does not predict response to video stimuli, however 
possibly the lack of relationship is due to the differences in measures between each 
context. That is, in the experiment we focused on measuring looking time, whilst in 
the group contexts we focused on type of behavioural response – the two do not 
necessarily equate. Yet it is not unreasonable to expect that different measures of 
emotional perception should correlate. For example in humans, people that reported 
higher trait empathy showed increased neural activity in prefrontal brain regions 




exclusion (Masten, Morelli, & Eisenberger, 2011). Neural activity was also 
associated with prosocial behaviour towards the excluded victim. These findings 
suggest links between emotional empathy and perspective taking in humans. Further 
research in nonhuman primates should explore whether affective behaviours such as 





Observations from this study identified at least two levels of response 
behaviours under the umbrella term ‘emotional perception’. Consistent with our 
hypotheses, we also found that individuals vary in how they respond to emotional 
events in conspecifics. Whilst we found some effects of age and sex on response 
type, we also found evidence that personality is associated with both how much 
individuals respond, and how they respond. In particular, we found a number of 
associations between Neuroticism and response, as well as for Openness, 
Agreeableness and Dominance. We found only one significant association each for 
Conscientiousness and Extraversion with response. These results suggest that 
response to events of an agonistic nature, such as we studied here, are not simply 
dependent on an individual’s social ranking and may be determined by, for example, 
how easily aroused or attentive a chimpanzee is. 
The associations between personality and response behaviours show some 
parallels to human personality traits associated with empathy. Chimpanzees higher 




parallel, Friendliness has been associated with an index of human empathy (Barrio et 
al., 2004), and Agreeableness has been associated with affective empathy, empathic 
concern and cognitive empathy in humans (Jolliffe & Farrington, 2006; Mooradian 
et al., 2011). This suggests that the associations between personality and emotional 
perception may in part have emerged in a chimp-human ancestor. However we also 
found the opposite relationship for emotional awareness – lower Agreeableness was 
associated with a higher frequency of looking behaviour in chimpanzees. To 
understand the inter-specific similarities in the relationship of personality to different 
types of empathy would require a more direct comparison of personality/empathy 
measures between chimpanzees and humans. 
We found that Neuroticism was negatively related to moving in response to 
conflict, but positively related to both look and arousal behaviour across all events. 
Neuroticism correlates with personal distress as well as empathetic concern in 
humans (Mooradian et al., 2011) and with affective empathy (Jolliffe & Farrington, 
2006) although this latter finding was only significant in females. This suggests that 
Neuroticism may be an important factor to consider in measuring chimpanzees’ 
affective responses to emotions, such as arousal and sympathetic concern.  
In humans, Openness is associated with cognitive empathy (Jolliffe & 
Farrington, 2006) and with facets of fantasy, perspective taking and empathic 
concern (Mooradian et al., 2011). Although we found no association between 
Openness and response on the video task, we did find that Openness was associated 
with moving in response to conflict, which we believe is a measure of emotional 




emotional perception in chimpanzees and humans. For example, comparing attention 
or arousal between species in response to matching emotional stimuli. 
Whilst the observational part of this study revealed some interesting 
relationships between personality and responses measuring emotional perception, 
there are some limitations to this study. Firstly, the behavioural definitions of the 
event categories were intentionally broad. By examining not only conflict and 
displays but also related behaviours, this allowed us to assess in which emotional 
contexts personality predicted response. The limitation in this approach is that our 
categories allowed for some overlap, meaning each event type was not entirely 
independent of the others. To address this, we propose that further research could 
focus specifically on one event type – such as conflict or displays only – to examine 
the relationship between personality and responses to events in more detail. To help 
understand to what extent emotional arousal and contagion are linked to other 
response types, it would be useful to record physiological responses in addition to 
behavioural responses. For example, measuring heart rate responses or changes in 
skin temperature (Berntson et al., 1989; Parr & Hopkins, 2000). This could be 
particularly useful to understanding individual differences in response, given that 
heart rate variability has been associated with personality (Briefer et al., 2015). 
An additional variable that we did not address here was the identity of 
conspecifics involved in the events. The focus of this study was to assess how 
personality predicts response to conspecifics, rather than to assess how chimpanzees 
responded to a conspecific based on their relationship to that individual. However, 




amongst chimpanzees (Massen & Koski, 2014), it would be worth assessing whether 
response to emotional events is determined by the strength of social bond amongst 
group mates involved. 
 In the experimental part of this study, we aimed to assess whether 
chimpanzees demonstrate cognitive empathy. The chimpanzees responded by 
looking longer at outcomes of negative emotional valence rather than outcomes that 
should violate expectations. There are several possible explanations for this finding. 
One possibility is that the chimpanzees did not grasp the continuity and causality of 
the scenario, and thus looked longer at the emotional outcome because it was more 
interesting. An alternative explanation is that they did understand the association 
between the scenario and the outcome: they looked longer at the outcome because 
they experienced emotional empathy - a matching of their emotional state to that of 
the chimpanzee on screen, combined with an awareness of that individual’s emotion. 
Further assessment should thus examine whether chimpanzees are emotionally 
aroused when watching these scenes. One approach to this could be to measure 
changes in skin temperature through thermal imaging, which has been previously 
used to measure stress (Edgar, Nicol, Pugh, & Paul, 2013; Ludwig, Gargano, Luzi, 
Carenzi, & Verga, 2007; McGreevy, Warren-Smith, & Guisard, 2012), emotional 
state (Nakayama, Goto, Kuraoka, & Nakamure, 2005; Vianna & Carrive, 2005) and 
response to emotional stimuli (Kano et al., 2016; Kuraoka & Nakamura, 2011) in a 
number of species.  Further studies could also assess whether altering the scenario 
results in changes to chimpanzees’ looking time to the outcomes, thus assessing their 




The final part of this chapter examined whether responses at different levels, 
and in different contexts, are associated. We found no association between 
responsiveness assessed by behavioural observations and looking time to video 
footage in the experimental setting. Notably, overall responsiveness was unrelated to 
personality, whereas examining responsiveness at the level of each event type did 
reveal several relationships with personality. Thus it is possible that it is more 
meaningful to measure responsiveness at the level of each event, rather than taking 
an average measure per chimpanzee across all contexts. We also found no 
association between looking behaviour in the group and looking time to the 
outcomes. It is possible that this lack of relationship is due to the different ways that 
looking behaviour was measured in each context. Again, we did not account for 
context of the event in this analysis, which could also explain the lack of 
relationship; for example, a response measure that includes responses to submissive 
pant grunts is not necessarily going to reflect a response to conflict-related stimuli. 
Further examination of the relationship of responses across different contexts could 
help to shed more light on these findings. 
Bringing these results together, the findings presented here consider 
chimpanzees’ responses to primarily negative emotional stimuli: in the behavioural 
study, this included response to display, hoots, conflict and submissive interactions, 
and in the experimental study this included response to conflict. It is interesting to 
consider how these findings might have differed if we had used primarily positive 
emotional stimuli. Most likely, these would have been of less interest to the 




such as agonism and infanticide produce the longest looking times (Kano & 
Tomonaga, 2010; von Rohr et al., 2015). Given the frequency of aggression and 
displays in chimpanzee society, paying attention to agonistic behaviours seems 
important. However, perhaps there is also benefit to monitoring positive social 
relationships, such as who grooms with who or plays with who. Whilst I would 
predict that attention to these social events would be less so than attention to 
agonistic events, perhaps we are also likely to see different patterns of attention in 
relation to personality for these events, such as more extraverted individuals 
showing more frequent looking instances to positive emotional events. 
To summarise, findings from this study indicate that personality plays a 
potentially important role in perception and response to emotions in conspecifics.  
Evidence also points towards arousal behaviours and awareness behaviours being 
separate levels of response that occur independently of one another. Tentatively, this 
could point towards the idea of separate neural systems of processing emotional 
events, as in humans (Kanske et al., 2015; Shamay-Tsoory, 2011; Shamay-Tsoory et 
al., 2009; Moore et al., 2015). Although measures of awareness do not measure 
perspective taking directly, they do rely on attention and so could be a prerequisite 
to cognitive empathy in chimpanzees. Whether chimpanzees have cognitive empathy 
in and of itself remains to be seen. We strongly encourage further research into the 
relationship between personality and emotional perception, particularly through 
addressing physiological changes that might underlie behaviour. Using individual 
differences to understand emotional perception could provide insight into the origins 







“The face provides a plethora of social information about an individual's 
gender, age, familiarity, emotional expression and potentially their intentions and 
mental state.” 





In chapters 4 and 5, I demonstrated that personality can be an important 
variable in how individuals respond to others, whether it be in grooming 
relationships or in responding to emotional events such as conflict. But what about 
how individuals perceive personality in conspecifics? That is, how does one 
individual’s personality affect how others respond to them? Seyfarth, Silk and 
Cheney (2012) demonstrated that female baboons are more likely to approach 
female conspecifics who are friendly, and are less likely to approach conspecifics 
who are aggressive or who tend to spend time alone. Personality also influences 
friendships: in both capuchins and chimpanzees, dyads similar in traits related to 
sociability have better quality relationships than dyads who differ on these traits 
(Massen & Koski, 2014; Morton et al., 2015). This suggests that individuals 




because it signals partner reliability (Massen & Koski, 2014). Thus, how an 
individual perceives certain traits in others is an important consideration when 
examining social interactions. 
In humans, responses to the personality traits of other humans have been 
examined through work assessing links between facial dimensions and traits relating 
to aggression and dominance (Alrajih & Ward, 2013; Lefevre and Lewis, 2013; 
McCormick et al., 2008; Mileva et al., 2014). This work began with assessment of 
the facial width-to-height ratio (fWHR), a measure of bizygomatic face width 
divided by upper face height (Weston et al., 2004; see Figure 1, Wilson et al., 2014). 
Early work suggested that this was a sexually dimorphic trait, with men having 
wider faces than women (Weston, Friday, & Liò, 2007). More recent evidence 
suggests that the fWHR is not sexually dimorphic (Lefevre et al., 2012; Özener, 
2012), and that observed differences between men and women can be accounted for 
by sex differences in body size (Kramer, 2015). 
Despite this, an increasing number of studies are finding associations 
between fWHR and dominance-related traits in men, including aggression (Carré & 
McCormick, 2008; Carré, McCormick, & Mondloch, 2009), fighting ability 
(Trebicky et al., 2015; Zilioli et al., 2014), deception (Haselhuhn & Wong, 2011), 
untrustworthiness (Stirrat & Perret, 2010), cheating (Geniole, Keyes, Carré, & 
McCormick, 2014) and achievement striving (Lewis et al., 2012). fWHR has also 
been positively associated with perceptions of success, dominance and aggression in 




Critics have argued that body weight mediates the association between 
fWHR and aggression (Deaner et al., 2012). However in further studies that 
controlled for body weight, fWHR remained a significant predictor of fighting 
performance (Trebicky et al., 2015; Zilioli et al., 2014), suggesting that the links 
between fWHR and dominance-related behaviour cannot be accounted for by simple 
differences in overall morphology. These associations may be linked to testosterone: 
one study found that wider male faces exhibit both higher baseline and reactive 
testosterone levels (Lefevre, Lewis, Perrett, & Penke, 2013), possibly mediating the 
relationship between fWHR and dominance-related behaviour through hormonal 
expression at both the behavioural and physiological level. However, more recent 
research indicates that fWHR does not increase with age as testosterone increases 
under adolescent development, and fWHR is only associated with testosterone after 
controlling for age (Hodges-Simeon, Sobraske, Samore, Gurven, & Gaulin, 2016). 
These results question the links between fWHR and testosterone, calling for further 
research on these associations. 
Primate faces also communicate socially relevant information, such as 
emotional expression (Parr, Hopkins & de Waal, 1998; Visalberghi, Valenzano & 
Preuschoft, 2006), health (Stephen, Coetzee, Smith, & Perrett, 2009; Henderson, 
Holzleitner, Talamas, & Perrett, 2016) and fertility (Dubuc et al., 2009). Given the 
above-described findings in humans, we wanted to test whether similar associations 
can be found in nonhuman primates, and whether facial morphology is a cue to 





This would require recent personality ratings and access to facial images of 
sufficient quality. Such data were available for 64 brown capuchin monkeys (see 
Figure 6.1), Sapajus apella (see Alfaro, de Sousa Silva, & Rylands, 2012 for recent 
taxonomy change). Like humans, S. apella exhibit low sexual dimorphism in canine 
height, which according to Weston et al. (2004) is inversely related to sexual 
dimorphism in bizygomatic face width (although, this trend is disputed in humans, 
who exhibit low dimorphism in fWHR and canine height). Similarities with humans 
in canine height dimorphism make Sapajus a suitable candidate for comparison with 
humans.  
Initially, we examined associations between Assertiveness, one of five brown 
capuchin personality dimensions, alpha status, and fWHR (Lefevre et al., 2014)14 
(see Appendix D). Personality was assessed using keeper ratings, which revealed the 
presence of five components (Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013). One of 
these components was labelled Assertiveness as it was defined by high loading traits 
such as bullying, aggressive and dominant (Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 
2013). Alpha status was determined by assessing individual monkeys’ wariness of 
other group members, how sought out these individuals were for mating, the number 
of offspring they produced, the frequency in which they engaged in allogrooming, 
and their ability to take food from humans and other monkeys.  
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Facial measures were taken from photographs (see Figure 1, Wilson et al., 
2014). A mean of 4.69 (SD = 2.44) photographs per individual, taken within one 
calendar year, were used to calculate average metrics per monkey. We found that 
face width was sexually dimorphic in adults (> 5 years old). Males had wider faces 
than females, however these differences were mediated by sexual dimorphism in 
body weight. We also found that fWHR was positively associated with 
Assertiveness and alpha status in adult capuchins independently of age, sex and 
body weight. These findings indicated that among males and females, more 
dominant individuals had wider faces (Lefevre et al., 2014). Further examination of 
the data by Carré (2014) suggested that this relationship may be driven by non-alpha 
individuals, similar to findings in humans (Goetz et al., 2013).  
These results suggest that facial characteristics related to dominance are not 
specific to humans, and may exist in multiple primate taxa. However it is as yet 
unclear what underlies this relationship. One possibility is that fWHR is associated 




could afford greater bite strength, a trait linked to high levels of combat, to 
dominance in combat, and to mating success, in several vertebrate species (Husak, 
Lappin, Fox, & Lemos-Espinal, 2006; Jones, Ruff, & Goswami 2013; Lappin & 
Husak, 2005). A second possibility is that a wider face is indicative of a stronger 
skull that is able to withstand injury in conflict (Lefevre et al., 2014). Both 
suggestions would implicate sexual selection through male-male competition as a 
driver of sexual dimorphism in face width. An alternative suggestion is that mate 
choice has driven the relationship between male face width and dominance-linked 
behaviour. Recent evidence suggests that, at least in humans, wider male faces are 
perceived as more attractive by women when considering short-term relationships 
(Valentine, Li, Penke, & Perrett, 2014). Of course, it is possible that more than one 
selection pressure has driven this relationship between morphology and behaviour, 
perhaps with initial physical advantages in combat later playing into facial cues to 
competitors or would-be mates. One should also note that neither of the above 
suggestions addresses the relationship found between fWHR and assertiveness in 
female capuchin monkeys, unless we assume similar selection pressures have acted 
on both males and females in this species. 
To better understand these associations we explored whether other traits were 
also associated with facial morphology, and whether other facial dimensions were 
involved. In humans, facial morphology measures other than fWHR include lower 
face/face height and face width/lower face height, which have been included in 
composite measures of masculinity. Unlike fWHR these facial features are sexually 




Pound, Penton-Voak, & Surridge, 2009). We chose these measures as they had not 
been independently explored in relation to traits related to dominance. We thus 
examined these measures, including fWHR, in relation to all five components of 
capuchin monkey personality – Assertiveness, Openness, Neuroticism, Sociability 
and Attentiveness. This study15 was published in Personality and Individual 
Differences and is included in published format on the next page. 
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a b s t r a c t
Personality has important links to health, social status, and life history outcomes (e.g. longevity and
reproductive success). Human facial morphology appears to signal aspects of one’s personality to others,
raising questions about the evolutionary origins of such associations (e.g. signals of mate quality). Studies
in non-human primates may help to achieve this goal: for instance, facial width-to-height ratio (fWHR) in
the male face has been associated with dominance not only in humans but also in capuchin monkeys.
Here we test the association of personality (assertiveness, openness, attentiveness, neuroticism, and
sociability) with fWHR, face width/lower-face height, and lower face/face height ratio in 64 capuchins
(Sapajus apella). In a structural model of personality and facial metrics, fWHR was associated with
assertiveness, while lower face/face height ratio was associated with neuroticism (erratic vs. stable
behaviour) and attentiveness (helpfulness vs. distractibility). Facial morphology thus appears to associate
with three personality domains, which may act as a signal of status in capuchins.
! 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Human personality is associated with differences in important
behaviours, ranging from work (Ferguson, Heckman, & Corr, 2011)
to well-being (Weiss, Bates, & Luciano, 2008). Research into the
biological and evolutionary origins of personality may be of value
in understanding these associations. One approach is the examina-
tion of links between individual differences in facial structure and
behaviour (Plavcan, 2012; Plavcan, Vanschaik, & Kappeler, 1995;
Weston, Friday, Johnstone, & Schrenk, 2004), including personality
(e.g. Kramer & Ward, 2010; Penton-Voak, Pound, Little, & Perrett,
2006). For instance, facial width-to-height ratio (fWHR: the ratio of
the bizygomatic-width to upper face height: see Fig. 1) shows links
to dominance–like traits (Carré & McCormick, 2008) though not all
studies have found these to be significant (Deaner et al., 2012; Özen-
er, 2012). fWHR has also been associated with achievement striving
(Lewis, Lefevre, & Bates, 2012), and with deception and untrustwor-
thiness (Haselhuhn &Wong, 2012; Stirrat & Perrett, 2010).
Recently, links between personality and facial phenotype have
been reported by Lefevre et al. (submitted for publication) in a
non-human species, the brown capuchin monkey (Sapajus apella).
Similar to humans, capuchin fWHR predicted individual
differences in assertive behaviour and alpha status. Such findings
therefore suggest that comparative studies between humans and
non-human primates may shed light on the biological and evolu-
tionary basis of appearance-personality associations.
Here we extend this initial work with the same population of
capuchins. Because both personality and facial morphology are
multi-dimensional, we assessed two additional measures of facial
morphology, previously found to be sexually dimorphic in humans
(Penton-Voak et al., 2001), but not previously assessed in non-
human primates. Second, we moved beyond the single personality
trait of assertiveness available to Lefevre et al. to include the full
five domains of the Hominoid Personality Questionnaire (Weiss
et al., 2009) assessed in capuchins (Morton et al., 2013).
The two new facial metrics assessed were lower face/face
height, and face width/lower face height (see Fig. 1). Unlike fWHR
(which shows species-specific differences in sexual dimorphism:
Kramer, Jones, & Ward, 2012; Lefevre et al., 2012; Özener, 2012),
both face width/lower face height and lower face/face height are
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reliably sexually dimorphic in humans (Lefevre et al., 2012;
Penton-Voak et al., 2001). Human face width/lower face height is
correlated with fWHR, whereas lower face/face height may be
independent of fWHR (Lefevre et al., 2012), and the two are weakly
inversely correlated (Penton-Voak et al. (2001). We used a broad
assessment of personality – the Hominoid Personality Question-
naire (Weiss et al., 2009), assessing five personality domains in
capuchins: Assertiveness (identified by item loadings on Bullying/
Aggressive vs. Gentle/Cautious); Openness (Inventive/Inquisitive vs.
Quitting); Attentiveness (helpfulness vs. distractibility); Neuroticism
(erratic vs. stable behaviour), and Sociability (Affectionate, Friendly
vs. Solitary/Depressed) (Morton et al., 2013).
Given the evidence for an association between fWHR and asser-
tiveness, and the relative independence of assertiveness from other
dimensions of personality (Morton et al., 2013), we predicted that
assertiveness would remain as the key indicator of fWHR, even
after controlling for other personality variables. Secondly, we
wished to establish whether the two additional facial metrics dis-
cussed above are sexually dimorphic in capuchins. Penton-Voak
et al. (2001) reported that lower face/face height was inversely cor-
related (r = !0.32) with face width/lower face height in humans.
We therefore tested the association of the two new facial metrics
to personality, and whether these were independent predictors
or shared variance of personality traits. To our knowledge, neither
has been tested for association with personality in either humans
or non-human primates. We tentatively predicted that, like fWHR,
face width/lower face height would be associated with assertive-
ness in capuchins based on its shared dependence on face width.
The possible links of lower face/face height to personality are un-
clear, and thus were not specified ahead of analysis.
2. Method
2.1. Sample
The sample consisted of 64 individuals of Sapajus recruited
across three sites. 6 females (mean age 8.2 ± 4.0 years) and 10
males (mean age 11.4 ± 13.4 years) were recruited from the Living
Links to Human Evolution Research Centre, University of St An-
drews, Edinburgh Zoo (Macdonald & Whiten, 2011). The Language
Research Center, Georgia State University provided 13 females
(mean age 15.3 ± 11.8 years) and 9 males (mean age
10.9 ± 5.8 years). Finally 10 females (mean age 12.8 ± 9.2 years)
and 16 males (mean age 6.6 ± 4.5 years) were recruited from the
Laboratory of Comparative Ethology at the National Institute of
Health. The study was non-invasive, approved by local ethics com-
mittees, and complied with the 2012 regulations of the Association
for the Study of Animal Behaviour.
2.2. Facial measures
Measures were based on frontal facial photographs. Prior to
measurement, photographs were horizontally aligned and scaled
according to inter-pupillary distance (using the Psychomorph
software package; http://users.aber.ac.uk/bpt/jpsychomorph
(Tiddeman, Perrett, & Burt, 2001). fWHR was then computed as
the ratio of bizygomatic-width (maximum horizontal distance
from the left to the right facial boundary) to upper face height (ver-
tical distance from the mid-point of the upper lip to the highest
point of the eyelids; see Fig. 1). Lower face/face height and face
width/lower face height (Penton-Voak et al., 2001) were calculated
as shown in Fig. 1. Measurement reliability was good (ICC = .86)
based on a subset of photographs (N = 18) measured twice. In addi-
tion, measures from several photographs per individual
(mean = 4.69, SD = 2.44) were averaged in order to maximise the
signal to noise ratio. All images were taken within 1 calendar year,
thus controlling for longitudinal changes.
2.3. Personality measures
The personality ratings were collected for each animal individ-
ually using the Hominoid Personality Questionnaire (Weiss et al.,
2009). This 54-item measure has been validated in chimpanzees
(Pan troglodytes) (Weiss et al., 2009), orang-utans (Pongo spp.)
(Weiss, King, & Perkins, 2006), rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta)
(Weiss, Adams, Widdig, & Gerald, 2011), and brown capuchin mon-
keys (Morton et al., 2013). The items consist of adjective markers,
accompanied by one to three short behavioural descriptions. For
example, the item Fearful is described as ‘‘Subject reacts excessively
to real or imagined threats by displaying behaviors such as screaming,
grimacing, running away or other signs of anxiety or distress.’’ Items
are scored on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1: display either
total absence or negligible amounts of the trait, to 7: display extre-
mely large amounts of the traits.
All personality data used in this study are described fully in
Morton et al. (2013). Briefly, ratings were collected for 127 mon-
keys. Between one and seven raters, each familiar with the mon-
keys, conducted the ratings, and to maintain independence of
scoring were asked not to discuss their ratings with other raters.
Inter-rater reliability was calculated for all monkeys with two or
Fig. 1. Measures and measuring points used for morphometric calculations. Note:
Horizontal lines show the distance between the upper lip and highest point of the
eyelids (upper face height), vertical lines show the bizygomatic width. fWHR was
calculated as width divided by height using these spans. Face width/lower face
height was calculated as the bizygomatic width divided by the distance between
the highest point of the eyelids and the lowest point of the chin (marked ‘‘b’’). Lower
face/face height was calculated as the distance between the highest point of the
eyelids and the lowest point of the chin divided by the length of the whole face
(a–b).
Table 1
Means (and standard deviations) for personality dimensions and facial metrics.
Trait Female Male
Assertiveness 3.79 (1.13) 3.88 (0.93)
Openness 4.03 (0.69) 4.40 (0.69)
Sociability 4.74 (0.67) 4.74 (0.72)
Attentiveness 4.68 (0.65) 4.79 (0.54)
Neuroticism 4.0 (0.61) 4.10 (0.53)
fWHR 2.14 (0.14) 2.20 (0.17)
Face width/lower face height 1.41 (0.08) 1.45 (0.09)
Lower face/face height 0.75 (0.04) 0.74 (0.04)
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more raters (n = 121). Reliability of items are reported in Morton
et al. (2013). For the whole sample, the number of components
to extract was determined using parallel analysis. Five components
– assertiveness, openness, attentiveness, neuroticism, and sociabil-
ity – were extracted using Principal Components Analysis (see
component descriptions above). Personality scores for the current
sample were based on this analysis; all but 3 monkeys in our sam-
ple were rated by two or more raters. Each factor was validated
against observations of behaviour within monkey’s social groups,
and to how individuals responded to cognitive testing (Morton
et al., 2013; Morton, Lee, & Buchanan-smith, 2013). Inter-rater reli-
abilities and behavioural validation support personality ratings as
valid measures of primate personality, and refute arguments of
anthropomorphism (Weiss et al., 2009).
3. Results
Descriptive statistics for the measured variables, and correla-
tions among the personality dimensions and facial metrics, are
shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. We found a strong associa-
tion between the two width-based measures (fWHR and face
width/lower face height; r = .45, p < .001), suggesting they
share variance and may both be linked to assertiveness. Lower
face/face height was independent of both fWHR (r = .02, p = .90)
and face width/lower face height (r = !0.11, p = .11).
We first examined associations of fWHR to personality traits be-
sides assertiveness. A regression model was constructed with
fWHR as the dependent variable and entering all five personality
traits – openness, neuroticism, attentiveness, assertiveness and
sociability – as independent variables with covariates of age,
age2, sex, age " sex (See Table 3). This model was significant
(F(9,54) = 6.66, p < .001, adjusted R2 = 0.45) and replicated the pre-
viously reported significant age " sex interaction (F(1,54) = 14.36,
p < .001) and the association of fWHR with assertiveness
(F(1,54) = 12.71, p < .001). However, no other personality dimen-
sions approached significance for association with fWHR (see
Table 3).
We next examined associations between the two new facial
metrics and personality using identical regression models to those
used for fWHR above (See Table 3). For face width/lower face
height (full model: F(9,54) = 3.15, p < .001, adjusted R2 = 0.23) a
significant age " sex interaction was found (F(1, 54) = 5.87,
p = .02), with sex differences increasing across the life span (see
Fig. 2). These findings of significant sex differences in face width/
lower face height are compatible with data from humans, in which
face width/lower face height is also dimorphic (Penton-Voak et al.,
2001). To explicitly test the sexual dimorphism of this trait, models
not including personality were also run. Face width/lower face
height showed both a main effect of sex (F(1,59) = 4.09,
p = 0.047), and a significant age " sex interaction (F(1,59) = 8.39,
p = 0.005), with males and females showing higher and lower ra-
tios with age, respectively (Fig. 2).
Assertiveness (but no other personality dimension) showed a
significant association with face width/lower face height
(F(1,54) = 6.47, p = .014). This association, however, did not appear
to account for additional unique variance in assertiveness over and
Table 2
Table of zero-order correlations among all personality and face variables. N = 64 for all cells.
Attentiveness Neuroticism Assertiveness Openness Sociability Lower face/face height fWHR Face width/lower face height
Attentiveness 1.00 !0.53 0.02 0.14 0.54 !0.31 0.14 0.17
Neuroticism !0.53 1.00 0.00 0.34 !0.40 0.18 !0.19 !0.25
Assertiveness 0.02 0.00 1.00 0.08 0.22 !0.04 0.52 0.27
Openness 0.14 0.34 0.08 1.00 0.34 !0.35 !0.03 !0.19
Sociability 0.54 !0.40 0.22 0.34 1.00 !0.22 0.22 0.07
Lower face/face height !0.31 0.18 !0.04 !0.35 !0.22 1.00 0.02 !0.11
fWHR 0.14 !0.19 0.52 !0.03 0.22 0.02 1.00 0.45
Face width/lower face height 0.17 !0.25 0.27 !0.19 0.07 !0.11 0.45 1.00
Table 3
Regression of fWHR and face width/lower face height on demographic variables and personality (n = 64).
fWHR face width/lower face height
Est. SE t P-value Est SE t P-value
Age 0.004 0.008 0.557 0.579 !0.013 0.005 !2.493 0.016
Sex !0.069 0.049 !1.405 0.166 !0.021 0.033 !0.638 0.526
Age2 !0.000 0.000 !1.796 0.078 0.000 0.000 2.002 0.050
Assertiveness 0.058 0.016 3.566 <0.001 0.028 0.011 2.543 0.014
Openness !0.008 0.032 !0.244 0.808 !0.039 0.022 !1.822 0.074
Neuroticism !0.053 0.041 !1.297 0.200 !0.038 0.027 !1.404 0.166
Sociability 0.018 0.032 0.576 0.567 !0.018 0.021 !0.866 0.390
Attentiveness !0.039 0.039 !1.098 0.277 0.006 0.024 0.267 0.791
Age " Sex 0.013 0.004 3.789 <0.001 0.006 0.002 2.422 0.019



























Fig. 2. Linear fits of age against face width/lower face height, separately for each sex.
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above fWHR: adding fWHR to the model rendered the association
of face width/lower face height with assertiveness non-significant
(F(1, 53) = 2.12, p = .151). This finding suggests that face width/
lower face height taps the same underlying biological variance that
relates fWHR to assertiveness in capuchins.
Turning to lower face/face height, we again examined associa-
tions with personality using regression models with lower face/
face height as the dependent variable, covariates of age, age2, and
sex and independent predictors of assertiveness, openness, atten-
tiveness, neuroticism and sociability as conducted above for the
width-based metrics (full model: F(9, 54) = 2.85, p = .008, adjusted
R2 = 0.21). There was a significant effect of age (F(1, 54) = 6.01,
p = .017), but no significant evidence for sexual dimorphism (i.e.,
no effects of sex or age ! sex interaction: see Table 3). This lack
of dimorphism was confirmed in a simpler model containing just
age, with age2 and age ! sex as predictors: Lower face/face height
increased with age (F(1,59) = 4.33, p = 0.04) but showed no sex or
age ! sex effects (p = 0.63 and 0.75 respectively). In humans, both
neuroticism (Costa & McCrae, 1992) and lower face/face height are
dimorphic (Penton-Voak et al., 2001). We thus tested for dimor-
phism in neuroticism in the present sample of capuchins, but
found it to be non-dimorphic (F(1, 62) = 0.56, p = 0.45).
Examining associations of lower face/face height with personal-
ity, associations were found with both neuroticism and attentive-
ness. Higher neuroticism was associated with greater lower face/
face height ratios (F(1, 54) = 6.25, p = .015, see Fig. 3). However,
depending on the order of entry into the model, both attentiveness
and neuroticism showed links to lower face/face height. Because of
this potential association with two simultaneous personality out-
comes, we utilised structural equation modelling (SEM) to produce
an integrated model of fWHR and lower face/face height with
assertiveness, neuroticism and attentiveness.
SEM allows a test of the hypothesis that the association of lower
face/face height is best modelled, either as being specific to one or
other of these traits (with the apparent association to both traits
simply reflecting covariance among the traits in this sample); or,
by contrast, that lower face/face height influences both neuroti-
cism and attentiveness, thus accounting in part for their overlap-
ping behavioural elements (see Fig. 4). Simultaneously we can
examine the impact of fWHR, its links to lower face, and their joint
impact on assertiveness. Our base model is shown in Fig. 4. This fit
well (X2(6) = 7.11, RMSEA = 0.054, CFI = 0.981, TLI = 0.968), indicat-
ing that the width and height based facial measures are well ac-
counted for as separate (uncorrelated) influences on the three
personality traits. Dropping the path from lower face/face height
to either attentiveness or to neuroticism reduced model fit signif-
icantly (v2(1) = 14.39, p = .0001 and v2(1) = 6.59, p = .0034, respec-
tively). Lower face/face height, then, appears, to directly influence
both attentiveness and neuroticism.
4. Discussion
We tested the association of three facial metrics with five per-
sonality dimensions in 64 capuchins (Sapajus apella). fWHR and
face width/lower face height associated with assertiveness even
after controlling for the other four personality dimensions, with
fWHR accounting for this association. In contrast, a higher ratio
of lower face/face height (i.e., relatively longer lower face) was sig-
nificantly associated with higher neuroticism and lower attentive-
ness scores. The results suggest that facial morphology reliably
reflects three major personality domains: assertiveness, attentive-
ness and neuroticism, via two uncorrelated morphological ratio
measures.
The present study extends the previously reported association
of relative facial width to assertiveness (Lefevre et al., submitted
for publication) by examining the full spectrum of personality
and an additional width-linked facial feature: face width/lower
face height. To our knowledge, the association of face width/lower
face height with assertiveness per se has not been evaluated in any
primate species (including humans). Unlike human fWHR (Kramer
et al., 2012; Lefevre et al., 2012; Özener, 2012), face width/lower
face height is sexually dimorphic in humans (Penton-Voak et al.,
2001) with women showing higher ratios than men. In the present
sample we also found dimorphism of face width/lower face height,
however males showed higher ratios than females, a difference
that increased with age. The association with assertiveness shown
here, then, suggests that it would be informative to assess the
relationship of face width/lower face height to behaviour in large
human samples of both sexes, perhaps controlling for neuroticism,
which was linked to face height.
The question of why these three facial metrics relate to asser-
tiveness, attentiveness, and neuroticism is open. Given the paucity









































2(6) = 7.11, p = 0.31; CFI = 0.981; TLI = 0.968; RMSEA = 0.054
Fig. 4. Structural equation model predicting Assertiveness, Attentiveness to others,
and Neuroticism from fWHR and lower face/face height. Note: Standardized path
coefficients shown [95% confidence intervals in brackets]. Model fit was good
according to CFI, TLI, and RMSEA.
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of literature on this issue, we speculate that a common factor is a
link to status and leadership traits (Lilienfeld et al., 2012). Work
in humans has suggested that status is best conceived of as two
orthogonal dimensions based, respectively, on coercion and pro-
social competence (Henrich & Gil-White, 2001). The association
of face-width metrics with a more aggression-linked capacity for
dominance clearly fits with links of fWHR to testosterone (Lefevre,
Lewis, Perrett, & Penke, 2013; Penton-Voak & Chen, 2004), and
thus fits the coercion profile. Consistent with the interpretation
that traits associated with lower face/face height share links to
pro-social competence, the two traits linked to lower face/face
height (neuroticism and attentiveness) are both associated with
vigilance and with attention span in cognitive testing. The associ-
ation with lower face/face height, then, may be driven primarily
by the markers these two traits share, namely vigilance and atten-
tion span (Morton et al., 2013). Such attentive behaviour appears
to confer status not by aggression, but via a ‘‘policing’’ role associ-
ated with reduced time in play and increased time in vigilant
attention (Flack, Girvan, de Waal, & Krakauer, 2006). Thus lower
face/face height may be linked to this second, social, form of status.
Such pro-social monitoring status, shown here to relate to lower
face/face height ratio, may presage the prestige-earning dimension
of status found in humans (Henrich & Gil-White, 2001).
In seeking human personality dimensions compatible with
‘‘policing’’, the most likely candidate would appear to be the HEX-
ACO Honesty-humility dimension which is based on duty, caution,
and being self-effacing (Ashton & Lee, 2007). It would be valuable
to test links of lower face/face height ratio in humans to Honesty-
humility and to ratings of admiration in others. A similar dimen-
sion – ‘Equable’ – has been reported in rhesus macaques, which,
like attentiveness, is associated with reduced play (Weinstein,
Capitanio, & Gosling, 2008). It would thus be useful to examine face
morphological links in rhesus macaques.
Openness and sociability were unrelated to any of the facial
metrics. In capuchins, openness is related to task participation
and learning performance, while sociability is related to social con-
tact and alert behaviour (Morton et al., 2013; Morton, Lee, &
Buchanan-Smith, 2013). The present findings suggest that, at least
in capuchins, openness and sociability play a role in sociality and
cognition, but independently of status drive or achievement. In
addition, and in distinction to human research, we did not find sex-
ual dimorphism for neuroticism or for lower face/face height ratios
in capuchins. Both these traits are dimorphic in humans (Del
Giudice, Booth, & Irwing, 2012; Penton-Voak et al., 2001). Sexual
dimorphism for personality may, then, be linked to dimorphism
in morphology, with these dimorphisms varying across species un-
der distinct social and sexual selection pressures. Addressing spe-
cies differences in social structure, cognition and behaviour may
help to establish what determines species-specific personality
traits, and why they are associated with facial morphology.
In summary, these results shed light on biomarkers of personal-
ity, and on personality differences across species. It would benefit
to have sufficient power to explore in more detail the significant
sex-specific age growth in capuchin facial metrics, as well as to
examine effects of location and body weight in relation to these
findings. Additional studies examining the lower face/face height
metric in other species would be valuable, and may shed light on
the origins of status effects on well-being and emotional traits
linked to status in humans (Wood, Boyce, Moore, & Brown, 2012).
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Previous research indicates the importance of the face in primate 
communication, through individual recognition (e.g. Parr & Hopkins, 2000; Pokorny 
& de Waal, 2009a; Pokorny & de Waal, 2009b) and communicating social 
information. Up to eight facial expressions have been observed in capuchins, which 
are similar across species (De Marco, Petit, & Visalberghi, 2008; Visalberghi, 
Valenzano & Preuschoft, 2006), and can communicate emotions in behavioural 
contexts, such as play, submission and affiliation. Similar expressions exist in other 
primates, such as chimpanzees, who exhibit a context-related understanding of 
emotion (Parr, Hopkins & de Waal, 1998; Parr, 2001; Parr & Waller, 2006).  
The face also serves to communicate information useful for reproduction. In 
rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta), facial skin colour signals female fertility 
(Dubuc et al., 2009), and in males, is believed to be a sexually selected trait, with 
females showing more social solicitations to males with dark red faces (Dubuc, 
Allen, Maestripieri, & Higham, 2014). Given the low levels of direct male-male 
competition in this species, Dubuc et al. (2014) suggest that skin colour is an 
ornament that evolved in response to female mate choice. Skin colouration may also 
be linked to status. In male mandrills (Mandrillus sphinx), drills (Mandrillus 
leucophaeus) and geladas (Theropithecus gelada), skin colouration has been 
associated with dominance and social status (Bergman, Ho, & Beehner, 2009; 
Marty, Higham, Gadsby, & Ross, 2009; Setchell, Smith, Wickings, & Knapp, 2008). 




associated with perceptions of health, which may be used to assess mate quality and 
fitness in conspecifics (Henderson et al., 2016; Stephen et al., 2009). 
All of the above findings suggest that both in nonhuman primates and 
humans the face is key to communicating social information, through emotional 
expression or colouration. It thus follows that facial morphology could also play a 
role in social interactions. Given that similarities in facial cues exist between 
humans and nonhuman primates, it is perhaps unsurprising that an association of 
fWHR with Assertiveness was found in a species of nonhuman primate. In two 
studies we examined associations of three measures of facial morphology and five 
dimensions of personality in brown capuchins. We found an association between 
face width and higher Assertiveness (Lefevre et al., 2014) and an association 
between lower face height and higher Neuroticism/lower Attentiveness (Wilson et 
al., 2014). These findings raise three questions. Firstly, do similar associations 
between facial morphology and personality exist in other species? Secondly, to what 
extent is the sexual dimorphism of facial morphology determined by species 
differences in social structure, intra-sexual competition and mate preference? 
Thirdly, do facial features signal certain traits, or is the relationship between 
morphology and personality simply due to physical advantages provided in combat? 
Whilst it would be interesting to address all three questions, first, we should 
focus on better understanding the role of fWHR in capuchin social interactions. The 
next step is therefore to consider whether it is possible to test capuchins’ response to 
traits in conspecifics through the use of facial images, and to establish a 







“The belief that faces portray character is ubiquitous. This persistence of lay 
theories of physiognomy is hard to credit… Nonetheless….  accurate perception of 
personality is possible from facial characteristics alone.” 





In chapter 6, I describe a relationship between fWHR and Assertiveness, as 
well as a relationship between face height and Neuroticism. Findings in humans have 
previously indicated that dominance-related traits can be perceived from the face 
(Alrajih & Ward, 2013; Lefevre & Lewis, 2013; Mileva et al., 2014). Such 
perceptions are not just limited to traits relating to the fWHR. Four out of five of the 
personality dimensions found in humans can also be determined from facial features, 
the exception being Conscientiousness (Kramer & Ward, 2010), although accuracy of 
perceptions varies with both the trait rated and whether individual or composite 
images are presented (Penton-Voak, Pound, Little, & Perrett, 2006).  
Early attempts to link facial features to personality characteristics, known as 
physiognomy, were dismissed in the 20th century as pseudoscience (Graham, 1961; 
Penton-Voak et al., 2006). However, given the last century of progress dedicated to 
assessing personality, and further, the development of empirical measures which 
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allow us to measure individual perceptions of others, our current understanding of 
face ratings are that they accurately reflect trait perceptions in others. These results 
appear less surprising when we consider that personality is associated with online 
behavioural patterns such as Facebook user activity (Bachrach, Kosinksi, Graepel, 
Kohli, & Stillwell, 2012) and can be perceived from both physical and online 
environments (Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, & Morris, 2002; Vazire & Gosling, 2004). In 
humans, it seems relatively easy to assess traits in others given the multitude of cues 
at our disposal – a person’s dress, interests, tidiness, time keeping and demeanour 
towards others all provide us with quick cues to their personality. 
  In nonhuman primates, such cues are not so easily available. However, our 
findings reported in Chapter 6 suggest that primate faces might be a cue to certain 
personality traits. This is not the first time it has been suggested that personality traits 
can be perceived in the faces of nonhuman primates. Kramer and colleagues (Kramer, 
King, & Ward, 2011; Kramer & Ward, 2012) found that traits relating to dominance 
can be perceived by untrained human observers in facial images of chimpanzees. It is 
possible that facial cues to dominance in chimpanzees are similar to those found in 
humans, making it possible for people to detect these traits easily (although, other 
traits are less easy to detect, such as sociable; see Kramer et al., 2011). It thus remains 
to be seen whether differences in facial morphology act as species-specific cues to 
certain traits amongst species of nonhuman primate.  
We wanted to examine whether capuchins might be able to detect differences 
in such traits just by examining faces of different dimensions. By this, we are 
implying that the face is a cue or a signal to certain traits. Given the contention that 
differences in definition of these two terms have caused in the past, it is important to 
be clear on what we mean by the words ‘cue’ and ‘signal’. Maynard Smith and 
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Harper (2003) provide clarification of the definitions of these terms: a cue is a feature 
that provides information to a receiver, but is not necessarily intended for the receiver, 
that is, it did not evolve because of its effect on the receiver. In contrast, a signal is a 
feature that provides information of interest to the receiver, and which evolved 
because of the effect it has on the receiver.  
In chapter 6, I discussed the possibility that a wider face provides a physical 
advantage in combat. If this is the case, we cannot refer to differences in face size as a 
signal to others, unless a wider face evolved as a ‘badge of status’ (Dawkins & Krebs, 
1978; Krebs & Dawkins, 1984), that is, to signal dominance and to resolve dispute 
without conflict. This would be particularly useful when interacting with conspecifics 
in the absence of social knowledge (i.e. with strangers) (Bergman & Sheehan, 2013). 
Alternatively, differences in face size could have evolved through mate 
choice. It has been suggested that people mate assortatively for similar personality 
traits (Little, Burt, & Perrett, 2006). This is not entirely surprising given that, in 
nonhuman primates, individuals with similar traits tend to have better quality 
relationships (Massen & Koski, 2014; Morton et al., 2015). For example, in brown 
capuchins, dyad similarity in sociability is related to better relationship quality 
(Morton et al., 2015); similarly, in chimpanzees, frequency of contact sitting within a 
dyad is associated with similarities in sociability per dyad (Massen & Koski, 2014). 
However, intersexual selection is often driven by female preference for male traits. 
Given that in capuchins, personality-morphology correlates in the face are evident in 
both sexes, it is unlikely that this relationship is driven by mate choice alone. It is 
however possible that, given the sexually dimorphic nature of fWHR in capuchins 
(but notably, not of face height), consistent with the dual utility hypothesis (Berglund, 
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Bisazza, & Pilastro, 1996), differences in face width first evolved through intrasexual 
competition, and later became a signal of fitness under mate preference. 
As we have not yet measured how capuchins respond to face width in 
conspecifics, it is preferable for now to refer to fWHR as a potential cue. Although we 
previously found links between two facial measures and different personality traits, 
we decided to focus on testing perceptions of fWHR in capuchins, given that 
perceptions of fWHR have already been tested in humans. In the rest of this chapter I 





This of course presents a number of methodological issues. Firstly, such tests 
cannot be run using familiar conspecifics as stimuli, because a subject’s prior 
knowledge of that animal’s dominance rank would bias the subject’s response. The 
use of unfamiliar conspecifics could also cause ethical issues – introducing an 
unfamiliar animal to a new group can be stressful for all involved. Collecting data 
from chance introductions would be ethically grounded, but would result in too little 
data over too long a time frame to be worthwhile. For these reasons, the best option 
appeared to be to use facial images as experimental stimuli. 
 Previous experiments have relied on photographic stimuli for assessing social 
responses to particular facial features. For example, examining preference for facial 
symmetry (Waitt & Little, 2006), recognition of group members, or identification of 
facial expressions (Parr & Hopkins, 2000; Parr, 2001; Pokorny & de Waal, 2009a; 
2009b). However, the use of still or moving images can also be problematic, as 
response is dependent on how the animal interprets an image. Fagot et al. (2010) 
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propose that there are three ways in which photos can be processed: Independence, 
Confusion and Equivalence. When a subject views an image, they may either not 
associate it with a conspecific (Independence), or alternatively, understand that the 
image is a representation of a conspecific, and thus not treat it as the real individual 
(Equivalence) (for example, this is how humans perceive a photograph). In either of 
these cases, the elicited response is not necessarily a reliable predictor of behaviour 
towards the same, real conspecific in the wild. Thus the animal has to perceive the 
image as real (Confusion) to give a response that is ecologically valid (Morton et al., 
2016), meaning that care must be taken to assess the methodology prior to testing any 
social stimulus in captive primates.  
With these issues in mind, we initially set out to examine whether response to 
photographs would provide a ‘realistic’ way of assessing response to live animals. To 
do so, we showed images of familiar conspecifics to captive capuchin monkeys from 
two locations (Living Links, Edinburgh Zoo and Language Research Centre (LRC), 
Georgia State University) (see Morton et al., 2016 for details; Appendix D)1. Photos 
depicted alpha individuals in the group (for definition of alpha, see Chapter 6) and 
responses to these images were compared with response to the conspecific depicted. 
There were four photo conditions: a full body image with direct gaze (n = 11); a 
‘floating’ face with direct gaze (n = 11); a full body image with averted gaze (n = 18); 
and a ‘floating’ face with averted gaze (n = 18) (see Figure 7.1). Studies often make 
use of head only images (i.e. a ‘floating face’) (e.g. Griffey, 2011; Pokorny & de 
Waal, 2009a), however such images could be perceived as unrealistic, as animals 
rarely see a head that is detached from a body. Thus, we aimed to control for this by 
including full-body and head-only images. Eye gaze is an important part of facial 
                                                
1 This study was the idea of B. Morton. I contributed to conceptual and methodological discussions, 
collection of facial images for the experiment, general project coordination and manuscript edits.  
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communication, for example, direct gaze can be perceived as threatening in some 
species (Emery, 2000; van Hooff, 1962; van Hooff, 1967), hence it was important to 


















Response was measured using latency to approach either the photo or monkey 
within the research enclosure (for set up, see Figure 7.2). Lower ranking individuals 
tend to avoid being in close proximity to higher ranking group members (Fragaszy, 
Visalberghi, & Fedigan, 2004; Janson, 1990; Morton et al., 2014). Proximity data thus 
provides us with a reliable measure of how capuchins respond to each other in their 
daily environment. We predicted that subjects’ latency to approach an alpha 
individual within the research enclosure would be negatively correlated with time 
spent in close proximity (within one body length) to that individual out with research 
hours. We further predicted that, if capuchins responded to the photos as if they were 
real, their response to the photo conditions would correlate with their response to the 
real monkeys within the research rooms. 
Results revealed that response to the real monkey condition was significantly 
negatively correlated with time spent in close proximity to the real monkey (r = -.65). 
This suggests that monkeys’ responses to conspecifics within the research cubicles 
reflect their associations with the same conspecifics in the enclosure at large.  
However, latency to approach the photo conditions was not significantly 
associated with their latency to approach the real monkey condition (highest r = .57 
(full body, averted gaze condition), or to time spent in close proximity to that monkey 
(highest r = -.46, full body, averted gaze condition). These findings suggest that 
capuchins do not respond to images of their counterparts as they would respond to the 
presence of the live monkey pictured in the image. Yet, the capuchins did differ in 













On comparison of the differences in latencies between conditions, we found 
that latency to approach the full body image with direct gaze (mean difference in 
latency from baseline = -7.36) was significantly higher than the face only image with 
direct gaze (mean difference in latency from baseline = -2.32), and was not 
significantly different from mean latency to approach the real monkey condition (t = -
0.17) (see Figure 7.3).  
Overall, these findings indicate that the monkeys differentiate between the 
information presented by each image, and similarity in latency scores between the real 
monkey and full body direct gaze conditions suggests that they most likely perceived 
the full body direct gaze condition as the most ‘life-like’. There are alternative 
explanations to their responses, for example, the full body images could simply have 
taken longer to process, resulting in delayed approach. Counter to this however, it is 
notable that their approach to the full body condition differed with whether the gaze 
was direct or averted. This, together with earlier studies measuring response to eye 
gaze in photographic stimuli (see Matsuzawa (2006) and Myowa-Yamakoshi (2006) 
for a discussion of these findings), suggests that their response is dependent on the 
social information provided by the image. Thus, although they do not react to the 
image as if it were real, they do process the social information in a realistic manner.  
It is also possible that because the photo represented an image of a familiar 
conspecific, it provided confusing information, that is, it looked the same but did not 
smell or act the same. Although the use of images will always lack the behavioural 
and olfactory elements of a real conspecific, it is possible that such contrasts are less 
salient when the image is of a novel individual, particularly if important social 
information can be immediately extracted from the image. Thus, despite the 
limitations of the above study, we decided to use facial images to test capuchins’ 
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responses to variations in fWHR. In an attempt to use more ‘life-like’ stimuli that 
would potentially elicit a more realistic response from the monkeys, we decided upon 
a method that would incorporate 3D models with facial images. In using this method, 
our aims were two-fold: firstly, to examine whether monkeys differed in their 
responses to models of differing face width. Secondly, to control for the ‘novelty’ 
aspect of the models, we aimed to test whether monkeys differed in their response to 
real dominant vs. subordinate monkeys within the research cubicles. Thus, testing 
whether differences in response to the wide vs. narrow faced models reflect 
differences in response to dominant vs. subordinate conspecifics. 
Using latency to approach as our measure of response, we predicted that 1) 
participants would be slower to approach unfamiliar models than familiar monkeys, 
2) as capuchins tend to avoid close proximity to higher ranking group members 
(Janson, 1990) participants would be slower to approach the dominant than the 
subordinate monkey, and 3) if they perceived dominance from the unfamiliar faces, 





We collected data from brown capuchin monkeys housed at the Living Links 
Centre, Edinburgh Zoo (MacDonald & Whiten, 2011). Monkeys were housed in two 
groups with symmetrical enclosures. The groups, totalling 35 monkeys (including six 
infants) lived in a mixed species environment with common squirrel monkeys 
(Saimiri sciureus), a design intended to replicate naturalistic conditions and provide 
enrichment (Leonardi, Buchanan-Smith, Dufour, MacDonald, & Whiten, 2010). Both 
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groups had access to an indoor and outdoor enclosure, an off-show area and a 
research room (see Dufour, Sueur, Whiten, & Buchanan-Smith, 2011 for details). 
 The research rooms provided access from the monkeys’ indoor and outdoor 
enclosure via a tunnel, to which the monkeys had access out with research hours. The 
tunnel consisted of two levels of four connected cubicles [each cubicle: H 52.1 cm x 
W 51.4 cm x L 49.5 cm] which could be closed off from each other via the use of a 
sliding door. This way monkeys could be separated from the group for research 
participation. Research slots took place twice a day on Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Fridays, from 11:15 to 12:45 and 14:15 to 15:45. Monkeys were 
trained to come into the research cubicles for food rewards, but all research 
participation was voluntary. 
Data collection including training took place between 16 May 2014 and 7 July 
2014. I collected all data, with the help of M. Gartner. We trained 21 monkeys to 
participate in our study. Of the 16 that passed training, 15 took part in testing. We 
removed data for one juvenile who participated in only the first experimental 
condition, but failed to approach the model, at which point that test session was 
aborted. Thus for our analyses we retained data for 14 monkeys, thirteen of which had 
completed testing. This sample consisted of 6 females and 8 males, between 3 and 19 
years old (mean age = 7.57, SD = 4.78). 
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Building on the use of photographic stimuli in our previous study, we decided 
that the use of full-body stimuli were the most realistic. We used facial photographs 
of real capuchins so we could manipulate fWHR, which was then attached to a 3D 




Twelve images from 12 different male capuchins were manipulated for 
fWHR. Due to the effects of direct eye gaze revealed in the previous study, images 
with averted eye gaze were selected, and some images were mirror flipped to get them 
looking in the same direction. Following Stirrat and Perret (2010), the six highest and 
six lowest fWHR images were selected to form two composite images. For each 
group, average location of feature points were calculated. Images were transformed 
using the difference between the high fWHR and low fWHR group. Features for the 
high fWHR were adjusted by +50% of the difference between group averages, and 
features for the low fWHR were adjusted by -50% (see Figure 7.4). Image 
manipulations were courtesy of A. Little. 
The two composite facial images were printed on canvas and each moulded to 
a separate ‘head’ made from papier mâché to give them a 3D appearance. We 
estimated head size based on measurements of the capuchins taken in the research 
cubicles, and by checking average head dimensions reported in the literature. 
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The body was made from papier mâché, and covered with a canvas print 
photograph of a capuchin body to retain a realistic appearance (see Figure 7.4). To 
control for body size, which is correlated with fWHR (Lefevre et al., 2014), we made 
one body which could attach to both heads interchangeably. We estimated the ‘body’ 
size based on the height of capuchins within the research cubicles, and by checking 
average body length measures reported in the literature. Developing model 
representations of peripheral body structures such as the limbs and tail was deemed 
unnecessary in our design, as to give the stimuli a more naturalistic feel, it would be 
placed behind a screen of foliage. In the wild capuchins often occupy dense foliage, 
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meaning that parts of the body are often partially concealed from view (see Figure 7.5 
for examples). We thus used a screen of foliage to conceal missing features and 
overall body size (see Figure 7.4). The purpose of the body was therefore to support 
the head, and to prevent the appearance of a ‘floating face’ effect.  
Using a wooden stand inserted through the centre and out the top of the body, 
we could attach and detach each head, which also had wooden attachments at the back 




















A transparent Perspex slide, made to fit the dimensions of the research 
cubicles, was painted with leaves using non-toxic green paint.  
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 Following Morton et al. (2016) we used latency to approach the models as our 
measure of response.   
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To develop a baseline measure of latency to approach, and to accustom the 
monkeys to the foliage screen, we first trained participants to approach the screen to 
collect a high value food reward (piece of date) (see Figure 7.6).  
A food reward was placed at the bottom of the foliage screen. At the start of 
each session, participants were held separately in a starting cubicle where they were 
given raisins as a reward for coming in to participate. This also gave them time to 
acclimatise to the set up. An opaque slide separated them from the cubicle containing 
the food reward (see Figure 7.6 for set up). When this slide was drawn back, 
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participants would approach the foliage screen and collect the food reward. Using a 
stopwatch we timed how long it took each monkey to cross the cubicle, starting the 
timer as the door opened. Based on previous research we estimated that it should take 
them no more than three seconds to approach and collect the food reward. For each 
monkey, we continued the training sessions until they could complete this task within 
three seconds. Each participant was required to do this three consecutive times to 













There were four experimental conditions: 
1. Wide faced model (WFM) 
2. Narrow faced model (NFM) 
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3. Dominant real monkey, i.e. alpha (DRM) 
4. Subordinate real monkey (SRM) 
In addition to having the two model conditions, we used real monkeys from each 
group to form the ‘real monkey’ condition. Alpha individuals were chosen for the 
dominant real monkey. In each capuchin group, there is only one alpha male and one 
alpha female (Janson et al., 2012). Subordinate monkeys were sub-adult males aged 
five years who did not have central positions in the social group. Their social 
positions were established through keeper observation, as well as through knowledge 
of developmental behaviour in maturing male capuchins. In the wild, as males 
approach maturity they become peripheral to their group, such as through receiving 
fewer grooming bouts (Di Bitetti, 1997) and emigrate from their natal group (Janson 
et al., 2012). As photos were of male monkeys, we used males for both real monkey 
conditions, with the exception of the male alpha in one group who would not be 
tested; in this case, we used the alpha female instead.  
During testing, either the real monkey or the body of the model was concealed 
behind the foliage screen. Each participant saw all conditions, viewing each condition 
once. Viewing order was counterbalanced for whether individuals viewed the model 
or monkey first, whether they saw the dominant or subordinate first and whether they 
viewed the narrow or wide faced model first. Overall viewing order was randomised. 
No participant saw more than one condition in a day. After viewing each condition a 
‘re-train’ session was required, to reduce the expectation of stimuli in subsequent 
conditions. In the re-train condition participants saw only the foliage slide, and as in 
the training condition were required to approach and get the food reward within three 
seconds, three consecutive times. If they did not succeed to do this after five attempts, 




Latency to approach was recorded during the session using a stopwatch. To 
ensure accuracy of timings, all sessions were video recorded and latency was also 
coded from the videos.  
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All analyses were conducted in R version 3.0.2 (R Core Team, 2013). 
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All videos (including baseline, experimental and re-train sessions) were coded 
by myself. To reduce the potential for coder bias, a second coder who was blind to the 
hypotheses also coded 50% of the videos (n = 193) which were selected at random. 
We ran three comparisons of interrater reliability using Spearman’s rank correlations 
due to skew: 1) between stopwatch and my own video coded latencies, 2) between 
video codings of two independent coders (myself and one other) and 3) between 
stopwatch and video codings of the second coder.  
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We examined the effect of condition on latency to approach either the model 
or the real monkey. We used stopwatch timings for latency as they were accurate to 
the millisecond. Where stopwatch recordings were uncertain, we used video coding 
measures instead. We first tested, using a between subjects t-test whether latency to 
approach the alpha monkey differed between groups, given that we had one female 
and one male alpha. 
We ran mixed effects models using the lmer function (Bates et al., 2015), with 
latency as the dependent variable, condition as the fixed effect and monkey ID as a 
random effect. As latencies were skewed, we transformed the data using a Yeo 
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Johnson power transformation for normalizing data (Weisberg, 2001). We also 
generated bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for 500 samples.  
First, we compared latency in all four conditions to baseline. As a baseline 
measure we took each individual’s latency score for their last training session, prior to 
viewing all conditions. To check whether response was mediated by age or sex, we 
included these two variables as fixed effects in the first model. To examine our 
hypotheses regarding differences in latency to approach 1) models vs. real monkeys, 
2) dominant vs. subordinate monkeys and 3) wide vs. narrow faced models, we re-ran 
model 1 including orthogonal contrast coding for these three effects. Finally, we re-
ran the contrast model in the adult sample only (n = 8; defined as > 5 years old; see 






On average, the monkeys required 7.19 training sessions before they passed 
the training (SD = 5.34).  
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Interrater reliabilities were high for all three measures (>  .80). Stopwatch and 
coder 1: rs = .89, p < .001; coder 1 and coder 2: rs = .82, p < .001; stopwatch and 
coder 2: rs = .81, p < .001.  
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Response to the alpha monkey did not differ between groups, t(29.34) = 1.47, 
p = .152. Our first model revealed that of the four conditions, the DRM and both 
model conditions had significantly longer approach latencies compared to the baseline 
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condition (see Table 7.1). Adding age and sex to the model had no effect, and reduced 
model fit [model 1 AIC = 197.87, model 2 AIC = 198.97]. Model 3, which examined 
contrasts between baseline/all experimental conditions, real monkey/model, 
WFM/NFM and DRM/SRM, found no significant difference between the real 
monkey/model or the WFM/NFM conditions (see Table 7.2 and Figure 7.7). Latency 
to approach the dominant real monkey was marginally, significantly longer than 
latency to approach the subordinate. Our fourth model examined these effects in 
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The purpose of this study was to assess whether capuchin monkeys perceive 
differences in face width of conspecifics. We predicted that monkeys would take 
longer to approach real dominant monkeys over real subordinate monkeys. We also 
predicted that monkeys would take longer to approach wide faced models over 
narrow faced models, if they perceived the wide faced models as more dominant. We 
thus aimed to test whether differences in response to wide vs. narrow faced models 
reflected differences in response to dominant vs. subordinate conspecifics. Results 
supported our first prediction. Monkeys took longer to approach dominant members 
of their group. This supports observations in both the wild and captivity, that rank of 


















their proximity to higher ranking group members (Fragaszy et al., 2004; 
Janson, 1990; Morton et al., 2014). 
Although we did not have rank data for the participating monkeys, our results 
suggest that, on average across the sample, capuchins do differ in their response to 
group members based on whether they are dominant or not. In contrast to this finding, 
our second prediction was not supported, that is, the capuchins did not differ 
significantly in their latency to approach wide versus narrow faced models. This result 
is surprising, given that face width is associated with both alpha status and assertive 
traits (Lefevre et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2014), and also given that the monkeys 
clearly differ between known conspecifics based on their social status. There are 
several possible explanations for finding. 
One suggestion is that, given the possibility that fWHR is a cue to fighting 
ability (Lefevre et al., 2014), it is a cue that must either be learned, or simply is of less 
importance to immature group members and thus, is only salient for mature capuchins 
who have experience of serious conflict, and the need to avoid it. We must also 
remember that sexual dimorphism of fWHR only develops at maturity, and 
furthermore, is associated with alpha status, which can only be gained by fully 
developed individuals, again suggesting that it is only a relevant cue to adult 
capuchins. Although we examined effects of adults only in our sample, this sample 
size was very small and thus lacked the power to find any significant effects.  
Another possibility is that fWHR alone does not cue dominance-related traits, 
but provides a cue in conjunction with proportional body size. As we controlled for 
body size in our models, it would be worth assessing whether varying body size in 
relation to fWHR produces differences in approach behaviour. Body weight does 
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correlate with fWHR in brown capuchins, however, body weight does not correlate 
with Assertiveness, nor does it mediate the relationship between fWHR and 
Assertiveness (Lefevre et al., 2014). Thus it seems unlikely that body dimensions 
should add much to the cue of Assertiveness. 
An alternative suggestion is that, as proposed by Carré (2014), and similar to 
suggestions in humans (Goetz et al., 2013; Welker, Goetz, & Carré, 2015), the 
relationship between Assertiveness and fWHR is driven by non-alpha or low status 
individuals, and is not significant amongst alpha individuals. Thus, although alpha 
individuals have wider faces, this theory proposes that alpha faces are not cues to 
Assertiveness. This opens up the question as to how capuchins perceive wide vs. 
narrow faces. It is possible that response to facial cues is dependent on the social 
status of that conspecific (for example a dominant individual with a wide face might 
pose a different threat compared with a sub-dominant individual with a wide face). 
However, in the case where individuals meet unfamiliar conspecifics (for example 
during inter-group migrations in the wild, Janson et al., 2012) they will have no 
knowledge of the social status of that individual, unless they are able to make that 
particular judgement from the face alone. Certainly amongst males, the alpha monkey 
is easy to pick out, even to the human eye, sheerly by his bulky body size and broad 
face. Thus it is possible that the capuchin face is more a signal of status (i.e. alpha vs. 
non-alpha) rather than how a general indication of dominance. Recent evidence in 
macaques supports this idea. Borgi and Majolo (2016) found that fWHR is higher in 
both sexes in species with despotic female dominance styles, such as in rhesus 
macaques, compared to more socially tolerant species such as Tonkean macaques. In 
line with earlier arguments, this implicates face width as being a signal of dominance 
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that obviates the need for conflict amongst species for whom escalated conflict could 
have serious consequences. 
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This study has some limitations, which we encourage further research to 
address. Firstly, our sample was small, which may have led to the lack of significant 
findings. Replication in a larger sample or across multiple sites could provide some 
perspective for the current results. There were also several limitations in our design, 
which should be addressed for future research.  
Firstly, the use of the real monkey conditions provided us with a means to 
assess whether the monkeys’ response to familiar conspecifics would differ based on 
social status of those conspecifics, within our experimental set up. This validated our 
prediction that, should capuchins perceive wider faces as more dominant, they would 
be slower to approach this stimulus over approaching a narrow face. However there 
were several factors we could not control for, meaning that we cannot directly 
compare latencies between the dominant real monkey condition and wide faced 
model, or between the subordinate real monkey and narrow faced model. The real 
monkey condition made use of familiar conspecifics, whilst the model condition used 
transformed facial image composites of multiple individuals, providing an 
‘unfamiliar’ face. In order to test response to fWHR, it was necessary to use images of 
an ‘unfamiliar’ monkey, to avoid response to images being based on social knowledge 
of a familiar monkey (i.e. through past interactions with that conspecific). To control 
for differences in response based on familiarity, it would be useful to include two 
extra conditions, where the model condition is presented with either an image of a 
familiar alpha or a familiar non-alpha individual.  
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Our results indicated that monkeys were slower to approach the models versus 
the real monkeys. Although this is likely due to the unfamiliar facial content of the 
stimuli (for example, we know that capuchins discriminate between images of their 
own and other species (Dufour et al., 2006; Pokorny & de Waal, 2009a; 2009b), and 
that primates in general can recognise conspecifics in images (Bovet & Vauclair, 
2000; Dasser, 1987; Marechal, Genty, & Roeder, 2010), we cannot rule out that they 
were simply responding to the novelty of the model. This could be easily tested by 
including a ‘novel object’ condition, such as a model body without facial features or 
with an inverted face. Previous research has shown that compared to standard face 
images, inverted or scrambled facial images elicit different responses, such as 
difficulty in recognition, in some species (see Parr, 2011 for a review). 
 An additional consideration would be to account for Assertiveness of each 
participant as a predictor of response to the stimuli. This could also be useful for 
selecting monkeys for the real monkey condition. We chose monkeys for these 
conditions based on their social status within the group (i.e. alpha monkey or subadult 
peripheral male). The use of Assertiveness scores would allow us to select individuals 
in the upper and lower quartiles of the group, and to ensure these were matched 
between groups. Although Assertiveness data were collected for this sample 
previously (Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 2013), the addition of new juveniles 
to the group as well as a new alpha male takeover meant that data were either missing 
or no longer valid for a number of monkeys.  
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Building on our earlier work assessing associations between fWHR and 
dominance-related traits in brown capuchins (Lefevre et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 
2014), in this study we assessed how capuchins perceive differences in fWHR. 
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Studies in humans have found that people differentiate between faces based on 
aggression and dominance (Alrajih & Ward, 2013; Lefevre & Lewis, 2013), and that 
people can perceive personality traits from facial features (Kramer & Ward, 2010; 
Penton-Voak et al., 2006). This encouraged us to examine similar perceptions in 
nonhuman primates. The difficulty with translating perceptual studies from humans to 
nonhumans is the means by which the data are collected. Human research had people 
provide ratings of facial features (Kramer & Ward, 2010; Penton-Voak et al., 2006), 
which we cannot do with monkeys, leading us to the difficulty of how to best assess 
perceptions of facial features in monkeys. 
 To answer the question posed at the beginning of this chapter ‘is the capuchin 
face a cue to personality?’ we can only conclude by saying that the evidence so far 
suggests not. At the very least, this study provides a methodological step for others to 
build upon. We encourage further research that assesses facial perceptions in 
capuchins in a larger sample and with a more robust design, perhaps through the use 
of video rather than still images of faces to provide a ‘realistic’ context.  
 In addition to assessing perceptions of facial morphology, there are still very 
few studies that assess the relationship of facial morphology with dominance, social 
status, social tolerance or indeed other personality attributes. Our own research 
(Lefevre et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2014) built on the findings of Weston (2004) who 
first examined sexual dimorphism of bizygomatic face width across a number of 
species. Despite these findings, and the wealth of research on correlates of fWHR in 
humans, there is still a lack of research examining these associations in other species, 
with only one other study since examining fWHR in nonhuman primates (Borgi & 
Majolo, 2016). One particular aspect that I have not touched on here is the 
relationship we found between neurotic/attentive traits and face height (Wilson et al., 
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2014). We proposed that, given the links of Neuroticism and Attentiveness to 
vigilance and attention in brown capuchins (Morton, Lee, Buchanan-Smith, et al., 
2013), lower face/face height could also be linked to social status, perhaps through 
policing behaviour (Flack, de Waal, & Krakauer, 2005; Flack, Girvan, & de Waal, 
2006). This facial metric has primarily been explored in humans in relation to sexual 
dimorphism (Tanikawa, Zere, & Takada, 2016) facial attractiveness (Feinberg et al., 
2005; Penton-Voak et al., 2001) and mate selection (Burriss, Roberts, Welling, Puts, 
& Little, 2011). Recently, the lower face/face height ratio has also been associated 
with testosterone in adolescents, and has been found to increase with age in this 
sample (Hodges-Simeon et al., 2016), reflecting age-related changes that we found in 
the capuchin monkeys for this metric (Wilson et al., 2014). These findings encourage 
further examination of lower face/face height in both humans and nonhuman 
primates. Again, examining whether a similar relationship to personality exists in 
other species besides capuchins might help us to understand the evolutionary origins 
of this phenotype. 
We have much to learn about how and why personality traits relate to facial 
morphology, and whether these associations act as signals that can be perceived by 
conspecifics. Expanding this research to other species could help us understand more 
about the ancestral origins of social cues in the face, and whether species other than 







“There is strong evidence that personality does exist in animals. That is, 
personality ratings… do not merely reflect the implicit theories of observers, 
projected onto animals” 
 




The purpose of this thesis was to explore the role of personality in the 
social behaviours of group living primates. Starting by considering the ancestral 
origins of personality and the role of different selection pressures on shaping 
species-differences in traits, I then addressed the role of personality directly in 
social interactions, responses to conspecifics, and in social signals. Assessing 
four different species over six chapters, I have taken a broad view to 
understanding how social life has shaped personality, and how personality shapes 
social lives. Based on the results of these studies I conclude that personality 
provides a useful approach to understanding how and why individuals differ in 
their social interactions and perceptions of others. I note that this research has 
implications for improving welfare of captive primates, and that this is an 
important reason for understanding more about the origins, diversity and 
behavioural consequences of personality traits. Below I summarise the main 






In Chapter 2, I started by considering the ancestral origins of individual 
differences in primates, by assessing personality structure in Bolivian and 
common squirrel monkeys, Saimiri boliviensis and S. sciureus, and examining to 
what extent similar traits occurred in other primate species. I also considered 
what differences in selection pressures might have led to trait differences 
between these two cousins, by comparing their personality structures with that of 
previously assessed brown capuchins, Sapajus apella (Morton, Lee, Buchanan-
Smith, et al., 2013). In addition, I assessed the relationship of well-being with 
personality, as has been done in humans (DeNeve & Cooper, 1998; Steele, 
Schmidt, & Schulz, 2008), nonhuman apes (King & Landau, 2003; Weiss et al., 
2006; Weiss et al., 2009) and Old World monkeys (Weiss et al., 2011). 
Both species of squirrel monkey had personality components of 
Openness, Neuroticism, Assertiveness and Agreeableness. Whilst these 
structures are similar, Bolivian squirrel monkeys appear to show more 
similarities to brown capuchins than common squirrel monkeys do, despite the 
fact that commons share overlapping habitats with capuchins. This suggests that, 
similar to macaque species (Adams et al., 2015) similarities in social structure 
between Bolivian squirrel monkeys and capuchins, such as low in-group 
competition and matrilineal societies, may have led to similarities in personality 
structure. Alternatively, as brown capuchins and Bolivian squirrel monkeys are 
phylogenetically closer than capuchins are with common squirrel monkeys 
(Chiou et al., 2011; Opazo et al., 2006; Schneider & Sampaio, 2015), it is 
possible that Bolivians simply retain more ancestral traits than common squirrel 
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monkeys. Whilst these comparisons help to illuminate potential selection 
pressures for personality traits, comparison with other closely related species 
would be useful to assess whether similarities in social structures are associated 
with similarities in traits.  
 Both squirrel monkey species share a similar structure of Neuroticism 
and Agreeableness components, suggesting that these traits may be derived 
within the Saimiri genus. However, between-species comparisons revealed that 
each showed more similarity with capuchins than with each other for 
components Openness and Assertiveness. Similar to recent research assessing 
differences between chimpanzees and bonobos (Weiss et al., 2015), such 
comparisons between closely related species help to highlight how personality 
has diverged across primate taxa, and also expand our knowledge of personality 
to a wider genera (Freeman & Gosling, 2010). 
Finally, in Chapter 2 I also explored the relationship of well-being to 
personality in both species of squirrel monkey. Whilst results in common squirrel 
monkeys were limited by sample size, in Bolivian squirrel monkeys, well-being 
was correlated negatively with Neuroticism and positively with Openness, 
consistent with findings in apes and rhesus macaques (Weiss et al., 2006; Weiss 
et al., 2009; Weiss et al., 2011) and in felids (Gartner, Powell & Weiss, 2016). 
These findings suggest that the relationship of well-being to specific personality 
traits is potentially ancient, at the very least predating the split of Old World and 
New World monkeys 43 mya (Steiper & Young, 2006). Understanding the 
relationship of well-being to personality is important for understanding why 
individuals differ in their ability to cope with stress or emotionally challenging 
situations, and what traits might put individuals at risk of reduced well-being. 
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These are important considerations in addressing the welfare of captive animals, 
particularly in large groups where individual needs and coping mechanisms may 
vary.   
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In Chapters 3 and 4 I considered the role of personality in welfare 
through the assessment of autistic-like traits in chimpanzees. These chapters 
addressed whether atypical behaviour, which has parallels between humans and 
nonhuman primates (Clay et al., 2015; Emerson et al., 2001; Goldman et al., 
2009; Suomi & Harlow, 1972), may have originated in the social complexity of 
primate group life (Dunbar, 2013), and suggest that chimpanzees exhibit 
personality types – subordinate, introverted and emotionally unstable - consistent 
with traits associated with autism. For example, items such as excitable, anxious 
and solitary, which characterise high autism scores in chimpanzees, may also be 
associated with the behaviour of a person with autism (DSM-V: APA, 2013; 
Baron-Cohen & Belmonte, 2005). The purpose of this research was not to 
suggest that chimpanzees have autism, or that autism is a condition that can be 
applied to nonhuman species. Rather, we wished to explore to what extent 
chimpanzees exhibited traits seen in autistic individuals by calculating autism 
scores, and if these traits related to deficiencies in social behaviour or higher 
prevalence of stereotypical behaviours. In fact, we found that personality was, 
overall, a better predictor of social and stereotypical behaviours in chimpanzees, 
suggesting that our measure of autistic-like traits did not reflect any underlying 
neurodevelopmental issues. Instead, we suggest that autism scores in 
chimpanzees are more representative of a certain type of personality, which may 
instead be an underlying precursor to atypical behaviour. 
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 In Chapter 4, we noted that Neuroticism was, tentatively, a predictor of 
regurgitation behaviour, a link that should be explored further, particularly in 
regard to other stereotypies. Are chimpanzees that exhibit neurotic traits at 
higher risk of stress? Or do they have different coping mechanisms to difficult 
environments than other chimpanzees? It would be interesting to compare how, 
amongst rehabilitating chimpanzees, individuals differing in Extraversion and 
Neuroticism vary in how they adapt to a change in environment. In this study we 
also found that neurotic individuals tended to receive grooming more than they 
gave grooming, whilst extraverted individuals were more likely to groom others 
than be groomed. Grooming is a socially important behaviour that strengthens 
social bonds (Crockford et al., 2013). Grooming networks also shrink in response 
to stress (Wittig et al., 2008). That personality is associated with direction of 
grooming suggests that individuals high in Neuroticism and Extraversion may 
benefit differently from grooming relationships, through mechanisms that 
mediate either social networking or stress release. Of interest here could be the 
study of links between personality and neuropeptide release in social situations, 
for example measuring oxytocin release in relation to personality following 
grooming (Crockford et al., 2013). Such studies could help to elucidate the 
processes by which individual differences impact on welfare. 
One way of understanding the role of personality in social contexts is to 
assess how chimpanzees differ in their response to emotional events. This is the 
question I focused on in Chapter 5, by exploring individual differences in 
responsiveness to emotional events in conspecifics. Responsiveness for all events 
was negatively related to Openness. Responsiveness for events pertaining to 
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submissive barks was positively associated with Extraversion, and negatively 
associated with Dominance, Agreeableness and Neuroticism.  
Examining the types of behaviours exhibited as a response, we found four 
components of response, three of which were related to personality – Look, 
Move and Arousal. Looking behaviour is thought to be a measure of social 
attention (Kano & Tomonaga, 2010; McNelis & Boatright-Horowitz, 1998; 
Seyfarth, Cheney & Bergman, 2005; von Rohr et al., 2015). Thus we took 
‘Look’ to indicate attention to events, which seems to occur in the absence of 
Move or Arousal, and is characterised by its positive relationship to Neuroticism. 
Moving in response to conflict was negatively related to Neuroticism, and 
positively associated with Openness, indicating that chimpanzees high in 
Openness appear to be interested in conflict. Look and Move were furthermore 
significantly negatively related. The fact that they both have distinct, different 
relationships to personality suggests that both may be a measure of attentiveness 
and awareness of emotional events in others, but do not tend to occur 
simultaneously. 
The Arousal component comprised swaying and hooting behaviours, 
which are typically associated with displays (Coe & Levin, 1980). Arousal 
responses were also most strongly (though not statistically significantly) 
associated with Hoots events amongst conspecifics, which is indicative of 
emotional contagion (Hatfield et al., 1994). Arousal was not significantly related 
to either Look or Move. This supports the argument for separate levels of 
emotional perception, suggesting that arousal occurs relatively independently of 
attention-based responses (de Waal, 2008). Chimpanzees higher in 
Agreeableness, Dominance and Neuroticism showed higher Arousal overall, 
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indicating that several variables, relating to sensitivity, excitability and possibly 
rank could all play a role in how easily aroused a chimpanzee can become. 
In addition to examining responses to events within the chimpanzees’ 
social group, I also examined whether chimpanzees demonstrated cognitive 
empathy, by measuring their looking time as a response to video footage of 
social scenario outcomes. Chimpanzees looked longer at the outcome which 
contained emotional stimuli of negative valence, rather than the outcome which 
should have violated their expectations. The most likely explanation for this is 
that chimpanzees simply find the emotional outcome more arousing and, 
consistent with earlier findings (Kano & Tomonaga, 2010), are responding to the 
emotional content, rather than relating the outcome to the prior scenario. This 
does not mean that they do not form expectations of how individuals should 
respond to being the victim of aggression. Rather, it is possible that they did not 
perceive a causal link between the different scenes, and thus cannot perceive a 
neutral outcome as surprising if they have no expectations. It is also possible that 
they did follow the footage, but do not tend to form social expectations based on 
conflict outcomes and thus, find neither outcome surprising. Although these 
results provide no evidence of cognitive empathy in chimpanzees, as yet, it 
cannot be ruled out. Instead, this study raises questions about the methodology 
that can be used to test chimpanzees’ perceptions of others’ emotions. 
The primary finding of interest of the experiment was that, similar to 
looking behaviour in the group environment, looking time to the outcomes was 
positively associated with Neuroticism. Whilst this suggests that there may be 
consistency in responses across contexts, we found no link between 
responsiveness or looking behaviour in the group environment with looking time 
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to the video outcomes. This suggests that responses to different emotional stimuli 
are not consistent. However, we used different measures of response between the 
behavioural and experimental contexts; we also did not account for event type in 
our analyses. The relationship between personality and response type can vary 
with the type of event, be it conflict, display or submissive barks. Thus without 
examining event context or using comparable measures between studies, it seems 
premature to conclude that responses to emotional stimuli are not consistent 
across contexts with different stimuli. 
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So far, these results suggest that an individual’s personality influences 
how they respond to conspecifics, at least in chimpanzees. I was also interested 
in examining the opposite relationship, that is, how do individuals respond to 
different traits in conspecifics, such as dominance? The first step in this research 
was examining morphological measures of personality in the faces of brown 
capuchins. In Chapter 6, I report a positive relationship between fWHR and 
Assertiveness, and a relationship of lower face/face height to Neuroticism 
(positively) and Attentiveness (negatively) (Lefevre et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 
2014). Considering that the face is such an important tool for communication (De 
Marco et al., 2008; Emery, 2000; Visalberghi et al., 2006), it is possible that the 
face acts as a signal of certain traits, allowing other monkeys to ‘read’ the faces 
of conspecifics. For example, fWHR could signal combat ability through links to 
bite strength or skull strength (Lefevre et al., 2014), Alternatively, facial 
morphology could be a signal of fitness in mate choice (Burriss et al., 2011; 
Valentine et al., 2014). 
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In Chapter 7 we aimed to test whether the face is a signal of dominance 
by assessing how capuchins respond to faces of ‘unfamiliar’ conspecifics with 
different widths, and familiar conspecifics of different social rank. As predicted, 
they were slower to approach familiar alpha monkeys than they were to approach 
a subordinate member of their group. Thus, knowledge of social rank clearly 
affects individual response to conspecifics, consistent with previous observations 
(Fragaszy et al., 2004; Janson, 1990; Morton et al., 2014). We expected that the 
monkeys would also be slower to approach the wide faced model (unfamiliar) 
condition, because wider faces are associated with more assertive traits. In fact, 
they were slower to approach the narrow faced model. We discussed a number of 
possibilities as to why this could be. fWHR may be a learned cue, which could 
explain why the direction of the effect was reversed when we excluded juveniles 
from the sample. One possibility is that facial cues are primarily a signal of status 
rather than of behaviour. It is possible that in conjunction with body size, this 
provides a cue to whether that individual has an alpha position or not, a 
relationship that may be driven by non-alpha individuals rather than alpha 
individuals (Goetz et al., 2013).  
Thus, although capuchins evidently differentiate between conspecifics 
based on social status, it is not clear that they differentiate based on 
morphological features that reflect differences in assertive traits. In humans, 
studies of fWHR and broader facial measures are generally in agreement that 
humans can perceive differences in facial features and correctly attribute 
particular traits associated with these features (Alrajih & Ward, 2013; Kramer & 
Ward, 2010; Mileva et al., 2014; Lefevre & Lewis, 2013; Penton-Voak et al., 
2006). Thus, it is possible that such perceptions exist in other species, especially 
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given the similarities in face width and dominance-linked traits in both humans 
(Trebicky et al., 2015; Zilioli et al., 2014), capuchins (Lefevre et al., 2014; 
Wilson et al., 2014) and macaques (Borgi & Majolo, 2016).  
One further area that we did not address was the link between face height 
and Neuroticism. This association has not been explored in humans; the finding 
in capuchins is currently the only report of this link. Studying whether similar 
associations exist in other primate species, particularly in humans, could be 
useful in understanding links between face height and neurotic traits in brown 
capuchins. It is possible that lower face/face height is also a form of status 
signaling (Wilson et al., 2014), linked to vigilant behaviour and social 
monitoring (Flack et al., 2006; Morton et al., 2013) rather than dominance. 
Examining face height, neurotic and attentive traits in individuals of different 
social rank could be an additional way of addressing whether face height has any 




The scope of this thesis in examining personality in different species and 
contexts has allowed me to consider the role of personality in a broad sense, for 
example, through examining trait-structural differences across phylogeny, or 
through addressing the relationship between personality traits and perception of 
emotions and faces. I believe this cross-species approach to be a strength of this 
thesis, in particular, through addressing personality in two species of South 
American squirrel monkey (Chapter 2), I have expanded the focus of personality 
assessment to include a broader taxa. Moreover, by using a multi-method 
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approach, through incorporating questionnaire ratings, behavioural observation 
and experiments into my methodology, I have addressed not only broad-set 
personality dimensions but also the context-specific associations of these traits, 
such as individual differences in chimpanzee emotional perception (Chapter 5). 
In particular, the latency-to-approach design laid out in Chapters 6 and 7 presents 
a simple but effective way to test response to social stimuli in brown capuchins, 
by using approach to dominant conspecifics as a measure to understand approach 
to novel facial stimuli. Furthermore, by assessing personality in relation to social 
and stereotypic behaviour in Chapter 4, I consider how assessing individual 
differences in these behaviours could benefit our understanding and treatment of 
welfare issues in captive chimpanzees. 
There are however some limitations of the approach I take in this thesis. 
Focusing on one or two species would have allowed me to study them in more 
detail, and perhaps to have expanded the methodology within these species. For 
example, in chimpanzees, further experimental work could try to disentangle 
social expectation from emotional interest, and could also consider responses to 
positive emotion (Chapter 5). An additional constraint was sample size – in 
common squirrel monkeys, the subjective well-being ratings were too few to 
reveal any relationship to personality; furthermore, the sample size for both 
species of squirrel monkey mean that we should be cautious in how we 
extrapolate these findings to each species as a whole. In brown capuchins, a 
larger sample of adults would have benefited our understanding of their 
responses to wide versus narrow faced stimuli; and in chimpanzees, having all 18 
individuals participate in experimental testing could have bolstered our 
understanding of looking behaviour to emotional stimuli across contexts. Finally, 
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whilst personality provides a useful measure by which to understand individual 
differences across context, in all of these studies we were unable to control for 
developmental and rearing history of the participating species groups. Thus, we 
cannot say to what extent behavioural outcomes might be influenced by early life 
environment versus inherited traits (for example in Chapter 3). This is an 
important point that should be given careful consideration in future studies, 




In sum, this thesis highlights the importance of personality in shaping social 
relationships and responses to others, as well as the potential role of social 
structure in shaping particular personality traits between species. Understanding 
how personality evolved and diverged across taxa may help us to better 
understand how the relationship between well-being and personality evolved, 
and why personality plays such an important role in social interactions. These 
findings should help to pave the way for future, more focused research that 
allows us to understand in detail the nature of the relationships between 
individual traits and social perceptions and interactions.  
There are numerous ways in which we can build on this understanding. For 
example, examining the neural (Kanske et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2015), genetic 
(Bouchard & Loehlin, 2001; Inoue-Murayama, 2009; van Oers et al., 2005) and 
hormonal (Bielsky et al., 2004; Rilling et al., 2012) basis of particular traits or 
behaviours could help us identify to what extent variance in social behaviour is 
determined by innate versus environmental variables. Continuing to compare 
personality traits between species with differing social structures could also 
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allow us to examine in more detail whether, and how, social structures act as a 
selection for particular traits.  
The assessment of well-being, in relation to both personality and to particular 
welfare measures such as stereotypies and social behaviour, provides an 
important step in improving knowledge and management of captive care 
procedures. Knowing which individuals are at risk of low well-being and being 
able to identify particular markers that could indicate that risk could prove useful 
to improving individual welfare. As personality seems to be linked to atypical 
behaviour in chimpanzees, studying this further by examining whether neurotic 
traits predict stereotypies other than regurgitation, could also benefit our 
understanding of the origins of stereotypies in humans. 
Further experimental work utilizing larger sample sizes could illuminate how 
personality affects perception of and attention to social and emotional stimuli. A 
more robust testing procedure is needed to ascertain whether chimpanzees can 
understand emotional perspectives, for example, by expanding assessment 
beyond just looking time to emotional stimuli to the use of thermal imaging 
(Kuraoka & Nakamura, 2011; Kano et al., 2016), eye tracking (Kano & 
Tomonago, 2009), heart rate measures (Berntson et al., 1989; Parr & Hopkins, 
2000) or response time to emotional stimuli (Kret, Jaasma, Bionda, & Wijnen, 
2016; Lacreuse, Schatz, Strazzullo, King, & Ready, 2013). Similar procedures 
could help us understand how individuals respond to different types of traits, and 
whether they perceive morphological features as signals of these traits. In 
particular, examining links between personality and facial morphology in other 
species, perhaps accounting for social structure and social tolerance/agonism, 
could help us understand the role of face width in conflict and trait signaling. 
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Further attention should also be given to the link between face height and 
neurotic and attentive traits, examining whether such associations also exist in 
other species.  
Taken together, the chapters of this thesis contribute novel empirical findings 
to the growing field of personality, and present multiple avenues of further 
research. It is now difficult to deny that animals, like humans, have personalities, 
which can be reliably assessed using item ratings, quantified, and considered in 
relation to species, behaviour and well-being. The increasing acceptance of 
personality research in nonhuman primates provides the opportunity to address 
the role of individual differences within social-group contexts, and to consider 
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MONKEY PERSONALITY TRAIT ASSESSMENT 
 
Monkey personality assessments can be made with this questionnaire by 
assigning a numerical score for all of the personality traits listed on the 
fol- lowing pages. Make your judgments on the basis of your own 
understanding of the trait guided by the short clarifying definition following 
each trait. The monkeyʼs own behaviours and interactions with other 
monkeys should be the basis for your numerical ratings. Use your own 
subjective judgment of typical monkey behaviour to decide if the monkey 
you are scoring is above, below, or average for a trait. The following 
seven point scale should be used to make your ratings. 
 
1. Displays either total absence or negligible amounts of the 
trait. 
 
2. Displays small amounts of the trait on infrequent occasions. 
 
3. Displays somewhat less than average amounts of the trait. 
 
4. Displays about average amounts of the trait. 
 
4. Displays somewhat greater than average amounts of the trait. 
 
6. Displays considerable amounts of the trait on frequent 
occasions. 
 
7. Displays extremely large amounts of the trait. 
 
Please give a rating for each trait even if your judgment seems to be 
based on a purely subjective impression of the monkey and you are 
somewhat unsure about it. Indicate your rating by placing a cross in the 
box underneath 
the chosen number.  ! 
 
Finally, do not discuss your rating of any particular monkey with 
anyone else. As explained in the handout accompanying this 
questionnaire, this restriction is necessary in order to obtain valid 
reliability coefficients for the traits. 
! "#$!
MONKEY PERSONALITY TRAIT ASSESSMENT 
 
Monkeyʼs full name: 
________________________________________________ 
 








FEARFUL: Subject reacts excessively to real or imagined threats by 
displaying behaviours such as screaming, grimacing, running away or 
other signs of anxiety or distress.  
 
Least          Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
DOMINANT: Subject is able to displace, threaten, or take food from other 
monkeys. Or subject may express high status by decisively intervening in 
social interactions. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
PERSISTENT: Subject tends to continue in a course of action, task, or 
strategy for a long time or continues despite opposition from other 
monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
CAUTIOUS: Subject often seems attentive to possible harm or danger 
from its actions. Subject avoids risky behaviours. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 




STABLE: Subject reacts to its environment including the behaviour of 
other monkeys in a calm, equable, way. Subject is not easily upset by the 
behaviours of other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
AUTISTIC: Subject often displays repeated, continuous, and stereotyped 
behaviours such as rocking or self clasping. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
CURIOUS: Subject has a desire to see or know about objects, devices, or 
other monkeys. This includes a desire to know about the affairs of other 
monkeys that do not directly concern the subject. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
THOUGHTLESS: Subject often behaves in a way that seems imprudent 
or forgetful. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
STINGY/GREEDY: Subject is excessively desirous or covetous of food, 
favored locations, or other resources in the enclosure. Subject is unwilling 
to share these resources with others. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 




JEALOUS: Subject is often troubled by others who are in a desirable or 
advantageous situation such as having food, a choice location, or access 
to social groups. Subject may attempt to disrupt activities of advantaged 
monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
INDIVIDUALISTIC: Subjectʼs behaviour stands out compared to that of 
the other individuals in the group. This does not mean that it does not fit 
or is incompatible with  
the group. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
RECKLESS: Subject is rash or unconcerned about the consequences of 
its behaviours. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
SOCIABLE: Subject seeks and enjoys the company of other monkeys 
and engages in amicable, affable, interactions with them. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
DISTRACTIBLE: Subject is easily distracted and has a short attention 
span. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 








TIMID: Subject lacks self confidence, is easily alarmed and is hesitant to 
venture into new social or non-social situations. 
 
Least            Most 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
SYMPATHETIC: Subject seems to be considerate and kind towards 
others as if sharing their feelings or trying to provide reassurance. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
PLAYFUL: Subject is eager to engage in lively, vigorous, sportive, or 
acrobatic behaviours with or without other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
SOLITARY: Subject prefers to spend considerable time alone not seeking 
or avoiding contact with other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
VULNERABLE: Subject is prone to be physically or emotionally hurt as a 
result of dominance displays, highly assertive behaviour, aggression, or 
attack by another monkey. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





INNOVATIVE: Subject engages in new or different behaviours that may 
involve the use of objects or materials or ways of interacting with others. 
 
Least            Most 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
ACTIVE: Subject spends little time idle and seems motivated to spend 
considerable time either moving around or engaging in some overt, 
energetic behaviour. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
HELPFUL: Subject is willing to assist, accommodate, or cooperate with 
other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
BULLYING: Subject is overbearing and intimidating towards younger or 
lower ranking monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
AGGRESSIVE: Subject often initiates fights or other menacing and 
agonistic encounters with other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





MANIPULATIVE: Subject is adept at forming social relationships for its 
own advantage, especially using alliances and friendships to increase its 
social standing. Monkey seems able and willing to use others. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
GENTLE: Subject responds to others in an easy-going, kind, and 
considerate manner. Subject is not rough or threatening. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
AFFECTIONATE: Subject seems to have a warm attachment or 
closeness with other monkeys. This may entail frequently grooming, 
touching, embracing, or lying next to  
others. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
_________________________________________________________ 
 
EXCITABLE: Subject is easily aroused to an emotional state. Subject 
becomes highly aroused by situations that would cause less arousal in 
most monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
IMPULSIVE: Subject often displays some spontaneous or sudden 
behaviour that could not have been anticipated. There often seems to be 
some emotional reason behind the sudden behaviour. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





INQUISITIVE: Subject seems drawn to new situations, objects, or 
animals. Subject behaves as if it wishes to learn more about other 
monkeys, objects, or persons within its view. 
Least            most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
SUBMISSIVE: Subject often gives in or yields to another monkey. Subject 
acts as if it is subordinate or of lower rank than other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
COOL: Subject seems unaffected by emotions and is usually undisturbed, 
assured, and calm. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
DEPENDENT/FOLLOWER: Subject often relies on other monkeys for 
leadership,  
reassurance, touching, embracing and other forms of social support. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
IRRITABLE: Subject often seems in a bad mood or is impatient and easily 
provoked to anger exasperation and consequent agonistic behaviour. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
UNPERCEPTIVE: Subject is slow to respond or understand moods, 
dispositions, or behaviours of others. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 




PREDICTABLE: Subjectʼs behaviour is consistent and steady over 
extended periods of time. Subject does little that is unexpected or 
deviates from its usual behavioural routine. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
DECISIVE: Subject is deliberate, determined, and purposeful in its 
activities. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
DEPRESSED: Subject does not seek out social interactions with others 
and often fails to respond to social interactions of other monkeys. Subject 
often appears isolated, withdrawn, sullen, brooding, and has reduced 
activity. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
CONVENTIONAL: Subject seems to lack spontaneity or originality. 
Subject behaves in a consistent manner from day to day and stays well 
within the social rules of the group. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
__________________________________________________________ 
 
SENSITIVE: Subject is able to understand or read the mood, disposition, 
feelings, or intentions of other monkeys often on the basis of subtle, 
minimal cues. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





DEFIANT: Subject is assertive or contentious in a way inconsistent with 
the usual dominance order. Subject maintains these actions despite 
unfavorable consequences or threats from others. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
INTELLIGENT: Subject is quick and accurate in judging and 
comprehending both social and non-social situations. Subject is 
perceptive and discerning about social relationships. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
PROTECTIVE: Subject shows concern for other monkeys and often 
intervenes to prevent harm or annoyance from coming to them. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
QUITTING: Subject readily stops or gives up activities that have recently 
been started. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
___________________________________________________________ 
 
INVENTIVE: Subject is more likely than others to do new things including 
novel social or non-social behaviours. Novel behaviour may also include 
new ways of using devices or materials. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





CLUMSY: Subject is relatively awkward or uncoordinated during 
movements including but not limited to walking, acrobatics, and play. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
ERRATIC: Subject is inconsistent, indefinite, and widely varying in its 
behaviour and moods. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
FRIENDLY: Subject often seeks out contact with other monkeys for 
amiable, genial activities. Subject infrequently initiates hostile behaviours 
towards other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
ANXIOUS: Subject often seems distressed, troubled, or is in a state of 
uncertainty. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
___________________________________________________________ 
 
LAZY: Subject is relatively inactive, indolent, or slow moving and avoids 
energetic activities. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





DISORGANIZED: Subject is scatterbrained, sloppy, or haphazard in its 
behaviour as if not following a consistent goal. 
 
Least            Most 
  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
UNEMOTIONAL: Subject is relatively placid and unlikely to become 
aroused, upset, happy, or sad. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
IMITATIVE: Subject often mimics, or copies behaviours that it has 
observed in other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
INDEPENDENT: Subject is individualistic and determines its own course 
of action without control or interference from other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





ASSESSMENT OF SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING IN MONKEYS 
 
This questionnaire has four questions, all relating to the subjective well- 
being of the monkeys at your site. Each question asks about a different 
personality dimension or trait relating to subjective well-being. The 
following scale should be used to make your ratings. 
 
1. Displays either total absence or negligible amounts of the trait. 
 
2. Displays small amounts of the trait on infrequent occasions. 
 
3. Displays somewhat less than average amounts of the trait. 
 
4. Displays about average amounts of the trait. 
 
5. Displays somewhat greater than average amounts of the trait. 
 
6. Displays considerable amounts of the trait on frequent 
occasions. 
 
7. Displays extremely large amounts of the trait. 
 
Please give a rating for each trait even if your judgment seems to be 
based on a purely subjective impression of the monkey and you are 
somewhat unsure about it. Indicate your rating by placing a cross in the 
box underneath 
the chosen number.  ! 
 
Finally, do not discuss your rating of any particular monkey with 
anyone else. As explained in the handout accompanying this 
questionnaire, this restriction is necessary in order to obtain valid 























Monkeyʼs full name: 
_____________________________________________ 
 
Raterʼs full name: 
_______________________________________________ 
 














Estimate the amount of time the monkey is happy, contented, enjoying 
itself, or otherwise in a positive mood. Assume that at other times the 
monkey is unhappy, bored, frightened, or otherwise in a negative mood. 
 
Least          Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
Estimate the extent to which social interactions with other monkeys are 
satisfying, enjoyable experiences as opposed to being a source of fright, 
distress, frustration, or some other negative experience. It is not the 
number of social interactions that should be estimated, but the extent to 
which social interactions that do occur are a positive experience for the 
monkey. Use as many social interactions that you can recall as a basis 
for your judgment. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





Estimate, for this monkey, the extent to which it is effective or successful 
in achieving its goals or wishes. Examples of goals would be achieving 
desired locations, devices, or materials in the environment. Keep in mind 
that each monkey will presumably have its own set of goals that may be 
different from other monkeys. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
       
 
 
Imagine how happy you would be if you were that monkey for a week. 
You would be exactly like that monkey. You would behave the same way 
as that monkey, would perceive the world the same way as that monkey, 
and would feel things the same way as that monkey. 
 
Least            Most 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Abstract
Social dominance hierarchies play a pivotal role in shaping the behaviour of many species, and sex differences within these
hierarchies often exist. To date, however, few physical markers of dominance have been identified. Such markers would be
valuable in terms of understanding the etiology of dominant behaviour and changes in social hierarchies over time. Animals
may also use such traits to evaluate the potential dominance of others relative to themselves (i.e. a physical ‘‘cue’’). Facial
width-to-height ratio (fWHR), for example, has been suggested as a cue to dominance in humans, with links to both
dominant behaviour and the perception of dominance in other individuals. Whether this association is present in non-
human animals is currently not known. Therefore, here we examine within-species links between fWHR and dominant
behaviour in 64 brown capuchin monkeys (Sapajus spp.) aged between 2 and 40 years. fWHR was positively associated with
alpha status and with a dimensional rating of assertive personality in both males and females. Moreover, fWHR showed
significant sexual dimorphism in adults but not juveniles, suggesting a developmental change may occur during puberty. In
a sub-sample, sex differences were mediated by weight, suggesting fWHR dimorphism does not exceed what would be
expected by differences in body weight. This is the first report of an association between face shape and behaviour in a non-
human species. Results are discussed in terms of the role that face-behaviour associations might play within capuchin
societies, and the possible selective forces that might have led to the evolution of fWHR-dominance associations in humans.
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Introduction
In many species, competitive inter- and intra-group encounters
between rivalling individuals are common and typically aggressive
(e.g. [1,2]). Nonetheless, few external physical measures have been
identified to date that appear to mediate these behavioural traits
across and within species. For instance, species-level differences in
canine size are associated with the frequency and costs of contest
competition (e.g. [1]), while body size has been linked to social
rank in various species, including, for instance, primates (e.g. [3,4])
and elephant seals [5]. Additional quantifiable physical traits
linked to social rank or assertive behaviour would be valuable as
these may facilitate a better understanding of the etiology of
dominance in animals, including humans. Accordingly, here we
report on a candidate cue to dominant behaviour, the facial width-
to-height ratio (fWHR), in brown capuchin monkeys (Sapajus spp.;
hereafter referred to as Sapajus; see [6] for recent taxonomy
change). Like humans, in which fWHR has been related to
dominance behaviours [8–12], Sapajus exhibit low canine dimor-
phism and are therefore an ideal non-human primate species in
which to test the relationship between fWHR and correlates of
dominance. fWHR was first assessed with attention to its sexual
dimorphism in a range of primate species including Sapajus [7].
Weston et al. [7] reported an association between fWHR and
canine size dimorphism, whereby species with large sexual
dimorphism in canine size exhibit less sexual dimorphism in
fWHR [7]. Importantly, however, Weston et al. [7] only discussed
relative size differences between males and females (i.e. sexual
dimorphism) within one species, but not overall size or size
differences between species for either fWHR or canine height.
Following this initial work, a range of studies, thus far conducted
exclusively in humans, have found associations between fWHR
and behaviours related to the acquisition of social status. For
example, in human males higher fWHR is associated with
deception [8], achievement striving [9], decreased rates of
reciprocation in economic games [10], increased rates of self-
sacrifice for the in-group [11], and, of particular interest here,
elevated aggression [12], although the size and robustness of the
latter effect is somewhat unclear [13,14]. In addition, several
studies of humans have shown that fWHR is related to the
perceived dominance and dominance-linked behaviours of others,
suggesting that fWHR may serve as a physical cue to one’s status
within a group [10,15,16]. It is currently unclear, however,
whether fWHR is linked to behaviours associated with dominance
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linked traits in other animals. Here, in order to address this
question, we test whether fWHR in Sapajus is associated with alpha
status and a dimensional rating of assertive personality (hereafter
‘‘Assertiveness’’; Morton et al. 2013). Testing the link between
fWHR and status/Assertiveness in a nonhuman primate species
may help with understanding the biological and evolutionary bases
of fWHR-dominance relationships in humans.
Sexual Dimorphism in fWHR
Masterson [17] reported consistent sex differences in bizygo-
matic breadth in adult, but not juvenile, Sapajus. Also, as noted
above, Weston et al. [7] reported a reciprocal relationship
between dimorphism in fWHR and canine size across primate
species. Sapajus, while having relatively large canines, show little
sexual dimorphism in this trait and therefore would be predicted
to show significant dimorphism in fWHR, as was found by Weston
et al. [7]. However, there are outliers to this trend. For instance,
while initial reports indicated that fWHR was dimorphic in
humans [12,18], larger studies suggest a lack of dimorphism for
this trait (e.g. [14,19,20]). Thus, humans lack significant dimor-
phism in fWHR and show minimal dimorphism in canine size
[21], suggesting that canine size dimorphism may not fully account
for species differences in fWHR dimorphism.
Our hypotheses with respect to dimorphism were as follows:
Firstly, both studies that previously assessed sex differences in
facial width in Sapajus [7,17] measured fWHR from the skull.
However, these measures may not be informative with respect to
the signalling power of fWHR if they do not translate to the skin
surface. Therefore, we wished to replicate findings for Sapajus
fWHR using measurements taken from the skin surface. These
incorporate not only skull, but also muscle and soft tissue
differences affecting fWHR, thereby reflecting the visible pheno-
type of fWHR. Additionally, theory concerning dominance cues in
humans suggests a link between dominant behaviour and
testosterone (e.g. [22]), with a pubertal spike in testosterone and
consequent changes in morphology and behaviour [23,24]. Such
developmental changes may also occur for human fWHR given its
association with adult levels of testosterone [25]. We therefore
hypothesized, that this skin-surface measure of fWHR would also
be sexually dimorphic in Sapajus, with males having higher fWHR
than females, as reported by Weston et al. [7] for skull measures.
Secondly, based on testosterone effects in puberty and in line with
findings by Masterson [17], we hypothesised that sex differences in
Sapajus fWHR would exist among sexually mature, but not
sexually immature, individuals.
fWHR and Dominant Behaviour in Sapajus
Sapajus live in relatively small female-bonded arboreal groups
[26,27] that typically include multiple male members [28] as well
as both a dominant alpha male and an alpha female [29], with the
alpha male being higher-ranking than the alpha female. Cross-
species analyses of primates, including capuchins, suggest that such
social conditions contribute to lower rates of agonism among
conspecifics, and favour facial displays over contact aggression
[30]. Indeed, dominance hierarchies in Sapajus are, in general, less
clearly defined than in Old World primates (e.g. baboons [Papio
spp.] and rhesus macaques [Macaca mulatta]; [31,32]) and at least
among captive capuchin groups, it is difficult to place individuals
into discrete dominance ranks given their relatively low rates of
aggression and high levels of social tolerance compared to other
primate species [32]. Although the alpha male and alpha female
are normally easy to identify within Sapajus groups, the exact
ranking of subordinates is usually less certain, with some studies
reporting clear linear hierarchies among Sapajus, while others do
not [26]. This indicates that Sapajus are relatively tolerant of
having others in close proximity, and thus may live in more
flexible societies compared to many other primate species. Taken
together with findings in humans, who (like Sapajus) are low on
canine dimorphism [21], fWHR may reflect individual differences
in dominant behaviour in Sapajus, and may even substitute for
canine size as a physical cue to one’s capacity for being more (or
less) dominant over other individuals. Thus, we predicted that
fWHR is associated with alpha status and Assertiveness in this
species. Moreover, based on human studies [8,12] and given that
Sapajus live in multi-male groups and have flexible dominance
hierarchies (factors predicted by Weston et al. [7] to favour
reduced canine dimorphism and increased fWHR), we predicted
that associations between fWHR and alpha status/Assertiveness in
Sapajus would hold for both males and females. Lastly, while
human fWHR is relatively independent of height and weight [18],
several studies indicate that controlling for such body size
differences can potentially create artificial links between fWHR
and dominant behaviour [20,34,33]. We therefore predicted that
overall body size partially mediates the relationship between
fWHR and alpha status/Assertiveness in Sapajus.
Method
Ethics Statement
This study was non-invasive, and was approved by the local
ethics committees from each research site (Animal Care and Use
Committee, NICHD; the Research Committee at Living Links,
the Animal Care and Use Committee, GSU), and the Psychology
Ethics Committee of the University of Stirling. The study was
carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations of the
‘‘Guidelines for the treatment of animals in behavioural research
and teaching’’ given by the Association for the Study of Animal
Behaviour [35], and the NC3R’s Guidelines for ‘‘Primate
accommodation, care and use’’ [36].
Sample
The sample consisted of a total of 64 individuals (29 female,
mean age 12.9 SD=10.1 years; 35 male, mean age 9.1 SD=8.6
years) stemming from 7 social groups and a further 4 pair-housings
across three sites: The ‘Living Links to Human Evolution’
Research Centre [34] of the University of St Andrews, in
Edinburgh Zoo (6 female, mean age 8.264.0 years; 10 male,
mean age 11.4613.4 years), the Language Research Center,
Georgia State University (13 female, mean age 15.3611.8 years;
9 male, mean age 10.965.80 years), and the Laboratory of
Comparative Ethology at the National Institutes of Health,
Poolesville, Maryland (10 female, mean age 12.869.20 years;
16 male, mean age 6.664.50 years). Infants less than one year old
were excluded and age was scored by year of life. The sample was
additionally categorised according to whether individuals were
adult or juvenile. Following [26], adulthood was defined using the
criterion of age $6 years yielding a sample of 43 adults (with 21
animals classified as juveniles). For a subset of the US individuals,
body weight information was available (N= 46, 34 adult).
Therefore, we could test for interactions between weight and
fWHR among these individuals.
Site Descriptions
Living links, edinburgh zoo. Sixteen capuchins were from
the ‘Living Links to Human Evolution’ Research Centre at the
Royal Zoological Society of Scotland, Edinburgh Zoo, UK [37].
These individuals were from two breeding groups, and each
cohabited with a group of common squirrel monkeys (Saimiri
fWHR and Assertiveness in Capuchins
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sciureus). At the time of this study, the ‘East’ group ranged from 2–3
adult males, 3 adult females, 3 juveniles, and 0–5 infants. The
‘West’ group ranged from 2 adult males, 3 adult females, 4–5
juveniles, and 2–5 infants. All monkeys were captive born except
the two eldest males, which were likely wild-born and came to
Living Links as established members of the groups. One individual
was hand-reared. Both groups were housed in identically designed,
but mutually exclusive, 189 m3 indoor enclosures with natural
light and near-permanent access to a ,900 m2 outdoor enclosure
containing trees, providing ample opportunity to engage in natural
behaviors. All subjects received commercial TrioMunch pellets
supplemented with fresh fruits and vegetables three times daily,
and were given cooked chicken and hardboiled eggs once every
week. Water was available to the monkeys ad libitum at all times
and all individuals had full access to proper veterinary care when
needed. Further details of housing and husbandry are provided in
Leonardi et al. [38].
Language research center, georgia state
university. Twenty-two capuchins came from three groups at
the Language Research Center of Georgia State University (GSU)
in Atlanta, Georgia, USA. The first group consisted of 2 adult
males, 2 adult females, 2 juveniles, and 0 infants. The second
group consisted of 1 adult male, 2 sub-adult males, 2 adult females,
1 juvenile, and 0 infants and the third group consisted of 2 adult
males, 8 adult females, and 0 juveniles or infants. All monkeys
were captive born. For all groups, enclosures consisted of an
indoor room (first group: 75.84 m3; second group: 54.42 m3, third
group: 13.28 m2) connected to a large outdoor enclosure (first
group: 13.51 m2; second group: 21.15 m2, third group: 55.74 m2).
Group members spent most of their time in the outdoor area
throughout the year, except when engaged in research, during bad
weather, or overnight. Monkeys were provided commercial
monkey chow three times a day (morning, noon, evening), and
fruits and vegetables were given every evening. Water was
available ad libitum at all times, including during cognitive and
behavioral testing and all individuals had full access to proper
veterinary care when needed. The enclosures were made of chain
link fencing and were equipped with swings, ropes, and other
materials to create three-dimensional living conditions to enrich
the monkeys. The older study subjects and third housing group
had previously been housed together in various combinations at
Yerkes National Primate Research Center, before being relocated
to GSU 5 years and 1 year ago respectively.
Laboratory of comparative ethology, national institutes
of health. Twenty-six capuchins came from two captive
breeding group and several small bachelor groups at the
Laboratory of Comparative Ethology, NICHD. At the time of
the study, one group (Garth’s group) comprised 1 adult male, 4
adult female and 4 juveniles (2 female and 2 male). Three infants
(1 female and 2 male, aged ,6 months) were part of the group but
were not rated for the current study. The second breeding group
(Manuel’s group) comprised 1 adult male, 2 adult females, and 4
juveniles (1 female and 3 male). A further nine animals were pair-
housed in cages; two pairs and a group of 3 animals were sub-adult
to adult males, and one pair was an adult female with a juvenile
male. All monkeys were captive born, mother-reared, and housed
in the LCE primate facilities at the NIH Animal Center near
Poolesville, MD. Breeding groups were housed in one or two parts
of three indoor runs (6.964.162.1 m each) which were connected
via sliding doors. Runs were furnished with swings, ladders and
various platforms. Cage-housed monkeys were housed in quad
cages (1.6361.636.71 m per pair). All monkeys were provided
with a variety of plastic and metal manipulanda. Monkeys were
not food deprived for this study, and received daily nutritional
supplements of seeds and fresh fruit or nuts. Commercial monkey
biscuits (Labdiet 5045) and water were available ad libitum and all
individuals had full access to proper veterinary care when needed.
fWHR Measures
Measures were based on frontal facial photographs. Prior to
measurement, photographs were aligned and scaled according to
interpupillary distance. fWHR was then computed as the ratio of
bizygomatic-width (maximum horizontal distance from the left to
the right facial boundary) to upper face height (vertical distance
from the mid-point of the upper lip to the highest point of the
eyelids; see Figure 1) using Psychomorph [39]. Measurement
reliability was good (ICC= .86) based on a subset of photographs
(N= 18) measured twice. In addition, measures from several
photographs per individual (mean= 4.69, SD=2.44) were aver-
aged in order to maximise the signal to noise ratio. All images were
taken within 1 calendar year, thus controlling for longitudinal
changes. At the time of measurement, the researcher was blind to
the assertiveness levels or alpha status of the individuals that were
measured.
Alpha Status and Assertiveness Measures
Alpha status. Alpha status was assessed by observation of
behaviours including wariness of other group members, being
sought out for mating, number of offspring, frequent grooming,
and ability to take food from humans and other monkeys (see
[32]). In capuchins, the highest-ranking individual is recognised as
having alpha status, which in addition to being dominant is also
associated with several traits including assertiveness, unprovoked
deference by subordinates, central position in the main party of the
group and, at least in the wild, a leadership role in group-
movements. The combination of these traits allow for easy and
Figure 1. Illustration of the facial width-to-height ratio:
zygomatic width (distance between vertical lines) divided by
upper face height (distance between horizontal lines).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093369.g001
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straight-forward recognition of alpha status in capuchins. Within
each social group, one male and one female were accorded alpha
status, yielding a total of 18 alpha individuals. The alpha-status of
each individual was indicated by a number of raters, and there was
complete inter-rater agreement for alpha status assignment. Raters
had at least one year of experience working with the monkeys from
their site. Alpha status was furthermore related to objective
measures of social rank as well as Assertiveness (see next section for
details).
Individual differences in assertive personality. Assertive-
ness was assessed using the Hominoid Personality Questionnaire
[40]. Details of this analysis can be found in Morton et al. [33].
Briefly, 127 study subjects (64 of which were also used in the
present study) were rated on 54 items by researchers and handlers
familiar with the individuals being rated (X+SD=3.24+1.61
raters). Subjects were rated on each adjective, using a 7-point scale
ranging from 1 (no expression) to 7 (high expression). Each item
consisted of an adjective paired with 1–3 sentences defining it
within the context of primate behaviour. For instance, fearful was
defined as ‘‘Subject reacts excessively to real or imagined threats
by displaying behaviours such as screaming, grimacing, running
away or other signs of anxiety or distress’’. Reliability of ratings
within and across raters was good (ICC+SD= .63+0.14), therefore
all raw ratings were entered into a Principle Components Analysis.
Five components were identified from these ratings: Assertiveness,
Openness, Neuroticism, Sociability, and Attentiveness. Individual
t-scores were calculated for each monkey on each of the five
personality dimensions, and these scores predicted relevant
behaviour up to one year later (e.g. scores on Sociability positively
correlated with time each monkey spent in close proximity to
others [33]). Thus, ratings were considered to be valid measures of
real-world behaviour among the study subjects.
Here we use individual scores on Assertiveness as a measure of
dominance-linked behaviour in our 64 subjects. The highest
loadings for this dimension were bullying (.93), aggressive (.92),
and dominant (.91) (see table 1 for full component structure) [33].
Assertiveness was positively correlated with behaviours typical of
dominance in Sapajus (e.g. time spent grooming and aggressing
others; [32,33]). Assertiveness was also positively associated with
alpha status, in both males (t33 = 6.69, p,0.001, 95% CI [1.04,
1.96]) and females (t25.6 = 5.35, p,0.001, 95% CI [0.90, 2.02])
indicating that this factor captured behaviour relevant to their
dominance hierarchy. There was no difference between sexes for
Assertiveness scores (t41 = 1.03, p=0.31), suggesting relatively low
sexual differentiation on this trait, but also reflecting possible rater
biases towards rating individuals within sex categories. Assertive-
ness was validated as a measure relevant to status in a sub-sample
of individuals for which social rank data were available (N=18);
Assertiveness was strongly correlated with social rank in these
monkeys (r = .67, p,.01), which was calculated using data on the
number of aggressive displays given/received by each individual
(i.e. David’s scores; see [41]).
Statistical Analyses
Potential differences in age, sex ratio, fWHR and Assertiveness
between sites were assessed using ANOVA. We tested possible
sexual dimorphism in fWHR and relationships to adulthood using
ANOVA. We tested the hypothesis that fWHR undergoes age-
related changes focused around puberty by performing a linear
regression between fWHR and age (in years). We assessed whether
fWHR was predictive of alpha status and Assertiveness in adults
using a logistic regression. Because we also hypothesised sexual
dimorphism, sex and the interaction of sex6age were included as
covariates. To test whether weight mediated sex differences in
adults, a regression analysis and bootstrapping were conducted
with weight as mediator, sex as a predictor and fWHR as the
outcome variable. All statistical analyses were performed in R
version 2.15 [42], with alpha set at 0.05, two-tailed. The raw data
used for analyses can be found in the supporting information.
Results
There were no significant differences between sites for either
age (F2,61 = 1.4, p= .25, gp
2 = .04), sex (F2,61 = 1.27, p= .29,
gp
2 = .04), fWHR (F2,61 = 0.28, p= .76, gp
2 = .01) or Assertiveness
(F2,61 = 0.23, p= .79, gp
2 = .01). Data were therefore collapsed
across the three sites.
The first hypotheses tested were that fWHR would be sexually
dimorphic in Sapajus [6], and, that this dimorphism would emerge
only in mature individuals following testosterone exposure at
puberty. To test this, fWHR in male and female subjects was
contrasted using ANOVA. There was no significant sex difference
in fWHR across the whole sample (F1,62 = 2.15, p= .15 gp
2 = .03).
We next tested sex differences independently in adult and juvenile
groups. Among adults, i.e. individuals who were six years or older,
(F1,41 = 7.70, p= .008, gp
2 = .16), males (M=2.28 SD=0.18)
showed higher fWHR than females (M=2.14 SD=0.14). By
contrast, there were no significant difference in fWHR between
male (M=2.11 SD= 0.10) and female (M=2.14 SD= 0.13) juve-
niles (F1,19 = .427, p= .52, gp
2 = .02). To assess whether the sex
difference in adult individuals was linked to developmental
changes of fWHR, we tested continuous effects of age on fWHR
using regression models, entering fWHR as the dependent
variable, with sex, age, and the interaction of sex 6 age as
predictors. Both the main effect of sex (b=0.38, p= .03) and the
interaction of sex 6 age (b=20.77, p,.001) were significant,
while age effects did not reach significance (b=0.08, p= .47;
overall model: F3,60 = 8.13, p,.001, R
2 = .29; Figure 2).
To ensure that developmental status 6 sex effects on fWHR
were related to pubertal developmental changes in fWHR and
dominance rank, rather than being influenced by changes specific
to old-age, the regression analysis was replicated excluding all 9
animals over 20 years of age. Age effects now reached significance
(b=0.50, p,.001) with sex 6 age (b=20.70, p= .005) and sex
(b=0.46, p= .06) remaining predictors (although marginally for
sex) in this reduced sample (overall model: F3,51 = 8.40, p,.001,
R2 = .33).
Hypothesized mediation effects of weight on sex differences in
adults [20] were tested in the sub-sample of adults that had weight
data available (N= 34) following Preacher and Hayes’ [43] model.
The analysis showed a significant relationship (a) between sex and
weight (b=21.24, p,.001), (b) between weight and fWHR
(b=0.09, p = .002), and (c) between sex and fWHR (b=20.15,
p = .01); this relationship disappeared after controlling for weight
(b=20.03, p = .57). Bootstrapping suggested significant mediation
(indirect effect =20.12, CI[-.21,-.01]; Figure 3).
We next moved to test the relationship between fWHR and
dominant behaviour, our core hypothesis. Hypothesis three
predicted that fWHR would be associated with alpha status and
Assertiveness. Since only adult individuals can gain alpha status,
this prediction was tested in the adult sample only. An initial
independent t-test revealed that alpha individuals had significantly
larger fWHR compared to adult non-alpha individuals
(t(41) = 3.45, p = .001). To further investigate this relationship,
we next ran a logistic regression, with age and sex as control
variables. In this test, fWHR (b=7.86, p= .008) significantly
predicted alpha status (overall model: X23 = 15.89, p= .001;
Nagelkerke R2= .42), controlling for sex (b=20.72, p= .37) and
fWHR and Assertiveness in Capuchins
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age (b=0.09, p= .04). The association further held when weight
was entered as an additional control variable for the subset of
individuals that had weight data available: alpha status was
significantly predicted by fWHR (b=7.09, p= .03) with no other
variable reaching significance (all p..09; overall model:
X24 = 10.93, p= .03).
In order to assess whether the differences between alpha and
non-alpha fWHR could be accounted for by a physiological
response to gaining alpha status, we further assessed whether
Assertiveness among all adult animals was predicted by fWHR
when controlling sex and age (Figure 4). The overall model was
significant (F3,39 = 5.49, p= .003, R
2 = .30). Within this, Assertive-
ness was significantly predicted by fWHR (b=0.55, p= .001) but
not by sex (b=0.07, p= .66) or age (b=20.07, p= .62). To test
whether this association was exclusively driven by alpha individ-
uals, we next assessed whether fWHR predicted Assertiveness in
non-alpha adult individuals. The association between Assertive-
ness and fWHR remained significant following this restriction
(fWHR: b=0.43, p= .05). In the juveniles, there was no
association between Assertiveness and fWHR (b=0.01, p= .97);
Table 1. Salient loadings of assessed personality attributes on Assertiveness, adapted from Morton and colleagues [32].




















Figure 2. Linear effects of age and sex on fWHR. In males, fWHR increases significantly with age, suggesting developmental changes at
puberty. In females, fWHR appears to decrease over the lifespan, although no significant change is observed when excluding animals older than 20
years.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093369.g002
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the overall model, with sex and age controlled, was non-significant
(F3,17 = 0.39, p= .76, R
2 = .06). Additionally, we assessed whether
in adult individuals alpha status had a moderation effect on the
link between fWHR and Assertiveness. A regression model with
fWHR, alpha status, fWHR6alpha status, age and sex predicting
Assertiveness revealed a marginal moderation effect of alpha status
among adults (b=0.45, p= .09).
Finally, we assessed possible influences of body weight on the
relationship between Assertiveness and fWHR in the sub-sample
that had weight measures available. The association of weight with
Assertiveness was not significant (r= .28, p= .10), and controlling
for weight using a linear regression of age, sex, weight, and fWHR
on Assertiveness indicated that the relationship between Asser-
tiveness and fWHR remained significant (b=0.58, p,.01) with
effects of sex (b=20.03, p= .88), age (b=0.01, p= .98), and
weight (b=20.11, p= .65) being non-significant predictors of
Assertiveness.
Discussion
Our results indicated that fWHR is a sexually dimorphic trait in
Sapajus, (although this dimorphism may be mediated by a
dimorphism in body weight). In addition, Sapajus fWHR is closely
associated with status and associated behavioural traits (i.e.
assertive personality) in both adult males and adult females. This
link emerged in both sexes after puberty and, unlike the evidence
for sexual dimorphism, survived correction for body weight.
In capuchins, while it is possible to clearly identify and rate
behavioural traits associated with dominance (e.g. aggressive wins/
loses), it can be more difficult to place individuals into a precise
ranking order of dominance given their relatively low rates of
aggression and high levels of social tolerance compared to other
primate species [32]. We therefore used Assertiveness as a measure
of each monkey’s relative social dominance because this measure
provides a validated trait-level assessment of the behaviour of each
individual across time and contexts, where each individual can be
placed along a continuous gradient ranging from high to low
Assertiveness. Moreover, within the Living Links population,
individual differences in social status (determined by calculating
David’s scores using data on aggression given/received; see [41])
positively associated with scores on Assertiveness up to one year
later. As such, our results support a specific link between facial
structure and personality traits related to dominant behaviour in
capuchins, irrespective of the group-level ranking of individuals.
Nonetheless, future research assessing other measures of status or
dominant behaviour will be valuable in order to establish cross
species comparable links between behaviour and appearance. In
particular, in the current study we did not use direct quantitative
measures of dominance, which may limit the conclusions that can
be drawn from the current data.
The relationship between alpha status/Assertiveness and fWHR
in both sexes runs contrary to reports in humans where the link
Figure 3. Mediation model of sex differences in fWHR by
weight.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093369.g003
Figure 4. Association of Assertiveness and fWHR in adult males and females, split by alpha status. In both sexes a significant positive
linear relationship between fWHR and Assertiveness is visible. This relationship held when examining non-alpha individuals only.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0093369.g004
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between dominant behaviour and fWHR has been found
exclusively among males (e.g. [8,10,12]). One explanation for this
discrepancy might be that human and Sapajus females show
different behaviours associated with dominance. For example,
while numerous studies in humans indicate that men exhibit
dominant behaviour and aggression to a much larger extent than
women (e.g. [44,45]), in Sapajus, females are commonly observed
to aggress against other females and even males, indicating
perhaps that hierarchies are less sexually differentiated in Sapajus
than in some other primate species (e.g. baboons, macaques) [32].
Thus, unlike humans, both male and female Sapajus may be
exposed to similar selection pressures associated with dominant
behaviour. While it is conceivable that the associations between
face shape and behaviours linked to dominance in females
reported here are specific to brown capuchins, further compar-
ative work is necessary to test for such face-behaviour associations
in a range of other primate species with varying levels of social
dominance (e.g. despotic versus egalitarian species).
Weston et al. [7] previously detected sex differences in Sapajus
fWHR using measurements taken from skulls. Here, we confirm
that these sex differences exist in Sapajus fWHR using surface-
based measurements. Importantly, this dimorphism was mediated
by sex differences in body weight in the sub-sample that had
weight measurements available, indicating a lack of sexual
dimorphism in fWHR when size correlates are controlled, which
reflects findings in humans (e.g. [20]). These results thus confirm
the importance of controlling for body size when examining
fWHR. To better understand the underlying mechanism(s) that
link fWHR to dominant behaviour in Sapajus and other species, it
would be of particular value to examine the sex-specificity of the
behavioural correlates of fWHR (e.g. aggression), and associated
endocrine profiles.
The association between fWHR and age was not significant
within female Sapajus, suggesting that fWHR remains relatively
stable throughout a female’s life span; however, additional larger
studies would be valuable to confirm this finding. In contrast, male
fWHR was positively associated with age, suggesting an increase
during sexual maturation, with adult males having a significantly
larger fWHR compared to adult females and to juveniles of both
sexes. These findings may indicate that male sex hormones (such
as testosterone) are involved in the development of fWHR [25].
To examine the evolution of fWHR and canine size as cues to
dominance linked behaviours in primates, it will be necessary to
measure the association between these physical traits and
behaviours associated with dominance related traits in other
primate species. The lack of a significant sex difference in human
fWHR [14,19,20] and canine size [21] suggests that canine size –
previously argued to account for lower fWHR dimorphism in
species such as Gorilla [7] – cannot fully account for species
differences in fWHR-dimorphism. In other words, fWHR is not an
obligate substitute for canine dimorphism.
Our results indicate that the same facial features are linked to
competitive behaviour across different species. Indeed, humans
and Sapajus last shared a common ancestor about 43 million years
ago [46]. Thus, the existence of an association between fWHR and
dominance associated behaviours in both species suggests that the
relationship is phylogenetically old, perhaps derived through
common selective pressures associated with dominance. However,
as we have noted, further data are needed on species that vary in
their display of dominance (e.g. egalitarian versus despotic species)
and sexual dimorphism in order to fully understand commonality
of selection pressures and behaviours.
While it is currently unclear whether facial width provides an
anatomical advantage over and above mere cueing of dominance
linked behaviours, at least two possibilities deserve mentioning.
First, fWHR may be linked to bite strength or, in other words,
superior weaponry. The masseter muscle, responsible for bite
force, runs below the zygomatic arch. Thus, larger muscles that
afford greater bite strength may require the zygomatic arch to be
positioned more laterally, hence a greater facial width. In this case,
fWHR could be a cue to bite strength, which is a marker related to
dominance in several species (e.g. [47]). Second, fWHR may
indicate a robust skull structure. In humans, males have stronger
skulls than females, perhaps to resist fracture from blows typically
encountered during fights [48]. Within males, a wider zygomatic
arch may relate to a stronger skull structure, thus indicating
greater ability to withstand injury during fighting encounters.
Future work testing these predictions would be valuable to the
understanding of relationships between fWHR and behaviours
linked to dominance across species. Irrespective of possible
anatomical advantages however, the current data suggest that
intra-sexual selection through status competition and fighting has
likely shaped the primate face.
In summary, this study demonstrates an association between
facial shape and dominance related behaviour in a nonhuman
species. These findings suggest a phylogenetically old link between
facial structures and behaviour and underline the likely impor-
tance of such links. Further research will be needed to determine
whether fWHR is used by Sapajus as a cue for dominance linked
behaviours, particularly when encountering unfamiliar individuals
(e.g. dispersing males or neighbouring groups), and whether this
trait is associated with advantages to the bearer (e.g. frequency and
level of aggression received from others).
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Behavioural  responses  to  photos  are often  used  to  infer  what  animals  understand  about  their social  envi-
ronment,  but  are rarely  validated  against  the  same  stimuli  in  real  life.  If  subjects’  responses  to photos  do
not reflect  responses  to the  same live  stimuli,  it is  difficult  to  conclude  what  happens  in reality  based  on
photo  responses  alone.  We compared  capuchins’  responses  to  photos  versus  live  stimuli  in an  identical
scenario  within  research  cubicles.  Subjects  had  the  opportunity  to approach  food  placed  in  front  of an
alpha  group  member  and,  in a separate  condition,  photos  depicting  the  same  individual.  Subjects’  laten-
cies  to  approach  food  when  placed  in  front  of the  real  alpha  negatively  correlated  with time  subjects
spent  in  close  proximity  to  the  alpha  in their  main  enclosure.  We  therefore  predicted  subjects’  latencies
to approach  food  in  the presence  of  photos  would  positively  correlate  with  their latencies  to  approach
food  in  the  presence  of  the  real  alpha  inside  the  cubicles,  but negatively  correlate  with  time  they  spent
in  proximity  to the  alpha  in their  enclosure.  Neither  prediction  was  supported.  While  not  necessarily
surprising,  we  explain  why  these  results  should  be an  important  reminder  that  care is needed  when
interpreting  results  from  photo  studies.
©  2015  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.
1. Introduction
Visual media are widely used to study animal social cognition
and behaviour, particularly how animals perceive, understand, and
respond to social information (Bovet and Vauclair, 2000; Fagot and
Parron, 2010; Fagot et al., 2010). For instance, researchers may
record subjects’ responses to photos or videos depicting social sit-
uations (e.g. the face of a familiar group member, or the perinea
of a sexually receptive female; Bovet and Vauclair, 2000; Schell
et al., 2011). Photos are particularly favoured among researchers
because they are easier than videos to manipulate and control for
specific variables (e.g. colour saturation, size/shape; Rowland and
Perrett, 1995), can be manipulated in a realistic fashion (e.g. plac-
ing photos in a location where the real animal might be found), and
allow researchers to explore subjects’ responses to individuals or
∗ Corresponding author at: Psychology, School of Natural Sciences, University of
Stirling, Stirling FK9 4LA, UK.
E-mail address: Morton.blake@gmail.com (F.B. Morton).
situations that would otherwise be difficult or impossible to re-
create naturally.
Throughout the literature, animals’ responses to photos, such
as their spontaneous reactions (e.g. facial expressions, eye gaze)
or their ability to discriminate and categorise social content (e.g.
familiar versus unfamiliar, kin versus non-kin), have been used
to explore animals’ reactions to social stimuli in controlled ways
(reviewed in Bovet and Vauclair, 2000). These data are often inter-
preted as being socially meaningful. For example, baboons (Papio
hamadryas) gaze longer at images of conspecifics’ eyes compared
to images of their mouths and noses, suggesting that the eyes
are the most salient feature of faces for this species (Kyes and
Candland, 1987). European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) and domesti-
cated sheep (Ovis aries) respond less fearfully and more affiliatively
to images of conspecifics compared to controls (e.g. photos of
humans and landscapes), suggesting that they process and are
attracted to the social content of those images (Vandenheede and
Bouissou 1994, 1995; Perret et al., 2015). Finally, dogs are able
to discriminate between photos of happy versus angry faces of
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.beproc.2015.10.005
0376-6357/© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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humans, suggesting that they are sensitive to humans’ emotional
states (Müller et al., 2015).
In many of these cases, we can learn quite a lot from photos. For
instance, if an animal discriminates from photos certain individu-
als better than others (e.g. known versus unknown individuals), or
focuses on a particular feature of photos (e.g. the eyes), it can help
researchers identify what aspects of those stimuli are most salient
to the animal. Although we still may  not know how the animal
interpreted the photos, the fact that they can, for instance, discrim-
inate a photo of a known individual better than that of a stranger
at least tells us that they better recognize familiar individuals. Even
if they are using non-social cues (e.g. colour preference; D’Amato
and Van Sant, 1988), it may  be that they are also using the same
cues in real life to make those discriminations.
Nevertheless, using photos to specifically understand social
cognition and behaviour based on responses to photos alone is chal-
lenging. If subjects do not react to an image as they would a real
animal, then the results do not necessarily tell us anything about
what happens in reality. As such, results can be more ambiguous
without comparing subjects’ responses to the same live stimuli as a
baseline. For example, in cases of spontaneous reactions to photos,
a male subject may  be curious or confused about a “frozen” image
of a female conspecific, and therefore spend more time exploring
or gazing at that image; yet, the same response could also be inter-
preted as a sign of sexual attraction—as is often the case in studies
of primates (e.g. Griffey, 2011; Pflüger et al., 2014; Waitt et al.,
2003; Waitt and Little, 2006). Given the absence of other sensory
cues (noise, smell, movement), there also remains the possibility
that subjects treat social content in photos as inanimate features of
“objects” rather than depictions of socially-relevant stimuli, which,
under certain experimental paradigms (e.g. where spontaneous
reactions are recorded), might affect an animal’s decision-making
on the task, or their motivation to attend to certain features of the
stimuli. Therefore, establishing whether subjects’ responses to pho-
tos reflect their responses to the same stimuli in real life can help
researchers address these concerns.
Researchers very rarely compare animals’ responses to photos
to the same stimuli in real life. For some experimental paradigms,
e.g. in cases where photos are digitally manipulated, this may  not
be feasible. However, when it is possible to do so, such a com-
parison may  be a useful tool for interpreting the social relevance
of subjects’ responses to photos, particularly where the assump-
tion is that behavioural reactions to photos are equivalent to their
reactions to the same, live stimuli (e.g. testing hypotheses about
mate choice preferences; Griffey, 2011; Waitt et al., 2003; Waitt
and Little, 2006). If subjects respond to photos as they do towards
the same live stimuli, it supports the notion that subjects treat pho-
tos as they do in reality; meaning, behavioural reactions to images
may  tell us something about subjects’ perception and understand-
ing of live social stimuli. If, however, subjects’ responses to photos
do not reflect how they respond to the same stimuli in real life, it
suggests that it may  not be safe to assume those responses reflect
subjects’ real-life social behaviour and/or socio-cognitive skills. In
such instances, results must be interpreted with caution. For studies
that require the use of images, it may  be beneficial to include more
sophisticated forms of experimentation, such as fMRI analyses to
identify neural mechanisms, to help interpret the data.
We  tested whether brown capuchin monkeys (Sapajus sp., for-
merly Cebus apella;  Alfaro et al., 2012) would react to social
stimuli (depicted in photos) as they would the same, live stimuli.
Researchers often use “floating faces”, i.e. an image of a face with
no body, to test social perception in animals (Bovet and Vauclair,
2000; Guo et al., 2003; Pokorny and de Waal, 2009; Griffey, 2011),
but full body images may  provide stronger social cues and are the
only direct comparison to a real animal. We  therefore gave our sub-
jects the opportunity to approach or avoid food placed in front of
either a floating face (i.e. a cut-out colour photo of a face without
a body) or a full body image (i.e. life-size, cut-out colour photo) of
an alpha member of their own  group. Most studies utilizing images
rely on a computerized presentation in which the images depict
animals in locations that real animals never inhabit (e.g. on a com-
puter screen outside the animal’s enclosure). This makes a direct
comparison between photos and real stimuli impossible. There-
fore, in the current study, we  presented cut-out printed images of
the alpha to subjects within research cubicles, which enabled us
to test subjects individually under controlled conditions, but in a
location where they were accustomed to seeing real conspecifics
(i.e. other members of their group). Subjects’ responses to the
images were then compared to their latencies to approach food
when the real alpha (the same individual depicted in photos) was
inside an adjacent cubicle, and the total amount of time subjects
spent in close proximity to the real alpha within their group’s main
indoor/outdoor enclosure (i.e. a natural, non-experimental con-
text). Wild and captive studies of brown capuchins have shown that
relatively lower-ranking individuals often avoid close proximity
to higher-ranking group members, presumably to avoid aggres-
sion (e.g. Fragaszy et al., 2004; Janson, 1990; Morton, 2014). We
therefore predicted that subjects’ latencies to approach food in the
presence of photos would be positively related to their latencies
to approach food when the real alpha was  inside the cubicles. We
also predicted that subjects’ responses to photos within the cubi-
cles would be negatively related to the amount of time they spent
in close proximity to the real alpha in their main enclosure.
2. Methods and materials
2.1. Study sites and subjects
There were eighteen subjects from two sites. Five juveniles
(between 1 and 4 years old; Fragaszy et al., 2004) and six adults
(>4 years old) were housed at the “Living Links to Human Evolu-
tion” Research Center (LL), UK (Leonardi et al., 2010; MacDonald
and Whiten, 2011). Age of these study subjects ranged from 2.29 to
8.17 years for males (average 4.81 ± SD 2.01 years, N = 8 capuchins),
and 5.63 to 13.28 years for females (average 9.68 ± SD 3.85 years,
N = 3 capuchins). The other seven monkeys were adults, and housed
at the Language Research Center (LRC) of Georgia State University,
USA. Age of these study subjects ranged from 7 to 11 years for males
(average 9.3 ± SD 2.08 years, N = 3 capuchins), and 12 to 18 years
for females (average 15.25 ± SD 3.2 years, N = 4 capuchins). Further
details on group composition and animal husbandry at each site are
provided in Section 2.1 of the Supplementary electronic materials.
2.1.1. Subjects’ prior experience with photos
At LL, four adults participated in a study by Griffey (2011), which
took place in 2010 and involved presenting subjects with photos
of the faces of unfamiliar capuchins. One of these adults (Kato)
was also the subject of an eye-tracking study in November, 2012,
whereby he was exposed to photos of unfamiliar and familiar group
members (Living Links, unpub. data). At the LRC, all subjects had
prior experience with a facial discrimination study using photos of
the faces of familiar and unfamiliar conspecifics, which took place
between February and November, 2013 (one female was  still par-
ticipating in the facial discrimination study at the time of testing for
this study). All of the previous studies at both sites displayed pho-
tos on computer screens (i.e. pixelated glowing images) and photos
were not to scale. Subjects had never before seen printed photos
of conspecifics nor full body photos like those used in the present
study (Section 2.3). Subjects also had never before been exposed
to photos placed inside the research cubicles where testing for this
study took place.
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Table 1
Summary of each experimental photo condition administered to the Living Links
(LL) and Language Research Center (LRC) monkeys.
Experimental condition Description Study location
Face-Direct Floating face with direct eye gaze LL
Full  Body-Direct Full body with direct eye gaze LL
Face-Averted Floating face with averted eye gaze LL and LRC
Full Body-Averted Full body with averted eye gaze LL and LRC
Real Monkey Real monkey in adjacent cubicle LL
2.1.2. Ethical standards
Subjects’ participation in this study was entirely voluntary; they
were able to access the research cubicles via a corridor connect-
ing the cubicles to their main enclosure. This study was  approved
by Living Links, the IACUC of Georgia State University, and com-
plied with regulations of the Association for the Study of Animal
Behaviour (ASAB, 2012).
2.2. Photos of monkeys
Subjects were presented with photos of an alpha monkey from
their group. Alpha status was determined based on behavioural
observations including wariness of other group members, how
much aggression individuals received, how many fights individuals
won versus lost, whether they were being sought out for mating,
how many offspring they sired/gave birth to, their level of assertive
behaviour (e.g. manipulative, bold, aggressive) relative to others,
how often they received and gave grooming to others, and their
ability to take food from humans and other monkeys (see Fragaszy
et al., 2004; Lefevre et al., 2014; Morton et al., 2013; Morton, 2014).
The combination of these traits allow for easy and straight-forward
recognition of alpha status among our capuchins. Lefevre et al.
(2014) reported complete inter-rater agreement for alpha status
assignment for the monkeys used in our study, using raters with at
least one year of experience working with the monkeys from their
site.
All photos were taken within six months prior to testing, and
depicted each monkey’s face angled towards the camera (Section
2.2 in the Supplementary electronic materials). The Face-Direct and
Full Body-Direct conditions used photos depicting the alpha mon-
key’s eyes gazing into the camera, while the Face-Averted and Full
Body-Averted conditions used photos depicting an averted gaze
(Table 1; Section 2.3). Within each group of monkeys, the same test
subjects were all exposed to photos of the same alpha individual.
Photos were printed in colour on xerox paper to reduce glare from
light and mounted on stiff cardboard to avoid bending during the
study. All photos were life-size, which was estimated visually while
the monkeys were inside the research cubicles.
2.3. Experimental conditions
There were five experimental conditions (Table 1). At LL,
the Face-Direct and Full Body-Direct conditions preceded the
Face-Averted and Full Body-Averted conditions. Therefore, the
Face-Averted and Full Body-Averted conditions were replicated at
the LRC to address the possibility that the LL monkeys’ responses
to these conditions were affected by their recent exposure to the
Face-Direct and Full Body-Direct conditions (e.g. habituation to
photos). The LRC subjects did not undergo the Face-Direct and Full
Body-Direct conditions since the sole purpose of their involvement
was to replicate the Face-Averted and Full Body-Averted conditions
among a sample of capuchins that was naïve to the study.
The Face-Direct and Face-Averted conditions tested capuchins’
responses to photos depicting a “floating face”; that is, a life-size
colour image of the alpha’s face with no body, displayed on a plain
piece of white 21 × 29.7 cm paper (Fig. 1a). At LL, the photo and
Fig. 1. Example of (a) a floating face glued to a white sheet of paper and (b) a full
body photo from the LRC.
paper was always taped to the far end of cubicle B at the capuchins’
eye level. At the LRC, the photo and paper was attached to a wooden
stand located 5 cm from the far end of cubicle B, in the same location
as stimuli used in training and to administer the Full Body-Averted
condition.
The Full Body-Direct and Full Body-Averted conditions tested
subjects’ responses to photos of the same alpha monkey shown to
them in the other photo conditions, but depicting a full body image;
that is, a life-size, cut-out colour image of the individual, with full
body and no background (Fig. 1b). The cut-out photo was glued to
cardboard using non-scented glue, and placed upright on a small
wooden stand (not visible to the subject) inside the test cubicle to
give the impression that the monkey was sitting inside the cubicle.
The photo was  approximately 5 cm behind the food reward.
2.4. Setup
Training and testing took place inside research cubicles. Each
subject was tested individually. All training/testing trials lasted for
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the experimental setup involving a full body photo administered to monkeys at (a) Living Links and (b) the Language Research Center.
one minute (or up to five minutes at the LRC), or until subjects made
physical contact with the food reward. At no point during this study
did any subject end testing prematurely (e.g. by gesturing to the
cubicle door exit).
Fig. 2a depicts the general setup at LL. The heights and widths of
cubicles A–C were exactly the same (52.1 cm × 51.4 cm); however,
the middle cubicle (cubicle B) was twice the length of cubicles A
and C (cubicle B: 99 cm;  cubicle A/C: 49.5 cm). An opaque Plexiglas
sliding door separated cubicles A and B, while a transparent sliding
door separated cubicles B and C. During training and experimen-
tal trials, a subject was closed inside cubicle A. Then, a researcher
would open the opaque door leading into cubicle B, which con-
tained a highly-preferred food reward—a cluster of approximately
six raisins.
Fig. 2b depicts the general setup at the LRC. Cubicles A and
B had the same dimensions (71.12 cm in width × 71.12 cm in
length × 60.96 cm in height), and were separated by an opaque
Plexiglas sliding door. Similar to the LL setup, during training and
experimental trials the LRC subjects were closed inside cubicle A.
Then, a researcher would open the opaque door leading into cubi-
cle B, which contained a highly preferred food reward (i.e. one full
small grape or half a big grape).
At both sites, care was taken to ensure that subjects were pay-
ing attention and standing at the door leading into cubicle B, i.e.
waiting to enter the cubicle, before the researcher opened it. Dur-
ing all training and experimental trials, subjects were allowed to
enter cubicle B and freely take the food reward. No other food was
given to the subject until the end of the trial. All non-participating
subjects were kept out of the testing area so they would not have
any exposure to the setup prior to their own test.
2.5. Training
2.5.1. Living Links
Training at LL took place between 30 September and 14 October,
2013. In preliminary runs, it was  estimated that it would take sub-
jects approximately 2–3 s to walk (at a normal pace) from cubicle A
to cubicle C. Therefore, subjects underwent at least one training trial
per day until their minimum latency to obtain food rewards was
approximately 3 s for three consecutive trials. In all trials, a plain
sheet of white paper (21 cm × 29.7 cm)  was  taped to the middle of
the door of cubicle B and C, on the cubicle C side. Food rewards were
placed on the floor of cubicle B, approximately 5 cm in front of the
paper. The purpose of the white paper was  to habituate subjects to
the presence of a “foreign object” within the cubicles prior to tests
involving floating face images, which also had a white background
(Section 2.3; Fig. 1a).
2.5.2. Language Research Center
Training at the LRC took place between 5 and 12 April, 2014,
and was similar to the LL setup (Fig. 2b). In preliminary runs, it was
estimated that it would take subjects approximately 2 s to walk
(at a normal pace) from cubicle A to cubicle B. The shorter times
here were due to the smaller size of the testing area compared
to those at LL. Subjects underwent at least one training trial per
day until their minimum latency to obtain food rewards remained
approximately 2 s for three consecutive trials. As at LL, training was
done with a white piece of paper in the same location as the photos
used for testing; the paper was mounted on a wooden stand located
approximately 5 cm from the far side of the testing chamber.
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2.6. Testing
Subjects underwent each experimental condition only once. At
LL, testing took place between 8 and 28 October, 2013. Conditions
were counterbalanced across testing days such that no more than
half the subjects received the same condition on the same day, and
each monkey underwent no more than two conditions on the same
day.
At the LRC, testing took place between 14 and 15 April, 2014.
Conditions were counterbalanced and subjects were tested only
once per day on each condition.
2.7. Measuring latencies to take food rewards
Sessions were video recorded at both sites; latencies were also
recorded in real time. To test for inter-observer reliabilities, an
independent observer coded 25% of the video data from each site,
and these codings were compared to the latency measurements
recorded in real time for the same exact trials. “Latency to obtain
food” was defined as the time in seconds it took for the subject to
make physical contact with the food reward (e.g. touch with mouth
or hand) after the door separating cubicles A and B began to slide
open. In all trials, the experimenter opened the door in approxi-
mately 1 s. Subjects’ latencies during their last trial of training were
used as a “control” condition (i.e. after subjects were fully trained,
but before any experimental stimuli were presented) to compare
to subjects’ responses to each experimental condition; the control
condition would indicate whether subjects were reacting to each
photo stimulus.
2.8. Measuring behaviour towards the real alpha monkey
Using scan sampling methods (Martin and Bateson, 2007), spa-
tial proximity data were recorded at each site within each group’s
main indoor/outdoor enclosure approximately six weeks prior to
the start of subjects’ training. At LL, behavioural observations were
made between 9 and 18 h from 23 August to 3 October, 2013, with
three samples taken each day. At the LRC, behavioural observations
were made between 8:30 and 9 h from 28 January to 10 March,
2014, and samples were recorded every three minutes over 30 min,
for a total of 11 samples each week. Any monkey located within one
body length of the sampled individual was identified and noted. At
LL, a total of 92 scans were collected for the East group, and 89
for the West group. At the LRC, a total of 110 scans were collected
for Griffin’s group and 88 scans were collected for Gabe’s group.
All monkeys were sampled equally at both sites. Individual scores
were calculated for each monkey by summing the total number of
samples in which subjects spent in close proximity to the alpha
monkey depicted in the photos.
2.8.1. Validation of the spatial proximity measures
To establish whether spatial proximity was a relevant behaviour
to compare with subjects’ latencies in conditions involving photos,
monkeys at LL underwent a single trial (Real Monkey condition;
Table 1) during which they were required to obtain food when the
real alpha monkey was sitting inside cubicle C. Testing took place
between 11 and 21 October, 2013, and was counter balanced with
the Face-Direct and Full Body-Direct conditions.
2.9. Statistical analyses
Pearson correlations were used to test for inter-observer
reliabilities in measuring subjects’ latencies to approach food. Cor-
relation coefficients r > 0.9 were defined as high inter-observer
reliability.
Bootstrapped t-tests were used to test for significant differences
in subjects’ latencies to approach food between training and exper-
imental conditions (Table 1). To reduce the risk of capitalizing on
Type 1 error inflation due to our multiple comparisons, we also
ran one-way ANOVA tests between conditions using a post hoc
Bonferroni correction.
To investigate possible age-related differences in photo percep-
tion (e.g. Schell et al., 2011), bootstrapped Pearson correlations
were used to test for significant associations between age (in years)
and subjects’ latencies to approach food in each photo condition.
Bonferroni corrections were applied to significant results. Age-
related analyses were only necessary for the LL subjects since the
LRC subjects were all adults.
Bootstrapped Pearson correlations were used to test associ-
ations between subjects’ latencies to obtain food in all photo
conditions and the Real Monkey condition, and between photo con-
ditions and the amount of time subjects spent in close proximity to
the real alpha in their main enclosure. Bonferroni corrections were
applied to significant results. Significant differences between the
r-values for conditions involving full body and floating face images
were determined using Fisher’s z-tests.
Fisher’s z-tests were conducted in R (version 3.0.1). All other
analyses were conducted using SPSS 21.0 (SPSS, IBM Corp., Chicago,
USA). Analyses involving each photo condition were conducted
with and without including monkeys with prior photo experience
(Section 2.1). For all bootstrapped analyses, 95% confidence inter-
vals (CI) were generated (with replacement = 10,000) using the
bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap (Efron 1987; Davison and
Hinkley, 1997).
3. Results
3.1. Inter-observer reliability tests
Latency measurements were highly concordant between the
blind observer and the researchers who coded the video data (LL
video: r = 0.98, P < 0.001, N = 20 trials; LRC video: r = 0.99, P < 0.001,
N = 14 trials). Thus, latency measurements were considered reliable
at both sites.
3.2. Validation of the spatial proximity measures
Subjects’ latencies to obtain food in the Real Monkey con-
dition (Table 1) were negatively correlated with the amount of
time they spent in close proximity to the alpha within their main
enclosure (r = −0.65, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−0.77, −0.65], N = 11);
meaning, subjects who spent less time in close proximity to the
alpha also took longer to approach food when the alpha was inside
the cubicles. Thus, the spatial proximity data were considered a
behaviourally valid measure to compare with monkeys’ latencies
to obtain food in the presence of each photo stimuli (Table 1).
3.3. Differences in latencies between training and experimental
photo conditions
The LL subjects underwent an average of 6 ± SD 1.10 training tri-
als in which no photo stimuli were presented. Average latency to
obtain food rewards during the final trial of training was 2.18 ± SD
0.75 s. During testing with photos, subjects’ average latency to
obtain food rewards was  4.50 ± SD 2.54 s in the Face-Direct con-
dition (i.e. floating face with direct eye gaze), 9.54 ± SD 6.0 s in the
Full Body-Direct condition (full body photo with direct eye gaze),
2.05 ± SD 0.91 s in the Face-Averted condition (floating face with
averted gaze), 2.86 ± SD 0.89 s in the Full Body-Averted condition
(full body photo with averted gaze), and 10.45 ± SD 17.11 s in the
Real Monkey condition (i.e. the real alpha in an adjacent cubicle).
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Table  2
Age-related effects on subjects’ responses to photo stimuli.
Pearson correlationsa
r 95% CIb
Face-Direct condition −0.192 [−0.751, 0.773]
Full  Body-Direct condition −0.29 [−0.77, 0.463]
Face-Averted condition −0.063 [−0.691, 0.866]
Full  Body-Averted condition −0.128 [−0.691, 0.329]
a Pearson correlations between the LL subjects’ ages (in years) and their responses
to photo stimuli in each condition.
b Bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (CI).
Age did not correlate with subjects’ responses to each photo con-
dition (Table 2). Compared to subjects’ final training session (i.e.
the controlled condition), subjects exhibited on average signifi-
cantly longer latencies to obtain food rewards in the Face-Direct
condition (t = −3.14, df = 10, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−4.15, −0.59]),
Full Body-Direct condition (t = −3.99, df = 10, bootstrapped 95% CI
= [−11.18, −4.09]), the Real Monkey condition (t = −1.63, df = 10,
boot- strapped 95% CI = [−18.64, −1.18]), the Full Body-Averted
condition (t = −2.68, df = 10, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−1.18, −0.23]),
but not in the Face-Averted condition (t = 0.38, df = 10, bootstrapped
95% CI = [−0.68, 0.86]). Mean latencies in the Face-Direct condi-
tion were significantly shorter than those in the Full Body-Direct
condition (t = −2.57, df = 10, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−9.70, −1.64]),
but significantly longer compared to the Face-Averted condi-
tion (t = 3.75, df = 10, bootstrapped 95% CI = [1.41, 3.82]) and the
Full Body-Averted condition (t = 2.41, df = 10, bootstrapped 95%
CI = [0.55, 3.09]). Latencies in the Face-Direct condition were signif-
icantly shorter than those in the Real Monkey condition (t = −1.63,
df = 10, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−19.67, −1.45]). Latencies in the
Full Body-Direct condition were significantly shorter than those
in the Real Monkey condition (t = −1.51, df = 10, bootstrapped 95%
CI = [−19.76, −0.77]). Latencies in the Full Body-Direct condition
did not significantly differ from those in the Real Monkey con-
dition (t = −0.17, df = 20, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−15.32, 8.49]). A
one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction revealed a significant
difference in monkeys’ latencies to approach food across condi-
tions (F(5,60) = 2.80, P = 0.03). Compared to subjects’ final training
session, subjects exhibited on average significantly longer laten-
cies to obtain food rewards in the Face-Direct condition (mean
difference = −2.32, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−3.88, −0.83]), the Full
Body-Direct condition (mean difference = −7.36, bootstrapped 95%
CI = [−11.24, −3.88]), and the Real Monkey condition (mean dif-
ference = −8.27, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−21.02, −0.71]), but not in
the Face-Averted condition (mean difference = 0.14, bootstrapped
95% CI = [−0.59, 0.89]) or the Full Body-Averted condition (mean
difference = −0.68, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−1.36, 0.03]) (Fig. 3a).
Mean latencies in the Face-Direct condition were significantly
shorter compared to those in the Full Body-Direct condition (mean
difference = −5.05, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−9.14, −1.55]), and sig-
nificantly higher compared to the Face-Averted condition (mean
difference = 2.46, bootstrapped 95% CI = [1.05, 4.02]) and the Full
Body-Direct condition (mean difference = 1.64, bootstrapped 95%
CI = [0.22, 3.15]). Latencies in the Face-Direct condition did not sig-
nificantly differ from those in the Real Monkey condition (mean
difference = −5.95, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−18.92, 1.76]). Latencies
in the Full Body-Direct condition did not differ significantly from
those in the Real Monkey condition (mean difference = −0.91, boot-
strapped 95% CI = [−14.88, 8.31]). Latencies in the Face-Averted
condition did not significantly differ from those in the Full
Body-Averted condition (mean difference = 0.82, bootstrapped 95%
CI = [−0.01, 1.61]).
At the LRC, subjects underwent four training trials; aver-
age latency to obtain food rewards during the final trial of
Fig. 3. Average latencies to obtain food rewards in training and experimental con-
ditions among the (a) Living Links monkeys and (b) LRC monkeys. FD—floating face
with direct eye gaze, FBD—full body photo with direct eye gaze, FA—floating face
with averted eye gaze, FBA—full body with averted eye gaze. *—Statistically signif-
icant based on a 95% CI bootstrapped one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction.
Error bars represent standard errors from the mean.
training was 1.09 ± SD 0.17 s. Subjects’ average latency to obtain
food was 47.26 ± SD 111.53 s in the Face-Averted condition, and
146.12 ± SD 146.51 s in the Full Body-Averted condition. Com-
pared to subjects’ final training session (i.e. the control condition),
subjects exhibited on average significantly longer latencies to
obtain food rewards in the Face-Averted condition (t = −1.10,
df = 6, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−132.87, −1.08]) and the Full Body-
Averted condition (t = −2.62, df = 6, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−256.81,
−45.43]), respectively. Latencies in the Full Body-Averted condition
were significantly longer than those in the Face-Averted condition
(t = −1.89, df = 6, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−183.22, −12.83]). A one-
way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction revealed a non-significant
trend in differences between monkeys’ latencies to approach
food in each condition (F(2,18) = 3.40, P = 0.06). Compared to sub-
jects’ final training session, subjects showed significantly longer
latencies to obtain food rewards in the Face-Averted condition
(mean difference = −46.17, bootstrapped 95% CI = [−152.97, −1.13])
and the Full Body-Averted condition (mean difference = −145.04,
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Table 3
Correlations between LL subjects’ responses to each photo condition and real mon-
key  conditions.
Real Monkey conditiona Spatial proximityb
r 95% CIc r 95% CIc
Face-Direct condition 0.173 [−0.365, 0.845] −0.249 [−0.751, 0.756]
Full Body-Direct condition 0.149 [−0.449, 0.848] −0.454 [−0.885, 0.418]
Face-Averted condition 0.147 [−0.532, 0.821] −0.352 [−0.84, 0.505]
Full Body-Averted condition 0.573 [−0.01, 0.883] −0.485 [−0.856, 0.45]
a Pearson correlations between the LL subjects’ latencies to approach stimuli in
photo conditions and their latencies in the real monkey cubicle condition.
b Pearson correlations between the LL subjects’ latencies to approach stimuli in
photo conditions and time spent in close proximity to alpha in main enclosure.
c Bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals (CI).
bootstrapped 95% CI = [−249.95, −37.94]); however, latencies in
the Face-Averted condition did not significantly differ from those in
the Full Body-Averted condition (mean difference = −98.86, boot-
strapped 95% CI = [−220.89, 27.67]) (Fig. 3b).
3.4. Responses to photos versus real monkeys
At LL, subjects’ latencies in photo conditions were not signif-
icantly related to their latencies to approach food in the Real
Monkey condition nor the amount of time individuals spent in close
proximity to the alpha within their main indoor/outdoor enclo-
sure (Table 3). Correlation coefficients did not differ significantly
between the Face-Direct and Full Body-Direct conditions (z = 0.46,
P = 0.65), and between the Face-Averted and Full Body-Averted
conditions (z = 0.34, P = 0.73). For all analyses, significance did not
change when the four monkeys with prior photo experience were
excluded (Table 1 in the Supplementary electronic materials).
At the LRC, the amount of time subjects spent in close proxim-
ity to the alpha within their main enclosure was not significantly
related to subjects’ latencies in the Face-Averted condition (r = 0.10,
bootstrapped 95% CI: [−0.69, 0.99]) or in the Full Body-Averted
condition (r = −0.47, bootstrapped 95% CI: [−0.93, 0.03]). The cor-
relation coefficients from the Face-Averted and Full Body-Averted
conditions did not significantly differ (z = 0.85, P = 0.40).
4. Discussion and conclusions
Questions about the ecological validity of using photos to study
animal cognition and behaviour have already been reviewed in pre-
vious work (e.g. Fagot and Parron, 2010; Fagot et al., 2010; Bovet
and Vauclair, 2000; Waitt and Buchanan-Smith, 2006). Our study,
however, provides a rare test of the ecological validity of these
methods by comparing subjects’ behavioural reactions to social
content depicted in photos with their behaviour towards the same
social stimuli in real life. Contrary to our predictions, capuchins’
responses to photos did not reflect their behaviour towards the
real stimuli.
As previously discussed, wild and captive studies of brown
capuchins show that relatively lower-ranking individuals often
avoid close proximity to higher-ranking group members, presum-
ably to avoid aggression (e.g. Fragaszy et al., 2004; Janson, 1990;
Morton, 2014). This is particularly true in competitive situations,
such as instances where two or more individuals are presented with
a potentially monopolizable food source (as in the present study).
The purpose of our testing whether latency to approach food was
reflective of proximity to the alpha in the monkeys’ main enclosures
served only to demonstrate the behavioral validity of the measure,
and thereby confirm what previous studies have already reported
for alpha-subordinate capuchin relationships. Subjects’ latencies to
approach food inside the research cubicles when in the presence of
the real alpha were negatively correlated with the amount of time
subjects spent in close proximity to those individuals within their
social group, i.e. a natural non-experimental setting. These results
are consistent with previous work on wild and captive capuchins.
Thus, while subjects at LL may  have perceived the Plexiglas doors
of the cubicles as a protective barrier to the photo stimuli and real
monkey conditions (which were all placed in adjacent cubicles),
latency to approach food inside the cubicles was  an ecologically
valid behaviour to compare with data on spatial proximity within
their main enclosure.
Excluding monkeys with prior photo experience had no effect
on the significance of the results and, as previously discussed, the
experimental design of this study was  completely novel to all sub-
jects (Section 2.1). There were also no age-related differences in
juveniles’ and adults’ responses to photos. Therefore, prior photo
experience and developmental differences in photo perception
cannot explain our results (e.g. Rosenfeld and Van Hoesen, 1979;
Schell et al., 2011).
At LL, subjects’ responses in the Face-Direct were shorter com-
pared to their responses to the Full Body-Direct condition. Also,
at the LRC, subjects responses to the Face-Averted condition were
shorter compared to their responses to the Full Body-Averted
condition. Such findings may be due to the fact that the float-
ing face conditions were considerably smaller. Capuchins may
have approached the full body conditions more slowly possibly
because they were acting more cautious and/or were more curi-
ous or distracted by the larger stimuli. Regardless of why, however,
capuchins may  have needed more time to process the visual infor-
mation in front of them, hence why  they showed longer latencies
to approach the food reward in those conditions.
At LL, subjects’ responses in the Face-Direct and Full Body-Direct
conditions differed significantly from their responses to the Face-
Averted and Full Body-Averted conditions. One possibility is that,
like most Old World primates, direct eye gaze is perceived as a
threatening gesture among capuchins, and therefore the capuchins
of our study showed longer latencies to approach photo conditions
with direct eye gaze compared to photos with averted eye gaze.
Alternatively, the monkeys may  have quickly become habituated
to photos with repeated exposure (see Fagot and Parron, 2010;
Rosenfeld and Van Hoesen, 1979), which could have affected the LL
monkeys’ latencies during the Face-Averted and Full Body-Averted
conditions (which were presented to them after the Face-Direct and
Full Body-Direct conditions). Nevertheless, regardless of the under-
lying reason for these results, the LRC subjects were only presented
with the Face-Averted and Full Body-Averted conditions, yet they
did not respond to photos as they did towards the same individ-
uals in real life. Therefore, any possible effects of habituation are
unlikely to have affected our ability to test the main hypotheses of
this study.
The angle between the observer and each test subject meant that
we could not always determine the exact time when subjects first
made visual contact with the photos, which may have affected our
latency calculations. However, it seems unlikely, albeit not entirely
possible to rule out, that the monkeys did not detect the photos
upon entering the cubicles. For one, experimenters waited until
subjects were looking in the direction of cubicle B before opening
the door. Second, monkeys were trained prior to testing so they
knew where to look for food in the cubicle (which we placed near
each photo). Lastly, based on eye gaze and head angle, it was clear
that in all trials, subjects were viewing the general direction of the
photos as they approached the food. A large, conspicuous and novel
object placed in close proximity to the food would very likely have
captured their attention.
Several reasons might explain why  the capuchins in this study
did not respond to the stimuli in photos in the same way as they
did to real life animals. The most obvious reason is that in the
absence of other sensory cues like noise, movement, and smell,
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subjects were fully aware that the photos were not real and thus
did not respond to them as such. Second, our subjects may  have
been deterred by the photo stimuli. There is a phenomenon in both
humans and other primates called the “uncanny valley,” in which
subjects respond with notable aversion to stimuli that are too life-
like (Mori, 1970; Steckenfinger and Ghazanfar, 2009). It is possible
that in our effort to create extremely lifelike images, we inadver-
tently created images that were perplexing or off-putting. The fact
that subjects’ latencies were substantial in the case of full body
images may  indicate that this effect, or something like it, influenced
our results. Third, of course, it is possible that there is something
fundamentally different about how capuchins process photos com-
pared to real conspecifics, which could explain why  our subjects
had very different behavioural reactions to images compared to
the real animals. This is perhaps the most troubling conclusion and,
for reasons already discussed (Section 1), should be an important
reminder that care is needed when interpreting animals’ responses
to photos. For example, Fagot et al. (2010) propose three levels
of pictorial processing in animals: (1) confusion (i.e. the animal
responds to the photo as if it were real), (2) independence (i.e. the
animal makes no connection between the image and its content),
and (3) equivalence (i.e. the photo is “read” as a representation of
its referent, but is not perceived as the real thing). As noted pre-
viously, capuchins appear capable of recognizing conspecifics in
photos (Pokorny and de Waal, 2009), and therefore are unlikely
to perceive photos independent of their content. Also, since our
study subjects did not respond to photos as if they were real indi-
viduals, it suggests that photos do not elicit a confusion response
in these animals. Although further research is needed, these find-
ings collectively suggest that capuchins may  process photos under
an “equivalence” mode as defined by Fagot et al. (2010) (see also
Truppa et al., 2009), and therefore did not treat them as “real
animals”.
The purpose of replicating the Face-Averted and Full Body-
Averted conditions with the LRC monkeys was to test our
hypotheses involving these conditions within a sample of monkeys
who were completely naïve to the study and its methods. In other
words, due to possible order effects at Living Links, by replicating
these conditions (which were administered to the LL monkeys after
the Face-Direct and Full Body-Direct conditions) we  could test our
hypotheses in the relative absence of any bias due to order effects.
While indeed site differences in variables like subjects’ age, hous-
ing condition, relationship quality toward their group’s alpha, and
prior experience with photos may  underlie the observed differ-
ences found between the LL and LRC monkeys’ responses to the
Face-Averted and Full Body-Averted conditions, our main point
remains: If monkeys (in general) respond to photos in a way that
reflects how they respond to the same stimuli in real life, then
monkeys from both sites should have done so. This was not the
case in the present study, and only furthers our argument that it is
essential that researchers remain cautious when interpreting the
behavioural and cognitive underpinnings of their animal subjects’
responses to photos.
4.1. Future directions
Photos may  enable researchers to identify particular aspects of
animal social cognition and behaviour that would otherwise be
difficult to test in real life, particularly natural settings. For exam-
ple, in the case of primate eye gaze, lower-ranking individuals
may  not have the opportunity or the willingness to closely study
the face of an alpha due to the associated risks (i.e. conflict from
direct eye gaze; Hauser, 1996; van Hoof, 1967). However, based on
our example, we believe that it is very important to use caution
when interpreting the social relevance of such results since it is
unclear what aspects of photo stimuli those animals are using when
deciding how to behave. As previously discussed, it is rare for
researchers to compare subjects’ responses to photos with the same
stimuli in real life. Further work is therefore needed to determine
how animals interpret the social content of photo stimuli.
It would be interesting to test whether monkeys are more likely
to respond to photos as they would live stimuli when exposed
to a less or non-competitive situation. Capuchins likely rely on
using social cues to gauge whether or not they should approach an
alpha group member, and as we already have discussed, the lack of
certain cues in photos (e.g. movement, smell) may  result in differ-
ent behavioural responses compared to when the real individual
is present. This may  not be the case in a non-competitive situa-
tion, where the subjects may  not be as concerned or as focused on
the movements and eye gaze of the alpha. Testing a similar set of
conditions in a less competitive context could potentially result in
different findings related to similarities and differences between
photos and real stimuli.
An important limitation to our study is that with only a small
number of participants in this study, statistical power may  have
been too low to detect significant differences between subjects’
responses to photos and their responses to the same stimuli in
real life. We attempted to reduce this risk by bootstrapping our
analyses (Brownstone and Valletta, 2001). However, due to the low
sample size, and the fact that this study was conducted on a sin-
gle nonhuman primate species, our study should only serve as a
stepping-stone for future studies to discuss and improve upon. We
strongly encourage further work using a larger sample of partici-
pants, ideally covering a range of species that differ in their sensory
perception (e.g. birds, dogs, rodents, primates).
Printed photo stimuli were used in this study in an attempt to
provide a direct comparison to our real monkey condition within
the cubicles. We  encourage further work on a broader range of
experimental conditions, particularly computerized presentation,
which are commonly used by researchers but rarely placed in “real-
istic” locations (e.g. on a table placed outside the testing cubicle).
Although our study focused specifically on photos, we encour-
age similar work on other types of visual media, particularly videos.
Unlike photos, videos are of course more realistic in terms of their
depiction of motion and sound, which in turn may  increase their
ecological validity to test subjects. For instance, Shimizu (1998)
found that male rock doves (Columba livia) respond to videos
of female conspecifics using similar displays compared to their
behaviour towards the same females in real life. Collectively, we
look forward to future work that will highlight the best ways of
using visual media technology to study animal social behaviour and
cognition.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Questionnaires  that  allow  people  who  are  familiar  with  individual  animals  to  rate  the welfare  of these
animals  are  an underutilised  tool. We  designed  a 12-item  welfare  questionnaire  and  tested  its  reliability
and associations  with  subjective  well-being  (SWB),  locomotor  stereotypy,  and  personality  traits.  The
welfare questionnaire  included  questions  relating  to physical  health,  stress  and  coping,  satisfaction  with
social  relationships,  psychological  stimulation,  and  the  display  of  positive  and  negative  welfare  indicators.
We  collected  ratings  of  66  brown  capuchins  (Sapajus  apella)  living  in three  facilities.  Each  capuchin  was
rated  on  the  welfare  questionnaire  by  an  average  of  2.8 raters.  The  interrater  reliability  of  the  welfare
questionnaire  items  ranged  from  ICC(3,k)  0.51  to 0.86.  A  principal  components  analysis  indicated  that
the  12  welfare  items  loaded  onto  one  component.  We  repeated  this  process  with  the  welfare  and  four
items  used  to measure  subjective  well-being  and  found  all the  items  were  defined  by a single  component
(welfareSWB).  We  then  conducted  three  sets  of analyses,  one  predicting  the  welfare  component,  one
predicting  the SWB  component,  and  predicting  the  welfareSWB  component.  The  independent  variables
were  frequency  of locomotor  stereotypy,  personality,  age,  and  sex;  facility  was  included  as  a  random
effect.  In  models  including  stereotypy,  age, and  sex  we  found  frequency  of stereotypy  to  be  significantly
associated  with  all  three  predicted  components  (ps  <  0.01).  After  controlling  for  stereotypy  (b  =  −0.25,
p  = 0.17),  age (b  = −0.54, p = 0.01),  and  sex (b  = −0.32,  p =  0.07),  the  personality  traits  of  Sociability  (b =  1.02,
p  < 0.001),  Assertiveness,  (b =  0.63,  p < 0.001),  and  Attentiveness  (b  =  0.54, p =  0.01)  were  associated  with
higher  scores  on the  joint  welfareSWB  component;  Neuroticism  was  negatively  associated  with  welfare
SWB  (b =  −0.60,  p =  0.01).  Our  results  suggest  that  welfare  questionnaires  is a  useful,  reliable,  and  valid
tool  for  primate  welfare  assessment.
©  2016  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.
1. Happiness is positive welfare in brown capuchins
(Sapajus apella)
People working within animal facilities are an often under-
utilised source of knowledge for improving animal welfare. These
people use their experience to collect and interpret new informa-
tion and, when shared, their observations can be used to track
∗ Corresponding author at: School of Philosophy, Psychology and Language Sci-
ences, University of Edinburgh, 7 George Square, Edinburgh, EH8 9JZ, UK.
E-mail address: l.robinson@ed.ac.uk (L.M. Robinson).
animal welfare. However, in spite of these capabilities there are
few studies using questionnaires to assess animal welfare.
The goal of our study was  to test the utility of questionnaires as
a tool for assessing nonhuman primate welfare. This is an increas-
ingly important area of research given the growing interest in
assuring the welfare of animals kept in research facilities. This is
also important because in order to improve animal welfare we need
to be able to accurately assess it. We  chose to study brown capuchin
monkeys (Sapajus apella)  due to the large numbers in captivity
(IUCN, 2014) and the fact that there has been extensive research
on their behaviour and cognition (Fragaszy et al., 2004). In particu-
lar, the personality structure of brown capuchins has been studied
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.applanim.2016.05.029
0168-1591/© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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(Morton et al., 2013), which presented the opportunity to study the
association between ratings of welfare, subjective well-being, and
personality.
Animal welfare is often assessed using physiological responses
and behavioural observations (Broom and Johnson, 1993; Broom,
1988). These methods have drawbacks (Rushen, 1991). For exam-
ple, blood draws may  be stressful, which makes measures of
glucocorticoids difficult to interpret (Laule et al., 2003). Behavioural
observations, although they do not disrupt the animal, are time-
consuming and need to be conducted multiple times to gain an
accurate assessment of an individual’s welfare state (Vazire et al.,
2007). Alternatively, staff can fill out questionnaires, based on
their daily observations of animals’ behaviours and environmen-
tal responses, for a large number of animals in a time-efficient
manner. As with other methods of welfare assessment, ratings are
not perfect as raters may  have individual biases. However, con-
cerns about questionnaire reliability and validity can be assessed
by testing the agreement between raters and whether responses
are related to observed welfare states. If we can devise reliable
and valid questionnaires for rating primate welfare, then facilities
housing primates would have one more tool for monitoring and
improving welfare.
One benefit of questionnaires is that they can cover several indi-
cators and welfare states in a relatively short period of time. This is
important because in order to effectively assess welfare it is crucial
to assess multiple indices. For example, chronic stress is associated
with reduced immune response (Broom, 2006; Cohen et al., 1992)
and increased incidence of self-injury (Davenport et al., 2008; Lutz
et al., 2003). There is also increased focus on accounting for the
experience of positive emotions (or happiness) in welfare assess-
ment (Boissy et al., 2007). A primate welfare questionnaire that
covers a diverse set of welfare indicators, including those relat-
ing to both positive and negative welfare, could be used to further
investigate how different aspects of welfare are interconnected.
One questionnaire designed to assess happiness in nonhuman
primates is King and Landau’s subjective well-being questionnnaire
(SWB) (2003), which was based on studies of human happiness
(Sandvik et al., 1993). This questionnaire was initially used to assess
chimpanzees (King and Landau, 2003) and has since been used with
other nonhuman primate species (Weiss et al., 2011a,b, 2006) and
felids (Gartner and Weiss, 2013) and other nonhuman primates
(Weiss et al., 2011a,b, 2006). These studies have shown that the
interrater and retest reliabilities of animal SWB  are similar to those
of humans (Diener, 2009). Also, as in humans (Diener and Chan,
2011; Diener et al., 2003), happier animals (those with higher SWB)
tend to live longer (Weiss et al., 2011a) and share certain person-
ality traits, such as higher Extraversion (King and Landau, 2003;
Weiss et al., 2009, 2006).
In humans happiness and welfare are directly associated with
one another (Diener, 2009) suggesting that they are measuring sim-
ilar constructs. Both animal welfare and SWB  involve the animal’s
ability to cope with their environment and the balance of positive
and negative experiences (Broom, 2007; King and Landau, 2003).
Does this mean SWB  is equivalent to animal welfare? By assessing
welfare and SWB  in brown capuchins, we can determine the degree
to which these constructs are related in this species.
Accounting for variation in personality has been suggested as
another way of understanding and improving captive animal wel-
fare (Tetley and O’Hara, 2012). Studying personality and welfare
together may  help researchers better understand why animals in a
shared environment may  have different welfare states. Until now
the five brown capuchin personality traits (Assertiveness, Open-
ness, Neuroticism, Sociability, and Attentiveness) have not been
studied in connection with welfare and SWB.
As such, in this study we assessed the reliability and validity
of a 12-item welfare questionnaire in brown capuchins. We  then
examined the convergence of ratings of welfare and happiness.
Finally, we  tested the association of ratings of welfare and SWB
with locomotor stereotypy and personality traits.
2. Methods
2.1. Ethical approval
This project was approved by the participating facilities in July
2014. This study was  non-invasive and complied with the US Ani-
mal  Welfare Act (USDA, 2008).
2.2. Subjects
Subjects were 66 brown capuchins (31 males) housed at the
National Institutes of Health, Georgia State University, and Franklin
& Marshall College. Ages ranged from 0.55 years to 45.56 years
(mean ± SD = 12.47 years ± 9.03 years). Across the facilities all the
capuchins were socially housed in groups or pairs.
2.3. Instruments
2.3.1. Welfare questionnaire
We  designed the welfare questionnaire with practicality in
mind, and so it was  relatively brief and applicable to multiple pri-
mate species. The questionnaire is comprised of three sections. The
first section asks raters, who were caretakers or other individu-
als with extensive experience working with the animals that they
rated, to answer questions about their experience working with
animals. In addition, to prime raters for the welfare questions, this
section of the questionnaire asks which physical and behavioural
indicators raters use to determine whether an animal has positive
or negative welfare. The second section consisted of 12 questions
based on the five major contributors to animal quality of life pro-
posed by McMillan (2005), including social relationships, mental
stimulation, health, stress, and control of the social and physical
environment. Some of the definitions and wording were influenced
by Broom (2007, 1991), Broom and Johnson (1993), and by Green
and Mellor (2011). Each of the items could be rated on a five point
Likert scale ranging from very bad to very good, altered to fit the
question wording and to capture negative and positive welfare
states (Boissy et al., 2007; Yeates and Main, 2008). Each question
also included a section for comments. The welfare questionnaire is
available in Supplementary materials.
2.3.2. Subjective well-being ratings
We collected subjective well-being ratings for the capuchins
using King and Landau’s four-item questionnaire1 (2003). This
questionnaire asks raters to estimate how often each animal is
happy, how satisfying each animal finds their social experiences,
how successful the animal is at achieving its goals, and to imag-
ine how happy they would be if they were that animal for a week.
Raters used a seven point Likert scale to rate how well each adjec-
tive describes the individual animals from “Displays either total
absence or negligible amounts of the trait or state” to “Displays
extremely large amounts of the trait”.
2.3.3. Personality ratings
We  collected personality ratings using the Hominoid Personality
Questionnaire,2 a 54-item questionnaire where each item consists
of an adjective and one to three descriptive sentences (Weiss et al.,
1 The SWB  questionnaire can be found at http://extras.springer.com/2011/978-
1-4614-0175-9/weiss monkey wellbeing.pdf.
2 The HPQ can be found at http://extras.springer.com/2011/978-1-4614-0175-9/
weiss monkey personality.pdf.
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2011b). For example, the item fearful is “FEARFUL: Subject reacts
excessively to real or imagined threats by displaying behaviours
such as screaming, grimacing, running away, or other signs of anx-
iety or distress.” The HPQ uses a seven point Likert scale from
“Displays either total absence or negligible amounts of the trait”
to “Displays extremely large amounts of the trait”.
2.3.4. Stereotypic behaviour
We  collected data on the frequency of locomotor stereotypy to
test the welfare and SWB  questionnaires’ relation to an observ-
able welfare state. We  asked staff to “Rate how often each animal
performs any of the following behaviours by placing an X in the
appropriate column”. This was followed by operational definitions
taken from Vandeleest et al. (2011) for the following stereotypies:
pace, flip, twirl, swing, bounce, head twist, and rock. Staff then rated
each capuchins’ stereotypic behaviour on a five point frequency
scale from “never” to “constantly”.
2.4. Data collection
We  collected welfare questionnaires and subjective well-being
ratings from 7 May  2014 to 28 August 2014. Ten raters performed
185 ratings of the 66 capuchins using the welfare question-
naire (mean = 2.80 ratings per capuchin); nine raters performed
181 ratings using the SWB  questionnaire (mean = 2.70 ratings per
capuchin). Raters knew each capuchin for an average of 3.88 years
(range: 0.50–16 years, SD ± 3.81 years). There were 19 missing
data points out of 2220 possible welfare responses and no miss-
ing data points out of 724 possible SWB  responses. At the same
time we collected 64 personality ratings of 18 animals. We  used
140 personality ratings of 48 of these capuchins previously col-
lected in 2010 and reported in Morton et al. (2013). Each of the
66 capuchins was rated on average 3.25 times; three animals
were only rated once. Overall there were 230 missing data points
out of 11016 possible personality responses. Lastly, in December,
2015 we collected 172 ratings of stereotypy frequency from seven
raters (mean = 2.61 raters per animal); there were no missing data
points. All seven raters had contributed to the 2014 data collection.
Because we wanted to test the welfare and SWB  questionnaires’
validity by connecting them to an observable welfare state, we
collected stereotypy ratings after we collected data from the ques-
tionnaires. Raters for all the questionnaires were researchers, care
staff and/or students familiar with individual animals. For all the
questionnaires any item with a missing value was replaced with
that items’ mean score (Downey and King, 1998).
2.5. Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using R, version 3.1.1 (R
Development Core Team, 2014).
2.5.1. Intraclass correlations
We used intraclass correlations (ICCs) to assess the interrater
reliability of welfare and SWB  ratings of the 48 animals that
were assessed by multiple raters; the same animals were in both
analyses. We  also performed ICCs to assess the reliability of the per-
sonality items for the 63 capuchins that were assessed by multiple
raters. ICC(3,1) estimates the reliability of single ratings and ICC(3,k)
assesses the reliability across mean ratings based on k raters (Shrout
and Fleiss, 1979).
2.5.2. Principal components analyses
We averaged the welfare item scores across raters leaving a
single score per animal and then conducted separate principal com-
ponent analyses (PCA) for the welfare items and the SWB  items. We
determined the number of components to extract by examining
Table 1
Interrater reliability of welfare and SWB  items.
Item ICC(3,1) ICC(3,k)
Social control 0.63 0.86
Number of relationships 0.63 0.86
Physical health 0.56 0.82
Positive/negative experience 0.53 0.80
Quality of relationships 0.49 0.77
Positive welfare 0.46 0.75
Stress frequency 0.46 0.75
Negative welfare 0.45 0.74
Environmental control 0.37 0.67
Effect of experience 0.31 0.61
Psychological stimulation 0.26 0.55
Stress coping 0.23 0.51
Welfare average 0.45 0.72
SWB  Goal achievement 0.74 0.91
SWB  Happiness as animal 0.64 0.86
SWB  Time animal is happy 0.63 0.85
SWB  Social satisfaction 0.51 0.78
SWB  Average 0.63 0.85
Note. Based on 48 brown capuchins. Welfare items k = 3.48. SWB  items k = 3.33.
the scree plot and performing a parallel analysis (Dinno and Dinno,
2010; Horn, 1965). We  then computed unit-weighted component
scores (Gorsuch, 1983) by assigning a weight of +1 to loadings that
were greater than or equal to 0.4 and a weight of −1 to loadings that
were less than or equal to −0.4. All other loadings were assigned
weights of 0. In the event that an item had a loading greater than
or equal to |.4| on more than one component, we  assigned the item
to the component on which it had the highest loading. We  then
performed a joint-PCA with the 12 welfare items and the four SWB
items.
To calculate personality component scores we aggregated HPQ
item scores across raters and generated component scores for
the personality dimensions based on the 2013 published struc-
ture (Table 6 in Morton et al., 2013). This structure includes five
brown capuchin personality dimensions: Assertiveness is made up
of items such as bullying, aggressive,  and dominant; Openness is
made up of items such as inventive, innovative,  and playful;  Neu-
roticism is made up of items such as (not) stable, (not) predictable,
and excitable; Sociability which includes affectionate, friendly, and
(not) solitary; Attentiveness is made up of items such as (not) dis-
organised, (not) unperceptive, and (not) thoughtless.
2.5.3. Pearson correlations
To examine the associations between personality, welfare, and
SWB  we  used Pearson correlations. After standardising the vari-
ables we  correlated the personality dimensions and the welfare and
SWB items and components. We interpreted the results adjusted
for multiple tests using a Holm-Bonferroni correction.
2.5.4. Generalizable linear mixed models
We fit linear mixed-effects models using the nlme package
(Pinheiro et al., 2012). In all models we  included age and sex as
fixed effects and facility as a random effect. Our dependent vari-
ables were the component scores based on the results of the PCAs
of the welfare and SWB  items Each of these models included three
combinations of fixed effects: 1) locomotor stereotypy frequency;
2) the five capuchin personality dimensions; 3) the five person-
ality dimensions and locomotor stereotypy frequency. Locomotor
stereotypy frequency was included in models as the aggregation
of stereotypy scores across raters. Housing was  not included in
our models as only three capuchins were reported to ever be pair-
housed, the rest were group housed. The dependent variables were
converted into z-scores (mean ± SD = 0 ± 1). The continuous pre-
dictor variables (stereotypy, age, and personality dimension) were
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Table 2
PCA of brown capuchin welfare items.
Item Loading h2
Positive/negative experience 0.93 0.87
Number of relationships 0.93 0.86
Stress frequency −0.90 0.81
Negative welfare −0.84 0.71
Positive welfare 0.84 0.70
Quality of relationships 0.83 0.69
Social control 0.82 0.67
Environmental control 0.80 0.65
Stress coping 0.72 0.52
Psychological stimulation 0.61 0.38
Effect of experience 0.60 0.36
Physical health 0.50 0.25
Note. N = 66. Proportion of variance = 62%. h2 = commonalities.
centred and divided by 2 × SD to make the effect size comparable
with the binary variable (sex) (Gelman, 2008). We  then calculated
conditional R2, which gives the variation explained by the fixed and
random effects in the model, using the MuMIn  package (Barton,
2015).
3. Results
3.1. Items interrater reliabilities
For the welfare items the ICC(3,1) ranged from 0.23 to 0.63 with
a mean of 0.45 and the ICC(3,k) ranged from 0.51 to 0.86 with a
mean of 0.72 (Table 1). For the SWB  items the ICC(3,1) ranged from
0.51 to 0.74 with a mean of 0.63 and the ICC(3,k) ranged from 0.78
to 0.91 with a mean of 0.85 (Table 1). For the HPQ items the ICC(3,1)
ranged from 0.12 to 0.74 with a mean of 0.39 and the ICC(3,k) ranged
from 0.30 to 0.90 with a mean of 0.64 (S1). For ratings of stereotypic
behaviour the ICC(3,1) was 0.64 and ICC(3,k) was 0.82 (k = 2.61).
3.2. PCA of welfare items and SWB  items
A parallel analysis and scree plot of the welfare items showed
a single component (Table 2). When we included both the welfare
and SWB  items in a joint-PCA we again found a single component.
All 16 items had salient loadings on this component (Table 3); we
named this component welfareSWB.
Table 3
PCA of brown capuchin welfare and subjective well-being items.
Item Loading h2
SWB  Happiness as animal 0.93 0.87
Number of relationships 0.93 0.87
SWB  Time animal is happy 0.92 0.85
Positive/negative experience 0.92 0.85
Stress frequency −0.90 0.80
SWB  Social satisfaction 0.88 0.78
SWB  Goal achievement 0.85 0.73
Social control 0.84 0.71
Quality of relationships 0.83 0.70
Positive welfare 0.83 0.69
Negative welfare −0.82 0.68
Environmental control 0.76 0.58
Stress coping 0.74 0.54
Effect of experience 0.59 0.35
Psychological stimulation 0.57 0.33
Physical health 0.49 0.24
Note. N = 66. Proportion of variance explained = 66%. h2 = commonalities.
3.3. Pearson correlations of welfare, SWB, and personality
The welfare component and SWB  component were highly cor-
related (r = 0.91, p < 0.001, 95% CI 0.86–0.95). Higher Sociability
correlated with the higher welfare, higher SWB, and higher wel-
fareSWB scores (Table 4); capuchins rated as more sociable were
rated as having better welfare and higher happiness. Assertive-
ness correlated with the SWB  component but not the welfare or
welfareSWB components. The full correlation matrix including all
items and components is available in Supplementary Table 2.
3.4. Mixed-effects models
3.4.1. Welfare
In the model that included stereotypy but not personality
we found that capuchins that performed locomotor stereotypies
more frequently were rated as being significantly lower in welfare
(Table 5, left panel). In both the model with the five personality
dimensions and in the model that included stereotypy frequency,
capuchins lower in Neuroticism and higher in Sociability, Assertive-
ness, and Attentiveness were rated as having significantly better
welfare (Table 5, middle and right panels).
Table 4
Pearson correlation coefficients of brown capuchin personality components and welfare and SWB  components.
Component Welfare 95% CI SWB  95% CI WelfareSWB 95% CI
Assertiveness 0.37 [0.14, 0.56] 0.49 [0.28, 0.65] 0.41 [0.18, 0.59]
Openness 0.25 [0.01, 0.46] 0.27 [−0.03, 0.48] 0.26 [0.02, 0.47]
Neuroticism −0.28 [−0.49, -0 −0.05] −0.24 [−0.46, 0.00] −0.28 [−0.49, −0.04]
Sociability 0.72 [0.58, 0.82] 0.69 [0.54, 0.80] 0.72 [0.58, 0.82]
Attentiveness −0.19 [−0.41, 0.05] −0.22 [−0.44, 0.02] −0.21 [−0.43, 0.04]
Note. N = 66. Boldface values were significant at p < 0.01. Adjusted for multiple tests.
Table 5
Models of brown capuchin welfare component predicted by stereotypy and personality, controlling for age and sex with facility as a random effect.
Predictor b CI p b CI p b CI p
Intercept 0.18 [−0.22, 0.58] 0.042 0.17 [0.07, 0.42] 0.008 0.16 [−0.06, 0.39] 0.003
Stereotypy −0.77 [−1.21, −0.33] <0.001 – – – −0.26 [−0.63, 0.10] 0.16
Age  −0.55 [−1.00, −0.10] 0.018 −0.58 [−1.00, −0.15] 0.009 −0.57 [−0.99, −0.15] 0.009
Male  −0.36 [−0.80, 0.08] 0.11 −0.38 [−0.72, −0.04] 0.031 −0.35 [−0.69, −0.01] 0.045
Sociability – – – 1.21 [0.76, 1.65] <0.001 1.03 [0.54, 1.53] <0.001
Assertiveness – – – 0.56 [0.20, 0.92] 0.003 0.56 [0.20, 0.92] 0.003
Openness – – – −0.28 [−0.76, 0.20] 0.23 −0.16 [−0.67, 0.35] 0.53
Neuroticism – – – −0.55 [−1.03, −0.07] 0.025 −0.63 [−1.11, −0.14] 0.012
Attentiveness – – – 0.58 [0.16, 1.01] 0.008 0.58 [0.16, 1.00] 0.007
Note. N = 66. Boldface values were significant at p < 0.05. Variance explained: left panel: R2 = 0.31, middle panel: R2 = 0.62, right panel: R2 = 0.62.
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Table  6
Models of brown capuchin SWB  component predicted by stereotypy and personality, controlling for age and sex with facility as a random effect.
Predictor b CI p b CI p b CI p
Intercept 0.09 [−0.23,0.40] 0.091 0.10 [−0.18,0.39] 0.10 0.10 [−0.17,0.36] 0.099
Stereotypy −0.68 [−1.14,0.21] 0.005 – – – −0.19 [−0.58,0.19] 0.32
Age  −0.48 [−0.94,−0.01] 0.046 −0.40 [−0.85,0.05] 0.079 −0.40 [−0.84,0.05] 0.078
Male  −0.18 [−0.65,0.29] 0.44 −0.24 [−0.59,0.11] 0.18 −0.22 [−0.58,0.14] 0.22
Sociability – – – 1.13 [0.66,1.59] <0.001 0.99 [0.47,1.51] <0.001
Assertiveness – – – 0.79 [0.42,1.16] <0.001 0.79 [041,1.16] <0.001
Openness – – – −0.23 [−0.72,0.26] 0.35 −0.14 [−0.67,0.39] 0.59
Neuroticism – – – −0.40 [−0.90,0.10] 0.11 −0.45 [−0.96,0.05] 0.079
Attentiveness – – – 0.44 [−0.01,0.88] 0.056 0.42 [−0.03,0.86] 0.066
Note. N = 66. Boldface values were significant at p < 0.05. Variance explained: left panel: R2 = 0.19, middle panel: R2 = 0.60, right panel: R2 = 0.60.
3.4.2. SWB
In the model that included stereotypy but not personality we
found that capuchins that performed more stereotypy were rated
as having significantly lower SWB  (Table 6, left panel). In both the
model with the five personality dimensions and the model includ-
ing the personality dimensions and stereotypy, capuchins with
higher Sociability and Assertiveness were rated as having signif-
icantly higher SWB  (Table 6, middle and right panels). None of the
other personality traits were significantly associated with SWB.
3.4.3. WelfareSWB
In the model that included stereotypy we found that capuchins
who displayed stereotypic behaviour more frequently were rated
as being significantly lower in welfareSWB (Table 7, left panel).
In the model that included the five personality traits we found
that capuchins higher in Sociability, Assertiveness, and Attentive-
ness and lower in Neuroticism had significantly higher welfareSWB
(Table 7, middle panel). Finally, in the model with the five person-
ality dimensions and stereotypy we again found higher Sociability,
Assertiveness, and Attentiveness dimensions and lower Neuroti-
cism were significantly related to higher ratings of welfare and SWB
(Table 7, right panel).
3.4.4. Sensitivity test
We  conducted sensitivity tests of the models by removing the
18 capuchins that had been concurrently rated on the welfare, SWB,
and HPQ questionnaires. We  found some effects were no longer sig-
nificant. However, the effect sizes were largely similar suggesting
that this was due to loss of statistical power. See Supplementary
Tables 3–5 for full models.
4. Discussion
We  found there was good evidence for staff agreement of ratings
of welfare. The welfare items formed a single component. The wel-
fare ratings were correlated with ratings of SWB  and formed a single
component with SWB  items. These results suggest that ratings of
SWB  and welfare ratings are indistinguishable in brown capuchins.
Welfare and SWB  ratings were associated with the exhibition of
stereotypic behaviour. Finally, four of the five brown capuchin per-
sonality dimensions were associated with their welfare, even after
adjusting for the presence of locomotor stereotypies. In all models
the effect of Sociability and Assertiveness was larger than age, sex,
and stereotypy.
These findings suggest that facilities housing animals can make
use of the knowledge and experience of their staff to collect
additional data on animal welfare. The reliability of ratings were
relatively high and on par with reliabilities with those in studies
of human personality (Gosling, 2001) and subjective well-being
(Diener, 2009). As suggested by other authors, our results demon-
strate that staff members are reliable, credible, and valuable sources
of welfare data (Meagher, 2009; Whitham and Wielebnowski,
2009). Additionally, the welfare questionnaire was  reported to take
as little as three minutes showing the utility of questionnaires as a
quick addition to traditional assessment methods. In the future we
can expand on this research by examining the validity of welfare
ratings in other nonhuman primate species.
The welfare items formed a single component suggesting that
the aspects of welfare that our questionnaire covered (stress cop-
ing, physical health, control, etc.) are connected. Lower welfare and
SWB  ratings were associated with the higher frequency of stereo-
typic behaviour. As stereotypy is an abnormal behaviour specific
to captivity (Mason, 1991) this suggests that the SWB  and wel-
fare questionnaires are measuring an observed welfare state. An
alternative explanation may  be that raters are familiar with the
literature surrounding stereotypy and see it as a negative wel-
fare indicator. Raters who  had noted stereotypies were presumably
more likely to rate that animal lower in welfare and SWB  thus bias-
ing ratings downward. This may  be problematic as the literature
is mixed regarding the validity of stereotypy as a negative welfare
indicator (Mason and Latham, 2004; Mason, 1991). The fact that
our stereotypy results validated our welfare and SWB  measures
still indicates the utility of the measure, but highlights the need for
additional metrics that may  be less obvious to observers, such as
stress hormone levels, to provide further validation.
Sociability had the largest effect on welfareSWB, which fits
what we  know about the importance of primate sociality. Socially
deprived primates are prone to self-injury and are at greater risk
Table 7
Models of brown capuchin welfareSWB component predicted by stereotypy and personality, controlling for age and sex with facility as a random effect.
Predictor B CI p b CI p b CI p
Intercept 0.15 [−0.22,0.53] 0.047 0.15 [−0.10,0.40] 0.015 0.15 [−0.08,0.38] 0.014
Stereotypy −0.76 [−1.20,−0.31] 0.001 – – – −0.25 [−0.62,0.11] 0.17
Age  −0.54 [−1.00,−0.09] 0.020 −0.54 [−0.97,−0.12] 0.013 −0.54 [−0.96,−0.12] 0.013
Male  −0.31 [−0.76,0.14] 0.17 −0.34 [−0.68,−0.00] 0.048 −0.32 [−0.65,0.02] 0.070
Sociability – – – 1.19 [0.75,1.63] <0.001 1.02 [0.53,1.51] <0.001
Assertiveness – – – 0.63 [0.28,0.99] <0.001 0.63 [0.28,0.98] <0.001
Openness – – – −0.24 [−0.73,0.22] 0.28 −0.14 [−0.64,0.36] 0.57
Neuroticism – – – −0.53 [−1.01,−0.06] 0.029 −0.60 [−1.08,−0.13] 0.014
Attentiveness – – – 0.55 [0.12,0.97] 0.013 0.54 [0.12,0.95] 0.013
Note. N = 66. Boldface values were significant at p < 0.05. Variance explained: left panel: R2 = 0.28, middle panel: R2 = 0.63, right panel: R2 = 0.63.
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of displaying stereotypies (Gottlieb et al., 2013; Lutz et al., 2003).
Conversely, primates who create high quality social relationships
benefit in terms of their psychological and physical health. For
example, they have lower stress levels (Shutt et al., 2007; Terry,
1970) and reduced parasite loads (Akinyi et al., 2013; Crofoot et al.,
2011).
We  found Assertiveness to have the second largest effect on wel-
fareSWB. The link between Assertiveness and welfare rating may
be connected to rank, as a previous study of 38 of these subjects
found that Assertiveness and alpha status were associated (Lefevre
et al., 2014). Within some primate species high rank confers advan-
tages that may  lead to better welfare, including primary access to
food (Boccia et al., 1988; Janson, 1985; Wittig and Boesch, 2003)
and grooming (Coelho et al., 1983; Leinfelder et al., 2001; Parr
et al., 1997), and reduced stress levels (Abbott et al., 2003; Sapolsky,
2004). Thus, it may  be the link between Assertiveness and alpha sta-
tus that creates the positive association with welfare and subjective
well-being.
Personality differences have potential real world applications.
For example, Capitanio et al. (2015) found that female rhesus
macaques with more similar personalities were more likely to be
successfully pair-housed. In addition, personality traits are associ-
ated with self-injurious behaviour in chimpanzees (Herrelko et al.,
2012) and illness duration in golden snub-nosed monkeys (Jin et al.,
2013). Our study adds to this literature by demonstrating that cer-
tain personality traits are associated with welfare ratings, which
can be used to more carefully monitor capuchins with these traits.
There were limitations to our study. We  collected data on loco-
motor stereotypy using questionnaires but we could not assess the
effect of type of stereotypy. Furthermore, we did not examine other
types of stereotypical behaviour. This may  be important as differ-
ent types of stereotypy (pacing, rocking, oral) may  be related to
different aspects of welfare. The stereotypy data was  also collected
a year after the welfare ratings, which may  mean that some of the
reported stereotypic behaviour may  have developed during that
time. However, the strong association between welfare and SWB
suggest this may  not be the case. Additionally, we included stereo-
typy to check the validity of the welfare questionnaire, but lacked
an equivalent positive welfare indicator such as grooming.
The reliability and validity means that this welfare question-
naire, in addition to traditional assessment methods, may  be a
viable and practical tool. These findings also show that to account
for welfare we need to expand our definition to include positive
states of subjective well-being or happiness. Finally, this study reaf-
firms the strong links, identified in other species, including humans,
between personality and welfare.
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